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In this chapter we will cover operation and troubleshooting information on various electronic tuners used in assorted makes of color TV receivers. The circuits will include the VHF and UHF tuners along with their control center circuits. Some will be the manual channel selector control units, while others will be remote controlled via all electronic switching IC and transistor devices. Various DC voltage control and AFC (automatic frequency control) circuit schemes for electronic tuners will be reviewed.

**THE SYLVANIA MANUAL ELECTRONIC TUNING SYSTEM**

Some Sylvania color sets have conventional two knob UHF and VHF tuning systems, but others have a combination UHF/VHF varactor tuner with a one knob addressing system. One channel selector and one fine tuning knob are used to change and adjust both UHF and VHF stations.

The tuning voltage applied to the UHF/VHF tuner is varied in two ways. Note the tuner control circuit shown in Fig. 1-1. Band switches apply the 24 volt B+ line to either the UHF or VHF portions of the tuner. The variable tuning voltage comes from the 112 volt B+ line and is dropped and regulated by a 33 volt Zener on the tuner cluster assembly. This 33 volts is varied by adjusting variable resistors mounted in a tuning assembly that looks like a small barrel type tuner. Instead of many contacts on each of the strips, as with a conventional barrel type tuner, these strips have only three contacts on the variable 10 K ohm resistor. The voltage output from the variable resistors, ranges from +1 volt to +28 volts. As the channel selector is rotated, a different dial appears through the viewing window. This dial indicates the channel ranges in either the UHF or VHF spectrums. As the fine tuning knob is varied, a red pointer moves up and down the indicator dial showing the channel being tuned. This dial is located below the channel knob. A second channel indicator window is visible above the channel knob. It indicates all of the VHF channels and has
Fig. 1-1. Sylvania manual control electronic tuner system.
A channel can be selected by pushing the desired channel number and then pressing the enter key. Also, a 0 does not have to be entered for a single channel number. If a channel number is selected without pressing the enter key, the display will show the new number, but will return to the original number after 4.5 seconds have elapsed.

This direct access system will also tune the cable TV channels that are referred to as the super band channels J through W and the mid-channels A through I. The mid and super channels are tuned on channels 14 to 36.

**Direct Access Functional Blocks**

As we know, the microprocessor IC is the heart of this complete tuning system. It is essentially a small computer which controls all of the functions of the tuning system.

- It constantly scans the receiver mounted keyboard looking for a contact closure.
- It constantly monitors the remote receiver output looking for a remote key closure.
- It controls the operation of the LED channel display through a decoder/driver IC.
- It provides B+ switching and bandswitching for the VHF and UHF tuners.
- It controls the operation of a phase-locked-loop IC which results in precise control of the tuner oscillator frequency. See Fig. 1-3.

![Diagram](image-url)

Fig. 1-2. Direct access system block diagram.
Phase-Locked Loop Operation

This tuning system is referred to as a frequency synthesis tuning system. In a voltage synthesis type, a precise, stable tuning voltage is generated and used to control the tuner oscillator. This type of system depends heavily on conventional AFC operation for oscillator frequency stability.

In a frequency synthesis system, a precise frequency is generated and maintained. When a channel is selected, the microprocessor knows what the correct FCC designated frequency should be for that channel. It develops a tuning voltage that will put the oscillator at the correct frequency. It constantly monitors the oscillator frequency by dividing, counting and comparing it to a reference, which results in automatic correction of the tuning voltage, assuring oscillator stability.

As you will note in Fig. 1-4, a crystal-controlled oscillator, operating at 3.581065 MHz, is divided by a 14 stage reference divider in the phase-locked-loop IC, to provide an output frequency of 976.5625 Hz. This frequency, rounded off to 1 kHz, becomes the reference base which is applied to one input of a comparator.

The VHF or UHF oscillator frequencies are applied to a prescaler circuit. This prescaler IC and its associated circuitry, is required because
the normal VHF and UHF oscillator frequencies for each channel are much too high to be used as a comparison in the phase-locked-loop IC. The prescaler drives the oscillator signal down by 256.

Referring to Fig. 1-4 again, we see the divide-down oscillator signal is applied to a programmable divider in the phase-locked loop IC. Here, it is further divided by a variable ratio, to produce an output frequency which becomes the second input to the comparator. The comparator produces an output which is dependent on the differences between the crystal controlled reference signal and the divided down oscillator signal.

The comparator output is a series of pulses with variable duty cycles. These pulses are fed to an active filter circuit. The active filter smoothes these pulses and produces a DC output with a negligible amount of 1 kHz ripple. This DC voltage is in fact the tuning voltage which is applied to the varactor diodes in both tuners. In this manner, the tuner oscillator assumes the stability of the crystal reference.

In order for the comparator to operate correctly, the two input frequencies (tuner oscillator and reference) should be about equal (1 kHz). Since the oscillator frequencies are different for each channel, a different divide ratio must be used for each channel. For example, the channel 2 local oscillator frequency is 101 MHz. In order to yield a 1 kHz output, the signal must be divided by 101,000. The channel 13 local oscillator is at 257 MHz. This frequency must be divided by 257,000 to produce the same 1 kHz signal. This task is accomplished in the programmable divider.

---

**Fig. 1-4.** Phase locked-loop block diagram.
The divide ratio is determined by information provided by the microprocessor via four data input control lines. Each time a channel is selected, the microprocessor will put the correct binary control signal on each of the four input lines to establish the correct divide ratio for that particular channel.

Three data steering input lines are used to determine to which internal registers the binary signals belong. The microprocessor performs many other functions besides controlling the phase-locked-loop IC. Because of this, there may be information on the control input lines which is not meant for the phase-locked-loop IC. The eighth input from the microprocessor is the *enable*. Information on this line permits the phase-locked-loop IC to receive the correct data and exclude all other information.

The 1 kHz pulse width modulated output from the phase locked loop IC is applied to the base of Q1. A Darlington stage is used here to maintain an extremely high input impedance. The output of the collector of Q2 is fed back to Q1 via C14, C15 and R67. This filtered DC voltage at the collector is then routed through Q12, an emitter follower, to provide a low impedance drive to the tuner.

Connected to the base of Q12 is an adjustable clamp circuit. This circuit does not allow the tuning voltage to go below 2.25 volts DC on the high VHF or mid-band CATV channels. Misadjustment of this clamp circuit can cause the tuner oscillator to stall, ultimately making the system to lock-out.

The clamp voltage is set by a potentiometer located on the A-7892 microprocessor module.

The correct adjustment procedure is as follows:

- Set the mode switches to normal.
- Select a high (7 to 13) channel.
- Remove the shielded cable between the VHF tuner and prescaler.
- Adjust the potentiometer for 2.25 volts DC on the tuning voltage line.
- Reconnect the shielded cable.

**Keyboard Scanning**

The microprocessor constantly scans the keyboard by sending pulses on three output scan lines. See Fig. 1-5. These lines are arranged in such a way as to represent the vertical, or x axis of the keyboard (three vertical rows of keys). The horizontal, or y axis of the keyboard is represented by five output lines. When a key is depressed, the appropriate x-y contact is made. The contact closure transfers the pulse back to the microprocessor via one of the five output lines. The microprocessor detects the pulse, producing the desired digit on the display.
**Microprocessor Organization**

All of these circuits are controlled by a microprocessor which is essentially a small computer. The internal organization of the microprocessor is shown in Fig. 1-6. The microprocessor consists of four major sections:

- **The arithmetic logic unit (ALU)** performs a sequence of operations determined by commands which are stored in various memory locations. It can do additions, subtractions, comparisons and so forth. It performs these operations one at a time.

- **The accumulator (ACC)** section of the IC is used by the (ALU) to temporarily store information while it performs its various duties.

- **Read only memory (ROM)** section contains all the instructions and sequencing information for the arithmetic logic unit. This program is designed to do a specific job and it enables a general purpose microprocessor to become suited for use in a tuning system. The ROM section of this microprocessor cannot be changed except by changing the metal mask used in fabricating the IC.

- **The random access memory (RAM)** however, can be changed. It is used to temporarily store information that can be altered as required. This is necessary because the microprocessor performs numerous functions on a time sharing basis. The microprocessor also has its own internal clock which is set by R6528. The nominal clock frequency is 375 kHz and can be measured at pin 28 of IC6526 with a low capacity probe.

**Microprocessor Voltage Information**

All the integrated circuits in this system are powered from two 5 volt regulators on the microprocessor module. One regulator supplies all the

---

Fig. 1-5. Keyboard scanning block diagram.
Fig. 1-6. Microprocessor organization diagram.

LED current and is turned on and off with the TV set. The other regulator is powered from the remote control power supply which enables the system to have last channel memory.

**NOTE OF CAUTION:** The IC's in this system are mostly MOS devices and can be damaged by a static discharge. Use care when troubleshooting!

**ELECTRONIC TUNING SYSTEM (RCA CTC-93 CHASSIS)**

This RCA electronic tuner system utilizes a phase-locked-loop (PLL) in conjunction with a digital frequency programmer to generate a number of discrete frequencies. To better understand the total system let's look at the basic PLL operation.

**BASIC PHASE-LOCKED LOOP THEORY**

Phase-locked loops have been used for many electronic systems in the past few years. Phase locking is actually a technique of forcing the phase of an oscillator signal to exactly follow the phase of a reference
signal. The PLL automatically locks onto and tracks a signal, even though its frequency changes. The PLL does all this with the help of its phase comparator and a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO). The phase comparator samples the frequency of an input signal with that of a reference oscillator and produces an error voltage directly proportional to the difference between the frequencies of the two.

The error voltage serves two purposes. It is fed back to the VCO and changes its frequency to match that of the input signal. This feedback enables the PLL to lock onto and track the signal. The error voltage can also be considered a demodulated FM output since it varies directly with a shift in the input signal frequency. Thus, the error voltage from the phase comparator permits the PLL to lock onto a frequency, and to track it continually over a given range.

**BASIC PHASE-LOCKED LOOP OPERATION**

Let's now look at a digital phase-locked loop or frequency synthesis (FS) phase-locked loop operation. See Fig. 1-7.

The FS tuning system for a TV receiver includes a phase-locked loop for synthesizing local VHF/UHF oscillator signals. When the RF input receives standard TV frequency carriers, the mixer combines them with local oscillator signals to form IF signals having a picture carrier equal to the nominal IF picture carrier frequency, 45.75 MHz. The PLL includes a local oscillator, a divide-by-K prescaler, a divide-by-N unit, and a divide-by-M unit, operating in conjunction with comparator, reference oscillator reference divider, and a low-pass filter.

The local oscillator, located in the MST tuner module (a voltage controlled type), generates a signal whose frequency is determined by the
DC voltage applied to it from the low-pass filter located in the MSC tuner control module.

The output of the local oscillator is coupled to the divide-by-K prescaler which divides the frequency of the relatively high frequency local oscillator. This step is necessary to produce signals whose frequency is compatible with the operating frequency range of the portions of the tuning system following it. Factor K equals 256 for UHF and 64 for the VHF range.

The output of the divide-by-K prescaler is coupled to the divide-by-N unit. The divide-by-N unit performs a number of functions: One of these functions is to divide the frequency of the output signal of the K prescaler, by a number (N), which is equal to the frequency necessary to derive (in the closed loop system) the correct local oscillator signal for the desired TV channel.

The factor N is controlled in accordance with the channel selected via a channel selection unit. The channel select unit may be a keyboard type which can sequentially select the two decimal digits for the desired channel. The channel selection unit converts the selected two-digit decimal number into binary signals arranged in a binary coded decimal (BCD) format. The binary signals are partitioned into a group of four bits (binary digits) for the most significant digit (MSD) and another group of four bits for the least significant digit (LSD). The binary signals are coupled to the divide-by-N unit and are also coupled to a display unit which functions to provide an indication of the channel number selected.

A band decoder (part of the divide-by-N unit) determines the frequency band in which the selected channel resides. A band identification signal, indicating that the selected channel is in the VHF or UHF range, is coupled to the divide-by-K prescaler from the band switch stage to control the factor K (64 or 256).

The output of the divide-by-N unit is coupled to a divide-by-M stage which divides the frequency of the output signal of the divide-by-N unit by 1 for UHF channels and by 4 for VHF channels, in accordance with the state of the signal coupled to it from the band decoder. The output of the divide-by-M is coupled to the phase comparator which provides an output signal comprised of a series of pulses whose polarity and duty cycle represent the phase and/or frequency deviation between the output signal of the divide-by-M divider and the output signal of the reference divider R.

The output of the phase comparator is coupled to an active low-pass filter. This integrates the output signal of the phase comparator, to form a DC signal, which controls the frequency of the local oscillator.

The loop just described is arranged so that the low-pass filter couples a DC tuner control voltage to the local oscillator, which tends to minimize the frequency and phase differences between the output signals of the divide-by-M and reference divider.
AUTOMATIC OFFSET TUNING

The offset signals sometimes encountered with CATV converters, MATV systems, home video games, and video recorders fall in a range of ±2 MHz around the FCC assigned VHF broadcast channel frequencies. These odd signals, however, must be tuned by the receiver.

The following details give the sequence of events involved with frequency synthesis automatic offset tuning. First, the desired VHF channel is selected. The synthesis system (PLL) tunes the FCC assigned frequency for that channel. When a phase lock has been completed, the system switches to an AFT mode for signal searching within the AFT pull-in range. At this time, if a station carrier frequency is within AFT range, the system stays in AFT mode and remains on channel. If a station carrier is not detected, with the oscillator tuned to this center synthesis frequency to produce 45.75 MHz, the synthesis system is again activated. Now, however, the system automatically offsets the local oscillator plus 1 MHz above the nominal FCC frequency and the AFT search mode is reactivated. If lock occurs, the system stabilizes in AFT mode, holding the offset carrier frequency. If lock is not achieved, the system will again go to the synthesis mode, this time tuning the local oscillator to a frequency 1 MHz below the FCC nominal oscillator frequency for the channel. The AFT search is again activated, seeking a station carrier within ±1.25 MHz of this new synthesized oscillator frequency. If a carrier is available, AFT lock is established, otherwise, synthesis again retunes the oscillator to its nominal FCC channel frequency. The system will continue to perform alternate cycles of synthesis (PLL) and AFT in search of a station signal in the sequence just described.

The choice of ± 1.25 MHz for the AFT control limit prevents the possibility of AFT lockout to the lower adjacent sound carrier (—1.5 MHz) during dropout of the desired stations signal.

In summation:
• A channel is selected, synthesis occurs, tuning the local oscillator to the FCC nominal frequency to receive that channel.
• The AFT search mode is activated. If a station signal carrier is within ±1.25 MHz, AFT lock-up is established and the system stabilizes in AFT mode.
• If during AFT search no carrier is available, synthesis is re-engaged shifting the local oscillator 1-MHz high; AFT search is activated, seeking a station carrier. If available, AFT lock-up is established and the system stabilizes.
• If lock-up is not achieved, the system now tunes the oscillator 1 MHz lower than nominal. AFT search is set in the same sequence as in the previous high offset mode.
• A third failure to get an AFT lock will return the system back to the FCC nominal frequency. There it will do alternate cycles of synthesis (PLL) and AFT in search of a signal, but with no further stepping. If AFT lock is established for 3 seconds, further stepping is prevented.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHANNEL</th>
<th>TUNING VOLTAGE (TYPICAL)</th>
<th>PRESCALER FREQ (MHZ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOW</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>22.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHF</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHF</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>17.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>24.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1-8. Tuning voltage and prescaler frequency chart.

- Improper or no volume-mute.
- No tuning voltages to MST 001 tuner.
- Channel selecting OK, but tuning system hunts.

Service Procedures

Check all interface connections and wiring to and from MSC control module. Make sure that channel entered is a valid entry. Each time a channel entry is made, note the display readout. This visual indication can prove to be a useful aid in tracking down a particular problem.

Channel Selecting Problems (VL, VH, or UHF Bands)

The above problems usually indicate a defect in either the MSC or MST modules. Check appropriate bandswitch voltages on the MSC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TV TUNING BAND</th>
<th>MIXER B + (J1-8)</th>
<th>VHF LOW B + (J1-7)</th>
<th>VHF HIGH B + (J1-6)</th>
<th>UHF B + (J1-3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VHF LOW (2-6)</td>
<td>+ 19V</td>
<td>+ 18V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHF HIGH (7-13)</td>
<td>+ 19V</td>
<td>+ 18V</td>
<td>+ 19V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHF (14-83)</td>
<td>+ 19V</td>
<td></td>
<td>+ 19V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1-9. Band switching chart.
module. If proper bandswitch voltage appears, sub in a new tuner module. Check the proper keyboard data lines that go to logic low when buttons are depressed on the keyboard. Logic low condition means voltage goes low, to about .2 volts or lower.

**Channel Selecting Capability Lost On All Channels**

First check that all DC operating voltages are present. Most DC voltages for the MSC 001 are derived from the negative 60 volt horizontal pulse. These pulses are scan derived from the sweep deflection system and can be checked with an oscilloscope. Next, check keyboard data lines; if ground is not available to the keyboard assembly, channel select capability is lost.

**Channel Selecting OK - LED Display Not Correct**

When the tuner responds to the correct commands and the display does not, check appropriate outputs from the MSC board. Note LED display output logic condition in Fig. 1-10 for data regarding logic condition of display driver IC located on MSC 001 module. Replace module if incorrect logic conditions are found on the MSC module. If the correct logic conditions are found on the MSC module, then the channel display assembly may be defective.

**Improper Or No Volume Mute**

Check volume-mute line at J2 for a momentary “dip” toward a logic “low” condition which should exist when a channel change is initiated. If
not, check plug connections and then try new MSC module. Voltage at J2 should be about +2 volts during normal station reception.

**No Tuning Voltages to MST 001 Tuner**

Replace tuner control module or sub in a battery and potentiometer, or power supply in place of the tuner voltage. Remember that proper bandswitch voltage must be present to perform this test. Refer to Fig. 1-8 for proper tuning voltages and prescaler outputs.

**Channel Selecting OK-Tuning System Hunts**

This type situation usually indicates an AFT problem. Tuning capability is not lost, but picture will drop in and out rapidly, or hunt. Check AFT voltage at J2 on the MSC module. DC voltage should measure about +6 volts and should be stable with a strong TV station tuned in. Problem could be related to IF/AFT on main chassis or MSC control module. For other voltages and waveform information refer to the scan FS control module in Fig. 1-11.

**ELECTRONIC TUNING SYSTEM (VARACTOR) GE ET-20 SYSTEM**

Three functional blocks make up the GE ET-20 system as shown in Fig. 1-12. The varactor tuner is designed to tune three separate frequency bands which are activated, one at a time, by the application of +22 volts to the proper tuner terminals. These bands are as follows:

- Channels 2-6 54-88 MHz (low VHF)
- Channels 7-13 174-216 (HIGH VHF)
- Channels 14-83 470-890 MHz (UHF)

The band switching voltage is fed by means of a wafer switch, controlled by the channel selector knob. The tuning of a specific channel within the frequency band selected is done with potentiometers in the varactor control assembly.

The varactor control assembly, shown in Fig. 1-13 contains not only the bandswitching wafer switch, but also has twenty slide-type pots arranged on a cylinder. The wipers of each pot are mechanically engaged, one at a time, by an external tuning knob. The wipers are electrically connected to an output terminal on the assembly.

There are a different number of pots in parallel for each band. Five on the low VHF band, seven on the high VHF band, and four on each of the two UHF sections.

Each of the pots, once mechanically and electrically engaged, is capable of tuning in any channel within the selected frequency band.

The VHF channels are normally pre-tuned sequentially from the low to the high channels in order to match the numerals on the channel readout drum, and also to line up the red indicator with the white marks on the tuning dial.
Fig. 1-11: Scan FS control module.
The wafer-type bandswitch is mechanically connected to the potentiometer drum and, in addition to activating the proper tuner band with +22 volts DC, it also helps provide the system with the voltage needed to maintain the correct AFC range for each band. Each band requires a different amount of AFC voltage for 1 MHz of pull-in range.

The interface module shown in Fig. 1-14, contains the circuitry necessary to process the AFC and switching voltages required by the varactor tuner.

The AFC voltage from the main TV chassis IF module is applied to the network of KY02 and KY03. These diodes limit the differential voltage variations to 0.6 volts.

The differential amplifier stage KQ01, KQ02, and KQ03 modifies the AFC from a double ended to a single ended voltage source present at the collector of KQ02. Because of the requirement for AFC correction voltage...
Fig. 1-14. Interface module diagram.
Fig. 1-15. GE Varactor electronic tuner circuit.
decreases, from the low to high channels, three levels of attenuation are needed. These are provided by voltage-dividing resistors and are switched by the varactor control bandswitch to the base of KQ04. The divider network KR16 and KR17 is used for AFC level correction on the UHF band. KR13 and KR15 are used to attenuate the voltage for high VHF channels, while the collector voltage of KQ02 is used directly on the VHF low band channels.

The varactor control (tuning pots) tunes in the selected channel frequency by setting the voltage level required at terminal 3 of the varactor tuner via the buffer stage KQ05. The tuning voltage is altered by KQ04 in direct proportion to the AFC correction voltage present at its base.

A bias voltage which can vary from \(-5\) to \(-8\) volts DC is applied to terminal 5 of the varactor tuner. This voltage is developed by KY06 and its associated circuitry. The bias prevents the tuner from producing unwanted oscillations under certain conditions. The complete circuit for the VHF - UHF Varactor tuner is shown in Fig. 1-15.
Several different manufacturers offer remote controls for TV receivers. This chapter covers some of the more popular models.

DIRECT ACCESS REMOTE CONTROL (ZENITH 2000 SYSTEM)

This remote control system will be found in the Zenith color TV set L models. This direct access remote hand unit transmitter is a 16 button keyboard unit that is shown in Fig. 2-1. The functions include on, off, zoom, mute, volume higher and volume lower (continuous through 128 steps), plus channel entry buttons. The frequencies associated with the transmitter are given in Fig. 2-2. A block diagram of the 2000 remote control system will be found in Fig. 2-3.

Remote Hand Unit

The 124-14 hand unit transmitter is powered by a 9 volt battery. The 16 pin P-MOS digital IC is the heart of the transmitter. The IC senses any switch closures, scans the keyboard to determine which switch is closed, determines that the closure is valid, determines the X and Y coordinates of the closure, converts it to a 5 bit binary number which is used for gating internal counters to generate the desired ultrasonic frequencies. A simplified drawing of the hand transmitter is shown in Fig. 2-4. The output circuit is operated as a class C stage where pulses are applied to the tuned circuit of the ultrasonic speaker and output coil.

The best technique for testing a transmitter is to connect an oscilloscope to the microphone/preamplifier output. With the transmitter about one foot from the microphone, all buttons should provide a square wave signal which indicates the microphone/preamplifier is limiting the strong input signal.
Fig. 2-1. Zenith 2000 remote transmitter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Button</th>
<th>Frequency (±15Hz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>37.150 KHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoom</td>
<td>37.497 KHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On/Off</td>
<td>37.843 KHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mute</td>
<td>38.190 KHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>38.537 KHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>38.883 KHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>39.230 KHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enter</td>
<td>39.576 KHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>39.923 KHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>40.270 KHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>40.616 KHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume Up</td>
<td>40.963 KHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>41.309 KHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>41.656 KHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>42.003 KHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume Down</td>
<td>42.349 KHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2-2. Frequency chart for Zenith 2000 remote system.
Fig. 2-3. Block diagram for Zenith 2000 remote system.

Fig. 2-4. Circuit for 124-14 hand unit.
Microphone Amplifier Unit

This portion of the remote system consists of an ultrasonic microphone and a three stage solid-state amplifier. The wider bandwidth requirements of the direct access system have been accomplished by minute changes in the size of the microphone bridge. There is a range control located on the back of the unit that should not be adjusted to a more sensitive level than the factory setting but may be adjusted to a less sensitive level. Good shielding is required and the original shield cover must be retained in place. The B+ is provided directly from the +12 volt position regulator Q201 located in the remote receiver module.

Remote Control Receiver (130-11)

The direct access receiver is made up of two digital integrated circuits and 12 discrete transistors. Power is supplied by two series voltage regulators, Q201, a +12 volt supply, and Q202 a – 6 volt supply. Both supplies will provide 40 ma of current. Follow along with this circuit operation by referring to the block diagram of the remote receiver in Fig. 2-5.

The digital P-MOS chip, IC201, processes the received ultrasonic signal and provides direct channel selection by interfacing with a microprocessor. It also controls auxiliary functions such as on-off, volume, mute and zoom.

Since the IC uses a 12 volt supply and the microprocessor a 5 volt supply, level shifters Q203, Q204, Q205, convert positive-going 5 volt scanning pulses from the microprocessor to negative-going 12 volt pulses on pins 11, 12, and 13 of the decoder IC.

A second IC, IC202, is a dual type C-MOS flip-flop. This is required as a memory storage bank for the mute and zoom functions. This allows continuous operation of the mute and zoom functions with only momentary depression of the buttons. The outputs available from the decoder IC are high only as long as these buttons are pushed. Hence, the need for storage in a flip-flop.

Transistors Q209 and Q210 are used as current amplifiers to increase the small current capability of the C-MOS flip-flop to that required to pull in the zoom relay.

Another level shifter, Q207, changes the 5 volt 200 Hz clock signal, from the microprocessor, into a 12 volt signal. This is required to gate the mute function into the mute flip-flop. Basically the microprocessor detects the mute function by scanning and then sends this function to be stored in the mute flip-flop.

Another inverter, Q208, is used to convert a negative-going transition occurring on pin 5 of the IC into a positive-going transition to clock in the zoom function.

A transistor, Q206, is used as a switch for activating a reed relay in the power module, which gates a Triac for turning the TV set on or off.
Fig. 2-5. Block diagram of Zenith 130-11 remote receiver.
This transistor can be changed from the off state to the on state either by remote control or manually by the local on-off switches.

The amplified ultrasonic signal from the microphone amplifier assembly is fed to the top end of R224, the trip point adjustment control. This control is factory set, using a standard 200 millivolt RMS signal to compensate for differences in individual chip sensitivity. This control should not be adjusted without proper instruments.

**More System Operation Notes**

Whenever an ultrasonic signal is fed into pin 15 of the IC201 (Fig. 2-6) a long chain of events begins to take place. After an ultrasonic signal has been received by the chip it begins a measurement cycle. During the first 23 milliseconds, the chip ignores (does not count) the signal and it is basically inactive. This is to allow any room transients to decay. However, the measurement cycle taken during the first 23 milliseconds determines if the received signal has a period which is longer than the minimum requirement of 18 microseconds yet shorter than 36 microseconds the maximum value of a valid signal. If the ultrasonic signal duration is less than 23 milliseconds or the period does not fall within the above limits the chip will not respond. If the ultrasonic signal has a valid period and is longer than 23 milliseconds duration a channel counter counts the number of ultrasonic pulses occurring during the next (2nd) 23 ms period. This value is then transferred to a 5 bit latch and the channel counter counts pulses for another (3rd) 23 ms period. At the end of the second counting period (3rd 23 ms period) the contents of the channel counter are compared to the previous value stored in the 5 bit latch. If a comparison does not exist, then another measurement is made, followed by yet another measurement, if there is again no comparison. Thus, there are three opportunities to obtain a comparison between two consecutive measurements. This is recognized as a valid ultrasonic input and the ROM decoder is enabled and the appropriate output appears.

A check on the period of the ultrasonic signal is made continuously. If, at any time, an ultrasonic pulse is received which has a period less than 18 microseconds or greater than 36 microseconds then the check period logic produces a signal which resets all control and measurement logic and inhibits the output stages.

The zoom output, pin 5 of IC201, is simply a buffered decode from the ROM. The on/off output, pin 3, is toggled by the appropriate ROM output after a delay of 0.7 seconds. The on/off pin is bi-directional since it also acts as an input pin. The external switches force the on/off pin to a particular state, the change is sensed by the chip and that level is held when the input is removed.

The pin 2 volume out is a 8.7 kHz square wave output with a variable duty cycle. At power-up the duty cycle is essentially 50 percent. This output is filtered by an integrator and applied to the base of the volume
Fig. 2-6. Block diagram of IC201 in remote receiver.
buffer to control the TV volume level. The duty cycle is controlled by two free counters, a reference counter and a store counter. A volume up or volume down command increments the reference or store counter respectively so that there is a resultant change in the duty cycle of the output signal. In order to prevent blaring when the set is first turned on, a separate adjustment control, off emitter Q212 connector 11, (factory adjustment) is provided to compensate for any sound IF chip variations. The manual volume input pin 14 of the IC201 is also tri-state (like the on/off) and the volume is changed by forcing the pin to +12 volts or ground.

In order to conserve pins on the IC, 15 possible outputs are read via 8 pins. This is accomplished by arranging the pins as three input and 5 output scan lines. Refer to Fig. 2-7. If, for example, the desired function is f5 (digit 5) then by scanning, it is possible to read f4, f5 and f6 on one line i.e., OB4. The microprocessor does this by sending pulses separated in time such as t1, t2 and t3. During t1 only the END gates activated by t1 could be read out, namely f3 and f6. During t2 functions f2 and f5 may be read out. In this case f5 is high and this is shown as a high only during the time t2 is high. Since the microprocessor keeps track of which pulse is being sent, it knows which function the remote has decoded. By this means the digits 0 through 9, enter and mute are detected. As mentioned, mute is returned to be stored at the mute Flip/Flop during the negative transition of the 200 Hz system clock.

**Service Tips**

If set will not turn on check out the power supply module for the remote system. Check fuse, reed relay and Triac. Next, check for correct B+ voltages to the remote module. If set operates manually then see if the remote hand unit is transmitting the correct signals. If these checks are OK and the remote system seems dead check for the proper 200 Hz clock signal. Then suspect the microprocessor chip and the decoder IC, IC201.

**MSC-003 FS SCAN REMOTE CONTROL (RCA)**

The MSC-003 FS scan remote control module is used in the RCA CTC-93 color TV receivers. This unit works with the keyboard, remote receiver and preamp unit that makes up the total remote control system.

**Control Module Symptoms**

- No or improper channel Up/Down action.
- No or improper ADD or ERASE of scan memory.
- No or improper channel change or skip.

**Preliminary Service Information**

Check all interface connections and wiring to and from the MSC control module. Each time the channel is changed note the display readout.
This visual indication can prove to be useful in tracking down various remote control problems.

**No or Improper Channel Up/Down Action**

Scan up and down channel information requires that frequency synthesizer chip (U1) receive proper logic conditions to pins 16 and 17 (from scan channel switch). First, confirm good ground connection at terminals on the MSC-002 module and to up/down switch assembly. If ground connection is open, Scan capability is lost. If either up or down action is lost, check appropriate terminal on MSC-002 module for logic low condition when the correct button is pressed.

**No or Improper Add or Erase of Scan Memory**

Confirm that proper logic conditions at terminals T and U on the MSC-002 control module are being made. Make sure select-lock switch is in select position and that there is a good ground connection at all terminals on the MSC board. The appropriate add or erase line must go to logic low condition to indicate an add or erase function to the Scan Memory IC (U4). When add or erase functions are not activated, add and erase lines should be idle at logic high (+5 volts DC).

**No or Improper Channel Change or Skip**

These problems are usually associated with the MSC-002 control module. If quick voltage checks do not pin down the problem the best bet is to replace the MSC-002 control module.

The FS scan remote system (see circuit with voltage and waveform notes in Fig. 2-8) utilizes a frequency synthesizer chip (U1), Op/Amp chip (U2), Memory chip (U4), and an on-screen channel display/clock chip

![Fig. 2-7. Strobed output logic.](image)
Fig. 2-8. RCA scan remote control module.
These IC's and associated components make up the MSC-003 tuner control module for the Scan Remote System. With this system, we will now look at the display clock interface and other remote servicing procedures. Again, much of the circuitry in the system is similar to that found in the keyboard and scan systems. To locate problems, use the isolation techniques to help you pinpoint the portion of the system that is at fault.

The scan remote system includes the MCR-003 remote receiver which utilizes the remote decoder IC that is not shown. This IC processes channel up/down, set on/off, and volume up/down information from the remote control unit via the preamp unit, and sends appropriate voltages to the MSC-003 control module. The remote receiver also processes function commands from the manual pushbutton assembly located on the TV receiver. Also, located on the remote receiver is a +11 volt DC regulator (Q1101), which provides DC voltages to the remote receiver and preamp board (as long as the TV receiver has AC power connected).

A separate power supply transformer (T1) located on the remote receiver assembly provides AC power (12 volts) to regulator Q1101 for standby and operation voltage to the remote receiver and preamp. Relay K1 provides on-off AC power to the TV receiver.

Remote Module Symptoms
- Unable to set time (hours or minutes).
- Erratic display, loss of time display.
- No channel up/down - Remote.
- No channel up/down - Manual buttons.
- No channel up/down - Remote or Manual.
- No or improper volume up/down - Remote.
- No or improper up/down - Manual buttons.
- No or improper volume up/down - Remote or Manual.
- No remote control action.
- No on/off action from either remote or manual buttons.

Service Checks
Check all interface connections and wiring to and from the MSC-003 control module, remote receiver MCR-003, Preamp MCY-003, and other assemblies associated with this system.

Unable To Set Time
Display problems can be defined as a loss of, erratic, or distortion on screen digit display with otherwise normal operation. Such problems are usually confined to the clock and display IC located on the MSC-003 control module or to connector problems. If these problems are encountered, replace the MSC-003 module. A defective display assembly may also cause instrument video problems on the sets screen. If video problems are suspected as being caused by the display system, remove connector P3-MSC and see if the problem has been cleared.
Failure of the system to maintain the correct time-of-day is a comparatively improbable situation without any other symptoms being evident.

**Make Following Checks If A Problem Is Encountered:**

Check for possible intermittent power interruptions. If power to the TV set has been interrupted, the time-of-day displayed will be lost when power is restored - requiring the clock to be reset.

Check the time-set switches and cabling for any possible intermittent connections.

If the clock and display is not operating properly, then check for proper DC voltages around the pins of the U3 IC located on the MSC-003 module. If no reason for an incorrect DC voltage can be found then the U3 IC chip may be defective and will have to be replaced. If the chip is hot to the touch it may well be defective.

**Remote Scan Turn On/Off Problem Notes**

In the scan remote system the MCR-003 is used in the CTC-92 and 93 chassis and the MCR-004 is used with the CTC-97 chassis. Repair of the remote receiver is accomplished by the substitution of the remote amplifier module.

Because the CTC-92, 93 and 97 chassis are of the Extended-Life-design, a no-turn-on symptom can, of course, be a fault in the TV chassis rather than the remote receiver module. Thus, it is good to use a simple procedure to assist in locating the exact fault area.

The triac is not used in the FS Scan remote systems. Instead, a relay is used as the off/on switch.

The relay driver or switch in each case is a transistor, again controlled by preceding logic circuitry. The relay driver in the MCR-003 is a PNP device with the emitter connected to the 16 volt source through the relay winding. Thus, if the emitter is connected to ground with a clip lead, the TV set should turn on. The relay driver in the MCR-004 is essentially an NPN device so that the collector lead may be shorted to ground to turn-on the set.

You may think the above procedure is not required because an audible click is heard from the relay when the on button is depressed. However, this is not always so. Don’t forget that an audible click does not rule out the possibility of oxidized or otherwise defective relay contacts. Of course, this type of problem can be isolated simply by shorting the relay contact terminals 2 and 5 together. If the set does not turn on with this test, the problem is within the TV chassis.

**REMOTE RECEIVER POWER SUPPLY (RCA CTC-48-68)**

We will now look at some RCA remote control power supply circuits and service tips used in the CTC-48 through CTC-68 chassis series. These sets have the stepper system circuits.
Power Supply Circuit Analysis

As you will note in Fig. 2-9 there is nothing complex or unusual about this power supply circuit. The primary of the remote power transformer, T105, is protected from an overload by a .2A fuse, F103. A metal oxide varistor, RV101 is across the AC line to protect the triac and other devices from any power line surges and spikes. You may want to add a MOV to any sets you find that do not have one in place, especially if you have had line surge damage to the triac and/or remote receiver devices. Addition of the MOV will help insure against other component failures. Make sure you add the MOV after, and not ahead of, the fuse.

Approximately 12 volts AC from terminal 5 of the secondary of T105 is rectified by CR1105, filtered by C1117, and Zener diode regulated to 16 volts DC by CR1101. The set cannot be turned on either by the manual off/on button or by the remote transmitter if this 16 volt DC supply is missing. If the supply is absent just check with an Ohm meter to confirm the presence of an open or shorted condition in either the rectifier or the Zener diode. If either of the devices is shorted, the .2 A fuse will be open. An AC voltage check at T105, pin 5, will reveal any possibility of a defective power transformer, although the line surge required to damage the device is usually very high.

One somewhat unusual symptom is that as long as the off/on button is held depressed, the set will remain on with distortion in the sound. As soon as the button is released, the set will turn off. An open C1117, 250μF capacitor, is probably the cause of this symptom.

The top of the remote power transformer secondary, pin 9, delivers AC which is rectified and used to supply -150 volt DC bias to the high impedance remote receiver microphone or transducer. If this supply is not present, or very low, the sensitivity of the remote receiver will be greatly reduced.

Caution

When measuring this bias voltage, use a meter with a high input impedance like a FET or VTVM. A volt-ohm meter will load the circuit and give a lower reading than the true voltage value. If the supply voltage is

![Fig. 2-9. Power supply circuit for remote receiver.](image_url)
low or missing, possible causes are a leaky or shorted CR1103 or a defective remote preamp module.

REMOTE CONTROL LOGIC SYSTEMS (RCA CTC-74, B1 CHASSIS)

We will now discuss the stepper system used in several RCA color TV remote control systems. These electronic control systems contain gates which are used to allow remote manipulation of the on/off, channel change, volume level, color level and tint control range. Some combinations of these control functions are used in all RCA remote control systems. This logic circuitry in the later models is modular in design so that most repairs can be completed with a simple module change.

One of the least complex and most widely used logic circuits found in the RCA remote systems is the volume stepper system. Because it is not a plug-in module and must be repaired by the technician we will look at its circuit operation and give some troubleshooting information. Now, follow along with the partial stepper circuit shown in Fig. 2-10.

Volume Stepper

In the volume stepper, two flip-flops or bi-stable multivibrators controlled by a pulse from the Schmitt trigger ultimately determine the logic state of an OR gate which controls the on/off function of the main TV receiver. The OR gate consists of diodes CR12 and CR13, one or both of which must be on (forward biased) to hold the on/off driver, Q11, in saturation. When this transistor is held in saturation, the enabling device is energized to provide the triac gate pulse.

Another pair of diodes controlled by flip-flops, CR10 and CR11, comprise an AND gate which steps the volume through three levels. In series with each of the diodes is a resistor which is switched in parallel with the volume control when that particular diode is forward biased. The smaller the total resistance, the louder the volume. Therefore, when the set is first turned on, the volume is at maximum because CR10 is forward biased by the on condition of Q10 (collector is at logic low). Resistor R30, which is in series with CR10 is the smaller of the two. With the second push of the stepper switch, CR11 is forward biased by conduction of Q8 placing R31 across the volume control. Since the total volume control resistance is thus increased, the set is now at medium volume. With the third push of the stepper switch, Q8 and Q10 are off. Because neither resistor now parallels the volume control the TV sound level is now lowest (muted).

Again, referring to Fig. 2-10, we see the collector of the keyer transistor; Q4, may be taken low either by base bias provided by an ultrasonic signal from the remote transmitter or by manual activation of the stepper switch. The rather poorly shaped pulse produced, will reverse bias CR5 and turn off Q5, the first transistor in the Schmitt trigger. The second transistor in the Schmitt trigger, Q6, which is normally held off by the saturated state of Q5, turns on and a square wave is thus produced. The primary purpose of the Schmitt trigger is to square up the poorly shaped
pulse from the keyer transistor. This square wave, of course, is used to provide gating for the first flip-flop.

The flip-flop is a bi-stable circuit which can exist in either of two stable states indefinitely and has a memory. When power is first applied to the flip-flop, the transistor that conducts first is the one with the larger collector load resistor. It will remain in that state with one transistor on and the other off until it receives a gate pulse. It will then switch states and remain so until the next gate pulse. Gating for the first flip-flop is provided by the Schmitt trigger. The gate pulse for the second flip-flop is provided only when the second transistor in the first flip-flop is on. Therefore, while the first flip-flop changes state with every push of the stepper switch, the second flip-flop changes state only every second push of the switch.

As shown in Fig. 2-10, CR12 conducts when Q8 is off (collector high) and CR13 conducts when Q10 is off. Therefore, the TV set remains on as long as either or both transistors are off.

Fig. 2-10. Partial schematic of an RCA remote unit.
From the preceding information, it appears that the entire system is a complex switching network. Indeed, any logic gate may be schematically represented as a switch. It must be remembered, however, that either logic high or logic low can be chosen as the on state.

Since the collector of any transistor in the system is at logic high when the transistor is off, the logic low condition may be simulated simply by shorting a certain collector to ground. Referring to the schematic in Fig. 2-10, you can see that when the TV set is off, Q4, Q6, Q7, and Q9 are all off. All things being normal, we need only to momentarily short the collector of one of those transistors to ground to turn on the TV set. Because of the memory characteristic of the flip-flop, the set will remain on until it receives another command. Using this clip lead method, it is possible to step the system through the four separate states shown on the chart. Also, this method will help you to determine whether a particular circuit - the keyer, the Schmitt trigger, or one of the flip-flops - is defective.

**Turn On/Off Problem Notes**

The entire remote control receiver circuitry in the Frequency Synthesis Scan System is contained in one of two modules. The MCR-003 used with the CTC92 and 93 chassis and the MCR-004 used with the CTC97 chassis. Repair of the remote receiver is accomplished, of course, by the substitution of the remote amplifier module.

The CTC92, 93 and 97 chassis are designed in such a way that a no-turn-on symptom can, of course, be a fault in the TV chassis rather than with the remote receiver. Thus, we will now look at a simple procedure to assist you in determining where the trouble is to be found.

The triac is not used in the frequency synthesis scan remote systems. Instead, a relay is used as the off/on switch.

The relay driver or switch in each case is a transistor, again controlled by preceding logic circuitry. The relay driver in the MCR-003 is a PNP device with the emitter connected to the 16 volt source through the relay winding. Therefore, if the emitter is connected to ground with a clip lead, the TV set should turn on. The relay driver in the MCR-004 is essentially a PNP device so that the collector lead may be shorted to ground to activate the set.

If you hear a click of the relay this does not always mean that the relay is good, as the relay contacts could be oxidized and not make contact. However, this problem can be checked by shorting the relay contact terminals 2 and 5 together. If the set does not turn on with this test, the problem is then isolated to the main TV chassis.

**MAGNAVOX “STAR” TV TUNING SYSTEM BASIC SYSTEM OPERATION**

This electronic tuning system has four main units: These are the keyboard assembly, the remote receiver assembly, the transmitter unit, and the tuning assembly. The main parts of the electronics are located on four modules: the power supply module, the logic module, the tuner
control module, and the video clock module. Some models have a time clock display module. Note the block diagram for the Star System in Fig. 2-11.

One of fifteen different frequencies are fed from the hand unit transmitter to the remote receiver. The output of the receiver is then coupled to the logic module. A keyboard unit on the set can also be used to control the Star System. In either case, the logic circuits control all functions. The logic circuits are contained within LSI IC's. This custom-made device controls TV set off/on, volume level, channel changes and mute. A “logic” video signal, consisting of rectangular pulses, passes through the video clock module to the luminance circuit in the TV chassis. Horizontal and vertical deflection voltages from the TV set serve as timing pulses.

The tuner control module applies a DC ramp voltage to the voltage variable capacitors, or VVC, tuners. The LSI causes the DC ramp, or tuning voltage, to change when a new channel is selected and shifts the tuner oscillator to a new frequency. The tuner IF output signal is then coupled to the IF module on the TV chassis.

A sample of the tuner oscillator signal is coupled to the RF unit. The RF unit contains an internal crystal controlled oscillator which is used to produce “birdie” signals during the tuning cycle. The “birdie” signals are processed in the LSI and provide precision control over the DC ramp voltage and tuner oscillator frequency.

An AFT circuit in the RF unit provides precise correction of the DC tuning ramp in the tuner control module. The AFT correction circuit in the

Fig. 2-11. Block diagram of Magnavox STAR remote system.
Fig. 2-12. Video clock and time display modules.

TV chassis may also be used if necessary. In most cases, the AFT switch should be operated in the Star position. The set position is used when a wider pull-in range is required to correct the larger carrier frequency errors found on some cable TV systems.

Fig. 2-13. Logic module found in STAR system.
**Video Clock and Time Display System**

The circuits on the video clock module are involved with the development of the character video signal. These circuits consist of the character VCO ramp generator, the pulse shaping circuits, and the vertical multivibrator. The remaining circuits are located on the logic module and include the horizontal multivibrator and the character generator. Note block diagram in Fig. 2-12.

When the recall button is depressed or when a channel is selected, a DC voltage is applied to the character VCO ramp generator. The output goes high (5V) and stays high as long as the button is held down or until the tuning cycle is completed. This voltage determines the frequency of the two voltage-controlled multivibrators and the frequencies determine the size of the characters displayed on the screen. When the recall button is released or the tuning cycle completed, the characters remain at maximum size for a moment or two and then decrease in height and width until they suddenly disappear. This reduction in character size is caused by the character VCO signal ramping down to zero voltage gradually, rather than cutting off abruptly. Timing pulses from the TV deflection circuits are shaped and applied to the multivibrators to key them off at the proper time.

When the vertical multivibrator is first turned on, it oscillates about 1 kHz. As the character VCO signal decreases slowly from maximum to zero voltage, the oscillator frequency increases to about 4 kHz. Maximum vertical size is produced at 1 kHz. As the frequency is swept upward to 4 kHz, the vertical size of the character diminishes until the oscillator is cut off. The frequency of the vertical multivibrator can be varied with the vertical frequency control on the video clock module. This control allows the vertical size of the channel number display to be adjusted.

**Logic Module**

Each key on the local keyboard produces a BCD number on the four output lines. These voltages are coupled through gates to the data decoder and the auxiliary function decoder circuits in the LSI on the logic module which is shown in Fig. 2-13. When the transmitter is used to operate the system, the signal is amplified by the remote receiver and fed to the remote decoder. The remote decoder portion of the LSI contains a “frequency window” circuit which blocks out extraneous signals outside the 34 kHz to 44 kHz frequency range. Special circuits “decode” the transmitter signal by converting specific frequencies to a corresponding BCD code. The output voltages parallel the BCD lines from the keyboard gates so that either the transmitter or local keyboard may be used to control the system.

The data decoder circuit accepts all BCD information relating to the selection of TV channels, and rejects all BCD data relating to the auxiliary functions. In a similar manner, the auxiliary function decoder accepts BCD information relating to the on/off, volume, mute, and channel recall functions, but it rejects all TV channel selection data.
Fig. 2-14. Remote system signal flow block diagram.
Table 2-1. Star Troubleshooting Guide for In-Home Service.

1. Transmitter has no effect: Keyboard operates normally.
   a. Remote Defeat Switch in Off position.
   b. Transmitter battery dead.
   c. Sub Transmitter assembly.
   d. Sub Remote Receiver assembly.
   e. Sub Logic module.

2. Local Keyboard inoperative or erratic: Transmitter operates normally.
   a. Sub Local Keyboard assembly.
   b. Sub Logic module.

3. Neither Transmitter nor Local Keyboard operates normally.
   a. Sub Transmitter assembly.
   b. Sub Remote Receiver assembly.
   c. Check for external signal, such as a Security Alarm.
   d. Sub Local Keyboard assembly.
   e. Sub Logic module.
   f. Replace Power Supply module. Check DC voltages before changing.

4. No control of Volume or Mute; other functions normal.
   a. Sub Audio module on TV chassis.
   b. Sub Logic module.

5. No Channel Recall; other functions normal.
   a. Sub Video Clock module.
   b. Sub Time Display module.
   c. Sub Logic module.

6. Problems with time display; channel characters may not be displayed.
   a. Sub Time Display module.
   b. Check Time Set switch assembly connection.
   c. Check P111 connection on Time Display module.
7. TV set will not turn On with Transmitter or Local Keyboard.
   a. Master Power switch not On.
   b. Place Remote On-Off switch in Off position.

   (1) If set comes On, replace Logic module.
   (2) If set does not come On, check line voltage, line cord, Master Power Switch, circuit breaker, module and plug connections, On-Off Relay, Power Supply module.

   a. Momentary loss of AC power.
   b. Check the AC input circuit.
   c. Modules or plugs are not seated firmly.
   d. Check for intermittent contacts on the Top Interconnect board and the Bottom Interconnect board. Clean male pins with Magnavox Contact Cleaner/Lubricant spray, Part No. 171378-1.
   e. Sub Logic module.
   f. Change Power Supply module after checking DC voltages.

9. Stations are mistuned; other functions normal.
   a. Place AFT switch in the “STAR” position.
   b. Cable TV signal off frequency. Place AFT switch in “Set” position.
   c. Check Band adjustments.
   d. Sub Tuner Control module.
   e. Sub Logic module.

10. Snowy picture.
    a. Check setting of Sharpness control.
    b. Check antenna system.
    c. Check setting of RF Delay control on TV chassis.
    d. Check AGC voltages on TV chassis.
    e. Check RF AGC voltage on tuner.
    f. Sub Tuner Control module.
Servicing the Star Remote System

The signal-flow block diagram in Fig. 2-14 will serve as a good troubleshooting aid in problem diagnosis. This diagram locates the major circuits and functions within the system. Signal flow between circuit functions and modules is depicted along with significant AC and DC voltages. The diagram can be used to determine which module might cause a particular trouble symptom and help pin-point the problem.

Many of the problems that occur in these remote systems can be repaired on a service call by module replacement. As an example, the remote hand unit can be subbed with a good unit. The remote receiver unit and local keyboard assembly can also be checked by substitution. When problems occur in the tuning assembly, the modules can be substituted one at a time until the defective one is located. The power supply can also be replaced on a home call. Voltage checks should be made before the power supply is changed. Use the troubleshooting guide in Table 2-1 for suggested causes of various trouble symptoms.

On the Bench Service

When in-home checks will not locate the fault, then more troubleshooting checks are needed on the shop bench. The main components that become suspect are the VVC tuners, the RF unit, and the interconnections within the tuning unit and between the tuning assembly and TV chassis. Some faults may be in the main TV chassis and not in the Star system. For example, a symptom of no picture, no sound or snowy picture may be caused by a defective IF stage or AGC circuit on the TV chassis as well as a VVC tuner problem.
This chapter covers the various circuits found in a color TV receiver. A description of each circuit followed by the diagnosis of symptoms and troubleshooting checks will help you first identify problems, and then effect repairs.

**HORIZONTAL OSCILLATOR/VERTICAL COUNTDOWN SYSTEM**

This circuit is found in RCA's CTC 99/101 color TV chassis. The circuit uses an integrated circuit (a computer-related chip U400) to perform the operations of horizontal oscillator and vertical countdown. This combined countdown circuit feeds both the horizontal drive for sweep output and the vertical drive for the vertical amplifier. Note the block diagram of the countdown circuit in Fig. 3-1.

A horizontal rate output pulse is fed from pin 10 of U400 to the horizontal buffer Q406. The buffer stage then drives the driver stage and then the horizontal sweep stage. A vertical rate output pulse is available at U400, pin 8 (TP 9) and is applied to vertical sweep transistor Q500. The vertical pulse triggers the sawtooth transistor developing the ramp signal for the vertical amplifier.

Composite sync is fed to the horizontal oscillator/vertical countdown circuit via terminal S. From this point it is differentiated to provide horizontal sync pulses to pin 3 of U400. The sync pulses can be checked at TP-10. The composite sync signal is also coupled through two stages of integration to develop vertical sync at pin 5. The two stage integrator allows this vertical countdown system to be compatible with most forms of nonstandard sync signals.

The oscillator/countdown circuit is powered from a +9.3 volt regulated supply. The regulator is located within the IC and is biased
Fig. 3-1. Horizontal count-down block diagram.

through a resistor from the +23 volt supply. Pin 11 of U400 is the source for +9.3 volts to circuits external to the chip.

Controlling the horizontal oscillator/vertical countdown IC operation is an internal voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) which develops the clock frequency for the IC. The clock runs at twice the horizontal frequency for reasons we will see a little later on.

The VCO in the IC oscillates at 31.468 kHz, which is exactly twice the horizontal rate. The frequency of the VCO is determined by R450, C436, and the frequency adjust control. The VCO frequency is modified by the phase detector, which is located in the IC. The output of the phase detector at pin 1 is filtered, then coupled to the input of the voltage controlled oscillator (pin 12). To correct this picture bending, the voltage at pin 12 is modulated by feeding a detected sweep error signal to a (.0039) capacitor, C436. This is similar to "anti-bending" circuits used in other chassis.

The output of the phase detector modifies the VCO to achieve frequency lock to the station's horizontal sync signal. The phase detector compares the frequency of the horizontal retrace pulses to that of the incoming horizontal sync pulses coupled from the sync/AGC circuit in the IF. The horizontal sync pulses are differentiated and fed to pin 3 of U400. These pulses are then compared with the retrace pulses which have been integrated by R457 and C435. The resultant sawtooth is coupled to pin 14. The phase detector output DC voltage (pin 1) is fed to the VCO control input at pin 12.

The output of the VCO is coupled to a duty cycle adjustment circuit. The duty cycle is determined by a fixed DC reference voltage at pin 13 of
U400. The output of the duty cycle block is applied to a divide-by-two counter, in which VCO output frequency is divided by two to provide the horizontal driver with 15.734 kHz horizontal pulses. The output of the counter is coupled through an internal open collector buffer stage to pin 10. At this point, the output voltage square-wave varies between zero and about 4 volts. This square-wave is fed to the horizontal buffer stage which amplifies the signal which is then fed to the horizontal driver stage.

**Vertical Countdown System**

The vertical countdown concept is based on the exact relationship between horizontal and vertical sync frequencies. There are exactly 262.5 horizontal lines per field. Division (countdown) by other than whole numbers is not possible in this system; therefore, division of the horizontal rate by 262.5 to provide the proper vertical-to-horizontal sync ratio is not possible. To allow for countdown by a whole number, it is necessary to double the horizontal rate of 15.734 to 31.468 kHz. The result is a ratio of 525 to 1. The master clock VCO in U400 oscillates at the required 31.468 kHz rate. The clock output is then divided by two to provide the horizontal driving pulses and by 525 to obtain the correct vertical pulses.

The vertical countdown system used in the RCA IC is a two mode system. One mode is the count-down operation, the other is for sync operation. The two modes of operation allow the system to be compatible with non-standard sync signals. The IC internally switches between the two modes of operation to match type of signal being received. Mode

![Vertical Countdown Block Diagram](image)

**Fig. 3-2. Vertical count-down block diagram.**
switching occurs after eight consecutive cycles of received vertical sync that is in phase, or out of phase, with the 525 count from the countdown system.

**Standard NTSC Countdown Mode**

The countdown IC uses counters, shift registers, coincidence gates, flip-flops, and other logic circuits to perform the necessary functions for countdown. The operation of the vertical countdown circuit operating in the countdown mode with an NTSC signal will be covered next. Refer to the vertical countdown block diagram in Fig. 3-2.

A 10-stage counter counts every clock pulse from the 31.5 kHz VCO. After counting 512 clock pulses, the greater than or equal to 512 count line goes high or to a logic 1. This places a logic 1 at one input of an AND gate. The other input of the AND gate remains at zero until vertical sync occurs. When vertical sync occurs, both inputs to the AND gate are ones, providing a 1 at the output which is supplied to one input of the coincidence gate. The other input of the coincidence gate is received from the 525 count line of the 10-stage counter. With the presence of an NTSC sync signal, the 525 count goes to a 1 at the same time vertical sync occurs. This provides a 1 at both inputs of the coincidence gate causing a 1 to occur on the yes line of the coincidence gate. This 1 is applied to the clear line of a 3-bit counter (clearing the counter) thus keeping the toggle flip-flop from changing states.

In addition to feeding an input to the coincidence gate, the 525 count line data is also supplied to one input of a two-input OR gate. The output of the OR gate is coupled to an R-S flip-flop causing the output of the flip-flop to change state (set) generating a vertical pulse via the output buffer stage. The pulse to the output buffer stage is also counted by the 3-bit counter. The logic 1 pulse at the output of the OR gate is also coupled back to the reset line of the 10-stage counter forcing it to reset to a 0 count.

The 10-stage counter again begins counting the clock pulses. After it has counted the 16th clock pulse, the 16 count line goes to a logic 1. This line is connected to the R-S flip-flop, resetting the flip-flop; thus, the length of the vertical output pulse is 16 clock counts. As long as an NTSC signal is being received, the operation of the countdown remains in this mode. Therefore, on every 525th count, the countdown circuit checks for coincidence of the 525 count and sync. As long as coincidence occurs, the coincidence gate clears the 3-bit counter, allowing the 525 count to trigger an output pulse through the OR gate and R-S flip-flop, thus, completing the cycle.

If no vertical sync is being received by the countdown IC, the second input to the AND gate remains at logic 0. This means that the one input to the coincidence gate stays at logic 0. Therefore, when the 525 count is reached and applied to the coincidence gate, the coincidence gate develops a 1 on the no line and a 0 on the yes line. This will clear the 3-bit counter. As before, the 525 count line energizes the R-S flip-flop through the OR gate. The flip-flop again drives the output buffer stage and also sets a 1 into
the 3-bit counter stage. Also, the output of the OR gate resets the 10-stage counter to 0. Again, after 16 counts, the R-S flip-flop is reset, terminating the vertical output pulse. This cycle continues until the 3-bit counter counts eight occurrences of no vertical sync occurring which is indicated by lack of a good pulse on the yes line of the coincidence gate. After receiving the eight consecutive pulses without being cleared, the 3-bit counter energizes the toggle flip-flop which shifts the mode of operation from the countdown mode to the sync mode.

In the sync mode, vertical scan is initiated by the occurrence of vertical sync. If no vertical sync is present, the countdown circuit will run free. The OR gate, which triggers the output generating R-S flip-flop, has two inputs: the output of the AND gate, and the 10-stage counter 544 count line. With no incoming vertical sync present, the AND gate will generate no output pulses. Therefore, the OR gate will be activated by the 544 count line only.

**Horizontal/Vertical Countdown Circuit Servicing**

For the following service information refer to the circuit and scope waveforms shown in Fig. 3-3.

THE SYMPTOMS:

- No horizontal oscillator operations.
- Lack of horizontal or vertical sweep.
- Erratic horizontal operation.
- Erratic vertical operation.
- No vertical scan.

![Figure 3-3: Count-down circuit with waveform checkpoints.](image-url)
The Diagnosis

Without the horizontal oscillator in operation, no other circuits in the TV chassis will operate, hence, there is no secondary B+ supply. To check the operation of the horizontal oscillator, it is necessary to apply an external source of +23 volts to the cathode of CR422 with the set turned off. Use a battery to sub for this power supply voltage.

Service Procedure

Use an isolation transformer, disconnect the line cord during all static checks, and use insulated tools or clip leads for any dynamic checks.

If during servicing it is necessary to replace the horizontal/vertical IC (U400), a resetting of the horizontal frequency adjustment may be required. To reset this adjustment, short the sync input (TP 10) to ground and adjust the frequency control for a stable horizontal picture.

- No horizontal oscillator operation.
- Lack of horizontal or vertical sweep.
- Erratic horizontal operation.

With +23 volts applied to the cathode of CR422, check for approximately 9.3 volts at pin 11 of U400. This voltage is internally regulated by U400.

Check for the horizontal oscillator drive output waveform at pin 10 of the U400 chip.

Check at the collector of the horizontal driver transistor Q407 for the correct drive waveform of 55 volts P-P. If the waveform is present at pin 10 of U400, but is not present at the collector, suspect a shorted Q407 transistor. If these circuits all check out good, then the problem may be in the horizontal start-up circuits.

Erratic Vertical or No Vertical Scan

Check for the presence of vertical drive pulses at test point TP-9. If the vertical pulse is present, the fault will probably be in the set-up switch or vertical amplifier.

VERTICAL SWEEP AMPLIFIER (SOLID-STATE) RCA 99/101 CHASSIS

The main B+ power for this sweep system is a +23 volts instead of a negative supply that has been used in earlier model SS RCA sets. The retrace-switch transistor is supplied with +55 volts providing the extra required B+. The base bias supply for the top and bottom output transistors and the retrace switch is developed through a resistor from the +210 volt supply.

Brief Circuit Analysis

This vertical sweep circuit employs a vertical height tracking circuit. Height tracking is accomplished through R506, a 4.7M resistor, which is connected to the beam current detector via the X-ray protection/shutdown circuit. Q501’s base bias is modulated by the beam current, causing the vertical amplifier output to “track” with changes in average brightness.
This maintains the proper aspect ratio between horizontal and vertical scan, preventing vertical “shrink” under high beam current conditions.

**Vertical Amplifier Trouble Symptoms**

- No vertical deflection
- Reduced scan
- Retrace lines at top of picture

**Some Preliminary Checks**

Pull set-up switch in and out a few times to make sure that the switch contacts are not dirty. Check for presence of vertical drive pulse at TP 9. Check for correct B+ supplies: + 23 volts, + 55 volts, and + 210 volts. The best way to service this vertical amplifier circuit is to place the service switch in the set-up position. This prevents the oscillator stage from having any effect on the vertical amplifier circuit.

**Troubleshooting Procedures**

Use an isolation transformer and disconnect the line cord during all static checks. Refer to the simplified diagram in Fig. 3-4 with the boxed service check points.

**No Vertical Deflection**

Check the Q501 error amplifier for a 30 volt bias supply at the base. This voltage is developed in the X-radiation protection circuit and can be measured at the end of R506 away from the base of Q501. Without this voltage, the vertical amplifier will not operate. If this voltage is not present, check-out the X-radiation protection and shut-down circuitry.

Now check the midpoint voltage of the vertical amplifier stage at the collector of Q504. If this voltage is less than 12 volts, suspect a shorted transistor.

Next, check for 13 volts base bias at the collector of Q502. If 0 volts, suspect shorted Q501 or Q502. Verify shorted Q502 by shorting the base of Q502 to ground. With the base shorted to ground, the collector voltage at Q502 should increase to greater than 10 volts.

**Retrace Lines at Top of Picture (Scan Reduced)**

For this symptom check the collector voltage of Q506. If less than 20 volts, suspect shorted Q506 and an open R520. Remember, if CR502 is open, always suspect a shorted top or bottom output transistor.

Check midpoint voltage. If greater than 20 volts, suspect a shorted retrace switch transistor Q508.

**HORIZONTAL SWEEP OUTPUT CIRCUIT**

(SOLID-STATE) RCA CTC 99/101 CHASSIS

This RCA CTC 99/101 chassis utilizes a conventional transistor sweep output system. All chassis operating voltages are derived from the horizontal output stage. For this reason, a problem in the horizontal output stage will cause other chassis functions to be inoperable.
Fig. 3-4. Vertical amplifier circuit with check point call-outs.
Note that the horizontal output transistor may fail due to over-stress caused by a fault in some other chassis component. If a horizontal output transistor is replaced, you should perform the following service checks to prevent destroying the replacement transistor in the process of locating a defective component.

**Some Symptoms**

- Dead set
- Shutdown occurs

**Troubleshooting Procedures**

*Caution*: Use isolation transformer and unplug AC line cord for all static checks.

Refer to simplified circuit in Fig. 3-5 along with the service procedures indicated in the numbered blocks.

Defeat the regulator circuit by shorting across SCR 100. This can be accomplished by jumping between SCR 100 heatsink and TP 12 which are not shown in this circuit. Apply a reduced AC voltage through a variable transformer to supply a B+ voltage of about 40 volts. Apply +23 volts to the cathode of CR422 to operate the horizontal oscillator. Refer to Fig. 3-3.

Operating the horizontal output stage at near +40 volts allows troubleshooting of the stage while reducing the possibility of blowing out the horizontal output transistor or associated components.

**NOTE**: The horizontal output heatsink is *not* a HOT ground. Use the negative terminal on can of C106 (B+ filter capacitor) for a HOT ground.

Check the horizontal output base waveform at test point OB. If waveform is not present, suspect the horizontal oscillator driver transistor, Q407 or driver transformer, T101.

Check the horizontal output transistor collector waveform at test OC. This waveform can be very useful for problem diagnosis. If the waveform shown in step 3 of Fig. 3-5 is present and correct, increase the variac output to supply approximately +123 volt DC. Now check the secondary B+ supplies to be certain if they are not excessive. If the B+ voltages are all normal then the sweep circuit is operating properly.

If the collector waveform of the horizontal output transistor is close to that shown in step 4 of Fig. 3-5, suspect shorted secondary B+ diodes or a defective sweep transformer. To further check for a sweep transformer-short, disconnect the two secondary B+ diodes, +210 volt and +23 volt supply. If the waveform is still as shown in step 4, the horizontal output transistor is probably bad.

**CHROMA CIRCUITRY (IC CHIP) RCA CTC93 CHASSIS**

This sophisticated RCA U304 chroma IC contains an ACC detector, AFPC detector, chroma amps., burst keyer, color killer, 3.58 MHz oscillator, buffers and demodulators. Refer to the block diagram in Fig. 3-6.
1. DEFEAT REG CIRCUIT
   - SHORT C126
   - VARIAC 40VDC AT CATHODE SCR 100
   - APPLY +23VDC AT CR 422 CATHODE

2. CHECK BASE WAVEFORM

3. CHECK WAVEFORM (SEE STEP 4)

4. IF WAVEFORM BELOW APPEARS AT COLLECTOR, SUSPECT SHORTED SECONDARY B+ DIODES OR SHORTED FLYBACK

Fig. 3-5. Horizontal sweep output with scope waveforms.
Fig. 3-6. Chroma circuit with check points and waveforms.
for this chroma chip circuit, and the scope waveforms that should be found for normal set operation of color reception.

**Color Symptoms**
- Weak color.
- Improper color.
- Improper tint.

**Circuit Diagnosis**
The symptoms listed above are almost always associated with a fault in the chroma circuitry. However, color faults can be caused by troubles in the video IF circuits. Should you find no chroma input signal to the IF circuits, then a faulty “front end” or tuner would be indicated. The tuner can be checked by inserting a video signal containing 3.58 MHz information to test point 6 located on the main chassis board. Signal amplitudes of .1 volt to .8 volt p-p should produce good color on the screen. Note that the color bars may or may not be in sync. Use a color-bar test generator for this check. Since all color processing operations are performed by the integrated circuit, most of the color problems will be caused by the U304 chip.

**Service Checks and Tips**
Use an isolation transformer and unplug AC line cord during all static test procedures.

NOTE: All waveforms are taken with the color control at maximum and a keyed color-bar rainbow input test signal. Allow the set and any test instruments to warm-up 5 or 10 minutes before any tests or measurements are performed.

**Points of Service**
Check at pins of the chip with a scope for any missing or incorrect waveforms. Referring to Fig. 3-6, check and see if you have the correct DC voltages at all pins of the U304 IC as indicated.

With the scope, confirm that you have the correct chroma input signal at TP 6.

Check the chroma level (preset) for proper DC swing, 1 to 11 volts with a maximum to minimum color level.

Check for 3.58 MHz oscillator sinewave output signals at pins 11 and 12 of the IC.

Again, with the scope, check the keying pulse input. If the pulse is missing, there will be no color. This should be checked at the input of Q312 (station sync), and directly at pin 24 of the IC.

**Some AFPC Adjustment Tips**
Adjust the 3.58 MHz oscillator trimmer capacitor C368 by using the following procedure.
- With color-bar generator, feed signal to the RF input.
- Ground TP 6. Make this ground connection as short as possible.
- Connect TP 13 (video output from IF) to C377 (pin 13 of chroma IC) via an 82 pF capacitor.
- Adjust C368 to zero beat the color-bar pattern. Use a nonmetallic screwdriver.

**HYBRID VERTICAL SWEEP CIRCUIT**

This hybrid vertical sweep circuit will be found in the RCA CTC-36 and other chassis. Referring to Fig. 3-7 we see that this circuit is comprised of a transistor oscillator stage and a pentode output stage. The pentode is a special type, having a diode plate which utilizes the common cathode of the pentode. This diode, in conjunction with a resistance-capacitance network coupled as a feedback between the output and the input electrodes of the pentode, develops a feedback voltage for addition to the sawtooth waveform for vertical linearity and size control. Another feedback path, to sustain oscillation, is from the output stage to the base circuit of the transistor oscillator. The base circuit is also the input where the vertical sync pulses are injected. The vertical control circuitry (V hold control) is designed to adjust the triggering waveform component to the base of the oscillator. The height and linearity circuits operate in conjunction with the pentode stage.

The transistor oscillator stage acts as an on-off switch. A resistance-capacitance sawtooth generator circuit (R553, C537) coupled to the grid of the output stage is subjected to alternate charging from the B+ supply and discharging through the transistor in an operating cycle recurring at the vertical sweep rate. Thus, the charging path for C537 is completed through the cathode resistor of the output tube. The oscillator transistor conducts during retrace time to provide a discharge path for the sawtooth capacitor. The sawtooth voltage developed across (C537) is coupled via (C536) to the control grid of the output stage. This grid voltage waveform,

![Fig. 3-7. Vertical sweep circuit with operational guide.](image-url)
which is substantially linear, causes plate current to flow in the output stage. The plate current variation of the output stage is coupled to the deflection yoke by means of a vertical output transformer.

During the trace portion of each deflection cycle plate current increases causing plate voltage to decrease in a substantially linear manner. At the end of vertical trace time, a positive polarity synchronizing pulse is fed via a capacitor to the base of the oscillator transistor, driving the transistor into conduction. As the transistor conducts, the voltage across C537 decreases rapidly, driving the control grid of the output stage negative.

When the output stage is driven into cutoff, the plate voltage waveform increases rapidly as a result of the energy stored in the deflection yoke windings. The developed positive pulse, coupled through C527 to the base of the oscillator keeps the transistor in a conductive state. Near the end of vertical retrace, as the positive waveform decreases, the oscillator transistor is turned off. Capacitor C537 then starts to recharge in order to begin the next deflection cycle.

During retrace time the capacitor (C529) in the linearity circuit is charged through the conduction of the internal diode. The discharging of this capacitor through the linearity and height control circuits, during field scan, provides the feedback waveform for linearity. The linearity control setting determines the amount of charge that C529 receives during retrace. Thus, the proper waveform for linearity can be attained. Adjustment of the height control, however, primarily determines the average DC of the waveform, and in so doing provides the bias control for proper picture height setting.

The detailed circuit shown in Fig. 3-8 of the vertical oscillator and output stage, will now be used to point out several other features. The oscillator is provided with an additional triggering waveform component derived from one of the transformer secondary windings. The waveform is coupled to the base circuit of the oscillator via R414, the vertical hold control, and R546. DC base bias is provided by R419 coupled from the B+ supply to the junction of the hold control and R414.

A diode (CR 502) is coupled across the sawtooth forming capacitor C537. The purpose of this diode is to prevent an instability condition, as the C537 would otherwise charge to the cathode voltage potential during retrace; any disturbance in the output tube could then be regenerative and cause some picture jitter. With CR502 in the circuit, the voltage across C537 at the start of each cycle is kept constant (due to forward drop in diode) and independent of what the cathode voltage was in the preceding cycle. Thus, by assuring that at the start of every cycle the grid drive on the tube always starts at the same point (for a given setting of the controls) the vertical jitter will be prevented.

A VDR (RV 602) is located in the height control circuit to maintain a constant reference voltage to provide height tracking with line voltage variations.
The normal-service-raster (set-up) switch grounds the grid circuit of the output tube through a 1.8K resistor when in the service position, to collapse vertical sweep for making color temperature (grey scale tracking) adjustments. The function of the 1.8K resistor is to provide protection for the diode and transistor from picture tube arcs.

**PLATE-COUPLED VERTICAL SWEEP CIRCUIT (TUBE TYPE)**

The vertical sweep oscillator turns off and on (be it tube-type or solid-state) approximately 60 times each and every second. A pulse from the sync separator stage is used to turn the vertical oscillator on at the proper time.

You can consider the height control circuit as the components between the vertical output stage and the vertical oscillator stage that control turn-on time. The vertical linearity circuit is used to connect the sweep output circuit with the vertical oscillator circuit to control this length of time. Hence, it controls the time on and off of the sweep output circuit or the actual length of time to stay turned on.

As we now see, the vertical sweep system can be broken into two basic stages. The vertical oscillator stage whose on/off timing is controlled by a sync pulse from the sync separator stage. The vertical output (amplifier) stage that is turned on and off at a 60 Hz rate by the vertical oscillator and is controlled via the height and linearity circuits. Again, the height and linearity circuits control how long the output circuit stays turned on and off. See Fig. 3-9.

So, the vertical sync pulse holds the vertical oscillator to the correct speed while the vertical output stage then develops the proper raster scan size for the picture tube.

![Fig. 3-8. Vertical oscillator and output circuit.](image-url)
With just these two blocks the vertical circuit seems quite simple. However, things do become more complex when you consider the feedback loop from the output stage that may be used for vertical height, linearity or vertical sync pulses.

**PLATE-COUPLED MULTIVIBRATOR (TWO-TUBE TYPE VERTICAL OSCILLATOR AND AMPLIFIER)**

The vertical sweep system shown in Fig. 3-10 is a plate-coupled multivibrator consisting of V1 and V2. For the oscillator portion, V2 (amplifier) is the normally off tube. Coupling from the plate of V1 to control grid of V2 is via C3 and R7. The feedback from the plate of V2 to the control grid of V1 consists of C4, R9, R10 and C5. This network is also a shaping
circuit and ensures that the voltage fed back has correct amplitude and waveform to sustain oscillation.

C1, R1 and R5 control the main frequency, determining the RC time constant of the circuit. Check these components if you have oscillator drift, which of course causes vertical picture roll. The vertical hold control R1 is located in the grid of V1, the tube that is normally off. R2 is the height control while C2 and R3 constitute the shaping network across which the output trapezoidal waveform is taken.

The output from V1 is now coupled via C3 to V2 the vertical amplifier stage. Next, the vertical output transformer couples the trapezoidal waveform to the deflection yoke. Note that a positive sync pulse is fed to the control grid of V1, the normally off tube to synchronize the oscillator.

The output amplifier found in the vertical sweep stage of a tube type TV receiver is a power amplifier. A high current carrying triode or power pentode is usually used. A power amplifier is required because the deflection yoke winding is a current driven coil. Deflection is accomplished by the changing magnetic field around the yoke, which occurs because of a changing current through the yoke windings.

The voltage waveform which appears in the control grid of the vertical amplifier, V2, has been shaped to cause linear deflection. With a scope you will see the familiar trapezoid waveform (see Fig. 3-11) which will appear in the output of the vertical amplifier.

**Brief Vertical Sweep Circuit Review**

A typical vertical sweep circuit (see Fig. 3-12) used in many Zenith sets features an oscillator and amplifier, with the amplifier acting as part of the oscillator. The vertical oscillator triode (V5A), discharges and couples a strong pulse into the vertical output grid, (V5B) which is a class “A” amplifier, via the set-up switch and C76. This in turn couples a higher pulse to the output transformer and yoke for deflection. For the feedback action, a portion of the output pulse is looped back from the plate, pin 4, via .01 μF (C71), a 47K resistor, then on to .0039 μF (C73) and a 100 K resistor to the oscillator grid pin 10. This triggers the next discharge pulse. The vertical sync pulse is coupled into the cathode, pin 11, at a point above the X5 diode.

**Some Troubleshooting Comments**

When a multivibrator stage is faulty, it is usually tough to troubleshoot the circuit while in operation unless a signal is injected into the circuit. The injected signal is then followed through the circuit (with a scope) to locate the point where the signal path is broken. The test signal can be fed in at the sync input point by using the TV stations sync pulse.

Another simple way to check the vertical sweep section is to couple an AC signal from the sets tube filament transformer winding with a capacitor over to the sync input point. This 60 Hz AC signal is then traced with a scope through the vertical oscillator stage (now acting as an amplifier) on through the coupling network and the second oscillator stage.
(vertical output amplifier) and then back via the signal path (feedback circuit) to the vertical oscillator section. Of course, the shapes of the waveforms will be modified by the various shaping networks. The signal amplitude and its waveform are your clues to a defect, since you will be looking for a breakdown in the signal path or a low signal amplitude which may be preventing normal oscillation.

**Vertical Sweep Trouble Symptoms**

The following is a list of trouble symptoms that indicate a problem in the vertical sweep system:

- Complete loss of vertical deflection.
- Partial loss of vertical deflection (may have foldover).
- Excessive vertical deflection (picture stretched out).
- Intermittent sweep.
- Vertical picture roll (may want to roll after set warm-up).
- Vertical picture jump and/or jitter (usually caused by a sync trouble).
- Intermittent or pulsating vertical sweep or roll (the bouncing ball affect).
- Vertical picture nonlinearity.

**Vertical Circuit Quick Checks**

Let’s now look at some ways to make some vertical circuit checks to quickly isolate the faulty component. For these following circuit checks and trouble tips we will be referring to the vertical sweep circuit used in a Zenith 15Y6C15 color chassis. See Fig. 3-12.

We will begin these points of service checks with a set that has complete loss of its vertical sweep.

The first step is to open the feedback circuit at the junction of the 47K resistor and .0039 μF capacitor (C73), which should now produce a horizontal line across the screen due to complete vertical collapse. Should complete vertical collapse not occur, the vertical output stage is oscillating itself in the absence of a vertical drive signal. Check (C82) .47 μF, (C79) 100 μF, the exact value of 15K resistor from cathode pin 9 and
Fig. 3-12. Zenith vertical sweep circuit.
the vertical linearity control (R54), as a fault with one of these components may be causing the oscillation.

Now connect one end of a .1 \( \mu \)F, 600 volt capacitor to the sets 6.3 volt AC filament terminal leads. Use the other end of the capacitor, through a clip lead, as a 60 Hz drive signal, to check sweep circuitry performance.

With this set-up, touch the test lead to the vertical output plate, pin 4 of VSB. A one-shot negative kick will appear on the screen as the .1 \( \mu \)F test capacitor charges up. The vertical sweep on the sets screen should now increase to several scan lines, indicating that the output transformer circuits and the deflection yoke are good.

Should no deflection occur suspect the following components.

- Vertical output transformer or yoke could be faulty or open.
- Plate load resistor for V5A. Check for 250 volts B+ at pin 4.
- Some sets have a vertical centering pot. If open, this will cause loss of deflection.
- Check the 12 K ohm screen grid resistor and capacitor C80.
- Vertical linearity control R54 may be open.
- Also faults in the pincushion circuit and on the convergence board will cause loss (sometimes partial) of the vertical sweep.

**Partial Vertical Deflection Checks**

Some shorted turns of the vertical output transformer can cause partial loss of vertical deflection. A more common trouble is an open capacitor, C73, from cathode to ground of the V5A tube. For a quick check just bridge a 100 \( \mu \)F, 450 VDC capacitor across C73. Make sure you connect the test capacitor with the proper polarity. Note that on some brands of sets this capacitor may be located on the convergence board. Also, R55, the 3.3 K ohm cathode resistor may have increased in value. Just bridge another resistor across to see if you now have full deflection sweep. The vertical sweep output cathode circuit is also returned through some of the controls on the convergence board. So, check these, they may be open or you may find a crack in the PC board.

If the sweep circuit has checked out OK up to this point, then inject the test signal into the vertical output tubes control grid, pin 6. Since this stage is a class A amplifier, the scan on the picture tube should display about 3 inches of vertical sweep (sinewave, not sawtooth) which will indicate that the output stage is good.

With the 60 Hz test signal fed to the vertical oscillator plate, pin 2 of V5 A, an identical deflection to that observed on the vertical output grid, indicates that the set-up switch and the (C76) coupling capacitor are good. If no deflection is observed then suspect a faulty (usually open) coupling capacitor between plate of oscillator and control grid of the vertical output tube. Also suspect any capacitors tied to the coupling network (such as C75) as they could be shorted or have some leakage and will bleed-off the signal before it reaches the output stage grid. Also, look for open or increased-in value resistors in this network. Also, a faulty set-up switch
S1, will cause a loss of vertical deflection or erratic vertical sweep action in this circuit. The switch may have developed leakage to ground or the contacts may be dirty and this will cause the vertical sweep deflection to be intermittent.

**Oscillator Grid Injection Checks**

Before placing the test capacitor on the vertical oscillator grid, pin 10, connect the set for normal viewing by tuning in an active TV channel. Now clipping the test capacitor to pin 10, should create a full picture scan, indicating the vertical circuit is functioning properly, except for the disconnected feed-back loop. Picture will tend to roll around vertically (see Fig. 3-13) since the triggering (sync-lock) is at the 60 Hz AC line frequency rate.

Connecting the test capacitor to the loose end of the .0039 \( \mu F \) capacitor (C73) in the feed-back circuit should produce a vertical picture sweep, but at a reduced amplitude. You can also hold the (C73) capacitor between your fingers and obtain some vertical sweep, amplitude being dependent upon the amount of random 60 Hz AC picked up via your body capacitance.

With the feedback circuit now connected, you should have normal vertical sweep. If not, then some component in the feedback loop (between plate of output stage and control grid of oscillator) is open, or a by-pass capacitor to ground, or a capacitor to another portion of the vertical circuit is shorted. The prime suspects would be C73, C71, C74, and the 100K and 47K resistors.

![Fig. 3-13. Picture roll caused by 60 Hz AC in the oscillator circuit.](image-url)
In order to keep oscillating, the vertical circuit relies on the 60 Hz pulse that comes from the plate of the vertical output stage, through the feedback loop, and to the control grid of the oscillator stage. Without this pulse, the vertical oscillator stage would actually go into saturation, thus shutting down the whole vertical sweep operation.

In summation, when an oscillator (multivibrator) is faulty, it can be tough to troubleshoot when it is in operation unless a test signal is injected into the circuit. This test signal can then be followed with the scope in order to pinpoint the place of signal path interruption. If the TV station sync pulse cannot be used, then a test capacitor is an easy way to couple a 60 Hz AC signal from the sets tube filaments to the vertical circuits sync input point. The test signal is then traced with a scope through the oscillator stage (now acting as an amplifier) through the coupling networks and onto the vertical output stage and then through the feedback circuit to the first stage again.

**Vertical Oscillator Frequency Checks**

Loss of vertical frequency control (no picture lock or vertical roll) may be caused by loss or attenuation of the vertical sync pulses, or to value changes in the frequency determining components in the oscillator stage.

You can easily determine if the oscillator is at fault by varying the vertical hold control. If the picture can be rolled up and down, it is almost a sure bet that the oscillator is operating properly and the trouble is caused by loss of, or improper sync pulses. You should now suspect a fault in the sync circuits or in other circuits that supply information to the sync stages.

If rotation of the vertical hold control will not roll the picture in both directions, then look for trouble in the oscillator circuit. Probably the quickest way to locate the fault is to check-out or sub-in each component in the oscillator circuit as there are only a few. Prime suspects would be the tube itself V5, or C73, C74, 100K resistor, 470K resistor, C75 special dual-capacitor and the vertical hold control, R49. The fast vertical roll in Fig. 3-14 was caused by a leaky C73, .0039 μF capacitor.

If diode X5 in cathode of V5A becomes shorted there will be no vertical picture lock-in. This fault causes the sync pulses to be shunted to ground. An open X5 diode and/or value change of the 32K resistor will cause no vertical sweep or a reduced deflection. A pulsating vertical sweep, sometimes referred to as the bouncing ball affect, is caused by a faulty A1 integrator RC network.

Vertical picture jitter and jump is usually caused by components that are intermittently going bad. Also, a hum bar creeping up the screen will make the picture jitter. A light shade drifting bar is usually due to a signal path trouble, while a black bar is a fault in the DC power supply, such as an open filter capacitor. And do not overlook leakage between multi-section filter capacitors.
Vertical Picture Foldover and Stretch

In most cases, the reason for picture foldover, is improper bias on the output amplifier tube, which results in overloading, or an improper sweep-voltage waveform fed to the output tube.

If the trouble is caused by wrong bias, a scope check at the grid, pin 6 of V5B, will probably show a clipped waveform at this point. Our job then, is to find the reason for this clipping.

A leaky coupling capacitor C76, a shorted cathode by-pass C79, or a shorted vertical linearity control R54, would up-set the bias on the vertical output stage and cause foldover.
A voltage check at the control grid should give you a clue to the problem. Thus, a positive voltage metered at the control grid of V5B, would indicate a leaky capacitor C76. And of course, a zero cathode voltage reading would point to a short in the cathode circuit.

A long stretched out picture is generally caused by too much vertical drive signal from the vertical oscillator. The stretched out picture shown in Fig. 3-15 was caused by a faulty R54 VDR in the height control circuit. The clue, in this case, was way too high plate voltage, pin 2 of V5A, on the vertical oscillator stage.

**Nonlinearity of Vertical Sweep**

Improper operation of the vertical amplifier, which causes a non-linear picture as shown in Fig. 3-16, is usually caused by improper grid bias or low voltages on the plate or screen grid. A defective linearity control may cause the picture to be non-linear. And a leaky coupling capacitor C71 can also cause non-linearity without foldover. In both cases the amplifier is affected. A waveform, voltage and resistance analysis of the V5B amplifier should point you in the right direction. Leakage in C80, an increase in value of the 12K resistor at the screen grid, pin 8, or a defective T1 vertical output transformer can cause a non-linear sweep. And of course, open filters in the B+ voltage supply can cause the same symptoms. You may or may not see a hum bar across the screen.

Non-linearity may also be caused by a non-linear sweep waveform coming from the oscillator stage. Thus, if the values of C77 or the 2.2 meg resistor have changed, the waveform from the oscillator could be distorted. Waveform, voltage, resistance checks or parts substitution in the oscillator stage should correct the trouble.

**THE ZENITH SYNC/AGC PROCESSOR CHIP 221-45**

Because of tremendous TV signal variations and interference found in actual reception, some complex IC circuitry has been designed in order to produce a stable picture. This, of course, is referred to as the sync/AGC circuitry. In the Zenith sets this sophisticated chip is known as the sync/AGC processor. It is found in the 9-87 plug-in module.

Briefly, the AGC circuit senses the amount of signal received by the TV set after it has been amplified by the tuner and IF stages. A DC control voltage developed by the signal strength is then fed back to the tuner and IF amplifiers to adjust for proper output signals. In order to have a good signal-to-noise ratio, the gain of the IF amplifiers is reduced before the tuner gain is reduced.

To help you see the total picture for this processor chip operation, refer to the block diagram in Fig. 3-17 of the complete sync/AGC system which is contained on the 9-87 plug-in module.

The video information that the TV station transmitter broadcasts is, of course, amplitude modulated. This AM video signal will vary according to picture information and cannot be used as a reference to produce the AGC voltage. Because the horizontal sync pulse does not vary, except for
change in signal strength, it is compared to an internal reference to develop the AGC correction voltage.

The AGC circuitry uses the horizontal sync pulses which are removed from the composite video signal by the sync separator circuit. They are
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Fig. 3-16. Nonlinear vertical sweep.

Fig. 3-17. Functional block diagram of the 9-87 module.
then processed through a dual-time constant network to produce both horizontal and vertical sync pulses that are used to lock-in the vertical and horizontal oscillators. The complete video signal enters the processor chip and the sync separation function is performed from within.

Now we will take a close look at the Zenith processor IC, how to troubleshoot around it and its associated components plus, review some actual case history problems.

**Video Processor Circuitry Operation (Zenith 9-87 Module)**

The heart of the 9-87 plug-in module is the 221-45 video processor chip. Two signals are fed into the IC401 chip. One is the composite signal from the IF module and the other is the gating pulse from the horizontal circuit. The IC processor uses these two inputs to develop AGC voltage and sync information as well as performing noise gating and sync-limiting. As we look at the various processor operations refer to the 9-87 module circuits in Fig. 3-18A and associated waveform check points. The correct scope waveforms (input and output signals) will appear as shown in Figs. 3-18B through 3-18E when all receiver systems are functioning.

Negative going composite video at test point C1, goes via a high frequency filter network formed by choke coil L211 and capacitor C220 to pin U14 on the 9-87 module. The function of this filter network is to remove high frequency components on the composite video signal, which could in poor reception areas interfere with normal sync limiting action. These filter components could be prime suspects should you encounter poor sync locking action and a replacement module does not solve the problem.

The composite video signal enters the IC at pin 8 via a 1K resistor. The chip at this point performs the noise processor function. When noise pulses beyond sync tip level appear at pin 8, IC 401 cuts off the AGC and Sync functions for the duration of the noise pulse. Turning off the sync function prevents the noise pulses from tripping the vertical and horizontal oscillators.

**Noise Protection and AGC Gate Circuit (221-45)**

Within the sophisticated 221-45 chip, is an AGC comparator which is gated so that fast slew rates can be utilized with good noise immunity. You will note in Fig. 3-19, the noise protection block diagram, that two gates are used. In order for the AGC filter to be charged or discharged, two inputs to the comparator must be present. As with other discrete AGC systems, the keying pulse must be present but additionally, the negative going separated sync pulse from the video signal must be present. Coincidence of the two pulses will result in AGC action if the detected signal level changes. If, however, the sweep oscillator is out of step, no AGC action can occur until the keying pulse coincides with the signal sync pulse. Thus, no sampling or wrong sampling is made during scan time.
Fig. 3-18A. The 9-87 module circuit shown with its key waveforms.
AND Gate Note

As Fig. 3-19 indicates there is a NOT input to the AND AGC gate in the noise protection circuit. Note the NOT circle at one of the gate inputs.

Fig. 3-18B. Horizontal keying pulse.

Fig. 3-18C. Composite video signal.
Fig. 3-18D. Horizontal sync pulses.

Remember that the NOT symbol indicates logic inversion. Just a note in passing, that you will now start finding these hybrid NOT-input gates in some of the newer generation VCR logic system circuits.

Fig. 3-18E. Vertical sync information.
As the noise cancelled video signal leaves the IC at pin 5 it enters a dual time constant network of C403, C404 and diode CR401. This network provides the sync limiting stage with immunity to aircraft signal flutter.

After passing through the dual time constant network, the noise cancelled video signal enters IC401 at pin 4 and the sync limiting function is performed. Note sync separation location in Fig. 3-19. Internally, IC401 separates the video information from the sync and amplifies only these pulses. A positive going sync pulse appears at pin 3 of the IC and is the vertical sync. At pin 2 a negative going pulse is used to sync in the horizontal sweep oscillator.

The negative-going sync information at pin 2 is returned to pin 1 thru R404 and C402. The sync pulse is coupled to a gating circuit within the chip. Also, a positive-going horizontal gating pulse is coupled from the horizontal circuit thru R401 to pin 16 of the IC. Both the negative-going sync pulse and gating pulse is needed to key on the gating stage. AGC voltage can only be developed when sync is present which is during the retrace interval. This action occurs in Fig. 3-19 along the enable line from the AND gate to the AGC comparator stage.

Since AGC voltage can be developed only when sync is present, AGC voltage must be maintained during scan time. Capacitor C406 at pins 10 and 11 of the IC functions to hold this voltage. Also, if noise is present during the sync interval, the sync output will be cut off and C406 will hold the AGC voltage until the next gating pulse.

With no signal present, maximum IF AGC gain is set by the voltage divider comprised of R410 and R418. This divider sets close to +6 volts at pin 12, which in turn sets up a bias on a portion of IC401 that results in
about +4.8 volts at pin 13. The +4.8 volts is added to the +DC voltage set by the AGC delay control. The resultant voltage is coupled thru R406 to the IF AGC output voltage at pin U8 of the module. On some sets this is flagged as test point E. When a strong TV station is tuned in, the internal circuitry of the IC increases the output voltage at pin 13 until maximum gain reduction occurs. This voltage is about +7 volts and is determined by the adjustment of the AGC delay control.

In addition to the IF AGC voltage, the IC produces two RF AGC voltages. The AGC voltage at pin 14 is for the field effect transistor (FET) RF stage in the VHF tuner. The AGC voltage present at pin 15 is used by the NPN bipolar transistor RF stage in the UHF tuner. These DC voltages on pin 14 and 15 will vary according to signal strength and type of tuners used in the set. You will not find an AGC level or gain control on these chassis that have the 221-45 IC. This is because of the IC processor design and tight component tolerances in the 9-87 module.

**Troubleshooting the Processor Circuits**

In this section we will not dwell on repairing the 9-87 module (a new or rebuilt one can easily be plugged in) but rather in checking the modules associated components, voltages and pulse waveforms. As we now look at these various troubleshooting tips and case history problems, refer back to the 9-87 module circuit in Fig. 3-18A along with the key scope waveform checkpoints for reference information.

When you have a symptom that appears to be a sync/AGC problem, some circuit checks and observations must first be performed in order to get a handle on the situation. The first step is to determine if the problem is actually caused by a fault in the AGC and/or sync circuitry. Symptoms of weak video, loss of video, or distorted picture as well as loss of vertical and horizontal sync can be caused by faults in the tuner, IF stages, AGC/sync stages or power supply. The best way to start checking these sets to determine if the Sync/AGC stage is defective is to sub-in a good module for the one in question, and then adjust the AGC delay control. If this does not correct the problem, then go to the tuner and IF circuits for video problems and the vertical and horizontal circuits for sync problems.

Also, check for +24 DC at pin W13 and correct horizontal keying pulses at pin U6 of the 9-87 module. Should you not have a good substitute module, a variable DC power supply can be used to clamp the tuner and IF amplifier AGC voltages to normal operating levels. If a nearly normal picture cannot be restored, the defect may very well be in the tuner, IF stages or video circuits. At this point a tuner “subber” will help you pin-point the fault quickly.

Let’s now look at some “real world” problems with this Sync/AGC module and IC.

**The Picture Symptom**

In this Zenith 19FC45 color chassis the picture would roll intermittently and tend to twist. On some channels several wide bands or streaks
Fig. 3-20. Streaks caused by open filter capacitor at +24 volt input at pin W13.

(see Fig. 3-20) would go across the screen horizontally. This picture trouble may or may not be of an intermittent nature. The top of the raster may also be of a lighter shade.

The Cause and Solution

The problem area, in this case, was found to be around the 9-87 Sync/AGC modules associated circuits. To pin down this problem several scope checks were made at various + 24 volt input module pins around the chassis. When the symptom occurred the scope indicated a lot of hash at pin W13, + 24 volt input terminal of the 9-87 module. The hash (horizontal pulses from HV sweep stage) was due to loss of filtering because of an open C321, 100 µF by-pass filter capacitor. A replacement filter cleared up this picture problem.

For normal operation at all points where the + 24 regulated voltage enters the various modules the scope trace should be a smooth line even at high vertical scope amplifier gain. If you find hash or spikes on the scope look for open filter and by-pass capacitors or trouble in the 24 volt regulator circuits. Such as a faulty Zener diode or regulator transistor. Also, make sure that the + 24 volt line measures 24 volts DC. A problem in the regulator circuit can lower this a few volts and cause a picture symptom that looks like sync or AGC trouble.

No Sound or Picture—Blank White Screen

This is a very common and simple problem but can be overlooked very easily. If module replacements do not restore operation check for + 24 volts at pin W13 of the 9-87 module. If no voltage is found, check for an open LX311 filter choke coil in the 24 volt line. This is a small 663 µH coil that may open up or at times will become intermittently open. Loss of voltage could also be caused by a shorted C321 filter by-pass capacitor.
Dual-Trace Scope Phase Comparison Check

A rare but tough to locate AGC problem can be caused by a phase shift in the horizontal keying pulse. An easy way to locate this type of trouble is to use the dual-trace scope for simultaneously viewing the AGC keyer pulse (strobe) and horizontal sync pulse for correct timing. This will allow you to make an exact analysis of the two superimposed pulses. To check for this phase shift problem connect the synced in channel of the scope (usually the A channel) to pin 14 of the 9-87 module (video signal) and the B scope channel to pin U6, the horizontal keying pulse. Set scope at the horizontal sweep rate and adjust scope sync controls for a solid lock-in of the two pulses. The dual-trace scope photo in Fig. 3-21 illustrates the correct timing for a normally operating set. The horizontal sync pulse and strobe pulse must line up precisely.

A mis-timed keying pulse can be caused by some defect in the horizontal phase detector stage or any pulse coupling components. The dual-trace scope waveforms (Fig. 3-22) readily illustrate this out-of-time condition. Note that the keying pulse is actually in time with the 3.58 MHz color burst signal.

Another good point is to take note of the keying pulse width. If the pulse is too wide some video or 3.58 MHz color burst information may be sampled instead of the horizontal sync pulse level and this could cause the wrong AGC DC voltage to be developed. The symptoms would be picture overload, perhaps some bending or a washed out picture.

Another point of service is to check for proper filtering of the DC AGC control line. If a filter capacitor opens on this line the scope will show some hash. An open AGC line filter will cause various AGC picture problems such as overloading, bending and streaks across the screen.

Mysterious Picture Bending, Weaving and Rolling Symptoms

This intermittent picture problem (it appeared as an unstable sync or AGC fault) would occur on the local cable TV system in our area only on channels that were picked up via the satellite system such as Home Box Office, etc. This picture weaving symptom (see Fig. 3-23) would only occur in Zenith color sets using the sync/AGC modules with the 221-45 video processor chip. A new or rebuilt module has always corrected the problem. However, just replacement of the 221-45 chip will not always eliminate all unstable pictures on these cable channels.

Also, I have found some very fine and faint noise pulses that were detected on a very wide-band scope that appeared to be mixed with the horizontal sync pulses. Could this be some type of noise from outer space? If any reader has some ideas about this phenomenon, please let me know.

Perhaps these fine pulses were activating the noise protection circuit in the chip (due to one or more off-value components on the module and/or within the chip) and caused the IC's logic circuits to “gate-out” most of the sync pulses.
Some Module Checks and Tips

In about 90% of the cases a new 221-45 IC will solve any trouble that occurs with this module. As the circuit indicates, this module does not contain very many discrete components.
While making a quick visual check of this module be on the alert for burnt or discolored resistors. Then use an ohmmeter to check for any off value resistors. You may then opt to check out the capacitors and the one diode.

For any intermittent problems on this module look for poor solder connections and cracks in the PC runs. Always clean and tighten all of the terminal pin spring contacts before the module is reinstalled. Also, check and clean pins on the main chassis where the module plugs in.

**VIDEO AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT (SOLID-STATE)**

This low-level video circuit is found in the RCA CTC 93 and other similar RCA color TV chassis. One circuit that may be new to you is the differential amplifier.

**Video Circuit Operation (Part A)**

Composite video signals from the IF are fed to a common 3.58 MHz trap and then go via a delay line (DL 300) which feeds video to the base of differential transistor “A” (Q303). Refer to video circuit diagram, Fig. 3-24. Transistors Q303 and Q304 form a differential pair; while Q302 is the constant current source for the emitter-coupled pair. The more current supplied by Q302 to the differential pair Q303-Q304 will mean more contrast or gain.

The constant current source is controlled by the contrast control setting. LDR (Light Dependent Resistor) and action of the beam limiter via contrast buffer transistor Q301 (controls DC voltage supplied to the
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Fig. 3-23. Picture weave and roll symptoms found on local cable channels received via satellite.
Fig. 3-24. Low-level video stage with check points.
base of Q302 constant current source). At this point in the circuit, not only does the DC control voltage affect contrast, but also the color level.

After video signal contrast level has been set at collector of Q304, the signal is then coupled to the base of Q317 for video peaking. This stage provides stabilizing feedback voltage back to the base differential transistor Q304. The first video, Q318, provides for some additional gain and its emitter has a contrast preset control that is factory set.

**Low-Level Video Circuit Operation (Part B)**

The second video amplifier couples video (via C362) to the video buffer Q306. See video circuit in Fig. 3-25. With reference to waveform at emitter of Q306, sync tips have been removed and DC is restored at base of Q306 by action of the clamp stage Q307. Positive horizontal pulses coupled to the emitter of Q307 (via R369 and CR302) cause conduction of this stage, clamping capacitor C362 to a reference DC voltage. This reference voltage is set via the brightness control and goes to the base of Q307. If the horizontal pulses are missing, the clamp stage will not conduct.

Horizontal and vertical blanking pulses are elevated by action of the blanker stage, Q310. Both vertical and horizontal pulses are supplied to and amplified by Q310 and matrixed with the composite video signal on the base of Q309. In the waveform on the base of Q309, the elevation in blanking level at this point should be sufficient to drive CRT to cutoff during horizontal and vertical retrace. Diode CR303 carries the bias current due to R371 when blanker is off. Diode CR311 provides protection for blanker transistor Q310 to prevent overstress of the transistor when blanking pulses are applied.

When the clamp stage is operating properly, the video signal black level is referenced to the horizontal retrace blanking level and DC reference is effectively restored. The brightness control (R4202), as well as the beam limiter (Q311), can alter the base reference voltage of Q307, altering the re-established "black" level reference.

The video signal is then coupled from the emitter of Q306 via the service switch and respective drive controls in the R, G, and B matrix-amplifier stages.

Basically, beam current is caused to flow to the B+ supply through R378 (reference current is established) with a portion diverted to ground through the base emitter junction of beam limiter, Q311. Transistor Q311 is normally operated in a saturated state under normal brightness and contrast settings. As beam current increases and exceeds reference current, collector voltage of Q311 will increase and cause the brightness to decrease via CR305 and contrast to decrease via CR306. Thus, beam current is limited by a combination of reducing the video drive and brightness. A filter network removes both vertical and horizontal components found in the beam limiter current applied to Q311. Diode CR312 and R332 make up a beam limiter peak overload detector, allowing
fast response to large beam current overloads. If too much beam current appears at Q311, CR307 acts as a protection device to protect Q311 from breaking down.

**Video Servicing Procedures**

Let's now look at some low-level video circuit troubles and techniques for troubleshooting them.

**Video Trouble Symptoms and Diagnosis**

- No or distorted video
- No or improper contrast control
- No or improper brightness control
- No control of contrast/brightness/color

The low-level video processing circuitry has several direct coupled stages. Therefore, it is essential that the procedure described below be followed when troubleshooting any of the above symptoms.

Note that for sets equipped with FS Remote Scan Tuning Systems, there is essentially a built-in troubleshooting aid with the on-screen time/channel display. If no raster appears, but time and channel information appears on the screen, you can then assume that the low-level video stages signal path is OK from Q318 (1st video) to output of CRT.

**Troubleshooting Procedures**

Use isolation transformer and unplug AC line cord during all static checks. Refer to the block diagram (Fig. 3-26) for these procedures.

**No or Distorted Video**

Check set-up switch. An open set-up switch will cause a loss of raster or a very dim one as well as a loss of video.

With a scope confirm that you have a video input signal of about 6 volts P-P at TP 13. Now check the DC bias and circuit operating voltages, as well as waveforms at various video processing stages.

Check DC voltage on collector of Q311 beam limiter transistor. If DC voltage is between +18 and +27 volts, suspect open Q311 beam limiter transistor. An open transistor at this point makes both contrast and brightness controls inoperative. Screen will be totally black, even if chroma is turned to maximum.

Check blanker stage Q310, as improper operation can result in insufficient brightness.

**No or Improper Contrast Control**

Under this condition, screen will normally appear washed out and chroma control will have little effect. Check various DC voltages associated with the contrast control (test point K) and contrast buffer (Q301). Also check the color track control voltage (test point L), constant current source (Q302), and differential transistor pair Q303 and Q304. If DC voltage at test point (L) reads about +11 volts, assume contrast buffer...
Fig. 3-25. Low-level video stage with scope waveforms.
Fig. 3-26. Block diagram of low-level video stage.
Q301 may be open. Check diode CR306. If this diode is shorted the contrast control will not operate.

**No or Improper Brightness Control**

Check Q307 clamp action by scoping the base and collector of Q307 while varying the brightness control. As brightness control is decreased (ccw), video should go in the direction of black.

Confirm proper DC voltage range of brightness control (R4202) at test point (J). To isolate beam limiter stage from the brightness control and clamp stage, ground collector of Q311. If problem clears up, fault is most likely open beam limiter transistor Q311. If CR305 is shorted, this will cause the brightness control to be inoperative.

**No Contrast/Brightness/Color Control**

The very first check should be the collector voltage on Q311. As stated earlier, an open transistor in this circuit will cause all video and chroma stages to be inoperative. To remove any Q311 influence on video, contrast, and chroma, ground the collector of Q311.

**POWER SUPPLY CIRCUIT (FULL-WAVE VOLTAGE DOUBLER, S-S DIODES)**

This power supply circuit is used with TV sets that do not have a power transformer. Refer to Fig. 3-27 for this circuit as used in an RCA CTC 22 color chassis.

**Circuit Operation**

A 7 Amp. fuse in series with one side of the AC line is used for circuit protection. Surge protection is provided by a thermistor in series with the B+ rectifiers. The B+ circuit is protected by a special thermal reset circuit breaker. This circuit breaker, CB101, can be tripped by a combination of excessive current demanded of the low voltage power supply and/or excessive current via the horizontal output tube cathode circuit.

The CB101 circuit breaker has a resistive winding (about 1.3 Ohms) that completes the cathode ground return from the horizontal output tube. If cathode current becomes excessive, the winding heats, causing the thermal bi-metal strip to expand unequally; the metal flexes, causing the breaker switch contacts to open, breaking the B+ line. The same action occurs if the B+ current increases due to a short circuit or overload. Degaussing is initiated by the customer, using a spring loaded switch located on the back of the receiver.

The power supply drawing shown in Fig. 3-27 is actually a full-wave voltage doubler circuit. You will note that capacitor C106A functions differently than in a conventional power supply, as it does not act as a filtering capacitor. Operating with diode CR102, C106A charges to the peak value of the applied AC voltage. Using this DC charge as a reference, the other diode rectifier CR101 produces a DC voltage approximately equal to the peak-to-peak value of the AC line voltage supply. Hence, the
DC voltage obtained is approximately two times (thus almost doubled) the RMS value of the input AC line voltage.

**Power Supply for RCA CTC 42X Chassis**

This power supply, used in the RCA CTC42X chassis shown in Fig. 3-28 has two separate power supply systems. The first is a full-wave doubler furnishing 280 volts B+ to the deflection, chroma, video output and audio output circuits. This power supply has provisions for automatic degaussing, using the circuit that was introduced in the RCA CTC22 chassis (tapped thermistor and split charging capacitor). The other power
supply is a half-wave rectifier furnishing + 130 volts to the solid-state video IF, low-level video, sync/AGC circuits, and various tube screen grid voltages.

**Power Supply Circuit Points of Service and Tips**

The following is a list of various power supply circuit problems.

- No DC voltage
- Low DC voltage output (s)
- AC ripple that may cause bar to drift up or down the screen
- Picture will wave or weave
- Circuit breaker trips off
- Shorted diodes and filter capacitors

Refer to the circuit in Fig. 3-27 as we look at these various points of service and other information.

Complete loss of DC voltage could be due to a faulty on/off switch, CB101 circuit breaker, capacitors C107A and/or B, thermistor or degauss/normal switch.

Loss of the 140 Volt DC could be caused by an open R107 and/or shorted filter capacitor.

Low DC voltages will usually be caused by faulty filter capacitors (open or leaky) and diode rectifiers (open). All sides of the picture will be pulled in.

A circuit breaker that trips-out immediately is usually caused by a shorted diode CR102 or CR101.

A breaker that trips after about 30 seconds is usually caused by a problem in the horizontal output stage.

A set that operates an hour or more before the breaker trips is usually due to a faulty (weak) circuit breaker.

If the sides of the raster pull-in and weave, suspect filter capacitors C106A and/or C105B to be open. You may also see a bar that drifts through the picture.

If both sides of the raster pull in, suspect an open filter capacitor or a weak horizontal output tube. If the right side pulls in, then look for troubles in the horizontal sweep stage.

When checking for a faulty diode rectifier use the lowest range of your ohmmeter and measure it *in circuit* as follows.

**Diode Quick Checks**

With the ohmmeter set to low range (X1) take a front to back ratio measurement (read in one direction, change polarity and make another reading). If the diode is shorted it will read dead-short for both polarities. If the diode is open, the ohms value (resistance of in-circuit components) will read the same for either polarity check. Should the diode be good, you will now measure a lower resistance with one polarity than with the opposite polarity.
HORIZONTAL SWEEP—TRACE/RETRACE CIRCUIT (RCA TYPE)

The following horizontal sweep (trace/retrace) circuits will be found in RCA CTC72 and CTC81 color TV chassis and are similar to those found in many XL100 sets.

Oscillator Circuit Operation

The horizontal AFC and oscillator circuits of the CTC74 are contained in the MCH module. The AFC stages, along with the horizontal blocking oscillator and 33 volt Zener diode, are all located on this module.

The block diagram for the MCH-001 module is illustrated in Fig. 3-29. These stages include the Q1 phase splitter device, whose output is coupled to a pair of diodes for horizontal AFC, and thus control the horizontal blocking oscillator. Positive retrace pulses from the sweep transformer are first shaped by the sawtooth stage before being fed to the AFC stage. Operating B+ for the module stages is derived from a 33-volt Zener diode, initially fed from the 175 volt source via the dropping resistor.

A horizontal range control is connected in series with the customer horizontal hold control. Readjustment of the horizontal range control is seldom required, even when another module is installed.

The horizontal oscillator is a blocking type, connected as in many other XL100 RCA chassis. The output of the oscillator stage is used to initiate retrace, by “triggering” the retrace ITR into conduction.

Horizontal Trace/Retrace Circuit Operation

Figure 3-30 is a diagram of the trace and retrace circuits as used in the CTC 74 chassis and is similar to other XL-100 chassis.

Intrinsic thyristor rectifiers (ITR 401 and ITR 402) function in circuits similar to those using discrete SCR and diode pairs. ITR’s were first used in the CTC 62 chassis, but these trace and retrace circuits are now more simplified.

Voltages in the CTC 74 chassis are developed directly from the power transformer. Thus, T402 no longer has secondary power windings for these voltages and the retrace circuit is more conventional in design than previous SCR systems.

The CTC 74 deflection circuits use a high-voltage transformer with an isolated primary. The top and bottom pin correction transformer is connected in parallel with the primary; the linearity network is in series with the yoke, and both are in shunt with the primary of the sweep transformer.

Operating power (175 volts) is derived from the main power supply circuit. This 175 volts (applied to the horizontal circuit) is obtained via a plug interlock connection and a relay in the power supply. The B+ path is completed by a jumper connection on the yoke plug. For this reason the yoke has to be connected before B+ is fed to the horizontal stages. In the CTC 74, ITR 401 functions as the trace SCR diode combination and ITR
402 as a dual retrace device. The gate signal from the horizontal oscillator to the gate of the retrace ITR is similar to other RCA chassis. Note that two .027 microfarad commutating capacitors are connected in parallel. Key troubleshooting waveforms would be the trigger pulse at the gate of ITR 402, the commutating waveform at the anode of the device, and the pulse waveform viewed at the high side of the trace ITR. Also important is the gating waveform at the gate of trace device ITR 401. A keying pulse for the AGC circuitry is obtained via the 150 picofarad capacitor connected to the top side of the sweep transformer primary winding.

---

**Fig. 3-30. RCA trace and retrace horizontal sweep circuits.**
Because this chassis utilizes a self-regulating power input transformer, there is no need for a high voltage regulating circuit - either in the CTC 74 or CTC 81 chassis.

The simplified schematic in Fig. 3-31 shows the trace-retrace circuit for the CTC 81 chassis. The circuit is basically the same as in the CTC 74, however, provisions have been made for width and high voltage adjustments.

A width coil, L404, is connected in series with commutating coil L401; a jumper across L404 may or may not be found due to production tolerance. Width can be increased by opening the jumper and if the raster sweep is too wide, L404 can be shorted.

The high-voltage adjustment switch, S401 in the primary circuit of T401, is not to be adjusted. This switch is usually sealed as shown in the diagram.

**High Voltage Protection Circuit**

The circuit as shown in Fig. 3-32 looks like the horizontal “hold down” circuit in other XL-100 chassis. However, it should be noted that the circuit as used in the CTC 74, and CTC 81 chassis is not used to meet (HEW) requirements.

The circuit comprised of Q501 (and associated components) is designed to disable the horizontal sync circuits in case an open develops in the horizontal trace ITR circuit. The oscillator is forced off frequency, in the direction that prevents damage to components in the deflection circuit.

Under normal operating conditions (and most “failure” conditions) the circuit of Q501 is not conducting; cut-off state is maintained due to the reverse bias of the base-emitter junction—set by the 6.8-volt Zener diode in the emitter. Quiescent “positive” voltage, developed via CR504 from the sweep pulse (negative going), is not sufficient to overcome the base-emitter junction. Under these conditions, the horizontal hold circuit (located in the MCH module) is unaffected, receiving its normal operating potential - the horizontal will remain in sync.

Note that the pulse available to the anode of CR504 (from terminal 13) is highly negative; in other chassis where this circuit acts as a hold-down - a “positive” pulse is applied at a comparable point, as a sampling of the high voltage being developed. Here, an unusual failure must occur in the deflection system, to cause a signal with “positive-going” excursions at the anode of CR504 - sufficient to be rectified, fed to the resistive network of R516, R517 and the base of Q501 - turning the transistor on. With this transistor biased into conduction, the DC potential applied to the horizontal hold control (about 30 volts under normal conditions) is clamped to about 6.8 volts (CR506 in the emitter circuit). This voltage change drives the horizontal oscillator well off frequency, causing a loss of horizontal sync, protecting the deflection circuit until the fault is located and repaired.
Fig. 3-31. Simplified horizontal deflection circuit.

Because its purpose is different, troubleshooting and testing the “protective” circuit in the CTC74 or CTC81 chassis requires a different procedure than used for the “hold-down” circuit in other XL-100 chassis. You may recall, the circuit of Q501 is normally at cutoff, having no effect on the horizontal oscillator. A negative going pulse is normally fed to the anode of CR 504 and, a pulse with high, positive going excursions - such as caused by an “open” failure in the trace ITR circuit - must be present at CR 504 to switch Q501 to an “on” mode.

Trace/Retrace Service Information

Possible damage to deflection components could occur if the trace ITR (or circuit) is defective. The protective stage is then defeated, and power is applied. Of course, a fault could develop within the Q501 stage,

Fig. 3-32. High Voltage protection circuit - RCA CTC 74.
causing loss of horizontal sync; however, the original cause (or circuit) can be located by a proper sequence of servicing checks.

Assuming a loss of horizontal sync, the following service procedures should be used:

- Replace the MCH module with a good module, and readjust the customers hold control. If sync is restored at about the center of control range, a defective module is indicated.

- If, with adjustment of the customer's control, the oscillator can be adjusted close to sync, center the hold control and slightly adjust the horizontal range control on the MCH module to sync in the picture.

- If conditions do not improve, measure the DC voltage at terminal 12 of the MCH module. If other than normal voltage is present at this point, replace the trace ITR, and recheck for correct operation, indicated by the return of sync, and/or a proper voltage at terminal 12.

- An abnormal voltage (6.8 volts) at terminal 12 of the MCH module confirms the "protective circuit" is "on", but does not indicate whether the origin is a defect, or caused by a component failure associated with the protective circuit (an emitter-to-collector short, for example). A DC voltage check at TP 1, TP 2, or the base element will indicate if the stage is being keyed on; viewing the waveform at point HD will yield the same result.

- A normal voltage at terminal 12 of the MCH module, indicates the protective circuit is not causing a loss of sync. The strong possibility now exists of problems in circuits associated with, or operating in conjunction with, the horizontal oscillator.

After any servicing operations, the protective circuit should be checked for proper operation. The value of some components, and the normal operating voltages in the CTC 81 circuit are slightly different than in the CTC 74 circuit. The circuit as used in the CTC 74 appears in Fig. 3-32, while the CTC 81 circuit is shown in Fig. 3-33.

Operation in the CTC 74 can be checked out as follows: Set the line voltage to 120 volts AC and all controls for a normal picture. Momentarily short across R516 with a 12 K resistor. Under these conditions, the picture should lose horizontal sync; and the raster will become dimmer than normal. If these symptoms occur, the protective circuit is capable of working properly.

Operational checks in the CTC 81 follows the same basic procedure, however, R516 in the CTC 81 chassis is 18K, requiring another value resistor to come up with a resistance of 6K. A resistor substitution box can be used to shunt across R516. Loss of the horizontal sync should now occur under the above conditions. Voltages and waveforms during normal and abnormal operation should approximate those that are indicated in Figs. 3-29 to 3-31. The ringing, sine-shaped waveform (see Fig. 3-32) at point HD is representative of the signal with an "open" in the trace circuit.
The following IC circuits are used in the RCA CTC74 and CTC81 color TV chassis.

Chroma information is coupled from the MCK 001 IF module to the MCC 001 chroma module (See Fig. 3-34) which amplifies and demodulates the chroma sidebands, providing color difference signals to the driver module MCD 001. The chroma module is supported by several external circuits such as the color and tint controls.

Some other inputs to the MCC 001 chroma module are horizontal rate keying pulses and blanking voltages for sets with digital address options.

Fig. 3-34. Chroma module and related systems.
Built within the chroma module is a regulated DC supply fed from the chassis 28 volt source and referenced to an 11.7 volt regulated supply derived in the luminance/sync module.

**Chroma Module Circuits (MCC 001)**

Looking at Fig. 3-35, note the chroma sideband information of about 600 mV enters the chroma processor integrated circuit, IC1. This circuit performs a number of functions including chroma amplification, automatic chroma control (ACC) and color subcarrier regeneration and control (AFPC).

The exact frequency of the 3.58 MHz color subcarrier is set by crystal Y1 and capacitor C11. The color reference signal (burst) is separated by an internal gate activated by the 1 volt keying pulse that is fed to pin 9 of IC 1.

The processed chroma exits IC 1 via pin 15 and is capacitively coupled to pin 3 of the chroma demodulator, IC 2. The 3.58 MHz CW subcarrier information enters IC 2 on pin 16 at the proper phase to provide "I axis" chroma sideband demodulation. A phase shift network, consisting of R12, L1, C28 and C25 sets a 90 degree phase shift for the subcarrier to allow for "Q axis" demodulation. A customer color control, R4203 sets the gain of the IC 2 input chroma amplifier.

The subcarrier information may be phase shifted by an internal tint control circuit. The degree of phase shift is adjusted by the tint control pot, R4204. The demodulation process yields R-Y, G-Y, and B-Y difference signals at the proper respective amplitudes.

The regulator transistor, Q1, provides an 11.7 volt DC regulated supply for operation of the chroma module. Power is supplied from the chassis 28 volt DC source, but the regulator is referenced to the 11.7 volts in the MCL 001 module. This reference is used in order to maintain luminance to chroma tracking with contrast settings independent of supply voltage changes.

**The Chroma Processor (IC 1)**

A simplified block diagram of the chroma processor (IC 1) is shown in Fig. 3-36. Chroma sideband information entering pin 1 goes to a linear chroma amplifier which is gain controlled by an automatic chroma control voltage developed in the ACC detector. The amplified sideband information is then coupled to the AFPC and ACC detectors as well as the second chroma amplifiers.

The AFPC detector has the reference subcarrier (burst) gate and phase detector for phase locking the 3.58 MHz subcarrier oscillator. Capacitor C16 is an external filter for the AFPC circuitry while C11 and Y1 set the operating frequency for the oscillator.

The ACC detector is gated to allow burst input from the first chroma amplifier. Also applied is a phase shifted input from the 3.58 CW oscillator. This phase shift allows the ACC detector to become sensitive to amplitude variations in burst levels. These variations are filtered by capacitor C5.
and fed back to the first chroma amplifier, providing gain control for this stage.

Loss of a burst signal causes the ACC detector to produce a voltage which cuts off the second chroma amplifier. Thus, the chroma circuitry is effectively “killed” when black and white picture information is received. The IC also has an overload detector which reduces the gain of the second
chroma stage upon reception of an abnormally high saturated chroma signal.

The Chroma Demodulator (IC 2)

In Fig. 3-37 we see the chroma demodulator, IC 2. The chroma sidebands at about a 300 mV level are first applied to a gain controlled chroma amplifier. The gain of this amplifier is determined by adjustment of color control, R4203. Chroma blanking for digital address display (DAP) is also applied to this stage of the circuit. From the amplifier, the chroma sidebands are coupled to the “I” and “Q” demodulators.

The 3.58 MHz CW subcarrier enters IC 2 on pin 16 at a level of around 400 mV. The nominal phase of the subcarrier after being fed to the IC allows demodulation on the “I axis”. However, the subcarrier phase can be altered by a DC controlled phase shifting (tint control) circuit. Control of this circuit is by the tint control, R4204, and a “tint range” centering control. Inductor L2 and its distributed capacity is broadly tuned to 3.58 MHz in order to restore a sinewave shape to the subcarrier waveform, which is distorted in the tint control circuit. The output of the tint control circuit is then fed to the “I” demodulator, via an adder stage, which has no effect on the subcarrier signal if the automatic tint correction feature is defeated.

A phase shifting network consisting of L1, C28, and C25 provides the 90 degree subcarrier phase shift for “Q” demodulation. The outputs of the “I” and “Q” demodulators are coupled to a matrix which provides the R-Y, B-Y, and G-Y difference signals at their proper amplitudes.

COMB FILTER CIRCUIT (RCA CTC 99/101 CHASSIS)

The purpose of comb filtering is to more perfectly separate the video signal and the chroma signal throughout the entire bandwidth of the video spectrum. Comb filtering greatly minimizes the crosstalk interference that would occur if chroma information were allowed to pass through the luminance channel. The comb filter operates on two basic principles.

● From one line to the next, the video information is basically the same. This means that as the picture is scanned vertically, there is very little change in the luminance information from one horizontal line to the next.

● Next, the chroma information on one line is 180 degrees from one line to the next, so the chroma information on one line is 180 degrees out of phase with the chroma information on the previous line.

Operation of the Comb Filter

The heart of the comb filter is U601 (see Fig. 3-38), the comb filter integrated circuit chip. This IC contains the charge-coupled devices and provides all of the functions of comb filtering: the delay, the amplifiers for the video and chroma processing channels, and the summing circuits.

The U601 IC is powered from several power supplies. These are: 16 volts B+ pin 22, 9.1 volts B+ pin 9, -5 volts B— pins 1, 5, 6, and 7. Video
Fig. 3-37. Simplified block diagram of IC 2, on the chroma module.

Information is coupled into U601 at pin 11. The 10.7 MHz clock pulse, developed from the 3.58 MHz chroma subcarrier frequency tripler circuit, is inserted at pin 3. Pin 21 is the combed luminance output. Pin 13 is the vertical detail information output and pin 14 is the combed chroma information output.

Fig. 3-38. Simplified comb filter diagram.
To understand the operation of the comb filtering, the frequency spectrum of the video signal in an NTSC frequency interleaved color system must be understood. The video signals occur between 0 and 4.2 MHz. However, to provide color transmission, a chroma subcarrier which is modulated by the color information is inserted at 3.58 MHz. The subcarrier, which is suppressed at the transmitter, creates sidebands which extend .5 MHz above the 1.5 MHz below 3.58 MHz.

To keep subcarrier sidebands from appearing in the luminance portion of the picture and generating crosstalk and other interference patterns, the video signal in a conventional receiver has a bandwidth of about 3 MHz. This minimizes the possibility of interference between low frequency chroma sidebands and high frequency luminance signals in the receiver's luminance channel. However, the limitations of video bandwidth causes a loss of high frequency (detail) picture information. Note video spectrum in Fig. 3-39.

Comb filtering allows the recapturing of video information between 3 and 4.2 MHz, thus restoring a large amount of picture detail.

The relationship between the transmitted video information and the scanning rate causes the video information to occur in "bursts" of energy at the horizontal rate multiples. Therefore, at every 15.734 kHz from 0 to 4 MHz a "burst" of energy exists containing the video information. The chroma information also occurs in "bursts" of energy at the horizontal rate intervals. However, because of the selection of the chroma subcarrier frequency (3.58 MHz), the energy bursts are offset from the video energy bursts by one-half the horizontal rate. Thus, the chroma information is "interleaved" with video information.

**Comb Filter Service Tips**

Because the comb filter is just one of several circuits that process chroma and video information, the first step is to isolate the problem to the comb filter board or other circuitry, such as the IF, chroma processor, video processor, and etc. In Fig. 3-40 you will find the key scope input waveforms and other check points.

- Check for proper B+. Pin 9 of the PW600 board should read –10 volts, and pin 11 should be +23 volts.
- Check for the presence of the video input signal at pin 3 of the PW600 board. If this signal is not present, the problem is in the IF circuitry.
- Check for the presence of the 3.58 MHz CW at pin 7 of the PW600 board. This input is used to develop the delay line clocking pulses. Without this input, there will be no clocking pulses and the comb filter will deliver no output except noise. If the 3.58 MHz waveform is not at least 1 volt in amplitude, the comb filter will not be operational. If this voltage is incorrect, check the chroma circuitry for the defect.
• Check for chroma output signal at pin 1 of the PW600 board. If an output is present at this point, the problem is in the chroma circuitry.

• Check for video output at pin 15. If video output is present, the problem is in the video processing or video output circuitry.

Fig. 3-40. Correct signal inputs of the comb filter.
Check for the presence of the vertical detail output at pin 13. The lack of vertical detail output from the comb filter will appear as loss of picture resolution.

**Loss of Video/Noise or Smearing in the Picture**

Check the comb filter circuit U601 for +9 volts at pin 9 and for −5 volts at pins 1, 5, 6, and 7.

Check pin 22 of U601 for the +16 volts regulated DC power. If this voltage is not present, suspect regulator transistor Q601 or Zener bias CR601 (16.7 volts) for the base of Q601.

Check at capacitor C623 for the 10.7 MHz clock signal. Do not connect the scope directly to the capacitor lead because the capacity of the scope probe on this circuit point will detune the frequency tripler. To check this signal, place a small loop of wire (or use scope pick-up loop) on scope probe tip and coil it around C623. This will feed enough signal to the scope without detuning the tank circuit. Because of the capacity coupling, it is impossible to specify a peak-to-peak voltage. However, if the signal is present, this indicates the tripler is working and the comb filter circuit should now be operational. To tune the tank circuit, adjust coil L610 and L606 for maximum amplitude. After adjusting each coil, readjust the other to obtain maximum amplitude.

Check for presence of a video signal input to comb filter circuit at pin 11. If this video signal is not present, the problem may be in the video buffer Q602. Refer to Fig. 3-41 for correct output signal waveforms.
Now, with the scope, look for the combined video output signal at pin 21 of U601. If the output is not present, check DC voltage at pin 21. If it is not close to 4.6 volts, suspect a leaky filter capacitor or faulty U601. Also, check for the vertical detail output at pin 13 of the U601 chip. If this waveform is not present, there is a defect in IC U601.

Check the output of summing amplifier Q605. If this signal is not present, check the outputs at pin 21 and pin 13 of the U601. If the outputs are present at these two points and not present at the collector of Q605, then Q605 is defective. Likewise, if a waveform is present at Q605 and is not present at pin 15 of the module, the problem is in the buffer stage of the Q606 transistor.

**Loss of Color/Good B & W Picture**

Check the comb filter circuit U601 for +9 volts at pin 9 and for −5 volts at pins 1, 5, 6, and 7.

Check pin 22 of U601 for the +16 volt regulated supply voltage. If this voltage is not present, suspect regulator transistor Q601 or Zener diode bias CR601 (16.7 volts) for the base of Q601.

Check at capacitor C623 for the 10.7 MHz clock signal. Use scope pick-up loop around capacitor C623 so as not to detune the tank circuit. If a signal is present, this will indicate that the tripler is operating and the comb filter circuit should be working. To tune the tank circuit, adjust coils L610 and L606 for maximum signal amplitude on the oscilloscope.

Check for the combed chroma output at the collector of the chroma buffer transistor Q607. If the waveform is not present at this point, check back to pin 14 of IC U601. If it is not present at this point, the IC is defective.

**Notes for Comb Filter IC Replacement**

If the comb filter IC is replaced, it is necessary to readjust the chroma comb adjust control. To do so, connect a scope to the vertical detail output point (pin 13) and adjust this control for minimum sync amplitude in the output waveform.

It is also necessary to check and possibly reset the frequency tripler tuned circuits and the IF preset control R344.

**IF Preset Adjustments**

- Connect channel 2 of a dual-trace scope to VDO test point which is pin 13 of PW600.
- Connect channel 1 of the scope to collector of bottom vertical output transistor Q504.
- Adjust the IF preset control (R433) to provide 520 mV peak-to-peak amplitude of symmetrical VDO signal at the beginning of the retrace interval.

**VIDEO CIRCUIT AMPLIFIERS (TUBE TYPE-AC COUPLED)**

Many of these tube-type video amplifier circuits were used in small screen RCA color TV receivers. As we look at their operation, refer to the
simplified schematic in Fig. 3-42 for the first and second video amplifier circuit stages.

**Video Circuit Operation**

In these sets video detection is accomplished by a diode circuit and the detected signal is coupled to a two stage video circuit. The first video amplifier uses the triode section of a 6GH8A tube. This stage has a frequency-selective coupling circuit. Note that the grid and cathode are driven independently. The detector output video signal is fed in between the grid-cathode of the triode for the high frequencies. However, for the low frequency video signals, the triode acts as a cathode follower and provides a low impedance match for the delay line. The video signal then passes through the delay line to a second video stage that uses a 12HG7 high-gain video amplifier tube. The brightness signal is DC coupled from the plate of the second video amplifier to the cathodes of the picture tube via the green and blue drive control circuits. As in many other color sets a set-up or service switch is included for picture tracking adjustments. When in the set-up position, a fixed voltage is applied to the cathodes of the picture tube and the vertical sweep is collapsed. In this switch position the black and white tracking of the picture raster can now be easily performed.

**Video Circuit Quick Checks**

The first check when troubleshooting these video circuits is to measure all tube plate and screen voltages. For any voltages that are found to be improper, look for plate load resistors that have increased in value and leaky or shorted by-pass capacitors.

For weak or complete loss of video use your scope to trace the video signal through all stages of the system in order to pin-point any circuit fault.

Components that are known to have failed in these circuits are the delay line, video peaking coils, and leaky or open coupling capacitors. Do not overlook faulty cathode by-pass capacitors and open contrast controls. Any of these components may become defective intermittently.

**VERTICAL BLANKING CIRCUIT (TUBE TYPE)**

This tube type vertical retrace blanking circuit is found in many small screen RCA color TV receivers.

**Operation of the Vertical Blanking Circuit**

Vertical retrace blanking is accomplished in the plate circuit of the second video amplifier. Illustrated in Fig. 3-43 are the components associated with the vertical blanking operation. Let's now take a closer look at this vertical blanking operation. During active scan time CR702 is biased on (conducting); during vertical retrace time, a positive pulse from the vertical output transformer is fed through R756 to the diode. The 60 volt positive pulse is sufficient to bias off the diode. During the blanking interval, the positive voltage pulse is added to the plate voltage of the 11HM7 tube and coupled to the cathode circuits of the picture tube, driving
Fig. 3-42. Simplified first video amplifier circuit.

the cathodes more positive—cutting off the picture tube during retrace time.

Several important points should be remembered when signal tracing the video circuitry through the 11HM7 tube stage. The video signal at the

Fig. 3-43. Vertical retrace circuit.
grid of the tube is altered by the insertion of the horizontal blanking pulse. When the grid waveform is viewed at a horizontal rate on the scope, an additional negative pulse will be seen in the sync area of the waveform. Likewise, the plate circuit waveform (at a horizontal rate) will contain the added pulse during blanking time. The amplitude of the pulse at the plate will be determined by the setting of the brightness and contrast controls. When the plate waveform is viewed at a vertical rate, a positive excursion of the waveform will be noticed in the waveform area associated with the vertical blanking time. It should be noted that both the vertical and horizontal blanking areas will be altered from the output of the second video amplifier to the cathode of the color picture tube.

Points of Service

The most common faults in this blanking circuit would be loss of the vertical blanking pulses at the CR702 diode due to an open R756 resistor or defects in the vertical sweep stage. Also, an open or shorted CR702 diode will cause loss of vertical blanking and bright retrace lines will show up on the screen of the picture. Use the scope to look for low amplitude, distorted pulses or complete loss of these vertical blanking pulses in this stage.

COLOR DIFFERENCE AMPLIFIERS (TUBE TYPE CIRCUIT)

These tube type color difference amplifier circuits are used in many small screen RCA color TV receivers.

Circuit Operation

These color amplifier stages have several unique features as shown in Fig. 3-44. Note that the R-Y, G-Y, and B-Y amplifiers operate in the grounded cathode mode, with grid taken from the blanker circuit. Also, note that only capacitive coupling is used from the output of the difference amplifiers to the grids of the picture tube.

The DC reference level for the color grids is established using a clamp circuit. Each grid (red, green, and blue) has an associated clamp diode to provide the DC level for the grids of the picture tube.

Notice the symmetrical appearance of all three amplifiers up to and including the path to the picture tube control grids. The cathodes are grounded and grid-bias voltage is obtained from a divider network connected to the negative voltage available at the blanker grid circuit.

The plate output circuit of each amplifier has basically the same configuration. The connection from the blanker grid circuit to the common grid circuit of the difference amplifiers sets the grid bias for the amplifiers. In other color difference amplifier circuits the blanker plate pulse is applied at the cathodes of the difference amplifiers, setting the operating point, restoring DC, and providing horizontal retrace blanking.

Key Points of Service

Check for correct B+ on plates of all color difference amplifier stages. If not correct look for plate resistors that have changed in value (opened or
increased in resistance) and any leaky by-pass capacitors or shorted spark-gaps that may be found in some circuits.

Shorted clamp diode will cause picture to be all one color. An open clamp diode may cause picture brightness to vary.

Check and make sure you have the proper negative bias voltage from blanker stage applied to control grids of the difference amplifiers.

If one color is missing, check for a faulty .01 µF coupling capacitor or open choke coil that feeds chroma information from the “X” and “Z” demodulators to the color difference amplifiers.

Make sure, with the scope, that you have the proper negative horizontal pulse from the blanker stage being fed to the DC clamp diodes.

**TV SOUND CIRCUIT (SOLID-STATE IC)**

This TV audio circuit is used in RCA's CTC-85 color chassis and several other models. The complete sound system is contained within one chip.

---

![Color difference amplifier circuits diagram]

*Fig. 3-44. Color difference amplifier circuits.*
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Circuit Operation

The 4.5 MHz sound information developed by the combination sound detector/AFT discriminator chip in the IF module is fed to the sound module circuit as shown in Fig. 3-45A. This circuit demodulates the 4.5 MHz sound signal and amplifies the recovered audio to a power level that will drive the 32 ohm speaker. The customer volume control also interfaces with this sound circuit.

As shown in Fig. 3-45B, 4.5 MHz sound and audio processing is performed in a single integrated circuit chip, U-1. For simplicity of explanation, the device is illustrated as two sections - "U-1A" and "U-1B". The 4.5 MHz sound information is coupled to a double tuned transformer (T1) via a coupling capacitor C1. It is then applied to section U31A which amplifies and demodulates the information. The audio information is then coupled to the audio preamp and power stages in section "U-1B" through R1 and C8. The customer volume control applies variable DC bias to the gain controlled stages in the preamp to allow adjustment of the audio level. Capacitor C24 (part of the speaker connector) provides the desired tone control characteristics. The power amplifier of U-1B furnishes a maximum power of approximately 1.5 watts (5% distortion) audio which is coupled to a 32 ohm speaker via capacitor C13.

Points of Service

For complete loss of sound check for +27 volts DC to the module. If this voltage is correct then check the speaker voice coil, as it may be open. The next check point is to see if you have correct 4.5 MHz sound signal input into capacitor C10.

For low or distorted sound suspect the U1 chip, the L1 coil or the T1 transformer. Also, check alignment of coil L1 and the T1 transformer.

SYNC SEPARATOR CIRCUITRY (SOLID-STATE)

This sync separator stage is used in the RCA all solid-state CTC-40 color TV chassis.

Circuit Operation

A simplified schematic of this sync separator circuit is shown in Fig. 3-46. Sync pulses appearing at the collector of the noise inverter stage are coupled to the sync separator amplifier. This stage provides a signal of the correct polarity to drive the sync separator circuit.

The sync separator is a PNP common emitter "switch" which is pulsed into conduction by the negative going sync pulses coupled to its base by capacitor C312. Resistor R358 provides a discharge path for this capacitor. The output of the sync separator consists of positive going sync pulses which are applied to the vertical and horizontal deflection sweep circuits.

The noise immunity of the sync separator system is optimized during horizontal sync time by the use of a relatively small coupling capacitor, C312 (.01 µF) between sync stages. However, at the frequency of the
vertical sync pulses, the impedance of C312 is too large to hold the sync separator in saturation throughout the pulse interval. The initial part of the vertical sync is enough, however, to charge C312 sufficiently to forward bias diode CR309. This action effectively clamps capacitor C357 across C312, providing a lower impedance path for the vertical sync pulses. Capacitors C357 and C356 provide filtering for high video and chroma frequency information.

**Points of Service**

Use the scope to trace the sync pulses throughout the sync separator circuit. Check for the correct vertical sync pulse output and the correct horizontal output pulse from this stage.

A defect in this stage can cause both the horizontal and vertical picture lock to be lost or just the vertical or horizontal lock to be lost.
Check for proper DC voltages to Q309 and Q310 transistor stages. Next, check transistors Q309, Q310 and diode CR309. Look for value changes in resistors R539, R540 and leakage in capacitors C312 and C35.

**AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL (AGC) CIRCUIT (SOLID-STATE)**

This all solid-state (transistor) automatic gain control circuit is used in RCA’s CTC-40 color TV chassis.

**AGC Circuit Operation**

The function of the AGC system is to maintain a relatively constant video detector output over a wide range of TV station input signals. Thus, changes in video signal amplitudes are translated into DC voltages which are used to control the gain of the RF amplifier and IF stages.

Video information from the first video amplifier is fed to the gated AGC amplifier which produces a DC voltage proportional to the sync tip amplitude. The sync pulse is the only constant voltage level in the composite video signal that changes only when the signal input to the TV receiver changes. This DC AGC voltage is filtered and applied simultaneously to the RF AGC clamp circuitry and the IF AGC inverter stage.

**Gated AGC Amplifier**

A simplified drawing of the gated AGC amplifier is found in Fig. 3-47. Video information with positive going sync pulses (level proportional to picture-carrier strength) is fed to the base of the gated AGC amplifier transistor. This transistor is made to conduct only during sync pulse time by positive going “keying” pulses coupled to the collector by capacitor C1. These keying pulses occur at a horizontal rate and thus key the transistor on simultaneously with the horizontal sync pulses contained in the video information fed into the base. The bias on the transistor is kept low to allow the base emitter junction to become forward biased only during the
positive peaks of the sync pulses. This optimizes the noise immunity of the amplifier.

When the transistor conducts, electrons flow from the emitter to the collector, leaving a negative charge on capacitor C1. This negative voltage thus becomes the AGC voltage. Its true value will now be proportional to the amount of amplifier conduction, which in turn is determined by the peak positive amplitude of the incoming sync pulses. The RC network consisting of R1 and C2 improves the overall stability of the AGC system.

A more complete schematic of the gated AGC amplifier is shown in Fig. 3-48. In order to produce a blank raster for picture tracking set-up, a
positive voltage is fed to the AGC amplifier by the action of the set-up switch. When the set-up switch is open this allows the positive 30 volt potential normally dropped across R330 to forward bias diode CR 308 and appear on the base of the AGC amplifier. This voltage will then saturate the transistor, producing a highly negative AGC voltage which cuts off the RF and video IF stages. This action removes the video information from the screen, which in turn causes a blank raster. A diode, CR 305, is placed in series with the collector of the gated AGC amplifier to prevent the developed negative AGC voltage from discharging back through the collector-base junction between keying pulses.

**Key Check Points for Gated AGC Stage**

Use a scope to check for proper video signal at base of the gated AGC amplifier stage.

With the scope check for the horizontal keying pulses that are fed to the collector of gated AGC stage via the C359 coupling capacitor. If the above two signals are not present or correct the gated AGC stage cannot operate properly.

Check for the +15 volt DC bias at the emitter of the gated AGC stage.

Suspect the following components if you have an AGC problem in this chassis: The AGC amplifier transistor, diode CR305, diode CR308 and coupling capacitor C359.

**AGC CONTROL SYSTEM (SOLID-STATE TRANSISTOR)**

This AGC circuit is used in the Sylvania E09 all solid-state color TV chassis.

**AGC Circuit Operation**

Referring to the circuit in Fig. 3-49 we see that this AGC system consists of video inverter stage Q414, AGC comparator stage Q416, buffer stage Q202, and tuner AGC inverter stage Q203.

Transistor Q414 is driven by noise free video from IC400. This stage inverts and reduces the amplifier of the video to provide proper drive for the AGC comparator, Q416. The AGC comparator stage collector is ungated, and powered by a floating DC voltage developed by T400 sweep transformer pulse winding at pins 1 and 2, diode SC460, and capacitor C452. This stage compares the negative most portion of the composite video signal (usually the tip of the sync) and the DC voltage on the emitter, determined by the AGC control setting, R900. The comparator, Q416, controls the amplitude of the current pulse to filter capacitor, C217, and likewise, the voltage across it. This voltage is buffered by emitter follower, Q202, and is used to control the gain of the IF and tuner to maintain a constant tip of sync voltage at the base of Q416, the transistor comparator stage.

For signals from 10 microvolts to about 1.5 millivolts, the IF AGC controls the gain, and the tuner AGC controls the RF gain. IF gain decreases as the applied voltage from R217 increases, until diode SC210 is
Fig. 3-49. Transistor AGC circuit.
cut off, at this point IF gain is at minimum. Now, the tuner becomes the gain control factor. The RF stage is an FET and requires a voltage range from 10 volts to about 1 volt for maximum to minimum gain reduction. Transistor Q203 provides the necessary inversion and level shifting for the FET tuner. Gain control above a few hertz or flutter is accomplished entirely by the IF stages. The combination of R226, R227, R1250 and C1250 components eliminate most of the AC signal and removes the tuner from the AC control loop. Capacitor C216 and resistor R218, provide the path for the AC component when diode SC210 is cut off. In this AGC system, further AC gain reduction is available from the IF beyond the minimum DC gain. This action is due to C215 and R215. These components are used to lower the AC loop gain at near maximum IF gain.

Points of Service

Keep in mind that this is not a keyed AGC system. The pulses from the winding on T400 are only rectified by diode SC469 and the floating DC voltage applied to the collector of Q416, AGC comparator.

Check with the scope for a correct video signal at the base of Q414 inverter stage.

Check for faulty transistor and diodes. Then check for the proper DC voltages on these transistors.

Remember, that a fault in the IF stages may cause a symptom that looks like an AGC trouble.

SYNC AND AGC CIRCUITS (TUBE TYPE - ZENITH)

This sync/AGC circuit was used in many models of Zenith tube-type color TV sets. This BA 11 tube circuit is probably one of the most interesting sync/AGC systems in common use at this time.

Circuit Operation (Sync/AGC)

Referring to the 6 BA 11 circuit in Fig. 3-50, you will note a composite video signal, fed from the detector, has negative-going sync pulses and they are fed to pin 4. This signal usually is low in amplitude, and when noise free, has little effect on tube conduction. When noise pulses appear, a negative-going noise spike sends the tube deeper into cutoff for the duration of the noise spikes and prevents distortion of sync pulses at pin 6. The average conduction of the sync operating point is set so that only the upper 30 percent of the video signal brings the tube out of cutoff, permitting only sync pulses to appear in the output. Note that pins 3, 6, 7, and 8 all are common to the AGC section of the BA 11 tube. As the control in the cathode circuit is set for minimum resistance, grid bias between 4 and 8 goes more positive and the tube conducts more. Thus, the AGC voltage at pin 2 (plate) goes more negative and is applied to the video IF grids, causing IF cutoff.

When the AGC control is rotated clockwise, causing more cathode resistance, the bias is more negative and tube conduction is less. This reduces the negative AGC bias on the video IF’s, and will cause the IF’s to
Fig. 3-50. Tube-type sync/AGC circuit.
overload. During cutoff or overloading of the IFs, video is blacked out and
does not reach the sync-input grid at pin 7, which will affect operation of
the sync-separator section.

Circuit Checks and Tips

The secret in troubleshooting this complicated circuit is to find out
which section is defective, as one fault usually masks the other sections
operations. The cathode (pin 8) and first grid (pin 4) are common to all
sections of this stage. This first grid is part of the noise cancelling circuit.
A good way to start checking is to short together pins 4 and 8 with a clip
lead. If the set now operates, the trouble is in the noise cancelling circuit.
Now check the video signal “back up stream” with the scope to find the
problem. Also check the DC bias voltages. If the set still refuses to work,
leave the jumper in place and check the AGC section next.

The AGC section is comprised of plate pin 2 and the two other grids
on the left side of the 6 BA 11. Instead of a constant B+ voltage, this plate
receives a pulse (keyer) from the horizontal sweep transformer. For AGC
voltage to be developed, video information with sync pulses must be found
at the grid pin 5. This part of the tube conducts only when the keying pulse
at the plate coincides with the horizontal sync tip pulses at the grid. Thus,
the AGC voltage is developed on the basis of the horizontal sync pulses
amplitude. Use your scope to see that the horizontal keyer and sync pulses
are present and correct.

For sync troubles, check for correct DC voltage at plate pin 6 and also
scope this plate and grid pins 3 and 7 for the correct sync pulses.

A dual-trace scope is very effective for testing this sync and AGC
circuit system. There are several video, sync, and keying pulses fed to and
from the plates and grids of these circuits, and all pulses must be of the
correct phase and amplitude or this stage cannot function properly. By
using a dual-trace scope, two pulses can be monitored simultaneously for
correct timing, phase, amplitude and waveform.

While adjusting the AGC or noise-cancellation control, and at the
same time viewing these pulses on the scope, lots of service information
can be obtained. If the set has no picture or sound, and if AGC trouble is
suspected, the first procedure would be to clamp the AGC line. If there is
any video still present, then proceed with the scope checks. If the set has
no picture (no video signal to CRT grids) it is almost a sure bet there aren’t
any sync or video pulses present at the sync/AGC tube elements. Should
sync or video pulses not be found at the plates or grids, you may wish to
inject pulses from a TV analyst in order to obtain some sort of picture on
the screen of set under test. If partial operation can be attained, the scope
can now be used to further pinpoint the faulty circuit stage or component.

ZENITH SYSTEM 3 ELECTRONIC POWER
SENTRY AND HORIZONTAL SWEEP SYSTEM

All of these new Zenith circuit features are located on the 9-160
module that can be repaired or replaced. The 9-160-03 module is used in
the 13, 17, and some 19 inch screen size sets. The 9-160-04 module is found in most 19 inch sets and all 25 inch screen size receivers. As we look at and see how to troubleshoot some of these very complex and unique circuits you may wish to refer to the complete diagram of the 9-160-03 module that is shown in Fig. 3-51. This self-regulating horizontal sweep and power system provides AC line and load regulation without using a power transformer and is thus called an Electronic Power Sentry.

A block diagram of this Electronic Power Sentry system is illustrated in Fig. 3-52. A line operated 150 volt DC power supply provides the energy to a horizontal pulse-locked chopper. The chopper regulates the voltage and drives the sweep and High Voltage transformer with a constant pulse. The HV transformer also supplies all the regulated voltages to the rest of the set with a scan rectification scheme.

The "key" to the new regulation system is the pulse width modulation (PWM). The line and load voltages are sensed by the PWM which controls the chopper rate by varying the "on time" of the chopper, and therefore, the supply voltage.

The main point to keep in mind when servicing this chassis is that the voltage for operating the entire set are derived from the sweep transformer.

**Circuit Operation**

As the block diagram indicates, the 150 volts DC B+ is regulated by the pulse width modulator and horizontal output transistor. As the B+ increases, the PWM decreases the "on time" of the horizontal driver, decreasing the stored energy and keeping the sweep voltages constant. As the B+ decreases, the PWM increases the driver "on time", increasing the stored energy and maintaining a constant voltage at the sweep stage outputs.

**The Chopper Circuit**

As we look at Fig. 3-53 let's see how the chopper circuit is used in the electronic power system. Figure 3-53 shows a pulse-width-modulated energy storage step-up converter/regulator. The AC line connected bridge rectifier and filter provide a voltage to the primary of the chopper transformer TX3301. The horizontal output transistor, QX3326, which is in series with the primary of TX3301, controls the stored energy by varying the "on time" inversely to changes in B+. If the B+ decreases, the "on time" must decrease, to maintain a constant current level. For a constant energy, current must be constant. The secondary winding of the transformer provides the step-up and phase inversion. During conduction of the transistor QX3326, the polarity across the secondary goes negative to positive. The negative voltage at the anode of the load diode CR3308 prevents its conduction.

After the QX3326 transistor turns off, the voltage on the primary reverses. Thus, the secondary voltage also reverses, forward-biasing the load diode CR3308 and charging the load capacitance. The voltage at the
Fig. 3-51. Complete schematic of the 9-160-03 module.
Fig. 3-51. Complete schematic of the 9-160-03 module (continued from page 129).
load capacitance is sensed and fed back to the Pulse Width Modulator (PWM) ICX3301. The PWM varies the base drive, inversely proportional to the load voltage variations. This in turn provides the regulated load voltage. The peak “off” voltage of the transistor is also inversely proportional to the “on time.”

Self-Regulated Sweep System

The circuits shown in Figs. 3-54 A & B are of the somewhat simplified regulator and horizontal output. The combination and further simplification of these two circuits evolved into the self-regulator, and is shown in Fig. 3-54C.

In the combined, evolved circuit, the transistor is removed from the sweep circuit, and will now operate as a chopper transistor. The load diode CR3308 is returned to the retrace capacitance. Since the drive power is supplied by the load diode, the B+ at the sweep decoupling capacitor, C3321, is not required. Since the chopper and sweep operate through a common transistor, there must be isolation during damper time. The isolation is provided by a diode CR3306 between the damper diode CR3307 and the transistor QX3326, the horizontal output. The diagram and waveform illustrations in Fig. 3-55 show the combination circuit in operation. After the completion of retrace time, the PWM is prepared to decide how soon the transistor will “turn on”, to begin the energy storage process mode. For normal operation, the transistor turns on about 18 microseconds after retrace time, until the end of the trace. The “turn-on” time will vary from 5 to 30 microseconds after retrace. This time variation compensates for AC line to load variations as they occur.

Fig. 3-52. Block diagram of the Electronic Power Supply.
The transistor QX3326 is "on" for the chopper operation during damper time. The diode CR3306 from the damper to the transistor, called the blocking diode, is reverse-biased until the damper is off. When the damper cathode goes positive, the blocking diode is forward-biased, clamping the yoke voltage via the transistor QX3326. The current through the transistor is a composite of the chopper current and positive yoke current. The transistor "turn-off" starts the retrace time.

Figure 3-56 shows the start of retrace. The transistor, QX3326, damper, and blocking diode are "off". The voltage at the collector of QX3326 rapidly goes positive due to the inductive kick of the regulator transformer. The polarity reversal for the primary of the regulating transformer is also seen on the secondary. The positive voltage at the
anode of the load diode CR3308, referred to as injection diode, forward-biases the diode into conduction.

The retrace is produced by the resonant circuitry in the deflection circuit. The injection diode CR3308 is forward-biased because the anode voltage is increasing faster than the cathode voltage. The injection current aids in charging the retrace capacitance to a constant peak voltage level. This helps to add the lost power. Also, the injection circuit continues to supply energy during retrace time. Thus, the injection diode CR3308 continues to conduct until the pulse width modulator restarts the transistor with a requirement for more power.

Fig. 3-54A-B-C. Simplified regulator and horizontal output circuit.
The In-Phase Driver

The driver in the conventional sweep circuits is part of an out-of-phase system. For example, when the driver is on, the output transistor is off, and vice-versa. This system has an energy storage circuit; storing energy during conduction, and supplying output base drive during the off time of the QX3326 transistor.

In the self-regulation-system, the driver is part of an in-phase system. When the forward driver Q3301 turns on, the output transistor
also turns on. The driver circuit is powered by the 25 volt supply, which allows for a low resistance primary winding on the driver transformer TX3326. The closely coupled secondary winding is directly driven by a current ramp. The inductive impedance and low resistance provide for a very efficient driver circuit. The direct-drive produces a constant drive level independent of the duty cycle. The conventional sweep circuit with the out-of-phase drive system requires a minimum “on time” to turn the output transistor “on” at low line voltages, and produces excessive drive current at high line voltages.

Fig. 3-56. Waveform drawings for start of retrace.
One disadvantage is the negative drive current which is unacceptable for a fast fall time in the output transistor. To maintain a fast fall time in the output transistor, a reverse driver transistor Q3303 is added to this circuit. The forward driver transistor Q3301 is driven by the pulse width modulator IC and the reverse driver transistor Q3303 is driven by the collector voltage of Q3301.

A diode CRX3336 and resistor R3329 form a clamp circuit which clips (or clamps) the peak of the collector voltage of Q3301. The waveform is decoupled by capacitor C3335. A capacitor C3334 and resistor R3328 form an integrating network which shapes the signal that drives the base of Q3303. Transistor Q3303 turns “on” after Q3301 turns “off”. The current through Q3303, flowing through the primary of TX3326, drives the base of the output transistor, QX3326, negative, providing a “clean” output pulse to switch QX3326 in about .5 microseconds.

The Pulse Width Modulator

Now, let’s look at Fig. 3-57 which shows the schematic of the pulse width modulator and the internal circuit of the PWM IC. Pin 3 is connected to a reference voltage, while pin 4 is driven with a triangle waveform. When the triangle wave reaches a larger amplitude than the reference voltage, Q9 and Q10 will steal current from Q11 and Q12 from the current source Q13. The action of Q10’s conducting will cause Q6 and Q7 (a positive feedback switch) to snap-on. Transistor Q5 is an in-phase current mirror of the Q7 collector current. Therefore, Q5 will also turn on, feeding a large current into the base of Q3 which, in turn, will also overdrive Q1, the output device. The result will be a square wave output, starting and ending where the triangle waveform crosses the reference voltage applied to pin 3.

Let’s dig in a little further now and see how this is used in the electronic regulator system.

Going back to Fig. 3-57, note that pin 7, of the PWM IC receives the “H” drive pulses from the “countdown IC” 221-103 located on the M2 module. When troubleshooting this sweep system this is a good scope check-point to look at to see if these “H” pulses are present and correct. These pulses (note correct waveform in Fig. 3-59) are coupled to the base of Q14, an overdriven amplifier, which amplifies and clamps the “H” pulses between ground and B+, producing a 12 volt P-P square-wave. This square-wave exits the PWM at pin 6 and is then shaped by R3316, C3307, and C3306 to a triangle and coupled to pin 4, along with a DC reference voltage from R3317, R3312, and R3310 to the same point. On the other half of the differential comparator (pin 3) a sample of the voltage from the 15 volt, 60 Hz power supply, and a sample of the 18 volt sweep derived power supply are mixed. If either supply varies, the resultant square-wave output will vary in duty cycle, providing pulse width modulation. The actual transfer graphs for some typical voltage changes are shown in Figs. 3-58 and 3-60.
To visually illustrate the action of the pulse width modulator, refer to the dual-trace scope pattern shown in Fig. 3-61. These waveforms were taken at the base of the forward driver transistor Q3301 which is indicated as scope check point 4 on the full schematic shown in Fig. 3-51. The top trace occurred when the AC line voltage was at 130 VAC and you will note the pulse is narrow. Now the bottom trace widens out as the AC line voltage goes down to 75 VAC. Thus, a good example of the PWM in action.

Now, once again, return to Fig. 3-57. Look at pin 8 of the IC, which is marked "Flyback Pulse". This input can stop the square-wave from appearing at the output of the PWM at pin 1. It is used to prevent the PWM from turning on the driver and, hence, the horizontal output transistor from turning on, during flyback when the collector voltage is high. This input is also used to shut down the system if the high voltage becomes too high.

**AC Line Power and Kick Start Comments**

This system has a 150 volt unregulated power supply and a 15 volt DC isolated power supply. All power for the receiver operation is derived from the unregulated AC line-connected 150 volt B+. This also includes the CRT filament. Don't try to measure any of the AC supplies from the sweep transformer. However, the DC voltages can be easily measured during any troubleshooting procedures.

The term “line-connected” B+, or “line-connected” ground, indicates no isolation from the AC line.

---

**Fig. 3-57. Pulse width modulator IC.**
Keep in mind that the 15 volt supply is used only as a reference of the 60 Hz supply line voltage by the PWM at pin 3. The 15 volt supply is isolated from the AC line by transformer TX3351.

The power supply section is protected against lightning spikes or surges with an air spark gap, and a fuse for any short circuits that may develop.

**High Voltage and Excessive Load Shut-Down**

A shut-down circuit is used for X-ray and HV sweep breakdown protection and goes into operation only if the high voltage increases by 4 to 6 kilovolts. Also, if an excessive load (current) exists or if the potential difference between the "hot" and "cold" grounds becomes excessive, its effect is to shut down the entire receiver by cutting off the horizontal stages.

This module contains a 12 volt regulator, a 32 volt current source, scan rectification circuits that produce 62 volts DC, 25 volts DC, 18 volts DC, 250 volts DC and voltage for the picture tube filaments.
Fig. 3-59. Correct "H" pulse to PWM IC.

Fig. 3-60. Variations of transfer PWM characteristics.
Circuit Modification for Horizontal Output Transistor Failures

Remember, when a 9-160 module fails there can be various causes of horizontal output transistor failures other than a defective transistor.

One case, which is probably the most common, is intermittent or total loss of base drive. This may well be caused by poor contacts of the intermodule connector plugs or other component failures such as the 221-105 IC (loss of the 503 kHz oscillator), 221-103 IC (loss of the count-down process), or 221-132 (faulty PWM IC), or even components associated with these IC's.

Since this type of failure can be due to any of several other faults, a new circuit has been incorporated in the 9-160 module which protects the horizontal output transistor. However, if a horizontal output transistor has failed, check for an intermittent contact of the inter-module connector plugs.

In this new circuit, (see Fig. 3-62) a transistor (121-973) is placed across pin 8 of the pulse width modulator (PWM) IC 221-132 to ground. The transistor turns on when the 8.2 Zener diode conducts. Thus, pin 8 is grounded through a 47K resistor once start up has occurred. If the horizontal drive signal should now be lost, the horizontal sweep circuit will squeg at a safe rate and will prevent overstress of the horizontal output transistor.

Another cause of horizontal output transistor failure is a loss of "off drive" which is the signal or current necessary for a fast cut off time, incorrect or loss of the base current. The base current of the horizontal output transistor is due to the function of the reverse driver stage. When a
horizontal output transistor is replaced, the base drive signal should be checked. The primary reason for loss of base current is a faulty reverse driver transistor or a reverse driver base clipper diode CR3336. It may be difficult to check the base current when the horizontal output transistor has been changed. So, it is important that at least the base voltage waveform be checked for correct shape and amplitude as the system may function properly for long periods of time before the horizontal output transistor fails again.

Another cause of output transistor failure may be caused by a breakdown of the heat transfer grease. In some cases when some black arc track marks are visible, the horizontal output transistor may be good and only the grease has broken down.

In one case where the output transistor shorted and blew the fuse, a customer removed the back of the seat and shorted across the fuse and turned the set back on to watch his special program. However, not for long, as a loud noise made him pull the plug, quick. This shorted transistor caused the C3315 capacitor to blow-up and also burnt up the 6.8 Ohm R3323 resistor.

**Service Procedures and Tips (9-160 Module)**

Use the following procedures for isolating the faulty module that will cause loss of (H) signal.

Turn the set on and check for presence of the 503 kHz (H) oscillator signal at pin 4 of connector 1B located on the 9-151 module. This will be a 1.5 P-P signal riding on a 2.5 volt DC level as viewed on the scope.

If this signal is incorrect or missing, replace the 9-151 module.

---

**Fig. 3-62. Modification of horizontal output circuit.**
Now verify that the horizontal drive signal is present at pin 4 of connector 2B on the 9-152 module. This will be a 2 volt P-P signal riding on a 1 volt DC level.

If this signal is incorrect or missing, replace the 9-152 module. If all tests and modules have been OK up to this point then the 9-160 module is faulty.

Set Inoperative (Fuse Blown). When the fuse is blown on the 9-160 module, the cause could be the module or a short somewhere else in the receiver. A few checks with the ohmmeter should help locate the difficulty quite easily.

Make a resistance check on the Q3226 horizontal output transistor. From the collector (case) to the heat sink you should have a reading of 3K ohms or more. A very low or zero reading indicates a shorted device. Before repairing this module, make sure a failure of this output transistor was not caused by a defective 9-151 or 9-152 module.

Ohmmeter readings can vary due to a number of factors, such as the ohmmeter range used, the lead polarity, and etc. Always reverse the leads and use the 10 ohms scale to make these resistance readings.

Excessive Picture Brightness (Retrace Lines). The cause of this symptom is usually the loss of the +250 volts on the 9-160 module (probable faulty diodes) or a defective 9-155 (RGB video module). In some instances a defective 9-155 module will also damage the 9-160 module. A faulty picture tube will also give nearly the same symptom.

To prevent damage to a new 9-160 module, make the following checks before module replacement.

Check for the presence of +250 DC at pin 3 of connector 3C on the 9-160 module. If the voltage is OK, check for +250 volts at pin 2 of connector 5B on the 9-155 module.

If the voltage is correct, then replace the 9-155 module. If no voltage is found, turn the set off and measure the resistance of R3481, a 47 ohm resistor. If the resistor is good, replace the 9-160 module. If you find the resistor open, replace both the 9-155 and 9-160 modules.

Deflection Yoke Tips and Checks. Should the horizontal windings on the deflection yoke become shorted, the screen will go black, the HV will drop to about half value and the 2 amp line fuse will blow. At first it may appear as a faulty 9-160 module. One quick check is to remove the 3P yoke plug and jump a clip lead from pin 4 of the 3P plug to pin 3 of the 3D yoke plug. Now turn on the set and the high voltage will go up and you will see a thin white vertical line on the screen if the yoke was defective.

With the yoke plugged in and a scope connected to pin 1 of the plug 3D (hot lead) and the ground lead of the scope to pin 6 of the 3D yoke plug, the waveforms taken at this point by the scope can be used as comparisons to give you an indication of the yoke’s condition.

The bottom trace in Fig. 3-63 is for a good yoke, while the top waveform indicates an open yoke winding condition. While in Fig. 3-64 the bottom trace is for a good yoke and the top trace indicates a faulty yoke that
Fig. 3-63. Top pulse shows an open yoke, while bottom trace is for a good yoke. This has shorted windings and has loaded down and detuned the sweep output stage.

Fig. 3-64. Top trace indicates a shorted yoke while bottom trace is for a good yoke.
Another place where you can make a scope check is on the 250 V DC supply pulse winding that is tap K on the TX3352 sweep transformer. A good pick-up point on the board is at the L3476 choke coil. A good yoke will give a pulse like that shown in the bottom trace of Fig. 3-65. An open yoke will produce a pulse as shown in the top waveform. A shorted yoke will give a very low amplitude pulse at this test point.

High Voltage Shut-Down Quick Check. To determine if the 9-160 module is in the shutdown mode, a quick and simple check can be made. Measure the DC voltage at pin 3 of connector 3C on this module. If the 9-160 module is in the shutdown mode a voltage of +8 to +9 volts will be measured at this pin. The normal DC voltage is +.9 to +1.2 volts DC.

TV SOUND-SOLID-STATE IC (QUASAR TS-958 & TS-959 CHASSIS)

This IC sound system is used in the Quasar TS-958 and TS-959 color chassis. Most of the sound signal processing stages are within IC 201. This IC contains the sound IF/Limiter, detector, and two audio amplifiers (pre-amplifier and driver) stages.

Circuit Analysis

Referring to the circuit in Fig. 3-66, we see that capacitor C201 couples the picture and sound carriers from the third IF stage to diode D201. These signals beat in the diode to produce the 4.5 MHz FM sound IF signal which contains the transmitted audio modulations. This signal is fed through a selective tuned circuit to sound IF transformer T201 which couples the sound IF to pins one and two of the IC. The 4.5 MHz sound IF signal is amplified and fed to the detector. The external quad coil between 9 and 10, shifts the phase of the sound IF signal 90 degrees. This phase shifted signal is also applied to the detector stage in the IC. The detected audio signal is amplified and leaves the IC at pin 8. Capacitor C212 couples the signal to the tone control, and C209 couples the audio to the volume control. From the volume control, C210 couples the signal to pin 14 of the IC and to the audio driver section. The driver of the chip, pin 12, direct couples the signal to audio output transistor Q201. These pre-amp and audio output driver stages are shown in Fig. 3-67. Forward bias for Q201 is developed within the IC, and the amplified audio signal at its collector is transformer coupled to the speaker. A diac across the primary protects the output stage transistor against any current transients developed in the transformer.

Sound IC Checks and Tips

Voltage checks and/or signal injection techniques can be used when troubleshooting this sound IC and its associated circuits. First check all supply voltages to see if they are correct. Then check any other voltages in the associated circuits. Use caution to keep the meter probe tips from slipping and shorting any adjacent terminal pins. This can quickly ruin a good IC. If all voltages are correct, then inject a low level signal at the input terminal pins, 1 and 2. Now, check the output of the chip with a scope
Fig. 3-65. Taken at 250 volt pulse winding on sweep transformer the top trace indicates an open yoke. A good yoke gives a trace as shown in the bottom wave-form.

for the audio signal. Another effective approach is to check the input and output of the IC with a scope for proper signals. These easy checks minimize the possibility of having to replace a good IC that could be damaged during removal.

**VERTICAL SWEEP SYSTEM (SOLID-STATE TRANSISTOR) QUASAR**

This transistor type vertical sweep system is used in Quasar TS-958 and TS-959 color TV chassis.

Fig. 3-66. IC IF/Limiter and detector circuit.
Circuit Analysis

The vertical sweep in this circuit is generated by altering the charge on capacitor (C457), very slowly during scan time and quickly reducing the charge during retrace time. The result is a sawtooth waveform that is presented to the base of driver transistor Q452 (Emitter Follower) which is passed on to the base of output transistor Q455.

Two NPN output transistors are stacked and share the B+ supply voltage. When in operation an average voltage (DC) develops across coupling capacitor C461.

The sawtooth voltage, applied at the base of Q455 controls its conduction, which inversely changes conduction of Q454. This type arrangement produces maximum current through the yoke at the top of the screen which decreases to zero at screen center then increases to a maximum in the opposite direction and moves the beam to bottom of screen. As the sawtooth cuts off Q455, the beam quickly retraces to the top and the process is repeated.

The complete vertical circuit Fig. 3-68, shows the positive feedback to the oscillator required to sustain oscillation. The same network provides negative feedback to the sawforming capacitor C457 to produce a more linear charge. Linearity correction is also enhanced by feedback from the emitter of output transistor Q455.

The amplitude of the sawtooth voltage developed by C457's charge is determined primarily by the height control (R456) adjustment.

The free running frequency of the oscillator is slightly lower than 60 Hz as determined by the vertical hold control. This allows the negative going sync pulse fed to the emitter of Q451 to lock the vertical oscillator to the TV stations transmitted sync pulses.

Diode D453 protects the base emitter junction of Q454 against excessive reverse bias voltages.

Circuit Troubleshooting Tips

Oscillation at the vertical rate is dependent on the feed-back from the output. Any thing that interrupts the path stops the proper charge/
Fig. 3-68. Quasar transistor vertical sweep circuit.
Fig. 3-69. Transistor type vertical sweep circuit.

discharge of the sawforming capacitor. Voltage checks reveal most causes but a scope can be helpful in troubleshooting problems of vertical linearity and loss of picture sync.

VERTICAL SWEEP CIRCUIT - SOLID-STATE (QUASAR TS-951 CHASSIS)

This solid-state vertical sweep circuit is found in the TS-951 and other Quasar color TV chassis.

During retrace time C408 couples the surge of positive voltage at the emitter of Q401 to the base of vertical driver transistor Q402. Positive voltage to this PNP transistor turns it off, and its collector voltage drops. Capacitor C409 couples the negative going voltage to the base of Q451, and drives vertical output transistor Q451 into cutoff. Its collector current drops to zero and the field in T402 collapses. This produces current in the secondary of T402 and onto the vertical windings of the deflection yoke. This vertical circuit is shown in Fig. 3-69.

At the end of retrace, oscillator transistor Q401 turns off and sawformer capacitor C406 starts to charge via R405. As this capacitor charges, voltage at the emitter of Q401 decreases, and C408 couples this negative going voltage to driver transistor Q402. The driver begins conduction and develops a positive voltage at its collector, which is coupled to the base of the output transistor to initiate conduction in this device. When Q451 begins conducting, current in the output transformer and deflection coils reduces slowly and the beams move downward to screen center. As the sawtooth voltage continues to increase conduction thru Q451, current in the output transformer secondary and vertical yoke coils reverses and deflects the beams linearly to bottom of the screen.
When the beams reach the bottom of the screen, the oscillator emitter voltage has dropped enough to let this transistor conduct and repeat the cycle.

It is essential that the free running frequency of the oscillator be slightly lower than 60 Hz, so vertical sync from the TV station will control it. Vertical hold control value determines this operating point. When a station signal is received C401 couples a negative going vertical sync pulse to the collector of Q401, and across the primary of T401. The secondary couples a positive going pulse to the base of Q401, which drives it into conduction. Height control R407 varies the amplitude of the sawtooth voltage to the base of the driver transistor, thus it controls vertical size.

Feedback from the vertical output transformer provides wave shaping to obtain good linearity. D402 and C412 protect the output transistor in the event the transformer secondary or vertical windings in the yoke open. The vertical bias circuit compensates for driver and output circuit tolerances, and R421 is adjusted to obtain best linearity in the top portion of the screen. This control should not need adjustment unless component replacement is required in this circuit for repairs.
In this chapter we will be looking at circuits found in black and white TV sets, video monitors and microcomputer terminals. Most of these will cover circuit analysis and some troubleshooting tips.

**VERTICAL SWEEP SYSTEM (TRANSISTOR) QUASAR TS-481 CHASSIS**

The following circuits are used in Quasar B&W TS-481 and several other chassis:

**Vertical Oscillator Circuit**

The simplified circuit in Fig. 4-1 illustrates basic operation of the vertical oscillator. When power is applied, positive voltage from C304 drives TR32 into saturation. Any charge on sawformer capacitor C306 is shorted through diode D32 and TR 32 to ground. At this time electrons flow from emitter to base and C304 charges to polarity shown in Fig. 4-1. Capacitor C304 charges very quickly and TR32 then cuts off.

The resulting rise of TR 32 collector voltage, coupled to the base of transistor TR 31, drives it into saturation. Note complete vertical oscillator circuit in Fig. 4-2. TR 31 then provides a discharge path for C304 through the hold control. As C304 slowly discharges (scan time) the base of TR 32 becomes less negative (thus goes more positive), and forward biases TR 32. When TR 32 conducts, TR 31 quickly cuts off, (retrace time) and the cycle repeats. The free running frequency of the oscillator is slightly lower than the 60 Hz vertical rate and is determined by the hold control. Just before C304 discharges sufficiently to allow TR 32 to conduct, the negative sync pulse at TR 31’s base cuts it off and initiates conduction (retrace).
Sawformer Circuit

During scan time TR 32 is cut off and capacitor C306 charges through the size control at an exponential rate. TR 32 conducts during retrace time and discharges C306. The resulting sawtooth waveform is amplified by the driver and output stages.
Driver and Output Stages

When power is applied, output transistor TR 34 conducts. This provides a path for yoke current from ground to B plus and the beam moves to the top of the screen. In normal operation a charge is accumulated on capacitor C311 and becomes the voltage source for output transistor TR 35 and sawformer capacitor C306. Note driver and vertical output circuit in Fig. 4-3.

As sawformer C306 charges, driver transistor TR 33 is brought into conduction. Its emitter is direct coupled to the base of output transistor TR 35 and it also conducts. This transistor's dropping collector voltage is coupled to the base of TR 34 and reduces its conduction. Current through the yoke diminishes and the beam moves toward screen center. As the beam moves through screen center, TR 34 cuts off, yoke current reverses, TR 35 conducts more and the beam moves to the bottom of the screen. Yoke current for the lower portion of the scan is from the negative side of C311, through the yoke, R372 to ground, then back to R322, TR 35 and R 321 to the positive side of C 311.

With the beam at the bottom of the screen, oscillator transistor TR 32 again conducts shorting out the charge on C306. Driver TR 33 and the output TR 35 cuts off and output TR34 again conducts as the beam retraces to the top of the screen.

Linearity Correction Circuit

The normal charge-discharge of sawformer capacitor C306 through the resistance of the size control and R325 is at an exponential (non-linear) rate. By injecting a sample of the output (which is the opposite phase) via C313 at the negative end of C306 the two opposite exponential curves, in

![Diagram of vertical output and driver circuit.](image-url)

Fig. 4-3. Vertical output and driver circuit.
effect, add together and cancel the non-linearity. Control VR33 provides a means of varying the resistance from C306 to ground and thus alters the waveform produced.

**Horizontal AFC Oscillator and Driver Circuits**

In the AFC circuit (see Fig. 4-4) positive and negative sync pulses are applied to series connected diodes. A sawtooth (integrated horizontal pulse from the sweep transformer) is referenced to the horizontal sync. Any phase (time) difference between them develops a correction voltage that is fed into the base of the TR42 oscillator transistor. Horizontal oscillator and driver circuit operates as follows: Forward bias is applied from B+ to the base of TR42 horizontal oscillator via R406, R412, and R414. Collector current through the primary winding of L401 induces a positive voltage in the secondary, that is applied to the base through C410. This positive voltage quickly drives the transistor to saturation and places a charge on C410. With no current change in the primary, the secondary voltage drops and turns off the transistor. The magnetic field then collapses. The transistor remains in cut-off until C410 discharges and forward bias is again applied. This above condition repeats itself at the horizontal rate as determined by L401, C409 and C410. The output is taken off the emitter of the oscillator transistor TR42 and amplified by the driver transistor TR43. This stage is transformer coupled to the horizontal output transistor TR44.

**Horizontal Output Circuit**

When the oscillator and driver turn on, the horizontal output cuts off and energy builds in L402. When the driver cuts off, this energy is released and the horizontal output transistor TR44 conducts. Collector current is from ground, through sweep transformer T401, emitter to collector of TR44 and R423 to the B+ supply. This creates a magnetic field in the sweep transformer and yoke, thus moving the beam to the right side of the screen. Note the horizontal sweep circuit in Fig. 4-5.

A negative going voltage applied to the base of TR44 (from L402) cuts it off. As the magnetic field in T401 and yoke collapses a large negative pulse appears at the emitter of TR44 and the beam retraces to the left side of the screen.

A negative 200 volt peak-to-peak pulse appearing at terminal 4 of the sweep transformer T401 is fed to the AFC circuit. This same point is used to supply positive 19 volts (after rectification) and is divided down to supply and power other circuits in the receiver.

Diode D49 rectifies the positive portion of the pulse (during scan time) and charges capacitor C491. If you have AFC problems check for a shorted diode D49 or C491 capacitor as they may cause this AFC pulse to be missing.

**IF AGC CIRCUITS—QUASAR B&W TV (SOLID-STATE)**

The automatic gain control (AGC) system controls the gain of the first IF amplifier to maintain a constant signal at the video detector. AGC is also
applied to the RF amplifier under strong signal conditions to prevent signal overload, cross modulation effects, and etc. With no signal, or on very weak station signals, the IF and RF amplifiers are biased for maximum gain. As signal level is increased the AGC system applies more forward bias to the IF amplifier, thereby reducing its gain.

As signal level increases the IF gain decreases until a pre-determined level is reached. At a given level forward AGC voltage (more positive) is then applied to the RF amplifier to reduce its gain.

No Signal Condition

The AGC gate is forward biased by the positive voltage on its base and is normally in conduction. A positive going pulse developed during retrace time is coupled from pin 1 of the sweep transformer to the collector of TR 18 gate transistor through C 182, (.1 µF) and diode D18. Since the gate transistor is in conduction the upper end of C182 is clamped at a low DC level. As a result the high positive retrace pulse charges C182 as
shown in Fig. 4-6. At the end of retrace the positive end of C182 is returned to ground via the sweep transformer pulse windings.

The negative voltage at the upper end of the capacitor reverse biases diode D18. It also opposes the positive voltage appearing at the junction of R186, R185 and CR181. This produces a greater drop across R186 and less forward bias appears at the base of the first IF transistor TR11. This reduction in forward bias optimizes IF stage operation for maximum gain.

The RF amplifier is also biased to produce maximum gain by voltage divider action of resistors R188 and R187.

When a station is tuned in, signals appear at the video detector diode D11. The diode detector recovers video information which is negative at D11 and this signal is fed to the first video amplifier transistor which appears on the emitter in the same phase. The emitter is DC coupled to the base of the AGC gate transistor TR18 (see Fig. 4-7) and this stage is normally in conduction. However, a negative going signal decreases the AGC gate transistor TR18's conduction (when the retrace pulse is present on the collector).

With decreased conduction, C182's charge decreases, less negative voltage appears at the junction of C182 and R182 thereby allowing more positive voltage to be fed to TR11, first IF amplifier's base. This increases conduction and the IF gain is reduced.

**RF AGC Operation**

With strong signals, the first IF stage TR11 is conducting harder, collector current increases and a larger voltage drop occurs across the 270 ohm resistor, R105. This drop is coupled into the base of the RF AGC delay transistor TR19. The large voltage drop across R105 appears as a negative going signal to the base of the transistor TR19. As a result it conducts (normally TR19 is cut off) and increases the AGC voltage divider that feeds AGC voltage to the tuner. With weak signals less voltage drop occurs across R105, TR19 transistor is cut off and the RF bias voltage is supplied from voltage divider action of R188 and R187. This action then causes maximum RF gain. From the above information it is now evident that the AGC system functions in a forward bias mode for the IF and RF amplifiers.

**SYNC SEPARATOR CIRCUIT (B&W TV SOLID-STATE)**

The solid-state sync circuit shown in Fig. 4-8 consists of the sync separator stage and the sync amplifier stage.

**Sync Separator Stage**

The sync separator removes the negative going sync pulses from the video sync at the base of TR16. During sync time, emitter to base current charges C161 in the polarity shown. During scan time, the charge on C161 keeps TR16 cut-off and effectively removes all other information. The negative sync tips turn transistor TR16 on and the resulting base to emitter current (during pulse time) restores the charge on capacitor C161.
Amplified and inverted sync pulses will then appear at the collector of transistor TR16.

**Sync Amplifier Stage**

Positive going sync pulses from TR16 are coupled to the base of TR17, sync amplifier stage, via capacitor C171. The sync amplifier transistor TR17 operates split load with positive going sync from the emitter and negative going sync pulses from the collector.

The positive going sync pulses are coupled to the vertical sweep system through an intergrator network (R301, C301, R302, and C302) and then onto the horizontal AGC circuit through C402. Negative going pulses are then coupled to the horizontal AFC circuit through a coupling capacitor not shown in this circuit. When troubleshooting this circuit be on the look-out for leaky coupling capacitors, resistor value changes, and faulty transistors. Use the scope to trace pulses through these two stages.
VIDEO IF CIRCUITS (B&W TV SOLID-STATE)

This IF section consists of three discrete transistor common emitter amplifiers.

As we see in Fig. 4-9 the first IF amplifier stage is AGC controlled and gain reduction occurs with increased forward bias. The IF signal from the tuner is coupled via a coax cable to the IF input (A3 and A4) terminals on the circuit board. The signal is coupled through a 39.75 MHz upper adjacent video trap, a 47.25 MHz lower adjacent sound trap and a bandpass shaping network to the first IF amplifier transistor TR11.

Base bias for the first IF is supplied from B+ through R186 (4.7K) resistor and in conjunction with the AGC circuit, bias is varied in direct proportion to signal strength. Thermal stability is provided by emitter resistor R113 and it is bypassed to reduce degeneration.

The amplified signal at TR11 (first IF) collector is coupled through L104 and C113 to the base of the second IF transistor TR12. A 41.25 MHz trap at this point attenuates the sound carrier to establish a 10 to 1 ratio of video to sound carrier gain for proper intercarrier sound operation. The amplified signal at the collector is coupled through L106 and C115 to the base of transistor TR13, third IF stage.

Base bias, on TR13, is established by R111 and R112. Capacitor C117 (4 pF) from the bottom of the collector coil to TR14 base couples an out of phase signal (180 degrees) that cancels out the signal fed back internally from collector to the base due to junction capacitance. The amplified output of this stage is coupled into the video detector through a capacitive network.

Capacitors C119, C120 and C121 resonate the coils in the third IF collector and detector circuits. Capacitors C119 and C121 also provide coupling between the two stages.
Fig. 4-9. Transistor video IF system.
**AUDIO SYSTEM (IC SOLID-STATE)**

In this system the sound IF signal (4.5 MHz FM) is coupled from the first video amplifier's emitter to the audio IC via transformer L201 as shown in Fig. 4-10.

The first section of the IC provides both gain and limiting of the 4.5 MHz signal. The FM detector within the IC receives two 4.5 MHz signals from the limiter. One is applied directly to the detector, the other is shifted in phase by quadrature coil L202 (external) and returned to the detector. Frequency modulation of the IF signal produces a phase difference (from 90 degrees) of the two signals reaching the detector and results in an output that corresponds to the original audio at the TV station. The recovered audio signal appears at terminal 8 of the IC and is coupled via C501 to the last IC section for low-level audio amplification. Control VR51 adjusts the DC bias of the FM detector output stages to vary the volume.

Output of the IC is fed to the audio output stage TR53, a class A amplifier. Emitter to base bias for output transistor TR53, is set by the DC level from the IC. Resistors R503 and R508 provide thermal stability and current limiting. Capacitor C506 prevents degeneration of low frequencies across R503. Transformer T501 matches transistor TR53 to the 8 ohm speaker. A VDR across the transformer protects transistor TR53 from high inductive kicks due to transients.

**HORIZONTAL OSCILLATOR AND DRIVER (SOLID-STATE)**

Forward bias is fed from B+ to the base of TR42 horizontal oscillator (See Fig. 4-11) through R406, R412 and R414. Collector current through the primary winding of L401 induces a positive voltage in the secondary, that is applied to the base through C410. This positive voltage quickly drives the transistor to saturation and places a charge on C410. With no current change in the primary, the secondary voltage drops and turns off the transistor. The transistor will remain in cut-off until C470 discharges and forward bias is again applied. The output is taken off the emitter of TR42 and amplified by the driver transistor TR43. The oscillator and driver stages conduct together.

**POWER SUPPLY CIRCUIT (SOLID-STATE REGULATED)**

This regulated power supply circuit is found in many solid-state black and white video monitors or terminals. The complete power supply circuit is shown in Fig. 4-12.

Depending on monitor screen size and B+ voltage requirements along with the AC line voltage, the HI/LO T401 transformer secondary tap switch SW403, is used for nominal unregulated DC voltage from the full-wave bridge so that it may be maintained at about 23 volts for regulator efficiency. Set the SW403 HI/LO switch as follows:

The low position should be selected for line voltages of 90-110 (or 180-220) volts AC and the high setting for 105-132 (or 210-164) volts AC.
Fig. 4-10. Audio system - IC type.
The 115/230 volts AC switch, SW402, provides a series or parallel connection of two identical primary transformer windings for American or European AC line voltage sources.

A diode bridge rectifier unit is used to provide 23 volts of unregulated DC to the B+ regulator circuits. The main regulated B+ supply is generated or controlled by a series pass regulator transistor Q401 and R401 resistor driven by an error amplifier transistor Q403. An adjustable sample of the output B+ voltage is compared to the Zener reference voltage.

POWER SUPPLY SERVICE TIPS (REGULATED)

The most common problems in this type of power supply are faulty rectifier diodes, Zener diodes, regulator transistors and filter capacitors. A shorted bridge rectifier diode will open fuse F402 and an open diode will lower the B+ voltage and may produce a hum bar on the monitors screen. A short in the regulator transistors or filter capacitor C405B will blow the F403 fuse. Of course, any short up stream on the B+ line will also blow this fuse. If you find no regulation of B+ at all, suspect the pass transistor Q401, R401, Q402, Q403 and the Zener diodes. An open C405A or B will cause reduced B+ voltage, hum bars and picture pulling. It may also cause picture rolling and weaving. An open R401, 25 ohm at 20 watt resistor, will cause complete loss of the 14 volt regulated B+ voltage.

HORIZONTAL OSCILLATOR (SOLID-STATE IC)

This circuit is used in black and white video monitors and display terminals for computer read-outs.

Circuit Description

The horizontal oscillator and its frequency control is accomplished by IC801. Of course, the inner workings of the IC are very complex, but some circuit characteristics are determined by external components. As we dig...
Fig. 4-12. Regulated power supply circuit.
into this circuit operation follow along with the diagram shown in Fig. 4-13.

For horizontal frequency control two input signals are compared and a resultant error voltage is fed to the oscillator to hold a frequency that is in sync with the input signal. The first signal is the negative going horizontal sync pulses which are fed to IC801 via R801 and C801.

A second 130 volt P-P feedback pulse from the horizontal sweep system is coupled via R810 to an integrating network. Resistor R912 provides a means of slightly shifting the reference sawtooth signal. This provides a method of shifting the raster for the best static relationship between the incoming sync and screen center.

The sync input pulse at pin 3 causes a sampling of the reference sawtooth voltage at pin 4 and the timing relationship will determine what DC voltage is developed when the sample occurs at the zero crossing of the sawtooth when no error voltage is developed and the input and oscillator are in sync. As timing varies an error signal is developed and fed to the external circuit at pin 5.

The oscillator time constant is determined by a thermally stable capacitive resistive network. The R807 pot is the adjustable horizontal hold control. R808 and R812 is an external divider network which controls the relative on/off time for the square-wave drive signal at pin 1.

The error voltage at pin 5 is coupled to the frequency determining network by R804 at pin 7 of the IC. The oscillator is corrected by this input.

The rate at which correction occurs is very important, especially during vertical retrace. If the horizontal pulses are missing during a portion of the vertical retrace, no error signal is developed and the oscillator will be free running. When the pulses return, and an error voltage is developed, the oscillator will be pulled back to the correct frequency.

Components C802, R802, R803 and C803 provide a time constant to maintain a control voltage during certain periods, such as the vertical retrace, when sync pulses are absent. Problems in this section of the circuit will appear as tearing at the top of the screen. Bending at the top of the screen with certain settings of the horizontal hold control occurs because the natural frequency of the oscillator is different from the sync and time is required to overcome the phase error. This time is dependent on the network time constants described already. For a faster response when using video tape recorders (VTR or VCR), SW801 (the VTR-VCR switch) removes the short across R803 increasing the circuits time constant.

Transformer T801 is required to provide a high current, low voltage drive to Q901, the horizontal output transistor. R814 and C809 decouple the transformer primary so that pulses are not transferred to the power supply, while providing the DC current for Q901. R815 and C808 were selected to reduce ringing in the primary of the driver transformer. Figure
Fig. 4-13. Horizontal oscillator - IC type.
4-14 shows the timing relationship of key voltage and current waveforms that occur during one horizontal scan and retrace cycle.

**Troubleshooting Tips**

If the oscillator is dead (no horizontal drive signal) check for proper DC voltages at pins of IC801 and the driver transistor Q801. Use the scope to check for a drive signal at the base of Q801. Also, look for a feedback pulse via R810 to pin 4 of the chip. Should the picture not lock-in (horizontally) use your scope to see if the correct sync pulse is at pin 3 of IC801. The most common problems found in these circuits is a faulty IC801, Q801 driver transistor and driver transformer T801.

**POWER SUPPLY (B&W TV) AC/BATTERY TYPE**

This circuit is found in the Quasar TS-483 B&W TV set that can be used on an AC power line or 12 volt battery. The set has a power transformer and is protected with a 1 amp fuse. The secondary winding provides AC to the full-wave bridge rectifiers. Capacitor C705 filters the 120 cycle ripple of the bridge output voltage. Regulator transistor TR73 regulates the B+ voltage at +11.5 volts. The circuit for this power supply is shown in Fig. 4-15.

**Regulator Circuit Description**

Transistor TR73 functions as a variable resistance in parallel with R704. Its resistance changes directly with line variations and indirectly with the load.

The regulator circuit reacts so that an increase in output voltage reduces TR73’s base bias and conduction, whereas a decrease in output voltage increases base bias and conduction. This results in a relatively constant output voltage with changes in line voltage and/or load variation.

**Reference Amp and Driver**

Zener diode D75 clamps the emitter of reference amplifier transistor TR71 at 4.8 volts. A sample of the output voltage from the divider network (R701, R702 and control VR71), appears at the base of TR71. If output voltage increases, its conduction decreases and the collector voltage drops (more negative). If the output voltage decreases, conduction increases and the collector voltage rises (less negative). The collector is connected through R708 to the base of driver transistor TR72, an emitter follower. Its emitter connects to the base circuit of regulator transistor TR73.

**Charging Circuit**

With the set turned off and the AC/Battery switch in the AC position the regulated supply charges the external battery when it is connected. The power supply operates as described above except that a jumper in the battery plug completes the ground leg.

A section of the on/off switch opens the circuit to the receiver section.
circuits. Resistor R700 connects from the reference amplifier base circuit to ground through the low resistance of the CRT filament to increase the output voltage for charging. The charging path is from ground through D76 (and D77) and the battery to the B+ output.
Battery Charging Operation

With the AC/Battery switch in the battery position, the negative lead of the battery connects through diodes D76 and D77 to ground. A 2 amp fuse to the positive battery lead protects the battery against overloads. You can use the troubleshooting procedures given in other sections of this book for regulated power supply systems.

SOLID-STATE IF SYSTEM (B&W TV)

In this Zenith IF circuit, during a “no signal” condition, the input AGC level is about +4.5 volts at test point “E” (Refer to Fig. 4-16) to the IF and about +2.0 volts to the tuner, producing a very snowy raster. If no snow is observed on the screen (or at the second detector test point “C” with a scope), remove AGC lead to video IF and insert a variable bias voltage, adjusted to +4.5 volts. If this opens up the IF system and heavy snow is observed, there is an AGC problem: This indicates the tuner and tuner AGC are all functioning normally.

If some weak snow is observed on the raster, with the tuner disconnected, then the IF amplifier stages are OK. If no increase in snow level is observed when the tuner is again connected, then there is tuner trouble: tuner AGC, transistor, or delay circuit. On the other hand, if snow on the raster comes up to normal when the tuner AGC lead is removed, then the trouble is in the tuner AGC delay since the tuner RF amplifier transistor (TR 1) is automatically shifted to full gain with the AGC (delay) lead removed.

Thus, if the RF amplifier is excessively forward biased, (more positive at the base) it is still impossible to remove all snow, when the IF amplifiers are good and operating at full gain.

Should no second detector signal be observed at test point “C” after making IF bias tests, then check IF transistor emitter voltages: stages are operating normally when (note Fig. 4-16) third IF (TR3) is about +3.7 volts, second IF (TR 2) is +2.2 volts and the first IF (TR 1) will be on the order of +4.5 volts. In some chassis, without the AGC tuner delay transistor the first IF emitter will be about +0.7 volt and the AGC output at test point “E” will be +1.5 volts under a “no signal” condition.

VIDEO AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS (ZENITH B&W TV)

The video driver (TR 4) is an emitter-follower, with no gain, matching high impedance of the second detector to the low impedance of video output transistor (TR 6), base. The collector of the video driver delivers composite video via the 0.22 μF (C50) and 1K resistor to the base of sync limiter (TR10) for sync separator action. This video amplifier circuit is shown in the Fig. 4-17.

The video driver stage may overload and the second detector signal may measure 4 volts peak-to-peak but the output may be compressed or clipped at the 2 volt level. Thus, trouble is indicated in the output circuit. Check out the bias voltages and the video driver transistor itself.
Fig. 4-16. Video IF circuit system.
Fig. 4-17. Video amplifier circuit.
It is possible to remove the Noise Gate Driver (TR 5) action, by grounding the base as a troubleshooting check.

As a service check of the video amplifier system, use a 0.1 \( \mu F \) capacitor at 600 VDC, to pick up the 6.3 VAC from the power transformer at pin 1 located on the CRT socket. This signal can now be used for signal injection to locate faults in the video stages as follows.

- Connect the capacitor through a clip lead to the collector of video output transistor (TR 6), which should now show a little AC hum on the screen of the CRT.
- Next connect the capacitor to the base of TR6, and this will give you an indication of the transistor stage gain on the picture tube screen. The contrast control will have no effect during this test.
- There should be little change in AC amplitude when moving the capacitor to Test Point "J", at full contrast setting, with a properly operating Noise Gate Driver.
- Similar performance will be observed on the emitter of the Video Driver (TR4). Since the Video Driver is a no-gain device, similar amplitude should be observed on the driver base, test point "C", at the video detector.

**AGC CIRCUIT (SOLID-STATE ZENITH B&W TV)**

This AGC system is "gated" with keying pulses fed from the horizontal circuit via 0.05 \( \mu F \) capacitor (C53). Test point "E" IF AGC varies from +4 to +5 volts at minimum signal to +7 on strong signals. Tuner AGC varies from +2 volts to +4 volts (strong signal), with transistor tuner delay.

To adjust AGC control R33, (see Fig. 4-18), place the noise gate pot (R26) counterclockwise at minimum and adjust the AGC control just below the distortion point. Reset R26 just below the point at which picture position is affected.

R26 may also be adjusted with a scope as follows: Composite video sync tips should just be removed so that the stage will respond only to noise pulses exceeding the amplitude of the sync level.

It also is possible to set the AGC level for 2.5 volts peak-to-peak composite video information at test point "J". If AGC action is not correct, make the following checks:

- Short the noise gate (TR11) base to emitter, removing its possible affect on the sync limiter (TR10) and the AGC gate transistor (TR9).
- It is possible the noise gate pot (R26) is set too high, thus causing sync information to be clipped, and AGC action then occurs "off the video" instead of the sync tips which results in picture pull and roll.
- Watch for a shorted noise gate driver (TR5), emitter to collector. This will load down test point "J" and cause loss of video at the CRT.
Fig. 4-18. AGC and noise limiter circuit.
The AGC gate transistor (TR9) develops a bias proportional to sync tip amplitudes as a gated rectifier. This is fed to the AGC output transistor (TR8) at test point “F” whose emitter is used as follows:

— Through test point “E” as IF AGC to the base of the first IF stage.
— Directly to the emitter of the AGC delay transistor (TR7) and thus to base of the tuner RF amplifier stage.

A variable bias supply, positive going, may be connected to the emitter of AGC output transistor (TR8) and may be varied through the voltage range of +4 to +8 volts to simulate varying AGC levels, duplicating proper action for both the tuner and IF AGC systems. This is a good technique to use for isolating AGC circuit troubles.

Diode X4 in the base of the AGC gate transistor (TR9) operates as follows:

— Under normal conditions the noise gate transistor (TR11) is biased to saturation, and the collector effectively shorted to ground.
— When the noise gate driver (TR5), in the video circuit, receives a noise pulse, it is amplified and fed to the base of the noise gate transistor (TR11), taking the stage out of saturation, thereby, lifting the collector off ground, which then affects both sync and AGC.

The AGC gate transistor (TR9) base bias is changed, causing it to momentarily cease operation for the duration of the noise pulse.

Diode X4 does not permit the sync limiter to go into conduction via the two series 5.6K resistors and contrast control to ground, while the noise gate is out of saturation.

Note that during normal operation, the base bias of the AGC gate transistor (TR9) is determined by the voltage at test point “J”, through the two series 5.6K resistors via X4 to “ground” (the noise gate being in saturation or effectively shorted).

Diode X3 rectifies the gate pulses from the 0.05 μF capacitor (C53) to get the negative voltage required for the AGC gate transistor (TR9) collector.

Diode X2, between the AGC gate transistor and the AGC output transistor serves to isolate the gate pulses from the AGC output itself.

This 1Y21B55 Zenith B&W chassis uses the gating diodes instead of the AGC delay transistor stage. As we look at this circuit, refer to Fig. 4-19.

In the AGC output transistor (TR7) emitter circuit, under a weak or “no signal” condition; the voltage, at the base of the first IF transistor (TR1) goes through test point “E” to the junction of diode X3 to the junction of the AGC output transistor (TR7) emitter (and 680 ohms to ground), maintaining the IF AGC bias at about +0.7 volts for full gain.

As the AGC output transistor emitter voltage increases with increased signal level, X3 diode acts as a switch preventing test point “E”
from exceeding the predetermined maximum voltage determined by the resistor divider action of R31 and R41.

The tuner RF amplifier is biased at about +2.0 volts, determined by the resistor divider network of the 47K and 5.6K resistors. The way diode X2 is polarized, there can be no effect on the tuner RF amplifier base voltage until the AGC output transistor (TR7) emitter exceeds +2 volts. This is, however, about the voltage at which the first video IF stage begins to approach a fixed bias on the resistor divider network R41 and R31.

At "no signal", or a very weak signal, the AGC output transistor (TR8) conducts little and the maximum IF gain bias of about +4.5 to 5.0 volts is obtained from the 24 volts supply by divider resistors, with TR8 emitter at the junction of the two. VHF tuner bias is set at about +1.8 to 2.0 volts, at maximum gain, by the tuner resistor divider network. The tuner delay transistor (TR7) does not conduct at low signal levels.

As the input signal increases, the developed voltage at test point "F", base of the AGC output transistor, increases, it conducts more, and its emitter voltage (and the IF AGC through test point "E") rises.

The tuner AGC delay transistor (TR7) emitter is biased at +2 volts, at the junction of R32 and the 15 K resistor between B+ 24 volts and the AGC delay control (R2) to ground. When the IF AGC voltage rises, moving the emitter of the PNP tuner delay transistor (TR7) more positive with respect to the base, TR7 begins to conduct, and the tuner AGC voltage rises. At this signal input level, the IF AGC voltage increase slows down and most of the additional gain reduction is done with an increasing AGC voltage to the tuner from the emitter of TR8, through the delay transistor TR7.

If AGC is not capable, alone, of providing sufficient reduction in gain under strong signal conditions. To provide sufficient reduction, AGC is applied to both the first IF and the VHF tuner when the incoming signal reaches a certain level. By delaying the tuner AGC, maximum performance is assured on weak signals; the tuner delay entry point is determined by how soon the delay transistor TR7 begins to conduct. The AGC delay control sets the base voltage and thus the IF AGC level at which the delay transistor, TR7, conducts.

The delay point is factory set, using R2, so that tuner AGC reads slightly more than +2 volts when input signals are between 1 and 2 millivolts. If R2 is adjusted too low (clockwise), tuner AGC action occurs early, and more snow may appear at low or medium signal levels. If, on the other hand, R2 is set too high (counterclockwise), cross modulation interference may appear under strong signal conditions. A good compromise may be obtained by setting R2, on a medium signal level, clockwise until a noticeable increase in background snow level occurs then just back off until the snow level decreases. The AGC level control setting of R33 is not affected much by adjustments of the delay control.
Fig. 4-19. Transistor AGC circuit - gated.
Sync Circuit Operation and Service Tips

The overall performance of the sync limiter (TR10) can be best checked out with a scope and a LC probe. Composite video will be viewed at the base of (TR10). Sync information, amplified, will be observed at the collector.

The sync limiter base is biased at —2.1 volts, for clamping and detection action. Clamping occurs on the top of the sync pulses so the average is negative. If no bias is measured, or the base is positive, then the transistor is open, or (C50) is open and not charging. The —2.1 volts at the base indicates normal sync limiter action.

When a noise pulse appears at the noise gate (TR11) base, and the stage moves out of saturation, sync action momentarily ceases for the duration of the pulse, but immediately recovers, as follows.

- A 0.22 µF capacitor (C50) is in series with the base emitter diode junction of the sync limiter transistor (TR10) to ground, under normal conditions of the noise gate (TR11) in saturation.
- Since the “diode action” of the transistor junction is a one-way gate, the capacitor C50 charges on composite information, creating the average negative value of —2.1 volts on the sync limiter base.
- The 820 K resistor, off sync limiter base to the 24 volt B+, properly biases the base so that conduction occurs in the middle of the sync tip information.
- When a noise pulse takes the noise gate (TR11) out of saturation, and the sync limiter emitter voltage increases, causing the stage to cease operation, the C50 capacitor loses its charge since composite video information is momentarily not conducting through it in the one-way path.
- After the noise pulse is passed, and the noise gate returns to saturation, the sync limiter, on the next horizontal sync pulse, immediately re-establishes normal operation.

Audio and Sound IF (Solid-State B&W TV)

The solid-state audio system may be checked with a 0.1 µF capacitor from the power transformer on the CRT filament winding. This gives you a 60 Hz test injection signal for circuit troubleshooting.

Troubleshooting and Alignment

Remove the signal lead from the sound IF module, as this eliminates background noise, and turn the volume up to full level. Refer to the IF and audio circuits in Fig. 4-20.

A clip lead from the 0.1 µF test capacitor to the collector of the sound output transistor, (TR15), should produce a very weak 60 Hz hum.

At the base of TR15, a louder hum, should be detected if the audio output transistor is amplifying properly.
Fig. 4-20. Audio IF and sound output circuits.
At the collector of sound driver (TR14), you should find the same hum level.
At the base of TR14, there should be a louder signal, and the volume control will have no effect.
At the lead from the IF module, the same sound level as above should be heard, but the volume control will affect the sound output.
Now reconnect the sound IF lead, if the audio amplifier circuit has been found to be good.

Sound Alignment

Remove the sound IF and ratio detector module from the main chassis and keep the cover in place.
Now perform an alignment at 4.5 MHz. Insert 24 volts B+. Insert a 4.5 MHz carrier modulated with an audio tone.
Next check for response and audio limiting.
Apply 4.5 MHz unmodulated carrier at the input. Connect VTVM for DC measurement at audio IF output lead, disconnected from the audio circuit. Adjust the frequency a maximum of ±50 kHz either side of the 4.5 MHz center frequency. The meter should be observed to have linear swing of the output voltage with frequency change.
Shift the frequency, on a strong signal, so that the output voltage reads +1 volt DC. Now adjusting the input voltage from 100 mV down to 20 mV should produce no change in the meter reading. This tests limiting and sensitivity. If the 4.5 MHz carrier does not produce DC voltage swing, remove the case cover, which will detune the 4.5 MHz circuitry. Inspect the chassis for any obvious damage.
Check DC continuity at the output circuitry. Inspect T4, and the ratio detector output load.
See if the diodes are shorted. Check front to back ratio.
Connect 24 volt B+ and check for voltages as shown on the circuit diagram.

Circuit Operation

Briefly, limiting action in the ratio detector is accomplished partly by having equal DC voltage developed across each half of the L16C secondary transformer winding, across R48 and R49, and partly due to the electrolytic capacitor C73.
The 680 ohm resistors are primarily to offset variations in forward resistance of the matched diode pair (X5 and X6). Although the diode pairs are "matched" one may have a forward resistance of 20 ohms, the other somewhat different. However, the 680 ohms insures that the detecting and limiting action is not impaired.
In this chapter AM/FM stereo tuner and amplifier circuits operation and troubleshooting will be explained.

**FM STEREO RECEIVER CIRCUIT (GE TU-100)**

The General Electric TU100 FM stereo receiver circuit is shown in the semi-block diagram Fig. 5-1. The detected FM or FM stereo signal is fed to the base of transistor Q14, the composite signal amplifier. FM audio or composite FM stereo signals are amplified and appear in the collector circuit of Q14. The FM audio or composite FM stereo signals then pass through the band pass and 67 kHz filter to the stereo detector and de-emphasis circuits. Control R98 and capacitor C116 located in the emitter circuit of Q14 form the stereo balance control. Adjusting R98 establishes feedback to increase or decrease the gain in the L—R signal area.

Transformer T8B in the collector circuit of Q14 selects the 19 kHz pilot signal when it is present. The 19 kHz pilot signal is amplified by Q13. Control R96 and R95 form a series voltage divider network to supply base voltage to Q13. Thus, R96 acts as a threshold control by establishing the gain of Q13. The factory adjustment of R96 is to set the gain of Q13 for threshold at 6 percent of the pilot signal level. That is, Q13 will conduct and turn on Q11, thus lighting the FM stereo lamp indicator.

Transistor T9 in the collector circuit of Q13 is tuned to 38 kHz, the second harmonic of the 19 kHz pilot signal. The 38 kHz signal is amplified by the doubler stage Q12. T10B in the collector circuit of Q12 is inductively coupled to T10A, thus adding the regenerated 38 Hz sub-carrier signal to the stereo detector circuit to detect the left and right FM stereo signal.
Fig. 5-1. Block diagram for stereo receiver.

When the 38 kHz regenerated signal is present at T9, capacitor C101 becomes charged and causes the DC level at the base of Q11 to go more positive, thus causing Q11 to conduct. Since the stereo indicator lamp is in series with the collector of Q11, it will light when Q11 is driven into conduction by the 38 kHz signal.

A portion of the collector voltage of Q11 is fed back to the emitter of Q13 via R91 to increase the forward bias and gain of Q13, firmly locking the circuit in tight. This prevents the FM stereo circuits from switching back and forth from stereo to monaural on weak or fading station signals.

AM/FM IF AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT (G. E. TU-100 CHASSIS)

Transistors Q2 and Q3 serve as IF amplifier stages for both AM and FM. The IF coils are unusual in that they are capacity coupled as opposed to inductively coupled. The circuit for this IF stage formed by T3 and T4 is shown in Fig. 5-2. Note that T3 consists of the IF coil for FM and AM in the collector circuit of Q2, while T4 consists of the tuned coil for FM and AM in the input circuit of Q3. The top winding of each IF coil is the FM section. T3 and T4 are located so that inductive coupling between coils is not possible. Note that the FM and AM coil windings of T3 are wound on one coil form, while the FM and AM coil windings of T4 are wound on another form. Both T3 and T4 are enclosed in a shield. The FM and AM IF coils are slug tuned. Capacitor C18 couples the FM IF signal from T3 to T4. C19 couples the AM IF signal from T3 to T4.

With an FM IF signal (10.7 MHz) present at T3, the following conditions exist. The bottom winding of T3, (AM section) acts as a choke or open circuit to the FM IF frequency. This places C17, 820 pf and C16, 140 pf in series across the top winding (FM section) of T3.
The two capacitors in series then act as the resonating capacitance for the top half of T3. C16 and C17 also act as a capacitive voltage divider from which C14 receives a neutralizing voltage to feed back to the base of Q2. C18 acts as a coupling capacitor to couple the FM IF signal to the top winding of T4. The bottom winding (AM section) of T4 acts as a choke or open circuit to the FM IF signal. Capacitor C26 acts as the resonator capacitor across the top winding (FM section) of T4. A capacitive voltage divider is formed by C25 and C26 so that the correct amount of AC signal is fed to the base of Q3 through the tap on the FM coil of T4.

When we consider an AM IF (455 kHz) signal at the top of T3, the following conditions exist. The top winding (FM section) of T3 acts as short circuit to the AM IF signal, thus C16 and C17 are in parallel across the AM winding (bottom half) of T3. Capacitive voltage division takes place in C16 and C17 to supply the neutralizing voltage source for C14 to feed back to the base of Q2. C19 acts as a coupling capacitor to feed the IF signal to the AM (bottom winding) section of T4. Capacitors C20 and C25 are then in series across the AM (bottom winding) section of T4. Since the point between C20 and C25 is grounded, a capacitive voltage divider is formed so that the correct amount of AM signal is fed to the base of Q3 through the FM (top winding) section of T4. The FM (top winding) section of T4 acts as a short circuit to the AM IF signal when coupling the AM IF

![FM/AM IF Amplifier Circuit](Fig. 5-2. FM/AM IF amplifier circuit.)
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signal to the base of Q3. Capacitors in parallel with the IF coil windings and coupling capacitors are mounted externally from the IF coils as opposed to being an integral part of the IF transformer base.

AM/FM TUNER POWER SUPPLY CIRCUIT

The voltage regulator circuit in Fig. 5-3 requires an input voltage of \(-22\) to \(-35\) volts DC to supply the AM/FM tuner with \(-12\) volts DC \(\pm 5\%\) of operating power. Voltage regulation is accomplished by Zener diode D5, Q9, Q10 and associated components in a direct coupled circuit configuration. Transistor Q9 is forward biased by resistors R60 and R65 and Zener diode D5. Transistor Q9 (PNP) is used as a voltage amplifier and polarity inverter to forward bias Q10 (NPN) into conduction and complete the voltage regulator circuit. Current limiting is performed by resistors R60, R65, R66, R67 and D5. Additional power supply filtering is accomplished by C86. Capacitors C87 and C88 filter any unwanted transient AC voltages that may be present in the input DC voltage and cause Q9 and Q10 to oscillate. Use a scope on base of Q9 to check for any oscillation that may be caused by an open filter capacitor(s).

NOISE AMPLIFIER (SYLVANIA)

This noise amplifier and auto mono/stereo switching circuit is used in some Sylvania stereo tuner systems. In the FM multiplex signal, noise becomes more of an annoyance than in the FM mono signal, due to the AM characteristics of the multiplex signal. These AM characteristics permit noise to ride into the system, producing objectional listening.

The noise amplifier transistor Q22, (see Fig. 5-4), is coupled to the FM detector chip, IC2, through a 330 pF capacitor, C124. When the noise level increases in the FM multiplex signal, the Q22 transistor amplifies the noise, and feeds it through C152 to diode SC4. The noise signal is rectified by SC4, producing a negative DC output. This voltage reduces the forward voltage applied to pin 4, IC4, by the resistance network, R126, R124, and SC4, causing Q31 to turn down. Its collector voltage rises, turning on the Darlington amplifier, Q29-Q30. The emitter voltage rise at Q29 turns on Q28, as its collector is connected to the junction of R14 and R16. It brings this junction point to ground.

The composite signal fed from Q4 to Q11 is shorted, killing the 19 and 38 kHz circuits. However, the composite fed from Q4 to Q8 drives the differential amplifier and synchronous detector through Q22. Without the 38 kHz switching signal, the decoder becomes an amplifier feeding the audio signal onto the stereo power amplifiers.

FM DETECTOR (IC2) SYLVANIA STEREO

This FM detector, IC2, shown in Fig. 5-5 has internal voltage regulation and good sensitivity. The FM detector chip has 20 transistors, 21 resistors, 6 diodes and two Zener diodes. This chip is an FM limiter, quadrature oscillator, and a product detector. FM limiting is done by three stages of differential amplifiers, using 9 transistors.
The quadrature oscillator Q12, and its external tuned circuit L22, receives the 10.7 MHz signal via a capacitive coupling in the L22 assembly.

Coil L22, adjusts both the phase and frequency of the 10.7 MHz quadrature oscillator signal and applies the correct phase to the bases of Q13, Q14, Q15, and Q16 in the product detectors. The FM IF signal is applied to the emitters. The audio or composite multiplex signal is recovered by comparing the phase and frequency of the two 10.7 MHz signals across the emitter base junction of the product detector transistors.

**IF CIRCUIT STRIP - FM STEREO (ZENITH)**

This IF strip circuit consists of IF transistor Q201, ceramic filter Y201 and IC201, which includes gain, limiter, and quadrature stages. Note FM IC circuit in Fig. 5-6.

As a reminder, ceramic filters are highly selective devices. Being made as fixed frequency devices, they may fall into one or more overlapping groups of frequencies. The center frequency of a ceramic filter may not be at the designated IF frequency (such as 10.7 MHz). The filters may be grouped as shown in Fig. 5-7.

When aligning a ceramic filter, set the signal generator to the frequency of the ceramic filter, then align the IF.

The FM-IF, IC201 is preceded by Q201 (first FM IF) and ceramic filter Y201, with input to IC201 being at pin 1. This IC's internal circuitry (note block diagram in Fig. 5-8) consists of three IF amplifier stages with

![Fig. 5-3. Voltage regulator for stereo receiver.](image)
Fig. 5-4. Mono/Stereo IC4 auto switching circuit.
Fig. 5-5. Circuit inside FM detector IC.
Fig. 5-6. FM IF chip circuit.
level detectors for each stage, a doubly-balanced quadrature detector, an
AFC amplifier, an audio amplifier and an internal voltage regulator.

Outputs of IC201 include delayed AGC (pin 15), AFC and FM meter
(pin 7), composite audio (pin 6) and mute control which is located at pin 12.

Delayed FM AGC voltage is developed internally within IC201. Output of the first IF amplifier is amplified by its level detector. Since the first IF amplifier is the last IF amplifier to go into limiting, the level
detector will develop a current which will appear as a voltage across C214, at IC201 pin 15. This is the delayed AGC voltage which is applied to the
base of Q1 (FM-RF). When the IF signal level is sufficient, Q1's base
voltage is lowered, lowering the gain of transistor Q1.

**FM-QUADRA TURE DETECTOR**

The amplified and limited IF signal appears at IC201 pin 8 and is
coupled via L201 to pin 9, the Quadrature detector. Connected externally,
between pins 9 and 10 is Quad coil T201. Voltage appearing across T201 is
a function of the signal frequencies appearing at the ends of T201. Signals
at these pins will be 90 degrees apart, or in quadrature, resulting in the
circuits being called a quad detector. Signals at the center frequency will
produce equal voltages at pins 9 and 10, while frequencies off of center
frequency will create different voltages on pins 9 and 10. Since this IC uses
a differential circuit, only the difference of the signals appearing at pins 9
and 10 will be amplified. If pins 9 and 10 have identical signals, the signal
will not be amplified.

**Tuning Meter Operation**

The tuning meter is common to both AM (maximum reading) and FM
(zero center reading). Diode CR253 is the AM meter rectifier, while FM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPICAL CERAMIC FILTER GROUPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NOMINAL CENTER FREQUENCY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.64 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.67 Mhz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.70 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.73 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.76 MHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5-7. Ceramic filter table.
Fig. 5-8. Block diagram of FM IF chip.
Stereo/Mono decoder

The stereo/mono decoder, IC201, selects the appropriate meter voltage. Meter adjustment resistor R214 is adjusted to set zero center for the meter as part of the FM alignment procedure.

**Stereo/Mono Switching**

Pin 12 of IC201 provides a control voltage which is used to control the stereo/mono switching of the stereo multiplex decoder, IC301.

**FM Multiplex Circuit Operation (Zenith)**

A block diagram of IC301 is shown in Fig. 5-9 of the FM Multiplex Decoder. The circuit for the IC301 decoder is shown in Fig. 5-10. This decoder uses a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) as part of a phase locked loop (PLL). IC301 has three basic functions:

- Regeneration of the 38 kHz subcarrier frequency.
- Stereo indicator switching.
- Decoding (Matrixing L+R and L–R/38 kHz to provide L and R outputs).

The composite signal (L+R, L–R, 38 kHz) from pin 6 of the FM-IF (IC201) is connected to the input (pin 2) of IC301. This signal is amplified and then coupled from pin 3, via C301, to pin 13. It is also internally connected from the amplifier to the demodulator. From pin 13 the composite signal is divided into two paths (one is the phase detector and the other is an amplitude detector). Near the middle of the top row of blocks (at pin 16) is the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) which runs at 76 kHz. Its free running frequency is determined by C305, R305 and R316. The VCO output goes to two divide-by-two stages, resulting in outputs of 39 kHz and 19 kHz. The 19 kHz is available at pin 12 for frequency measurement.

Proper adjustment of the VCO frequency is made by connecting a frequency counter to pin 12 of IC301 and adjusting R316 until the frequency counter reads 19 kHz. If you do not have a frequency counter, use the following technique. A station broadcasting a stereo program is tuned in, R316 is then adjusted until the stereo indicator turns on, followed by adjustment of R316 to the middle of the turn-on range.

The 19 kHz signal at pin 12 is fed back to the phase detector, where the phase and frequency of the 19 kHz signal is compared with the 19 kHz in the signal applied to pin 13. Any difference is fed to the low pass filter (including external components) at pins 14 and 15. Output of the low pass filter is converted to a DC correction voltage that is applied to the VCO to correct for any changes in the VCO frequency.

Also at pin 13 is the amplitude detector which receives both the input 19 kHz signal and the 19 kHz signal from a third divide-by-two stage. Incoming levels of the 19 kHz pilot level will be sensed by the amplitude detector. If the pilot level exceeds a minimum level, the amplitude detector will output a signal to the low pass filter (including external
Fig. 5-9. Multiplex IC block diagram.
components) at pins 10 and 11 and also to the trigger stage. When the trigger stage is turned on it will activate the stereo indicator, CR606, via pin 6 and also will enable the internal stereo switch circuitry to pass 38 kHz to the demodulator. In the demodulator, the sum (L+R) and difference (L−R) and 38 kHz signals are combined to derive both the “L” channel and the “R” channel.

Automatic stereo/mono switching is determined by the IF signal level. This signal is converted to a control voltage which is available at pin 12 of the FM-IF, IC201. Voltage on pin 12 will be high at zero IF level but, as signal level increases, voltage at pin 12 drops as shown in Fig. 5-11. This voltage will be coupled, via R213, to Q301 (multiplex noise filter) where it will be amplified. When the IF signal is low, a high voltage appears at IC201 pin 12, it is amplified by Q301 and is then applied, via R306, to pin 10 of the multiplex decoder, IC301. IC301 pin 10 is the output of the amplitude detector filter connected between pins 11 and 10. When a high control voltage is applied to pin 10, it will effectively switch off IC301’s internal switching circuit, causing the circuit to revert to mono operation.

As the IF signal level increases, voltage at IC201 pin 12 will drop, Q301 will cut-off, voltage on IC301 pin 10 will go low and the incoming 19 kHz pilot signal will control the internal switching, passing stereo to IC301 output pins 4 and 5 of the chip.

![Fig. 5-10. FM Multiplex circuit (chip).](image-url)
A regulator is located within IC301 (connected at pin 1) and supplies most stages, while unregulated voltages power the other stages.

Stereo Indicator Lamp (CR606) is connected to IC301 pin 6. When IC301 detects the presence of a stereo pilot signal, pin 6 will be enabled (go high) and a path will be completed through CR606 to a B+ voltage point on the power amplifier chassis.

Typical waveforms found in this FM Stereo Multiplex Decoder are shown for all active pin-outs in Fig. 5-12.

**Multiplex Alignment Comments**

Before any attempt is made to align, or service, FM multiplex circuitry, you must be sure that the RF, IF, and detector alignment is correct, and that the receiver functions OK on monaural station signals.

Multiplex generators are good troubleshooting devices because they provide a composite multiplex signal as well as an RF signal (which is FM modulated by the composite multiplex signal). The composite signal is very useful since it can be used in signal tracing the multiplex portion of the receiver. It’s not recommended that multiplex alignment be made using the composite signal injected at the output terminal of the detector since
PIN 2—COMPOSITE INPUT L+R, L−R (1KHZ LEFT ONLY) 19KHZ PILOT 10% (0.5V/DIV.) (0.5 MILLISEC.)

PIN 3—COMPOSITE AMPLIFIED L+R, L−R (1KHZ LEFT ONLY), 19KHZ PILOT 10% (0.5V/DIV.) (0.5 MILLISEC.)

PIN 13—COMPOSITE AMPLIFIED L+R, L−R (1KHZ LEFT ONLY), 19KHZ PILOT 10% (2.0V/DIV.) (0.5 MILLISEC.)

PINS 14 AND 15—FILTER PHASE DETECTOR (0.5V/DIV.) (0.5 MILLISEC.)

PIN 16—VOLTAGE CONTROLLED OSCILLATOR ADJUSTMENT (1.0V/DIV.) (10.0 MICROSEC.)

PIN 12—19KHZ TEST POINT (1.0V/DIV.) (10.0 MICROSEC.)

PINS 10 AND 11—FILTER (0.2V/DIV.) (0.5 MILLISEC.)

J401, #1—LEFT OUTPUT (UPPER) J401, #6—RIGHT OUTPUT (LOWER) (0.2V/DIV.) (0.5 MILLISEC.)

Fig. 5-12. Multiplex decoder scope waveforms.
there is always some phase shift occurring in the RF, IF or detector circuits. As a result, multiplex alignment made by a signal injected at the detector input would not be correct. For proper multiplex alignment, the composite signal must FM modulate the RF carrier and then be fed into the FM antenna input. With the signal injected in this manner, the multiplex alignment would be the best that could possibly be obtained.

RF signals should be injected at a point in the FM band where no signal is present. If at all possible, this should be at a frequency near the middle of the FM band. Tune the FM receiver to this point and adjust the RF frequency adjustment on the generator to this same frequency. The AGC voltage developed in the receiver should be maximum. An AGC voltage a lot less than this could indicate that the RF frequency is tuned to an image.

**Stereo Tuner Troubleshooting Tips**

Should a problem arise in aligning the FM multiplex portion of the receiver, you must determine whether the fault lies in the RF, IF, and detector portions of the receiver, or whether the trouble is in the multiplex portion. The composite output of the multiplex generator can be injected at the output of the detector to help determine the area of difficulty. To reproduce possible extraneous signals coming through the detector, short the detector primary with a jumper lead. The waveforms and their amplitudes may vary slightly from chassis to chassis, however, they are quite indicative of what will be seen when signal tracing the multiplex circuitry.

If all of the waveforms are similar in form, it can be assumed that the multiplex portion of the receiver is functioning properly and the problem area is ahead of this in the FM receiver. If any of the scope waveforms are missing at a later point but are apparent at a previous point, circuitry between the two test points should be checked.

**AUDIO AMPLIFIER CIRCUITRY (MONO-STERO)**

In the circuit shown in Fig. 5-13 the signal from the crystal cartridge is fed to the base of input transistor Q1 via the tone control. The signal goes onto the volume control, the isolating resistor R1 and coupling capacitor C2.

Q1 is a high Beta NPN silicon device operated class “A” and connected in the common collector mode. The stage has the following characteristics - high input impedance - low output impedance - output signal has same phase as input - high current gain.

There is 7 db of feedback from the output fed to the base of Q1 via R2 and C3 to compensate for circuit nonlinearities. The output signal at the emitter of Q1 is directly coupled to the base of Q2. Transistor Q2 is a class “A” operated NPN silicon unit functioning as a phase splitter-driver. Q2 supplies driving signals for both output transistors. At its emitter, a current amplified signal in phase with that at its base is available for driving
Fig. 5-13. Mono audio amplifier circuit (transistor).
transistor Q4. At the collector of Q2, a phase inverted voltage and current amplified signal is used for driving Q3.

Q3 and Q4 are both NPN silicon units capable of 700 mw of power when heat-sinked. Both are forward biased by a positive base voltage. Since the signal fed to the base of Q3 is of the opposite phase from that at the base of Q4, forward bias is increased on one transistor by one half of the signal, while the other half increases the forward bias of the other. Thus, when class “B” operation is attained, each amplifies only one half of the signal. Q3 is connected as a common collector, thus, its output has the same phase as its base. Q3 provides power amplification of the positive half of the signal across the speaker load. Q4 is connected as a common emitter, and therefore, supplies a power amplified, phase inverted signal to the speaker load. In this way, Q4 provides an amplified negative going signal at its output load.

Two circuit components which play a very important part in this circuit’s operation are capacitor C4 and diode D1. Their functions are as follows. C4 in series with C5 and the low impedance voice coil of the speaker act as a B+ filter and greatly reduce hum and ripple. C4 also provides a boot-strapping effect by supplying driving power to the collector of Q2, thus making possible wider signal swings before limiting takes place.

Diode D1, increases greatly the ability of this circuit to produce rated output power. D1 operates in the following manner. When Q2 conducts heavily with the application of a high amplitude signal at its base, its collector voltage drops rapidly due to current flow through the high series resistance of R7 and R6. When this potential drops slightly below the charge on C5, D1 becomes forward biased and allows the charge stored on capacitor C5 to furnish much needed driving power to transistor Q2.

The output before limiting of this amplifier is reduced to above 40% with this diode out of the circuit. Due to the use of DC feedback from the power supply, the operational characteristics of these amplifiers are quite unique. Due to the relatively high biasing of the power transistors in idle conditions, low amplitude signals are amplified class “A”, thereby eliminating low level crossover distortion. As signal drive increases beyond class “A”, operational power supply current increases. When this occurs, DC feedback reduces bias on the output transistors. Therefore, as signal drive increases the output transistors go from class “A” to class “AB” and finally to class “B” operation. Although crossover distortion does occur with class “B” operation, the amplitude of the sound when this point is reached is such that the distortion is masked out.

Normal DC (no signal) operation is usually indicated by an idling current of 6 to 24 ma for Q3 and Q4. The value of this current varies with circuit components, temperature and the AC line voltage. Very low line voltage reduces idling current and causes low level crossover distortion. High line voltage increases idling current. There should not be any detrimental effects even while operating the amplifier on line voltages up to 130 volts AC.
STEREO OUTPUT STAGES (IC AND TRANSISTOR)

Each channel of this stereo system contains one integrated circuit (IC 1401), two driver transistors (one NPN Q1401 and one PNP Q1402) and two output transistors (one PNP Q1403 and one NPN Q1404). One circuit channel for this stereo system is shown in Fig. 5-14.

Predriver IC1401 is a new high voltage device that operates from a split voltage supply, that is, both +38.4 and −38.4 volts are developed in the power supply to power these predriver IC’s. These IC’s contain differential amplifiers. Resistor R1406 at pins 6 and 7 provides for idle current adjustment. Outputs of IC 1401 are at pin 8 (to driver Q1401) and pin 5 (to driver Q1402). Drivers Q1401 and Q1402 operate in push-pull, and drive the outputs of Q1403 and Q1404 respectively. Diodes CR1401, CR1402 protect against inductive spikes on the high voltage line, while L1401 is incorporated to compensate for capacitive loads at the output speaker terminals.

AUTOMATIC SPEAKER PROTECTION CIRCUIT

Special circuitry in the above stereo amplifier circuit provides automatic speaker protection in the event of either excessive voltage or excessive current. Note protection circuit shown in Fig. 5-15. In the event that a higher than normal voltage appears at the output (after L1401), it will appear across R747. If the voltage is in the positive direction, Q709 will conduct, turning off Q711 and Q712. This in turn switches Q713 off, deactivating relay K701. When the closed contacts on relay K701 are switched open, the circuit to the speaker connectors is then opened up. When the over voltage is in the negative direction Q710 will turn on, and in turn, Q711 and Q712 will switch on. This will also deactivate Q713 and relay K701, thereby protecting the speakers.

Current overload protection occurs when excessive current is sensed through R1411 and R1412. These currents will flow via R731 and R732. Small overloads will develop a voltage between base and emitter of Q707, causing Q707 to conduct. CR705 will be biased on, applying bias to Q711. Transistor Q711 will turn Q712 on and Q713 off, deactivating K701. When higher overload currents exist, they will cause a larger voltage across Q707’s base emitter junction. This will cause diodes CR701 and CR702 to turn on, providing protection for transistor Q707.

POWER SUPPLY CIRCUIT

Two power supply sections are used for the amplifier circuit covered previously. These two power supply circuits are shown in Fig. 5-16. One supply is a full-wave bridge rectifier which is used to develop the split voltage required for the audio output stages. The second supply uses a full-wave rectifier with two regulator circuits. One regulator powers the RF/FM/multiplex circuits, while the second regulator (with voltage adjustment R509) powers the magnetic stereo cartridge and stereo pre-amplifier circuits that are used in another section of this system.
Fig. 5-14. Audio amplifier output circuit (IC).
Fig. 5-15. Automatic speaker protection circuit.
Fig. 5-16. Stereo receiver power supply circuit.
STEREO PUSH/PULL AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS

Stereo power amplifiers use push-pull arrangements primarily to minimize distortion. The push-pull circuit is most economical when high output power is required. Because the two halves of an ideal push-pull amplifier are perfectly balanced, the second harmonics are reduced and only the third and higher odd harmonics are of significance. This characteristic gives this type of circuit a major advantage in regard to overall distortion.

The low output impedance of transistors makes it possible to feed low-impedance loads directly. Because of this transistor characteristic, no matching device is required between the output transistor and the load, which is the speakers. Push-pull circuits can be classed as complementary and the quasi-complementary transistor amplifiers.

COMPLEMENTARY TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS

The complementary transistor is based on two elementary circuits. This is the Darlington and the complementary pair of transistors. Complementary amplifiers are produced when NPN and PNP transistors are used in series. Both the Darlington amplifier and the complementary pair are usable in individual push-pull circuits. These are shown in Figs. 5-17 and 5-18. In push-pull amplifiers, one output transistor conducts during the positive portion of the cycle and the second transistor conducts during the negative portion.

In Figs. 5-17 and 5-18, both amplifiers are directly coupled to each other. In Fig. 5-17, the input signal is first amplified by Q1 and fed to the two Darlington pairs. The transistors in the upper Darlington pair are NPN. They will conduct when the signal at the output of Q1 is in the positive portion of the cycle. The PNP transistors in the lower Darlington circuit will conduct during the negative portion of the cycle. Both portions of the cycle are put back together as a complete cycle across the load resistor.

Complementary pairs have been substituted for the Darlington circuits in Fig. 5-18. Basically, amplifiers using both types of circuitry behave more or less the same. Voltage for the bias circuit of transistors Q2 and Q3 is developed across RX2. Special diodes are frequently substituted for this resistor to improve bias stability, with temperature variations. A similar method is used for stabilizing a single-ended amplifier by the use of a diode in the bias circuit. In the collector of Q1, the load is the series combination of resistors, RX2, RB2 and RB3. One resistor, of a value equal to the two resistors, RB2 and RB3, would have done the job, but two resistors were used in order to connect a capacitor at their junctions. This capacitor is needed to overcome some circuit drawbacks.

Class B amplifiers, and to a lesser degree Class AB amplifiers, are prone to have distortion. Push-pull circuits are usually operated Class AB to reduce crossover distortion. In theory, when the upper transistor of Fig. 5-17 stops conducting in the class B mode of operation, the lower
Fig. 5-17. Darlington pairs used in audio output circuit.

devices start conducting. However, there can be an instant in the cycle when the output transistors are not conducting. This characteristic causes what is known as crossover distortion. Considerable negative feedback is generally required in the circuit to eliminate or minimize the distortion. Negative feedback is accomplished by having the RFB-CFB network feed the signal back from the output to the input circuit.

In order to accommodate large amounts of feedback, the amplifier must have high gain. Capacitor C provides positive feedback in what is referred to as a bootstrap circuit. Positive feedback increases the input impedance of Q2 so that the load in the collector of Q1 is large. This large collector resistance is necessary if Q1 is to have high voltage gain.

This capacitor, C, serves a second very important function. Should the positive peak in the signal be large, it places the base and emitter of Q2 at the same +Vcc potential. Transistor Q2 then will be cut off at the peak in the signal. C comes to the rescue by being charged when the circuit is idling. The voltage developed across C will maintain the base positive with respect to the emitter at all times, even during positive peaks in the cycle. The transistor Q2, consequently, will not be turned off.

**STEREO AMPLIFIER TROUBLESHOOTING**

You may find that the troubleshooting of stereo amplifiers and FM multiplex systems can be greatly simplified by using a dual-trace
oscilloscope and a square-wave audio or function generator. One such scope, shown in Fig. 5-19, is the SENCORE dual-trace Wide Bander model SC60. It will do a good job troubleshooting stereo amplifiers and many other electronic devices.

**Brief Procedure Tips**

The basic concept of this test technique is to compare the normal operative channel with the inoperative stereo channel. Thus, one channel has to be operating properly. The square-wave audio signal is fed into both channels and the dual-trace scope is used to check and compare each channel’s test points throughout all of the stages until the fault is located.

Of course, initial tests are performed for such obvious defects as excessive current drain, overheated solid-state devices, burnt resistors, poor solder connections, and cracked or broken circuit boards. Generally, after the preceding tests are performed and any faults corrected, at least one channel of the stereo system will be operating.

**Stage Gain Checks**

Since the scope’s vertical amplifier gain controls on triggered-sweep, dual-trace instruments are calibrated in volts per centimeter, and have matched vertical channels, it’s very easy to check from one test point to another, to compare the signal gain of each stage, and make a comparison check of the right and left stereo channels. With this technique you can

![Audio output circuit using complementary pairs.](image-url)
quickly isolate the amplifier trouble in the defective stage and almost to the very component.

As a final check of the amplifier, or if the original symptom was for insufficient frequency response, the function generators audio test frequency can be tuned throughout the entire audio range for a response check. Make these checks at 5 kHz intervals and look at the dual-trace scope patterns for both speakers at the same time.

**Intermittent Trouble Location Hints**

This technique will help you locate those pesky intermittent troubles in a stereo amplifier. In some cases, the volume level may go up and down intermittently, go out completely, or it may operate for hours before acting up at all. The method I have found useful is to inject a square-wave signal into the suspected channel and connect both scope probes to different stages of the amplifier. When the volume fluctuates or some noise occurs, just glance at the scope screen and take note of any changes in the waveshapes. If there is no change in the pattern, move the probes to different stages and make some more checks. With this technique you can isolate the defective stage or component quite rapidly.
In this chapter we will be looking at some electronic video game "chips" and other circuitry. Some logic troubleshooting tips will be given that can be used for video game servicing.

**NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR VIDEO GAME CHIP**

This video game uses the MM57100N IC along with a clock driver chip and power supply. Other brands of video games use this same chip in their units.

This IC provides all of the logic to generate the playing games. The IC generates all timing-sync, blanking, and burst thus, allowing the TV games to be connected to the VHF terminals of the TV set. Note the block diagram of the total game system in Fig. 6-1.

The game paddles are controlled by two external RC networks. Resistance and capacitance of each network provide for full-screen movement by developing a time delay of about 16.5 ms. The size of a player paddle is modified by moving the paddle to either the top or bottom boundary and depressing the game reset button. Single-player practice can also be created with this system.

The player paddles are divided into nine different areas that define eight angles that the ball will deflect upon impact. There are two areas in the center of the player paddle which make the ball have zero vertical displacement. The player paddles are transparent in one direction so that in hockey the ball can rebound off the back wall and pass through the defensive player paddle. The machine paddles are also transparent in one direction.

The ball is always served by the player who won the last point. The serve comes about 1.6 seconds from the time of the last score. After four
player hits, the ball speeds up to twice the initial velocity. Each time the ball strikes an object, a signal is generated at the audio output for the duration of the TV frame plus one full additional frame. When the ball strikes the boundaries or a machine paddle, it bounces off the object under the rule that the angle of incidence is equal to the angle of reflection. Regardless of the angle that the ball is traveling as it hits the front of the player paddles, it will deflect as to which segment it hits.

The score is automatically blanked when the ball is in play. It remains blanked until a miss is recorded; it is then properly displayed on the screen. The game is completed when one player obtains 15 points. At this time, the score remains on and the serve is inhibited until the game reset button is depressed. Both the game reset and select inputs are debounced for 16.5 ms.

The video output signal contains horizontal and vertical blanking, horizontal and vertical sync, and the signal information necessary to generate the picture at the RF input antenna of a TV set. Note circuit diagram of the complete game in Fig. 6-2. The picture raster is not interlaced. Chroma outputs provide the color burst information and are timed with the video signal.

**MAGNAVOX VIDEO GAMES (ODYSSEY MODEL BH7514)**

The video game can be powered by either a battery or AC to DC voltage adaptor. It has tennis, hockey, smash, and practice, with skill levels from amateur to professional using ball speed, ball angle, and player
Fig. 6-2. TV video game circuit diagram.
NOTES:
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
1. Capacitance values of 1 or greater are in picofarads, 10%, 500V.
2. Capacitance values of less than 1 are in microfarads, 10%, 500V.
3. Resistors are 1/4W, 10% carbon film.
4. Voltages taken with a VTM and AC to DC Adaptor.
5. "EP" will stand for Early Production.
6. "LP" will stand for Late Production.
7. △ Component not on P.C. Board.

Fig. 6-3. Circuit for model BG7514 video game.
size for the more demanding enthusiast. Serving can be either manual, by depressing the serve button or automatic. Automatic features include on screen scoring, which awards a point to the appropriate player or team each time the ball leaves the playing area. Automatic serve will return the ball into play from the side that was awarded the point. This sequence will be repeated until a score of 15 is reached by one side, after which the ball will continue to bounce around with no further hits or scores.

Typical Operation

Set the game selector to a position so that the double arrow is indicating your choice of games by name and picture. Turn TV and Game on. Push the reset button so that the score and ball will be in the starting position. Select the desired ball serve, ball speed, and player size modes via the front panel switches. The Game is now ready to be played. Control by the players is accomplished by rotating the player controls.

Service Adjustments

Do not make any service adjustments until you are sure the fault is within the video game. Check its operation by hooking it to a good operating TV set. When you are sure the trouble is with the game then the following checks and adjustments should be performed. Use nonmetallic tuning tools for all of these adjustments.

2 MHz Oscillator Adjustment

- Connect a frequency counter in series with a 10K resistor and a 0.01 µF capacitor to pin 17 of the U1 chip.
- Adjust the core of coil L1 for 2.01 MHz ±20 kHz.

RF Oscillator Adjustment

- Connect the game to a TV set and defeat the sets AFT.
- Switch TV set to channel 3, center the fine tuning control, and set the video game channel selector switch to channel three.
- While observing the game display, adjust trimmer capacitor CT1 for the best response of the picture.

Troubleshooting

Begin the troubleshooting by isolating the defect to as small an area as possible. Try to narrow it down to the only components that could cause the trouble. A systematic approach will help narrow down the process. Check over the circuit carefully.

Looking at the circuit in Fig. 6-3, you will see that the video game is composed of game chip U1, voltage regulator Q1, sound amplifier Q2, 2MHz oscillator Q3, and the RF modulator sub-assembly. The RF modulator unit contains two active components: RF oscillator Q4 and mixer diode D4.

It will depend on the exact symptom as to how you may want to start isolating the problem area. A symptom of no display could be caused by a fault in the game board or RF modulator. The first step is to check the
power supply voltage. A good point to check would be at the power on/off switch, S8. If this is within limits move to the emitter of voltage regulator Q1. The proper voltage for the emitter, collector, and base of Q1 is shown in Fig. 6-3. Use a VTVM or FET meter for these measurements. If the trouble does not appear to be in the power supply move on to a specific stage.

Next place to look is the RF modulator, because if it is not working there will be no video carrier information. Another modulator can be used for a check.

Another way to determine if the RF modulator is at fault or if the game board is defective is to couple the output of the game board to the input of the video amplifier of a working TV set via a coupling or blocking capacitor. Note that it may be a negative picture, depending on which stage the signal was injected into.

Once you have isolated the trouble down to the game board or the RF modulator, it is a simple matter of checking voltages and etc. to determine the defective component. Voltages for the game chip U1 are shown in Fig. 6-4. Referring to Fig. 6-4 when the chip is suspected will help confirm any doubts about the condition of the chip. Take note though: read the notes next to each entry before condemning the chip as defective.

The complete schematic diagram for the Magnavox Odyssey model BG7520 video game is shown in Fig. 6-5. This information, and circuit diagrams can be used for servicing many other models of the Magnavox Odyssey series of video games.

![Diagram](image-url)
NOTES:
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
1. RESISTORS ARE 1/4 WATT, 5% TOLERANCE.
2. CAPACITANCE VALUES OF ONE OR MORE ARE IN PICOFARADS.
3. CAPACITANCE VALUES LESS THAN ONE ARE IN MICROFARADS.

Fig. 6-5. Magnavox BG7520 video game circuits.
Fig. 6-5 Magnavox BG7520 video game circuits (continued from page 213).
RADIO SHACK VIDEO GAME (MODEL 60-3057)

This video game is similar to many other units made by Radio Shack. It operates on TV channels 3 and 4 with an RF output level in the 1000 to 1500 micro-volt range. The color and color subcarrier frequency is 3.5795 MHz, and the horizontal sync frequency is 15.734 kHz. The game operates on batteries or with an AC adaptor.

Basic Operation

A block diagram of the 60-3057 is shown in Fig. 6-6. Off chip circuits involve the power supply, player controls, control board, and RF modulator with antenna switch box.

Pins 3, 4, 5 and 6 of the game chip are the game select pins. Refer to pin outs in Fig. 6-7. By connecting one of these pins to pin 11 a specific game is selected.

Pins 16 through 19 are the player position controls. Pins 20 through 25 are video/sync outputs. Note that the outputs on pins 21 through 24 are fed through the phase-shifting network for color control. Once passed through the phase-shifting and gating circuits, these outputs are mixed with the composite video and sync, then fed to the RF modulator.

Pin 27 and pin 28 are clock input and output. Note in Fig. 6-6, a portion of the clock frequency is fed to the phase-shifting network.

Referring to the video game circuit in Fig. 6-8, transistor Q1 is the audio output device. Audio signals exit from pin 13 of game chip IC1 and are amplified by Q1. Audio output transformer T1, located in the collector circuit of Q1, couples the audio to the speaker, SP.

Transistor Q2 is the voltage regulator. It is a series-pass regulator with the zener diode Z3 in its emitter circuit. Zener Z3 governs the output level of the regulator circuit. The output of Q2 supplies Vdd and Vdd2. Other voltage supplies are regulated by zeners Z1 and Z2. Both of these zeners are rated at 6 volts, 0.5 watt.

Transistor Q3 is the RF oscillator. This stage is part of the RF modulator, which is a shielded unit. A 60 MHz signal is generated by Q2, which is fed to diode D7. At this point the video information from the game chip is injected onto the 60 MHz carrier. The modulated RF is coupled through transformer L6, a filter, and coax to the switch box. Then the RF is coupled to the antenna terminals of the TV set.

Transistor Q4 on the game board is the trigger switch for the rifle game. This transistor is controlled by the rifle-trigger, located in the rifle circuit. Referring to Fig. 6-8, the rifle circuit, pin 3 of the DIN plug connects to the trigger switch. By closing the trigger switch, the microprocessor is informed that a shot has been fired. If the shot is on target, a hit is recorded at pin 1 of the DIN plug and fed to pin 12 of the microprocessor chip. To score a hit, light from the target on the TV screen must strike the light sensitive device on the rifle. When this occurs, a pulse is set-up and fed through transistors Q1 and Q2 in the rifle, which is coupled to pin 12 of the microprocessor IC.
Service Adjustments

Do not perform any adjustments to the video game until you are sure that they are required. Take time to carefully fine tune the TV receiver on channel 3 or 4. Use nonmetallic tuning tools for all adjustments. Test equipment required to perform checks and alignment are as follows.

- 4-digit, 5 MHz frequency counter with 50 mV sensitivity.
- RF millivoltmeter (80 MHz).

**Fig. 6-6. Block diagram for 60-3057 video game.**

**Fig. 6-7. Pin out for MPS-7600-001 game chip.**
VTVM or FET meter.
9 volt DC regulated power supply.
Color TV receiver.

GAME CHIP REPLACEMENT
If the game chip is defective, carefully remove with solder sucker, etc. When replacing the chip, be sure to position the pins properly with the dot next to pin 1. Do not handle the IC by its pins. Avoid static build-up.

Clock and Subcarrier Frequency Check
Connect the video game to the 9 volt DC regulated power supply. Connect the frequency counter to pin 28 of game chip IC1 through a 100 K isolation resistor as shown in Fig. 6-9. Adjust trimmer capacitor CT1 to give a frequency of 3.57954 MHz ±200 Hz. This frequency adjustment is critical for proper horizontal sync and color burst.

Symptom/Cause Data
We will now look at several common game symptoms along with their probable causes. If the exact symptom is not shown select one that comes close to your trouble; it may point you in the right direction and you will be able to localize the defect rapidly.

No Sound. Check speaker and wires. Check transistor Q1 and associated circuitry.

No Clock and Color Subcarrier. Defective game chip. No power supply voltage. Shorted Zener diode Z3 or transistor Q2.

No Voltage Regulation. Defective Zener diode Z3 or transistor Q2. Leaky capacitor C7, C8, or C12.

Erratic Ball, Game, or Counting. Low battery voltage. Check voltage regulator.


No Color Display. Defective voltage regulator Z1. Defective chip IC2 or IC3.

No Hits With Target Game. Defective transistor Q4. Broken wires to the rifle or other game controls. Defective rifle DIN socket.

Parts Replacement Tips
Whenever possible, replace defective parts with factory components. Common components, such as resistors, diodes, common transistors and capacitors can usually be used from your local electronics supply house. However, special items such as microprocessors, logic gates, transformers, and coils should be ordered from the manufacturer.

TROUBLESHOOTING VIDEO GAME CIRCUITS
We will now cover some tips for troubleshooting some of the logic circuits found in various video games. Some logic probe information will be given along with logic gate operation. Also, the way analog and digital
Fig. 6-8. Complete schematic for Radio Shack 60-3057 video game.
logic circuits differ in operation, and thus troubleshooting techniques, will call for new and different techniques.

**Using the Logic Probe**

The logic probe gives you a quick indication if the circuit is working at all. As an example, a control should go to a logic **high** to turn on another device under certain conditions. A logic probe will quickly indicate if the line ever goes **high**, or may be stuck at a **high** level.

Some probes with a memory function can be used to monitor a line for intermittent pulses, or noise spikes (glitches) that will upset logic functions. Thus, the probe performs as a "1" or "0" read-out instrument that is operated from the power supply of the circuit under test to provide simple, direct and low-cost test data.

Logic probes are powerful troubleshooting tools because of their portability, price and simple operation. The logic probe is a "high or low" state device that provides an indication of a high level, low level, or a faulty level signal. Detectors within the probe determine if the signal being checked is above the **high** level, below the low level, or in between these two.

Most logic probes provide the following features.
- Hi or Lo pulse indication
- Pulse train indication
- Stretching display for short pulses
- 10 nano-second pulse response
- Pulse memory
- Undefined logic state indication
- Will test multi-logic family devices

Figure 6-10 shows a line-up for some of the various logic probes that are now available. From left to right they are the Continental Specialties Corp., model LP-1 and LP-2 logic probes, the DP-1 digital pulser and the B&K model DP-50 logic probe.

Probes indicate logic conditions by using lamps or LEDs. Usually a lit lamp indicates a logic "1" or logic **high**. Some will use colored LEDs in

![Diagram of logic probe setup](image)

*Fig. 6-9. Clock and subcarrier frequency adjustment set-up using a frequency counter.*
various patterns to show logic states. These LEDs are used to show if a circuit is high, low, pulsing or has an open circuit.

The Continental Specialties LP-2 logic probe shown in Fig. 6-11 is protected against over-voltage and reverse voltage on its power leads. To use this probe connect the black clip lead to the common (−) and the red clip lead to the (+) Vcc of the system under test. In order to minimize the

---

Fig. 6-10. Some logic probes that are now on the market.

Fig. 6-11. Continental Specialties LP-2 Logic Probe.
The possibility of power supply spikes or other spurious signals from affecting the operation of the probe, connect the power leads as close to the node to be tested as possible. Refer to Fig. 6-12 to interpret the LED readout for the LP-2.

The B&K DP-50 digital probe (shown in Fig. 6-13) is designed for quick analysis of digital circuits, and is compatible with TTL, DTL, RLT, CMOS and high-noise immunity logic. Three LEDs at the probe tip visually display pulse presence and high "1" and low "0" logic states. An incorrect logic level or an open pin is indicated by no illumination of the pulse LED. Two switches allow you to select TTL or CMOS logic thresholds, and pulse stretch or memory modes. In the pulse stretch mode, short duration pulses are stretched for a clear visual indication. In the memory mode, a single digital pulse causes a LED to remain lit until it is reset. The probe thus has the ability to "freeze" the display of the digital/logic action.

### INTERPRETING THE LEDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LED STATES</th>
<th>INPUT SIGNAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HIGH LO PULSE</td>
<td>LOGIC &quot;0&quot; NO PULSE ACTIVITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ ● ○</td>
<td>LOGIC &quot;1&quot; NO PULSE ACTIVITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ ○ ○</td>
<td>ALL LEDS OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● ● ●</td>
<td>THE SHARED BRIGHTNESS OF THE HI AND LO LEDS INDICATE A 50% DUTY CYCLE AT THE TEST POINT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ ○ *</td>
<td>HIGH FREQUENCY SQUARE WAVE (&gt;100kHz) AT TEST NODE. AS THE HIGH FREQUENCY SIGNALS DUTY CYCLE SHIFTS FROM A SQUARE WAVE TO EITHER A HIGH OR LOW DUTY CYCLE PULSE TRAIN EITHER THE LO OR HI LED WILL BECOME ACTIVATED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ ● *</td>
<td>LOGIC &quot;0&quot; PULSE ACTIVITY PRESENT POSITIVE GOING PULSES SINCE HI LED NOT &quot;ON&quot; PULSE TRAIN DUTY CYCLE IS LOW RE &lt; 15%, IF THE DUTY CYCLE WERE INCREASED ABOVE 15% HI LED WOULD START TO TURN ON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● ○ *</td>
<td>LOGIC &quot;1&quot; PULSE ACTIVITY PRESENT NEGATIVE GOING PULSES, SINCE LO LED NOT &quot;ON&quot; PULSE TRAIN DUTY CYCLE IS HIGH RE &gt; 85% IF THE DUTY CYCLE WERE REDUCED TO &lt; 85% &quot;LO&quot; LED WOULD START TO TURN ON</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6-12. Chart for LP-2 Logic Probe LED interpretations.
Pulse Stretcher

Probably the most important feature of a logic probe is its ability to stretch a 10 nano-second pulse to 100 ms so that the LED will register and you can “see” it. This stretch is accomplished by using the leading edge of a short pulse to trigger a flip-flop whose time delay is 100 ms. Single pulses flash the probes LED lamps once while pulse trains will usually always blink on at a 10 Hz rate, regardless of frequency. The big benefit here is just in knowing that pulse activity is present, which generally is all the information that is required.

Digital Vs Analog Troubleshooting

When troubleshooting circuits with analog devices, you need only test resistance, capacitance, or turn-on voltages of components with two or three states. The total circuit may be quite complex, but each component in the circuit performs a simple task and its operation can usually be easily checked. As you will observe in Fig. 6-14, each resistor, capacitor, diode and transistor can be tested by using a signal generator, VTVM, diode checker, or scope by using the conventional troubleshooting techniques. But with integrated circuits, these various components cannot be tested and it is now necessary to troubleshoot the total circuits in the system.

The difference between discrete circuitry and today’s digital ICs is in the complexity of functions performed by these sophisticated devices. Unlike discrete devices, modern digital ICs perform complete, complex functions. Instead of observing simple characteristics, it is now necessary to observe complex digital signals and decide if these signals are correct.
Fig. 6-14. Analog circuit.
Verifying proper component operation now requires observing many inputs while simultaneously observing two or more outputs. Thus, another difference between analog circuitry built from discrete components and digital ICs is the number of inputs and outputs for each component and the need to check each one simultaneously.

In addition to simulating test signals and complexity of functions at the component level these ICs have caused a new degree of complexity at the circuit level. If you have enough time, these circuits can be studied and their operations understood, but the average technician just cannot spend that much time. Without going into all of the circuit’s intricate operations, it becomes necessary to have a technique for quickly testing each component rather than trying to isolate a failure to a particular circuit and testing for expected signals.

In order to solve these problems and to make troubleshooting of digital circuits more efficient, it is necessary to take advantage of the digital nature of the signals involved. Tests and techniques designed to troubleshoot analog circuits do not take advantage of the digital signal and are thus less effective when used to troubleshoot digital circuits.
In this chapter we will cover circuit operation and service tips on the electronic systems used in cassette and 8-track tape recorders. This will also cover stereo pre-amps, oscillators, auto-tape-stop circuits and bias erase circuits.

**INTRODUCTION TO TAPE RECORDING**

Recording a tape starts with an audio information signal or the intelligence to be recorded. To do this, a signal current is passed through a coil in a recording head. Tape, with a magnetic coating, is fed past the poles of the coils in the record head. The signal is recorded on the tape as magnetic fluctuations. The degree of these fluctuations is in proportion to the magnitude of the variations in the magnetic field.

For playback, the tape is drawn past another, or the same head in the machine. Magnetic variations on the tape induce current fluctuations in the head. These currents are amplified in the recorder circuits and reproduced as originally recorded on the tape. Because the frequency response of the playback amplifiers are not linear, some compensation circuits must be used for equalization.

A typical recording circuit is shown in Fig. 7-1. Audio from a microphone is fed to the gate of the n-channel MOSFET, Q1, pre-amplifier. Because the output from the microphone is linear (flat response), the gain of Q1 must also be uniform over the frequency range. The output from the MOSFET is developed across control R1.

A higher level signal (from turntable, tuner, or other tape unit) is fed to the line input across potentiometer R2. These input line signals are mixed via isolating resistors R3 and R4 and fed to bipolar transistor Q2. Transistors Q2 and Q3 serve the dual function of amplifying the signal while providing the circuitry to produce the proper frequency equalization.
Equalization or curve matching is accomplished through the use of feedback. Linear feedback takes place across resistor R5, but capacitor C4 causes the feedback to decrease as the frequency increases. Because gain is not reduced by feedback at the high frequencies, the needed treble is provided.

Resistor R6 and capacitor C5 feed signal back from the output of Q3 to the emitter of Q2. Because the impedance of C5 decreases as frequency increases, the high frequencies are fed back more readily than the lows. Thus, the low frequencies are emphasized here. This base boost is required to compensate some for the characteristics of the record head and the tape. The output from Q3 is fed to the record head.

Transistors Q4 and Q5 are part of the high-frequency multivibrator oscillator circuit. Capacitor C8, across the transformer primary of this circuit, sets the resonant frequency of the tank circuit and the frequency of oscillation. Capacitor C3 reduces the distortion of the sinusoidal output of the oscillator. Both the signal from Q3 and the high supersonic frequency are fed to the record head. The high frequency signal biases the record head to a specific level so that the signal rides on the oscillation. Because the bias level affects the frequency response, a bias level adjustment is put into this circuit to set the flow of high-frequency current through the head. The meter in the output circuit measures the record signal level. Control R9 calibrates the meter. Resistor R8 and capacitor C6 filter the high frequency so that it will not be fed back to the tape amplifier. It also helps in keeping the bias current out of the meter circuit. Capacitor C7 enhances the filtering action in the meter circuit.

![Fig. 7-1. Tape recorder pre-amplifier circuit.](image-url)
THE PLAYBACK SYSTEM

In the playback mode the tape preamplifier must have the correct frequency characteristics. Refer to the playback circuit shown in Fig. 7-1. Transistor Q1 provides the high impedance that should be "seen" by the playback head and also supplies a constant gain over the entire audio bandwidth. The output level is varied by control R1. The output from R1 is fed to amplifier Q2 and Q3. The output signal from Q3 may be used to drive one of the power amplifiers in the tape system.

Parallel circuit R2-C1, in Fig. 7-2, furnishes some treble boost to compensate for the high-frequency roll-off of the playback head. R3-C2 provides the bass boost to simulate the playback curve. The action of both feedback circuits, discussed with respect to the record amplifier in the Fig. 7-1 circuit, also applies here.

The inductance of the playback head must also be considered when measuring the playback characteristics. Playback curve requirements must be satisfied for the entire circuit. In the set-up for measuring the frequency characteristics, the playback head must be placed between the audio test generator and the input to the playback preamplifier in series with the signal. The frequency response of the tape-head preamplifier combination must produce a curve that will give a linear output across the audio spectrum.

STEREO TAPE SYSTEM

Each channel of a stereo system has one record preamplifier and one playback preamplifier. Many good, high quality decks use two heads, an erase head and a single play/record head. The better machines use three heads, an erase head, a record head, and a playback head. Play/record heads, used on two-head machines, must be a compromise to perform both record and playback functions satisfactorily. The three-head decks are sufficiently versatile so that each head offers optimum performance for its particular function.

Each head intended for stereo operation has two individual coils. Two tracks (one for the left and the other for the right channel) are recorded when the tape travels in one direction from the supply reel to the take-up reel, and two other tracks are recorded when the tape travels in the other direction. On 8-track and some cassette recorders more tracks are recorded.

As shown in Fig. 7-3, tracks 1 and 3 are recorded when the tape travels in one direction, and tracks 2 and 4 are recorded when the tape is turned over and the functions of the two reels are interchanged. Two coils are necessary to record four tracks on the tape. The two channels recorded on two of the four tracks require two individual playback amplifiers.

Many of the newer stereo tape recorders are now very versatile. You can use them to make sound-with-sound recordings on machines using two heads. As an example, it allows you to vocalize (sing along with Mitch if you please) on one track while listening to music that was previously
Fig. 7-2. Tape playback pre-amplifier circuit.

recorded on the other track. And of course you can also add (sound-over-sound) on both tracks. The circuitry for sound-with-sound operation operates as follows. One track on the head is switched so that it will play through its amplifier while the second track on the head is connected to the record amplifier. You can listen to music from the track feeding the playback amplifier while recording on the track connected to the record amplifier and to its respective coil on the head.

Additional versatility is possible if the stereo recorder has three heads. Music recorded on one track, possibly the left channel, is fed from the playback amplifier to the line input on the right-channel record amplifier. A live signal is simultaneously routed to the microphone input on the right channel preamplifier. Both signals at the right channels are then mixed. The composite signal is then recorded on one-right channel track. This recording method is known as sound-on-sound, and is achieved

Fig. 7-3. Directions tape tracks are recorded.
by connecting the output from the left-channel playback preamplifier to the
line input on the right-channel record preamplifier. The left channel is
shorted out at the record head. The right channel record and playback
amplifiers are connected in the normal way to the right-channel coils of the
respective record and playback tape recorder heads.

GENERAL CASSETTE TAPE RECORDER DATA
Stereo cassette tape players/recorders are used to play back
pre-recorded tapes and also to record from microphones or other sources
such as AM or FM tuners, phono or Aux. Many cassette tape units feature
playback and record, fast forward, play, stop-eject, pause and automatic
tape shut-off. Some deluxe units will have tape select, VU meters, record
level controls, digital counter and record indicator light.

Cassette Tape Specifications
The standard cassette tape width is 0.150 inches (slightly more than
½ inch) and is used for both monaural and stereo recordings. Figure 7-4
illustrates the track arrangements for these cassette tapes. As shown, a
mono recording consists of two tracks; each track is 0.59 inch wide with a
guard band of 0.032 inch between the tracks. Stereo recordings consist of
two pairs of tracks. Each stereo track is 0.024 inch wide, separated by a
guard band of 0.011 inch. In addition, a guard band 0.032 inch wide
separates each pair of tracks, thereby ensuring playback compatibility of
the stereo recorded tape.

The total track width of each stereo pair, plus their guard band, is
equal to one mono track width. Stereo pre-recorded tapes will be
reproduced in mono, on a mono tape unit. The left and right track signals
will be combined by the playback head and be reproduced as a mono
program. Recordings which are made on a mono unit will be reproduced
only as mono, even on a stereo recorder system.

Cassette Electronics Circuitry
This cassette tape player/recorder uses an independent tape
amplifier circuit board, with inputs and outputs connected to the systems
other circuits. Other electrical connections to the main systems PC board
are made directly or through switching networks.

The drive motor for this player/recorder is powered by 12 volts
supplied from the main circuit board.

Refer to Fig. 7-5 for the electronic circuits used with this cassette
tape player/recorder.

PLAY/RECORD AMPLIFIER OPERATION
This tape player/recorder uses four transistors and two integrated
circuits (IC's). Each channel uses an IC for record/play amplification and
equalization and one transistor for additional equalization. Also, one
transistor functions as the bias oscillator while another transistor is used
for B+ filtering.
Fig. 7-4. Cassette track patterns.

A frequency compensating network provides the equalization required for proper record/playback response of the tape.

Fig. 7-5. Cassette electronic circuits (stereo).
The S1417 switch (tape select) controls two different networks, one is used with chromium dioxide (Cr02) tapes, and the other one is used with normal (NOR) ferric oxide tapes.

The amplifier circuit board utilizes a transistor in the bias oscillator circuit. Two controls are used to adjust the bias levels. Potentiometer R1701 controls the right channel bias level while potentiometer R1751 controls the left channel bias level. In addition, the unit uses record level controls (R1421) and (R1471) for both right and left channels.

**BIAS OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT**

The bias oscillator circuitry uses a transistor (Q1701) and a bias oscillator transformer (T1701). This circuit supplies erase current to the erase head L1701 and also supplies bias current to the play/record head. Bias current goes via recording bias level adjustments R1701 and R1751. This bias current is combined with the audio output signal after which it is applied to the respective left and right windings of the play/record head.

If the bias oscillator is not operating the tape cannot be recorded properly nor played back. Use the scope to check for bias oscillator operation. The bias oscillator produces a sinewave signal. A defective play/record head may also cause the bias signal to be very low in amplitude. One quick way to check for presence of the bias oscillator signal, without going into the tape unit is to connect another play head to the oscilloscope vertical input channel, and place the test head close to the play/record head in the tape player, and see if the sinewave bias oscillator signal is present on the scope.

Most of the bias oscillator units are sealed and cannot be repaired. If the unit is found to be defective just replace the complete bias oscillator unit.

**PROFESSIONAL CASSETTE PLAY/RECORD TAPE UNIT ZENITH MC9070**

A block diagram for this model MC9070 tape system is shown in Fig. 7-6. The signal source inputs are shown at the upper left of the diagram. The inputs are as follows.

Line input.
Microphone jack.
Dual-function record/play head (L1).

On the right side of the block diagram are shown these inputs:
Line output.
Headphone jack.

A level meter (M1) plus peak and recorder indicators are shown at the upper right corner, while the erase head (L2) is at the lower left.

**Cassette Play Mode**

When in the play position (with Dolby noise reduction turned off), the signal moves from the record/play head via one section of the record/play switch, to direct-coupled amplifier Q101 and Q103. Another section of the record/play switch selects the desired feedback circuit to provide proper
Fig. 7-6. Block diagram of a cassette tape recorder.
equalization during record or playback. Output of this stage is routed via a preset level control, another record/play switch section, and then to pin 5 of IC101. Refer to the complete circuit diagram in Fig. 7-7.

IC101 provides both record and playback amplification as well as the circuitry for Dolby noise reduction functions. Between pins 5 and 6, is preamp “A”. Externally between pins 6 and 2 are two low pass filters (one is switch selected) to filter out multiplex signal components, or any signals above 15 kHz. This is done to prevent possible interference from these sources. At pin 2 is preamp “B”, which connects to pin 3 and mixer circuit “C” functioning as either an adder or subtractor, depending on the operating mode. The output of the mixer “C” connects to pin 7. Then the signal is coupled to another section of the record/play switch, gain buffer Q107 and to the line output jack. A mute switch on this line will short the signal to ground to avoid unwanted signals. This switch will remove the mute action only when the play button is activated.

Switching Dolby noise reduction to on while in the play position, will result in added operating circuits which control the dynamic processing characteristics. The signal will also be routed from pin 7 to the second section of the noise reduction switch and then to a high pass filter connected externally between pins 4 and 1. Internally, between these pins is a variable resistance “D” which has a high resistance at low signal levels. Output of this filter goes to amplifier “D” and then to mixer “C”, where it is combined with the original signal processed to pin 7, and then to Q107. In addition, the signal from amplifier “E” is fed to amplifier “G” and is then rectified by a non-linear integrator “H” to provide a DC control voltage. This DC control voltage will vary resistance “D” in such a way that when the control voltage exceeds a certain level, resistance “D” will start to fall, causing an increase in the turnover frequency of the high pass filter. This filter will then attenuate low and mid range frequencies in the signal path processed via amplifier “E”. Non-linear integrator “H” functions in a manner that will provide fast gain change action without creating unwanted signals. If transients of excessive levels should occur they will be clipped by clipper “F” resulting in a smooth response action.

The Record Mode of Operation

During the record mode, microphone signals will be processed via the R/P preamp consisting of Q101 and Q103 and is similar to that explained in the play mode of operation. External signals will be routed from the line input. Signals will then be processed via switching contacts on the microphone jack, the R/P switch, IC101 pin 5, amplifier “A”, pin 6, low pass multiplex filters, pin 2 amplifier “B” to pin 3, as during play. The signal will also be applied to mixer “C”.

When noise reduction is on, while in the record mode, the signal will be taken from pin 3, through the record/play switch, then routed via the noise reduction switch and applied to the high pass filter at pins 4 and 1. This high pass filter will function in a manner similar to that explained for
play, but now as part of a positive feedback loop (using mixer “C” as an adder) instead of the negative feedback loop used in play. This will result in record circuit characteristics which are complementary to that of playback.

The output at pin 7 will be connected to record amplifier Q105. From there the record signal will go through a bias trap which prevents the bias oscillator signal from getting back into the record amplifier or other circuits where the bias frequency could cause undesired effects. The bias oscillator serves two functions. One function is to provide a bias to the erase head, while the other is to establish an AC (RF carrier) type bias at the record/play head.

**Noise Reduction Systems (Tape Recorders)**

Noise reduction systems can be divided into two general categories of circuits.
- Passive type filters.
- Active type (or Dynamic) filters.

**Passive Filters**

A typical passive filter circuit will modify frequency response and/or eliminate noise without use of any active devices (such as transistors or IC’s). This type of circuit will cause signal level loss between input and output of the filter. Typical examples would include high and low filters which roll-off, or reduce signal level at the high and/or low frequency ends of their response curve. A typical response curve is shown in Fig. 7-8, where the solid line represents the “wide” high end frequency response of a circuit with the high filter switch in the off position. Reduced high frequency response, shown by the dashed line, occurs when the high filter switch is turned on. While high filters are used to attenuate, or suppress, high frequencies, a low filter system can thus provide the same function at low frequencies. Although these filters are practical, in that they can suppress some noises in a circuit, they will also suppress the level of the desired signals. Out goes the noise, such as tape hiss or record surface noise, and also, out goes the high frequency content of the recorded music.

**Single-Ended Noise Reduction Systems (Active)**

Typical single-ended noise reduction circuits could be described as deemphasis circuits in which changes of roll-off points and degrees of attenuation vary, based on the levels and high frequency content of the signal. For example, if there is no high frequency content, the response curve will show a reduction in bandwidth. There will also be a reduction in reproduced hiss or related noise (improved signal to noise ratio).

Behavior of a typical single-ended circuit can be illustrated as shown in Fig. 7-9. A high level wide-band signal (Curve A) shows wide band response. As the signal level is reduced, the amount of deemphasis is increased, Curves B, C, and D, respectively. Noise reduction control in single-ended systems occurs entirely during playback. If you reproduce
Fig. 7-7. Complete circuit of a cassette play/record unit.
continuous low level, low frequency program material, this type of circuit has a tendency to mute low level high frequencies that may exist in the same program material.

It is possible to process (encode) a signal before recording, and process (decode) it again during playback, in a manner which will improve noise reduction. This can be accomplished by using a compressor/expander circuit technique and is sometimes referred to as a double-ended noise reduction circuit system.

**AUTO SHUT-OFF CIRCUIT (CASSETTE PLAYERS)**

This circuit is used in many various cassette players to shut the machine off when end of tape is reached. A permanent magnet is mounted at one end of the tape counter shaft. On the auto-shut-off circuit board (see Fig. 7-10) is a magnetically activated reed relay mounted in a position near the magnet on the counter shaft. As the shaft rotates, the magnet will cause the contacts on the reed switch, S4, to open and close. When switch
S4 is open, B+ will charge C3, via R7 and R6 to ground. When the switch is closed, C3 will be discharged through R6 and the switch contacts. The Q2 base will see this action as a series of pulses of short duration which will be sufficient to turn Q2 on and keep it on. With Q2 turned on, Q1 will be cut-off, preventing SCR3 from firing and triggering the shut-off solenoid.

When the end of the tape is reached, the counter shaft will stop rotating, reed switch, S4, will stop switching, Q2 base will no longer see
the pulses and will cut-off. This in turn will cause Q1 to turn on and current will flow in Q1. Voltage from the tap between R1 and R2 in the emitter of Q2 will be sufficient to forward bias SCR CR3. CR3 will conduct, completing the path from B+, through the solenoid and CR3, activating the solenoid. Solenoid activation causes all mechanically linked levers to go to the off position on the cassette keyboard.

**8-TRACK TAPE PLAYER/RECORDER SYSTEM**

The 8-track tape units use a cartridge like the one in Fig. 7-11. The tape is about 0.244 inch, which is slightly less than ¼ inch wide. We see in Fig. 7-12 the illustration for the track arrangement of a two-channel tape. As can be seen each track is about 0.022 inch wide, with a guard band of about 0.010 inch between each track. This results in the formation of 4-two-channel programs which are played back as follows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROGRAM</th>
<th>TRACKS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 and 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2 and 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3 and 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4 and 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Therefore tracks 1, 2, 3, and 4 contain left channel information, while tracks 5, 6, 7, and 8 contain right channel information.

The 8-track cartridge units operate with the tape moving at 3 and ¾ inches per second. The tape feeds from the center of the tape reel, out to, and past, the tape guide, pressure pads, pressure roller, and back to the outside of the reel. Movement of the tape stops when the cartridge is pulled out of the tape player unit.

Let's now look at the electronic circuit operation for one type of these 8-Track player units. The 8-track players can be grouped into the following systems.

- Playback only.
- Play/Record-Full Feature.
- Play/Record-One Button.
Fig. 7-13. Circuit for 8-track playback unit.
Fig. 7-14. Complete circuit diagram for 8-track tape player/recorder unit.
IMPORTANT SAFETY NOTICE

WHEN SERVICING THIS CHASSIS, UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHOULD THE ORIGINAL DESIGN BE MODIFIED OR ALTERED WITHOUT PERMISSION FROM THE ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION. ALL COMPONENTS SHOULD BE REPLACED ONLY WITH TYPES IDENTICAL TO THOSE IN THE ORIGINAL CIRCUIT. SPECIAL COMPONENTS ARE USED TO PREVENT SHOCK AND FIRE HAZARD. THESE CRITICAL COMPONENTS ARE SHADED ON THE SCHEMATIC AND PARTS LIST FOR EASY IDENTIFICATION.

THIS CIRCUIT DIAGRAM MAY OCCASIONALLY DIFFER FROM THE ACTUAL CIRCUIT USED. THIS WAY, IMPLEMENTATION OF THE LATEST SAFETY AND PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT CHANGES INTO THE SET IS NOT DELAYED UNTIL THE NEW SERVICE LITERATURE IS PRINTED.
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Each unit contains the required circuitry such as a pre-amp circuit for each channel with built-in frequency compensation network to provide the equalization required for proper playback and/or record response.

Two channel (stereo) tape players contain a single circuit board on which the electronic components are mounted. The circuit for an 8-track player unit is shown in Fig. 7-13. The circuit contains two separate pre-amplifier circuits terminated into two separate outputs for connection to the audio output stages of a stereo power amplifier system.

A full feature 2 channel play/record unit (see complete circuit for this unit in Fig. 7-14) has the pre-amplifier circuits, VU meter circuit, and bias oscillator module on one circuit board. The bias oscillator is not adjustable and if a fault occurs, replacement of the complete module is required. A second circuit board contains the power supply components and a relay. The relay, when activated, removes the ground path from the motor and applies it to the ready indicator lamp.

Two channel play/one button record models have a non-repairable bias oscillator unit on the pre-amplifier circuit board. A relay which switches the ground path for the motor to the auto stop indicator lamp is also located on the main circuit board, or on a separate power supply circuit board. Two additional circuit boards, indicator panel wiring and in/out panel wiring, are also mounted within some units.
Figure 8-1 is a block diagram of the Bearcat 250 receiver. From a single antenna input, low/high VHF (32-50MHz - 146-174MHz) and UHF frequencies (420-512MHz) are coupled through track-tuned amplifier and mixer stages to a common I.F. (10.85MHz). A second oscillator at 10.4 MHz is used for mixing down to a 450kHz second I.F. which is limited and demodulated. The recovered audio is coupled to the audio amplifier and also filtered for activation of the noise-squelch circuit.

**BEARCAT BC250 SCANNER CIRCUITS**

The local oscillator signal is derived from a phase-locked-loop synthesizer. The VCO (voltage-controlled oscillator) frequency is divided down by a programmable counter which is preset from memory and compared to a reference frequency. Any frequency or phase difference produces a correction signal to change the VCO tuning voltage. This tuning voltage then forces the VCO to oscillate at the frequency required for the counter to produce an output that is in phase with the reference frequency. Thus, changing the modulus of the counter will change the frequency of the VCO. In order to increase the range of the counter, it is prescaled by 15 to 16 on all bands and the VCO is mixed with a 133 MHz oscillator on high band and VHF to achieve the higher frequencies required. For UHF, the VCO is then tripled to obtain its proper local oscillator frequency.

The frequency program is entered from a decimal keyboard into a microprocessor where it is multiplexed to drive the display and decoded to enter the proper binary code in memory to control the synthesizer.

**VHF**

An L or H band signal enters the receiver through the antenna. Coil L1 attenuates frequencies that are below the low band, while diodes D1
and D2 limit the amplitude of very strong signals that would cause overload. The impedance looking into C1 from the antenna is relatively high, so the signal proceeds down to the parallel combination of C18 and L8. This circuit becomes parallel resonant in the U band and acts as a high impedance trap to keep UHF frequencies off the gate of Q4. L8 is a 2 turn coil which is practically a short circuit to the L & H band frequencies, so they pass directly to the gate of Q4. If a low band frequency is being received, the tank circuit for the gate consists of L9, L10, C21, and VVC4. Transistor Q4 is a dual gate, N-channel MOSFET, which is the RF stage. The tank circuit for the output consists of L11, L12, C25, and VVC5 for low band signals. The signal from Q4 is transferred through C28 to Q5, another dual gate MOSFET, which acts as the mixer stage. The local oscillator signal is supplied through C27 to the second gate of Q5. The oscillator frequency is 10.85MHz lower than the signal frequency, so the output frequency is 10.85MHz. The load on the drain of Q5 is tuned to that frequency.

The signal flow for a high band input from the antenna is the same as for the low band except diodes D3 and D4 are turned on by the band switching circuitry. This shorts out L10 and L12 respectively, causing the inductance in the tank circuits to be reduced to the lower values needed for operation at the higher frequencies.

**UHF**

A U band signal at the antenna is coupled through C2 to a tank circuit consisting of VVC1, C2, L2, and L3. It is tapped down to a lower impedance and then passed on through C3 to Q1, the RF amplifier. This is a grounded base stage and the output tank consists of VVC2, C5, L5, and L6. Once again the impedance is tapped down, and passed on to the base of the next stage, Q2, a bipolar transistor which is the mixer. The local oscillator signal is also supplied to the base of Q2 through capacitor C9. The load of this stage is tuned to the 1st I.F. frequency (currently 10.85MHz). Q3 is the U/T Tripl er.

**V.C.O.**

The Voltage Controlled Oscillator for high and UHF bands is Q8 with the frequency determined by L14, C32, C33, and VVC7. These components permit the control voltage on VVC7 through R31 to tune the oscillator through the required local oscillator frequency range (135-167 MHz) required for high and UHF bands.

In low band, the collector Q12 is high disabling Q8 which allows operation of Q6 and Q7 (LOW BAND VCO). The tank circuit consists of L13, C29, and VVC6 with feedback provided by C28. These provide the required LOW BAND oscillator range from the control voltage supplied through R24.
Track-Tuning

The Tuning Voltage versus Frequency Curves, shown in Fig. 8-2 produced by both VCO ranges, are used as the reference for track-tuning all R-F circuits.

The H/U/T VCO voltage curve is applied directly through R76 to VVCs 1, 2, and 3 to tune the U/T circuits to resonance for each frequency.

In high band, the voltage required to tune the RF circuits is more than the voltage produced by the H/U/T VCO. Therefore, Q18 is turned on in high band to provide a positive offset current through R71 and R11 to produce the required high band tracking curve as shown in Fig. 8-2.

For low band, the voltage required for tracking the RF circuits is less than the low band VCO voltage. Q19 is used to sink current through R75 to drop voltage across R76 to produce the L Band tracking curve shown in Fig. 8-2.

I.F. Section

The output of the low and high band mixer is fed into the primary of T1, which steps the output down to a level that is comparable to the output level from the U band mixer. The signal, which is now at the 1st I.F. frequency (10.85MHz or 10.8MHz) goes through two crystal filters CF-1 and CF-2 to transformer T2. This filters out all frequencies except the I.F. and its modulation sidebands. From T2 the signal is coupled to Q16 which is just an untuned I.F. amplifier which increases the signal level that is fed into pin 16 of IC3.

Referring to Fig. 8-3, the I.F. signal at Pin 16 of IC3 (NB53101) is mixed down to the second I.F. The second oscillator is within IC2 and is controlled by the external crystal, Y1. This 10.4MHz oscillator is internally mixed with the 10.85MHz I.F. input to produce the 450kHz second I.F. at Pin 3. The second I.F. is coupled through CF3 (Ceramic 450kHz filter) to the I.F. amplifier input at Pin 5. The I.F. is then limited and demodulated with the recovered audio output at Pin 9. T3, R63 and C65 provide the phase shift to balance the demodulator.

Audio

The audio at Pin 9 of IC3 goes through the low-pass filter of R70 before coupled through C71 to the volume control R88. R82, C75 and R83, C76 form two additional pass circuits before the audio reaches the input of IC4 (NC66-301, TCA8305) which provides amplification to drive the speaker. The function of the external components is shown below.

- R-84 sets the closed loop gain of the amplifier.
- C-82 & R-85 reduces saturation losses during positive half wave.
- C-79 sets upper cutoff frequency.
- C-81 couples audio to speaker and sets low cutoff frequency.
C-80, R-86, & C-78 increases high frequency stability to prevent oscillation.
C-84 & C-83 filters the ripple in power supply line.

Squelch

The noise squelch system uses an operational amplifier (see Fig. 8-4) within IC3 as a bandpass amplifier. The resonant frequency (8.5kHz), Q, and gain are determined by external components R67, R68, R69, C68, and C69. It is necessary to use this high frequency noise so normal audio frequencies do not activate the squelch system.

When no transmission is being received, the high frequency noise (8.5kHz) is amplified by IC3. The noise is then coupled through C67 and detected by D13 to produce a negative voltage which is filtered by R81 and

Fig. 8-2. Tuning chart curves.
Fig. 8-3. Block diagram of IC3.
Fig. 8-4. Squelch circuit.
C74. This negative voltage is then applied through R135 to pin 12 of IC3 which overcomes the positive bias provided by the squelch control R78 through R217 and R218 to pins 1 and 7 respectively of IC209 which are both normally high (+8.4 volts). With the voltage at pin 12 below the turn on level (due to the negative voltage from the detected noise) pin 13 voltage will go high to permit the receiver to scan and pin 14 will be low, shutting off the audio at the volume control R31. When a signal is received, the resultant I.F. produces noise quieting through the system which reduces the 8.5kHz noise amplified by IC-3, thereby reducing the negative voltage level from the detected noise. This reduced negative level permits the positive bias of R78, R217, and R218 to reach the turn-on level at pin 12 of IC3 which forces pin 13 to go low to stop scanning and shuts off the pin 14 output to enable the audio to reach IC4 for amplification.

Q17 inverts the squelch output at pin 13 of IC3 to provide the scan control to the microprocessor on the feature board. The collector of Q17 is also fed back to the squelch input (pin 12) through R66 to provide squelch hysteresis.

**Frequency Detector Squelch**

The purpose of this circuit is to keep adjacent channel activity from unsquelching the radio. This would happen in conventional scanner radios in the presence of strong or interfering signals. This circuit will not let the radio unsquelch if the signal is more than 7kHz from received frequency.

The voltage comparator window is set up in IC209 (NB73402 LM358N). The upper voltage limit is on pin 5, the lower voltage limit is on pin 3. These voltages are established by R211, R212, R213, and R214. If a voltage above the upper limit or below the lower limit appears on common pins 3 and 6, the output of pin 1 or 7 will go low. This reduces the voltage at pin 12 of IC3 forcing the receiver to continue scanning. The voltage is within the limits or “within the window”; both outputs will be high. With both outputs high in normal operation, the squelch control R78 is used to set the bias for pin 12 of IC3. If these outputs are high and other squelch conditions acceptable, the radio will be unsquelched.

The discriminator output (IC3 pin 9) develops a DC voltage which is inversely proportional to frequency. The slope of the discriminator is approximately .18 volts/kHz (from the center frequency) and has a DC offset of 2.75v DC. This voltage is filtered by R216 and C209 and serves as the window detector input.

**Power Supply**

The voltage supply for the Bearcat 250 is developed by the full-wave rectifier circuit of T4, D18, and D19. This develops 16 volts, filtered by C98. The 16 volts is regulated down to 6 volts (A) by R108, R109, and D17 which serves as supply voltage for IC3 and reference for Q21 and Q22 regulator circuits. The 6 volts (A) is applied to the inverting input of each half of IC5 (NB73-401 - MC1458P) so the output of each half will control the base of its associated transistor. The output of each transistor is
divided down to 6 volts in the ratio required for +9 volts at the collector of Q22 (always on) and +11 volts at the collector of Q21 (switched).

The +9 volts supply from Q22 provides voltage for IC6 and IC8 and is regulated down to +6 by R98 and D16 for voltage reference to IC2 (loop filter) and to maintain power for IC6, 7, and 9.

The unregulated 16 volts is connected to the feature board where it is regulated to +8.4 volts by R220, D210, Q206, and Q204 to supply power to all feature board circuits except IC206 which uses a 6-volt supply derived from +8.4 volts by R219 and D208.

**Synthesizer**

The Bearcat 250 synthesizer consists of a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) which is mixed down by 133 MHz (H-U/T) and prescaled before division by a presettable counter controlled from memory. The output of this divider is compared to a reference frequency producing an error signal for a loop filter to compensate the VCO voltage to correct the frequency.

**Mixer**

The L or H/U/T VCO signal is coupled through C38 to an emitter-follower stage Q11 which serves as a buffer to drive the low-impedance input at pin 11 of the balanced mixer IC1 (NB85-401, TL442CN).

In H or U/T BANDS, the 133MHz oscillator signal from Q13 is coupled through R138 and C42 to the second mixer input at pin 5 of IC1. The (VCO-133MHz) difference frequency is present at the output pin 3 of IC1 where it is passed through the low-pass filter L19 and amplified by Q23 to drive the prescaler IC6.

On low band, the 133 oscillator does not operate since there is no Q13 base bias from D7 or D8. The second mixer input at pin 5 is also biased up through D6 to permit the mixer to pass the low band VCO frequency. The Low Band VCO frequency is then coupled to Q23 for buffering and amplification to drive IC6.

**Prescaler**

The input at pin 2 of IC6 (NC57902) is divided by 15 or 16 with the output at pin 11. The division is by 15 when the control input pin 6 is high and by 16 when low.

The prescaler output is connected to pin 7 of IC7 (NB25702) to clock the + N and 12+A counters. Nine memory bits are used for presetting the + N counter and four for the 12 + A counter to provide the proper division at the programmed frequency.

Initially the 12 + A counter output is high and the + N and 12 + A counter is clocked once for each 15 clocks at the prescaler. When 12 + A is reached, the output goes low to allow the prescaler to divide by 16 until the divide by N has reached its full count of 512 = $2^9$.

The + N advances 12 # A times when the prescaler is dividing by 15 and the remainder (512 - M - 12 + A) when the prescaler is dividing by 16. When the + N has reached full count, it's output goes high to reset itself.
and the 12 # A counter to start over again. The total division by prescaler and +N is therefore:

\[ 15(12 + A) + 16 \left[ 512 - M - (12 + A) \right] \]

Simplifying, \( = 8180 - 16M - A \)

**Phase Comparator**

The reference frequency for comparison with the +N output is derived from the 10.4MHz oscillator in IC3 controlled by Y2. The 10.4MHz signal is coupled to pin 16 of IC6 where it is divided by 4 for an output of 2.6MHz at pin 11 for an input at pin 5 of IC7. The 2.6MHz signal is then divided by 520 for low or high VHF and by 624 for UHF controlled within IC7 by the U bandswitch information in memory. This provides a frequency of 5.0kHz on low and high bands and 4.16667kHz (4.16667 × 3 = 12.5kHz channel spacing on U/T band) on UHF as a reference for comparing the +N output in the frequency phase comparator.

The phase comparator provides a tri-state output at pin 3 of IC7. This output will go low when the VCO and the +N output is low in frequency. When the VCO is high in frequency the output will go high. When both are in phase, the phase-comparator has a high impedance output.

**Loop Filter**

The phase comparator output is filtered and amplified by IC2. R95 and R96 establish a 3-volt bias on pin 5 of IC2 to match the bias on pin 6 provided by R91, 93, and R94. The correction pulses are applied through R89 and R90 and filtered by C85 to the inverting input of IC2.

If the VCO is running too low in frequency, negative correction pulses will go to the inverting input forcing the output DC voltage to go higher. Meanwhile, C88 in the feedback loop charges to oppose the input change and hold the output at this new level. In the same manner, if the VCO runs too high in frequency, positive correction pulses from the comparator will cause a decrease in the control voltage from IC2 forcing the VCO back down until the +N output is in phase with the reference to stop the correction pulses. When the VCO is on frequency and the comparator output is a high impedance, the charge on C88 will hold the control voltage keeping the VCO at that frequency. Since the width of the correction pulse is dependent on the degree of phase difference, the further the VCO is off frequency, the longer will be the pulse to correct it. D14 and D15 block noise less than 1.4 volts peak to peak coming from the phase comparator when its output is in the high impedance state.

**Bandswitching**

The bandswitch data from memory is brought out on pins 2 (\( \overline{H} \)) and 20 (\( \overline{U} \)) of IC7. When \( \overline{H} \) is low for high band operation, base current for Q15 is supplied through D10 (7.5V Zener) and R51 to turn it on for 11 volts at the collector. Similarly, when \( \overline{U} \) is low, Q14 is turned on through D9 and R49 giving 11 volts at the collector for UHF operation. When \( \overline{H} \) is HIGH (6 volts) for low band or UHF, D10 does not reach its Zener voltage.
prohibiting current through it, thereby shutting off Q15. Q14 is shut in
the same manner when U is high for low and high band operation.

The 2.6MHz signal (10.4MHz +4) from IC6 (pin 14) is applied to the
input pin 1 of IC9 (NB85-501, CD4520BC). IC9 is a dual binary UP counter
with D20 and D21 used to reset the first counter when Q1 (pin 4) and Q2
(pin 5) are high to provide a division by 6. This divide-by-6 output on pin 5
at 433.33kHz is coupled through R122 to the Control Board as the system
clock.

The 433kHz signal at pin 5 is also connected to the input of the second
counter at pin 9 of IC9. No reset is used on this section permitting a
division by 16 to provide a 27kHz output at pin 14. The 27kHz output is
coupled through R118 and C105 to the input pin 3 of IC8 (NB66801,
LM386N) where it is amplified to drive T5. The stepped-up voltage at the
secondary of T5 is detected by D22 and D23 to charge C113 to the positive
peak voltage to develop a +26 volt source for the tuning voltage amplifier
IC2. D24 and D25 detect the T5 secondary to change C114 to the negative
peak voltage for a -26 volt supply required for the memory IC202 on the
feature board.

Feature Board

IC207 (NA65802 - MM57129) and IC208 (NA65801 - MM5782) are a
custom programmed microprocessor pair which accepts a decimal
keyboard input and converts it to the appropriate binary code for
synthesizer control, see Fig. 8-5. These also center the data into memory
and multiplex the information for an 11 digit seven segment display.

Keyboard Entry and Display

The decimal keyboard is used to control data inputs K1, K2, and K3 of
the microprocessor which decodes the timing of pulses from the digital scan
outputs of IC206. The display data is multiplexed to supply source voltage
to each required segment during the sequential strobing of the digital
cathodes to display the information. IC208 provides a 4 bit binary code to
IC206 (NB86101-DS8968N), a 12 digit decoder/driver which grounds the
selected digit cathode. IC205 (NB86201 - DS8654N) is an eight section
display driver to supply current for each segment through its associated
100ohm resistor in the R221 array.

Hex Latch

Referring to Fig. 8-6, IC201 (NB85801 - MM74C174N) contains 6 D
type flip-flops used as latches with a common clock line from F4 of the
microprocessor (IC207). Five segment output lines (A,B,C,D, P) from
IC208 are also used at F4 clock time to set the latches in the proper state
for memory instruction and provide aux. output and mute for squelching
the audio during synthesizer data transfer time.

Memory

IC202 (NB85901 - ER1400) is a 1400 bit electrically alterable read
only memory (EAROM) with a 100 word × 14 BIT organization. Two
words (28 bits) are used for each of the 50 channels for frequency,
Fig. 8-5. Feature board circuit.
Fig. 8-6. Hex Latch circuit.
bandswitching delay, lockout, and count information. The device function for each input code from the IC201 latch is shown below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C1</th>
<th>C2</th>
<th>C3</th>
<th>FUNCTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Stand By</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Not Used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Erase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Accept Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Read</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Shift Data Out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Write</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Accept Data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The memory clock is driven from the F3 output of IC207. F2 accepts the serial data from memory and outputs data to the memory and synthesizer (IC7). F1 provides the clock to transfer data into the synthesizer. When the radio is turned off, F1 is pulled low through D203 to instruct the microprocessor to display time.

Search/Time

IC204 (NB86601 - MM57126) is a 1024 bit serial RAM. In the search mode, data is transferred serially into IC204 using 16 bits per search channel. This permits a 64 channel capacity. Data is also transferred serially back into IC208. IC207 contains a sync output for IC208 and IC204 which is the system clock (433kHz) divided by 4 (108.33kHz).

The 108kHz SYNC from IC207 is also sent to the clock input of IC203 (NB86601 - MM5369) which is a custom programmed divider. IC203 divides by 54,167 to provide a 2Hz output fed back to IC207. This signal is used by the microprocessor as reference for the real-time clock and the priority sample time.

The complete schematic for the BEARCAT model BC 250 is shown in Fig. 8-7. Also, see Table 8-1. A crystal channel BEARCAT model III is shown in Fig. 8-8.

RADIO SHACK PRO-2008

This scanner is a PLL Synthesized VHF/UHF Receiver, controlled by a Central Processing Unit (CPU). The VHF low band, mid band and high band are received in 5 kHz increments. The UHF band is set up for 12.5 kHz increments. Receiving range, frequency determination, etc., are all functions controlled by the CPU. The CPU is able to do only the assigned functions, and no modification is feasible for this CPU.

Circuit Operation

Let's now look at the scanner circuit operation in terms of the functional blocks as shown in Fig. 8-9. A general operational flow chart is
Fig. 8-7. Complete schematic for BEARCAT model BC250.
Schematic BC III

Fig. 8-8. Complete schematic for BEARCAT III crystal scanner.
Table 8-1. BC-250 Symptom & Cure Aids.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symptom</th>
<th>Component</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) No or weak rec. on L band</td>
<td>No frequencies, Q4, Q5, band switching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) No or weak rec. on H band</td>
<td>No frequencies, Q4, Q5, band switching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) No or weak rec. on U/T band</td>
<td>No frequencies, Q1, Q2, Q3, C2, 5, 17 shorted, band switching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) No or weak I.F.</td>
<td>IC3, CF1, CF2, CF3, T1, T2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) No frequency L band</td>
<td>IC6, IC7, Q6 &amp; 7, band switching, Q11, Q23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) No frequency H &amp; U</td>
<td>IC6, IC7, Q8, band switching, Q13, Q11, Q23, Y1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7) No squelch or won't unsquelch</td>
<td>IC209, IC3, D13, Q17, R78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8) No audio</td>
<td>IC4, Open J2, No I.F., Q20 (shorted), IC3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9) Power supply</td>
<td>T4, IC5, Q21, Q22, D17, Q204, D210, D16, R98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10) Won’t program</td>
<td>No – 26V, IC202, IC207, IC208, Q205, Q201, IC201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11) Won’t hold program</td>
<td>Low – 26 volts, IC202, Q201, Q205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12) Missing Segments</td>
<td>IC205, R221, IC208, IC207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13) Missing digit</td>
<td>IC206, IC208, IC207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14) No display or dot</td>
<td>Y2, Power supply, IC6, IC9, IC207, IC208, IC203, IC204, Q203, IC3, D208</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 8-9. PRO-2008 scanner block diagram.
shown in Fig. 8-10. A variable capacitor diode tuning ("Automatic Tuning System") is used for all bands. Field-Effect transistors (FET) are used in the RF/MIX circuits of low, mid and high bands, to achieve optimum mix-modulation and mutual-modulation characteristics. Q10 amplifies 10.7 MHz IF system. A 10.7 MHz monolithic crystal filter is incorporated for better selectivity.
IC-1 contains local oscillator, mixer, IF amplifier, discriminator, noise amplifier and detector. The crystal oscillator produces 10.245 MHz, which mixed with 10.7 MHz, results in 455 kHz IF. A 455 kHz ceramic filter is provided to increase selectivity. The 455 kHz IF is amplified in the IF Amp stage, and a quadrature FM detector detects it to an audio signal. A portion of the detector output is picked up as a noise product to control the squelch signal level. IC-2 is an audio amplifier.

IC-9 is the central processing unit (CPU). The CPU does data processing, calculation, etc. Unstable supply voltage (VDD) to the CPU can produce CPU malfunction, such as wrong data processing, wrong data transfer, etc. To overcome the malfunctions, D20 and C111 "initialize" the CPU. In case a program backup battery is not connected or is discharged, the CPU may not be initialized by connecting an AC cord to the AC line plug. In such a case, turn the power switch on and push the reset switch on the rear panel to initialize the CPU. Figure 8-11 shows this initializing waveform.

The clock waveform is shown in (Fig. 8-12). The CPU incorporates input terminals, output terminals and HLT terminals. The input and output
terminals, along with the keyboard, form a coding network or matrix. The fluorescent display is driven by the O and R outputs. The O output is connected to the PLL circuit via Q16 through Q19 and IC-8.

IC-7 is a large-scale integration (LSI) IC, which makes up a major part of the PLL circuit. It contains a 6.4 MHz crystal oscillation circuit, a divider to produce 5 kHz/4.166 kHz for the PLL reference frequencies, phase detector, programmable counter, bandswitch, etc. Output from the phase detector controls the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) circuit, via the low-pass filter Q17 to Q21.

Two VCO circuits for low band and Hi/UHF band are provided. The VCO frequencies are:

- Low Band or Mid Band = Reception frequency +10.7 MHz.
- Hi Band = Reception frequency − 10.7 MHz.
- UHF Band = Reception frequency − 10.7 MHz/3.

Thus, VHF and UHF are directly converted to 10.7 MHz, to enable reception with minimum spurious interference. Output from each VCO is injected into each mixer, and a portion of the VCO output is applied to IC-7 (via Buffer Amplifier prescaler) to compose the PLL circuitry.

DC to DC converter consisting of Q22, Q23 and diodes D33 through D36, generates + DC 16 volts, −25 volts, and AC 3 volts and supplies the low-pass filter and display with the respective voltages.
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In this chapter we will look at electronic digital clocks that are used with clock radios. Circuit operation and some troubleshooting tips will be covered.

**ELECTRONIC DIGITAL CLOCK CHECKS (ZENITH MODEL 1480)**

The following check should be made to verify proper operation of the electronic digital clock.

In the normal mode of operation, the clock will display real time in a 12-hour format. Move the clock time switch to “time set”. Depress the fast button. Time should advance at 60Hz rate. AM and PM indicators, to the left of the time display, should change state when time passes through 12:00. Depress the “slow” button. Time should advance at about a 1 Hz rate. Move the clock time switch to “alarm set”. This should cause the display to switch from real time to alarm time. While in “alarm set” position, depress “fast”, then “slow” Buttons. Alarm time should advance as previously described for real time settings.

Move clock time switch to “run”. Depress the “sleep switch”. Radio should turn on and display should switch from real time to sleep time. Starting at 59, display should count down at about 1 Hz rate until the button is released. When released, display should revert to real time but radio should continue to play until internal counter counts down to zero at a one minute rate.

Touch the “Touch ‘n’ Snooze” plate. The radio should turn off. Depress “sleep switch”. Radio should turn on and the display show the number of sleep time minutes remaining. Continue depressing the “sleep switch” until counter reaches zero. Radio should turn off.

Set the function switch to “auto radio”. The alarm check indicator should illuminate. Move clock time switch to “alarm set” and note time of
alarm setting. Move clock time switch to “time set”. Using the “fast”, then “slow” buttons, advance real time up to alarm time. Radio should turn on at precise alarm time setting.

Touch the “Touch 'n' Snooze” plate. Radio should shut off for about nine minutes. Check by advancing real time with “slow” button. This cycle should be repeatable for about one hour from the alarm time setting.

Repeat the two steps above with the Function Switch in “auto alarm” position.

Temporarily disconnect the line cord from the AC socket. When the line cord is re-connected, the display digits and AM/PM indicator should be flashing on and off. Depress “fast” or “slow” buttons (in “time set” position) or depress “sleep switch”. Flashing condition should stop. To verify proper operation of the power fail circuit make the operational check.

Troubleshooting the Digital Clock

A block diagram of the clock circuit is shown in Fig. 9-1. Input and output connections to the clock IC are shown as well as interconnections between the IC and clock display. The IC chip connections shown in Table 9-1 will also help you when troubleshooting this clock circuit.

MOS Circuit Care

The following precautions should be taken so as not to damage the MOS IC in this clock system.

- Always turn off the power to unit before replacing the MOS IC chip.
- Avoid electrostatic build-up which can occur by contact with wool or synthetic materials.
- Working surfaces, test equipment, and soldering irons must be at the same reference (ground) potential as the devices under test and the container for the devices.

Display Dimmer Circuit

A built-in light sensor will automatically adjust the clock display intensity, based on changes in room lighting. A light dependent cadmium sulfide cell (R901), mounted to the lower left of the clock display, functions as a light sensing element. This cell, in parallel with R726, is connected from +24.4 volts output of the bridge rectifier to the base bias circuit of the auto dimmer transistor Q708. Q708 is connected between the low side of the clock displays common cathodes and ground. Light variations will effectively vary the Q708 base circuit resistance, changing base bias, resulting in a corresponding change of current flowing through the clock display segments and hence the intensity of the segments.

Power Failure Protection Circuit

During normal operation, with AC power applied to the radio set, transistor Q503 is conducting, transistors Q504 and Q505 are off, and multivibrator Q501, Q502 is “locked-up”.
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When power to the radio set is interrupted, the DC voltage at point “HH” begins to drop from a nominal 24.2 volts toward 0 volts. When the reading reaches about 10 volts, the voltage drop across voltage divider R507/R509 biases transistor Q503 off. This in turn biases on transistor Q505 which allows capacitor C505 to charge and enable DC to DC converter Q504/T501 to oscillate. Output of the converter (about 20 kHz) is rectified and filtered by CR503 and C514 respectively.

The resultant DC voltage is maintained and regulated at about 10 volts by Q503. This voltage is used to enable multivibrator Q501/Q502. The multivibrator is designed to produce a modified 60 Hz square wave output at point “II" which is used to maintain the operation of the clock IC. The power failure protection circuit will continue to operate as long as sufficient battery voltage is available to allow capacitor C505 to charge through Q505 (normally four hours with a fully charged battery at time of power interruption).

When power is restored, the NI-CAD battery begins charging. Note that during a power interruption, the voltage normally at the output of full-wave rectifiers CR501, CR505 is not present, therefore, display CR701 is not illuminated.

A simple check with the oscilloscope can be made to verify proper operation of the power failure protection circuit.

If NI-CAD battery is in a completely discharged state, connect radio to AC power line for at least 15 minutes to obtain a partial charge on the battery. Attach ground lead of scope to chassis ground and probe scope to point “II” on power fail circuit board (60 Hz output pin).

For normal operation the scope will display a half-wave rectified sinewave as shown in Fig. 9-2.

Disconnect the AC line cord. The wave shape should change within one or two seconds to the waveform shown in Fig. 9-3.

This waveform will disappear in a few seconds if the battery is not fully charged. If, however, the waveform will disappear completely as soon as the AC line cord is disconnected, the power fail circuit is inoperative and must be repaired.

With the AC line cord connected, set real time to approximately five minutes before alarm time. Move radio function switch to “auto alarm". Disconnect AC line cord. Tone alarm should sound in approximately five minutes. This confirms that the tone alarm circuit will function in event of a power failure.

Repeat the same procedure as above, except that the radio function switch should be in the “radio alarm” mode. When alarm time is reached, only the tone alarm will be heard. The radio will not be heard and clock display will be blank.

**Clock IC Function Chart**

To make troubleshooting easier refer to the clock IC function chart (Table 9-1) which gives IC 701 pin outs and their functions.
Fig. 9-1. Simplified digital clock readout circuit.
Table 9-1: Clock IC 701

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PIN NO.</th>
<th>CONNECTION</th>
<th>REMARKS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>AM OUTPUT</td>
<td>Drives segment f of 10's of hours digit. Approx. +15.7 VDC when AM LED is ON, 0V when OFF.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10's of HOURS b&amp;c</td>
<td>Both segments either ON or OFF simultaneously. Approx. +15.7V when ON, 0V when OFF.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>HOURS f</td>
<td>Pins 3 thru 9 drive HOURS 7-segment LED. Approx. +15.7V when given segment is ON, 0V when OFF.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>HOURS g</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>HOURS a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>HOURS b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>HOURS d</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>HOURS c</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>HOURS e</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10's of MINUTES f</td>
<td>Pins 10 thru 15 drive 10's of MINUTES 7-segment LED. Approx. +15.7V when given segment is ON, 0V when OFF.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>10's of MINUTES g</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>10's of MINUTES a&amp;d</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>10's of MINUTES b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>10's of MINUTES e</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>10's of MINUTES c</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>MINUTES f</td>
<td>Pins 16 thru 22 drive MINUTES 7-segment LED. Approx. +15.7V when given segment is ON, 0V when OFF.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>MINUTES g</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>MINUTES a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>MINUTES b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>MINUTES e</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>MINUTES d</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>MINUTES c</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>OUTPUT COMMON SOURCE</td>
<td>Approx. 17 VDC. Insures low output ON resistance to DISPLAY.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>SNOOZE INPUT</td>
<td>Momentary application of Vss to pin 24 inhibits alarm output approx. 9 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>ALARM OUTPUT</td>
<td>+24.2 V when activated. Enables alarm output driver for 59 minutes or until temporarily inhibited by Snooze Alarm Input (pin 24) or reset by Alarm OFF Input (pin 28).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>ALARM OFF INPUT</td>
<td>Momentary application of Vss to pin 26 resets alarm latch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>SLEEP OUTPUT</td>
<td>+24.2 VDC when activated. Biases on Sleep Driver for up to 59 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Vss</td>
<td>+24.2 VDC (Clock B+).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Vdd</td>
<td>0V (Chassis ground).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>SLEEP DISPLAY INPUT</td>
<td>Display Mode Select Inputs. Programs selected display when Vss is applied to pin. In absence of inputs, real time is displayed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>ALARM DISPLAY INPUT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>SECOND DISPLAY INPUT</td>
<td>Not used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>SLOW SET INPUT</td>
<td>Time Setting Inputs. Application of Vss to these inputs advances clock time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>FAST SET INPUT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>60/60 Hz INPUT</td>
<td>60 Hz modified sine-wave. 20 to 25 V p-p.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>60/60 Hz SELECT</td>
<td>Not used for 60 Hz operation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>BLANKING INPUT</td>
<td>+24.2 VDC. Application of Vss to pin 37 enables display. Vdd inhibits display.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>12/24 HR. SELECT</td>
<td>Not used for 12 Hour format.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>1 Hz OUTPUT</td>
<td>Not used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>PM OUTPUT</td>
<td>Drives segment e of 10's of HOURS digit. Approx. +15.7V when ON, 0V when OFF.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 9-2. Correct 60 Hz waveform.

**FM Multiplex Decoder (Used in Zenith Digital Clock Radio)**

A phase locked loop (PLL) oscillator circuit eliminates the need to regenerate the 38 kHz subcarrier. Therefore, phase accuracy of the 38 kHz signal is only limited by the loop gain of the system and by the stability of the oscillator frequency. Both of these parameters can easily be controlled, providing fast, easy adjustment and long term stability.

Basic functions of IC 301 are as follows. Note block diagram of the decoder in Fig. 9-4.

- Regeneration of the 38 kHz subcarrier frequency.
- Stereo indicator switching.

Fig. 9-3. Correct waveform change after radio is unplugged for two seconds.

**NOTE:** This waveform will disappear in a few seconds if battery is not fully charged. If, however, the waveform disappears completely as soon as AC line cord is disconnected, the power fail circuit is inoperative and must be repaired.
Fig. 9-4. Block diagram of FM multiplex decoder.
Decoding the multiplex signal (matrixing the L + R and L-R, 38 kHz) to provide the L and R outputs.

The phase locked loop is comprised of the following:
- Pilot phase detector.
- 76 kHz VCO.
- 76 kHz to 38 kHz divider.
- 38 kHz to 19 kHz Quadrature Divider.

These circuits are used to regenerate the 38 kHz suppressed carrier required to demodulate the multiplex signal.

A multiplex signal from the FM detector is fed through pin 1 to the input Buffer which provides a high impedance input and unity gain to the demodulator. The amplifier which follows the buffer, provides a gain of three to the pilot phase detector and amplifier detector.

Pilot phase and amplitude detectors are synchronous, balanced chopper types which develop differential output signals across external filters. Chopper transistors in the phase detector are driven from the quadrature divider. The 19 kHz pilot signal from the Quadrature detector is compared with the 19 kHz pilot signal contained in the multiplex input signal. Error signal developed across the loop filter controls the 76 kHz VCO. In the phase locked condition, the pilot signal is in quadrature with the internal 19 kHz signal.

A 76 kHz RC relaxation type (VCO) generates a positive low duty cycle 76 kHz output, whose free-running frequency is controlled by external components. This VCO also uses the differential error voltage from the pilot phase detector for phase lock to the 19 kHz pilot.

A 76 kHz to 38 kHz divider converts the 76 kHz from the VCO into a 38 kHz square wave in a simple divide-by-two circuit. The 38 kHz square wave output is fed to the stereo demodulator, 38 kHz to 19 kHz quadrature divider and also the 38 kHz to 19 kHz in-phase divider. The 38 kHz to 19 kHz in-phase divider develops a 19 kHz signal which is in-phase with the pilot signal. The in-phase divider is controlled by both the 76 kHz to 38 kHz divider and the 38 kHz to 19 kHz quadrature driver to prevent 180 degree phase ambiguity. Its output drives the pilot amplitude detector which is the same as the pilot phase detector, but because of the in-phase relationship of the 19 kHz drive with the pilot, this detector operates as a synchronous amplitude detector instead of a phase detector. A 19 kHz test signal is provided through pin 11 to test point “I”. The differential voltage developed across the switch filter C307 drives the stereo switch and lamp driver.

Stereo indicator lamp is driven by the stereo switch and lamp driver which also enables the stereo demodulator, when a stereo signal is present.

The stereo demodulator is a fully balanced synchronous detector type which receives the multiplex signal from the input buffer, the regenerated 38 kHz subcarrier from the 76 kHz to 38 kHz divider and the stereo/mono switching voltage from the stereo switch and lamp driver. Left and right
output signals are developed across external resistors to ground from pins 3 and 6.

**Squelch Circuit (Transistor Type)**

This squelch circuit is used in various AM/FM/Aircraft and public service radio receivers.

The basic squelch circuit (see Fig. 9-5), uses two directed coupled transistors (Q401, Q402). The bias voltage of the first squelch transistor (Q401) is determined by the position of the squelch control (R402) which is part of a voltage divider network connected between B+ and B−. When the control is a minimum (near B+) Q401 is turned “on”. Q401 collector current through R407 will turn Q402 “off”.

As control R402 is advanced (toward B−) a point will be reached (under no signal conditions) when forward bias on Q401 has been reduced to a point of “cut off”. When this occurs, Q402, will be turned “on”. Q402 collector voltage will appear at diode CR401, turning the diode “on”, applying bias to Q403, reducing forward bias on Q403, thereby turning the audio off.

When a signal appears at the Q206 collector, it is coupled via capacitor C238 to a diode doubler circuit, (CR206, CR207). One end of the doubler is connected to B− while the other end is connected Q401 via resistor R405. When the voltage of the doubler circuit is of sufficient amplitude, it will overcome the preset squelch voltage on Q401, causing Q401 to turn “on”, turning Q402 “off” and allowing Q403 to conduct, thereby passing audio on to the sound output stages.

**Service Notes**

The most common troubles in this circuit will be defective transistors, diodes and resistors that have changed value.

**RCA TV DIGITAL CLOCK AND SCREEN READOUT SYSTEM**

The following digital/clock and TV screen readout circuits are found in some of the late model RCA remote control color TV receivers.

**Clock and Display System**

The clock and display circuitry provides two basic functions for the digital address system.

Converts the channel number BCD code generated by the control IC to video signals, which allow the channel number to be displayed as decimal characters on the TV screen.

Generates and maintains time-of-day information in an hour and minutes digital format, which is also converted to video signals to be displayed on the TV screen simultaneous with the channel number.

The clock and digital system also, in response to time out, half-entry, and CTS codes from the control IC, sets the color of the display (white, red, or green) and the amount of time the display remains on the screen.

A block diagram of the basic clock and display system is shown in (Fig. 9-6). The channel number BCD code is coupled from the control IC.
Fig. 9-5. Transistor squelch circuit.
on the command module to the clock IC located on the clock and display module.

The clock IC also receives 60 Hz clock pulses from the crystal controlled reference clock located on the command module. The clock IC converts both the BCD code and the clock information to a channel number and time-of-day display code for use by the display IC. The time-of-day may be updated by the viewer via hours and minutes update push buttons located on the front control panel.

The display IC decodes the display code from the clock IC and the CTS code from the control IC to provide the proper series of color blanking and luminance drive pulses to the sets video circuitry for character display on the TV screen. Auxiliary blanking is provided to both the luminance and chrominance circuitry to blank station video and color outputs during character display. Horizontal and vertical sync is also defeated during half-entry and nonassigned channel entry to prevent noise from causing character display instability.

The amount of time characters in white are displayed on the screen in governed by display timing circuitry also located on the clock and display module. The viewer can, however, "override" this circuitry and cause the display to remain on the screen continuously by activating the "display lock" switch located on back of the set.

The BCD code and reference clock information applied to the clock IC is converted to a display code. This code consists of two, four-bit words, that are converted to corresponding character video signals in the display

---

Fig. 9-6. Direct address display system.
IC as illustrated in (Fig. 9-7). The timing of the display code appearing on
the clock IC DBCD outputs is governed by “multiplex” pulses generated in
the display IC an horizontal sync pulses from the chassis deflection
circuitry. The multiplex pulses apply the display code alternately to each
set of DBCD outputs (0-3, 4-7). However, the code actually appears on the
proper outputs one multiplex pulse before it is “read” by the display IC. In
this manner, optimum character stability is achieved as one set of outputs
is “settling down” while the other is being read.

The multiplex pulses are derived from a 2.5 MHz reference pulse
train divided from a 5 MHz oscillator located in the display IC. The 2.5
MHz reference pulse also provides the timing for the video blanking pulses
which represent each character. Figure 9-8 illustrates the relationship
between the character format, the 2.5 MHz reference pulses, and the
output blanking (video) pulses. The horizontal sync pulses set vertical
alignment of the characters from one horizontal line to the next by
synchronizing the first multiplex pulse to horizontal retrace and thus
initiating the order of the DBCD readout.

Note in Fig. 9-8 that each character occupies a rectangle 20 vertical
lines high (interlaced to 40) and 8 reference pulse periods wide. Character
generation starts on the 192nd horizontal line after vertical sync and ends
on the 212th horizontal line. The 5 MHz reference oscillator in the display
IC is synchronized with horizontal sync pulses coupled from the chassis
deflection circuitry through input interfacing stages. Applied vertical sync
pulses provide a reference for establishing character vertical positioning.

The display output interfacing circuitry consists of emitter followers
in the red, green, and blue blanking outputs, as well as the luminance and
chrominance blanking outputs. The luminance drive is a transistor switch
and resistor stage designed to provide the correct driver output current for
proper saturated (white or color) characters. Figure 9-4 illustrates in
simplified form the inter-relationship between the display interfacing and
the sets video circuitry. For explanation purposes, the display waveforms
generated are those for the character “1” as shown in (Fig. 9-10). For this
digit, the pulse shape applied to the red, green, and blue (Q7-9) interfacing
emitter followers is as shown in (Fig. 9-9). Note that blanking is applied to
the leading and trailing edges of the character. During these blanking
intervals, current is diverted from the red, green, and blue output stages,
causin a black area to surround the digit. This greatly enhances the
sharpness and visibility of the character.

A luminance drive pulse is supplied to transistor Q5 which estab-
ishes the video output driving current for proper white saturation. If
blanking were applied for the full character width to any combination of the
R, G, B blanking stages, along with luminance drive, the character would
be produced in full color. This is illustrated by the “0” in (Fig. 9-8). Of
course, blanking applied to all three color stages simultaneously would
completely blank the video, producing a black screen (muted video). This
occurs during half entry or wrong channel input, except in those areas where the characters are displayed.

An auxiliary blanking pulse (which is the same as the luminance drive pulse) is applied to an auxiliary blanking emitter follower Q6. This stage
cuts off the luminance output stage (Q5 on the video module), preventing station video information from appearing on the screen during character display and provides a blanking pulse to IC2 on the chroma module which prevents station chroma input to the R, G, and B outputs.

Referring again to (Fig. 9-6), note that the half-entry terminal is coupled to an electronic sync defeat “switch”. This switch provides a positive voltage to the base of the PNP sync separator (Q3), disabling this stage during half-entry and wrong channel selection. This defeat is necessary to limit vertical instability of the character display when no valid station sync information is received.

Figure 9-11 illustrates the display timing circuitry. A character display will appear in white on the screen whenever the time-out terminal on the control IC is taken low (toward ground). This automatically occurs when any command (except volume up or down) is received. The display will “time-out” (disappear) when the time-out becomes sufficiently positive. This is caused to happen by allowing capacitor C3111 (located on the command module) to charge from +12 volt DC supply through transistors Q10 and Q11. These transistors are normally biased into saturation making the charging time constant dependent on R43 (270K) and the value of C3111, of about 4 seconds.
During half-entry, it is desired to extend the display "time-out" to give the customer sufficient time to enter the second digit before the safety-time-out feature turns off the receiver. This extra half-entry time is provided by turning off Q11 through elimination of forward bias supplied by the half-entry "switch", Q3 and Q12. During half-entry, Q3 turns on, turning off Q12, which removes Q11 forward bias. The C3111 charging time constant then is extended to approximately 15 to 20 seconds by the

![Diagram of Pix Tube Cathode Output Waveform]

Fig. 9-10. Comparison of white 1 digit to output waveform.
The addition of resistance R39. The half-entry switch also disables the display-lock switch and the time-set switch operation during half-entry, by removing the ground return through Q12.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEFT DIGIT</th>
<th>LINES LOW (MSC BOARD)</th>
<th>RIGHT DIGIT</th>
<th>LINES LOW (MSC BOARD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>L,M,R,O,P,O</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>E,J,I,H,G,F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>M,R</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F,G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>L,M,N,P,O</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>E,F,K,I,H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>L,M,N,R,Q</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>E,F,K,G,H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>O,N,M,R</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>J,K,F,G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>L,M,R</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>E,J,K,G,I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>L,M,R,O,P,O,N</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>E,F,G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>L,M,N,O,R</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>E,J,K,F,G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td>K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
When power is initially applied to the chassis, it is desired to have the display visible when the picture tube warms up. This is accomplished by delaying the turn on of Q10 for approximately 10 seconds by charging capacitor C13 from the 18 volt power supply bus, which is derived from the chassis 38 volt power supply. The voltage on the base of Q10 will decay toward the turn-on voltage of this device as C13 discharges through R37.

**TV Channel Indicator LED Display**

The LED display decoder driver IC is used to drive a two-digit, seven-segment LED channel indicator. Eight lines of binary coded decimal (BCD) information is supplied to the IC located on the control module to allow continuous, non-multiplex operation. The code which relates to the input and output states is the standard BCD-to-seven segment code which activates the appropriate segment(s). The LED display chart, (Fig. 9-12), gives the logic condition or output code of the LED Display Driver IC. If a problem occurs resulting in loss of, or incorrect LED display, the chart will aid you in determining if the problem exists in the MSC module or LED assembly.
In this chapter we will look at selected circuit operations found in the Sony Betamax VCR system and the RCA (VHS) Home Video Recorder system.

**RCA VCR CIRCUIT OPERATIONS**

We will now look at video recorder circuits found in some model VBT 200 RCA home video recorder systems.

**The Power Supply Circuit**

The video cassette recorder power supply shown in Fig. 10-1 uses a power transformer (T6301) and two bridge-rectifier circuits to develop sources of unregulated 12-volts DC and and unregulated 18 volts DC. A third unfiltered supply, using diodes D107 and D108, produces the "power-off detector" supply. The voltage is fed to the regulator and transport board logic system to sense a power failure and operate the stop solenoid so that the machine is not left in an operating mode in the event that AC power is lost. A second power transformer (T6302) supplies 16 volts AC and 3 volts AC to operate the digital timer.

AC power for the main power transformer (T6301) and the timer power transformer is supplied via the AC line with a 1.6 amp fuse. Because of the low power demand of the clock/timer, a separate 100 mA fuse is used to protect the timer power transformer. Other fuses protect the rectifier/filter system and the unregulated 18 volt supply.

The unregulated 12 volt supply output is fed to the regulator and transport board where it encounters some switching. This voltage is also fed to the D-D motor board where it provides input power to operate the three phase inverter that then drives the D-D cylinder motor.

The unregulated 18 volt supply is also fed to the regulator and transport board where it provides power to operate much of the logic circuitry contained on this board as well as the stop solenoid. Also derived
Fig. 10-1. Power supply circuit with +12 volt regulator.
from the unregulated 18 volt supply is regulated 12 volt DC which is generated by a series-regulator circuit that utilizes low-level drive circuitry on the R & T board, and a power transistor (TR6301) which is chassis mounted. The regulated 12 volt source appears at the emitter of transistor TR6301 and can be measured at test point TP 614. Also, note that the “power on” indicator (an LED) is powered from the regulated 12 volt source. Thus, from the servicing standpoint, if stop-solenoid action is heard when the VCR power is turned “on” and “off”, but the “power-on” indicator does not come “on”, this would point to a problem in the regulator circuit. This is because the 18 volt supply powers the stop solenoid and supplies input voltage to the regulator which then drives the “power on” LED. Most of the circuitry in this VCR is powered from the regulated 12 volts power source.

In summation, the power supply circuit provides three voltages to the R & T boards. These voltages are +12 volts unregulated, “power off” indicator voltage, and +18 volts unregulated. These are all directed to the R & T board. A driver circuit on this board supplies bias to the 12 volt regulator transistor (TR6301) which is chassis mounted. Also, associated with plug P61, pin 3 is the regulated output of 12 volts from this board which is fed to the luminance subprocess board via plug P39-5.

**Power Supply Service Tips**

Because the power supply is the heart of any electronic system, if you have a VCR that is completely inoperative or some functions do not work at all, then check out all power sources for the correct voltage.

If some DC voltages are low or fuses are blown then look for leaky filter capacitors or shorted diodes in the bridge rectifier circuits. Also, be on the alert for shorts or circuit loading from other VCR system circuits. If you suspect shorts in other sections of the VCR, then disconnect each supply voltage lead, one at a time, until the excessive load is located.

Should the +12 volt regulated power source not be correct, measure the +18 volt DC and see if it is correct. If the +18 volt power source is correct then look for component trouble in the 12 volt regulator board.

**Chroma Record Circuits (RCA Home VCR)**

The chroma record circuits are separated from the luminance processing as can be seen in Fig. 10-2. Video signal enters the luminance board via P31-1 where it can be observed as 1 volt signal at TP301. This signal passes via the isolating buffer TR301 and is routed to the luminance and chrominance processing circuitry. Note that the video signal output of buffer TR301 is applied to the 3.58 MHz bandpass filter T308 which separates the chroma component from the luminance signal. The chroma signal then is applied to a stage called the “burst amplifier” which also serves as a chroma amplifier. The designation burst amplifier results from the fact that when the unit is operating in the 2-hour “record mode”, the burst receives an additional 6 dB of amplification to accomplish the desired 6-dB burst enhancement function which is part of the VHS standard. In the
Fig. 10-2. Simplified chroma record block diagram.
4-hour mode of operation, the additional burst boost is not used, and transistor TR 324 only serves as a chroma amplifier stage. Output from the burst amplifier is viewable at test point TP 309. This signal is then routed to the chroma board via interconnecting cables.

Once the signal is on the chroma board, it enters chroma processing IC 801 at pin 13. The scope can be used to view this signal at test point TP 801. Once inside the IC, the chroma signal passes through ACC (automatic chroma control) circuitry which removes any level variations, in the same way as the ACC circuitry does in a color TV receiver. ACC regulated chroma is applied to a balanced modulator which is part of the same IC. The balanced modulator is pin 3 of the IC, and the signal can be seen with the scope at test point TP 803. Also entering the balanced modulator via pin 5 is a 4.2 MHz CW signal generated by beating a 3.58 MHz VXO output CW with 629 kHz rotary CW in a second balanced modulator. The 629 kHz down-converted chroma signal (scope at test point TP 805) emerges from the chip at pin 7.

A low pass filter (C818 and FL801) rejects everything except the 629 kHz chroma signal. Output from this filter (selectable by an electronic switch TR 803 which is “on” during “record”) is routed back to IC 801 via pin 9 and can be scoped at TP 804. The signal entering the chip passes through a killer-amplifier stage which is turned “on” and “off” by the color killer circuit. When the VCR is recording a color program, the killer amplifier stage is active and passes a signal via pin 10. This down-converted 629 kHz signal can be scoped at TP 802. After passing through the chroma-record level control (R820) and a low level filter (L803 and C807), the down converted 629 kHz chroma is fed back to the luminance board so it can be transferred to the FM modulator record and head amplifier board via plug P35-2. Once on the FM-modulator board, the chroma signal is mixed with luminance in the record amplifier stages.

**Service Tips**

These record/play chroma circuits can be best serviced by using the oscilloscope to trace the signal throughout the various stages and IC’s.

**Record/Play Circuits (RCA Model VBT-200 VCR)**

These Record/Play circuits are used in RCA’s model VBT-200 video tape recorders (VCR).

As we note in Fig. 10-3 the RF signal (head-amplifier output) is fed to the luminance board via plug P34-2. At this point, the RF signal is directed to the luminance and chroma circuits. Following the chroma signal path, the RF signal drives amplifier transistor TR 327 whose output is applied to the ACC amplifier on the chroma board (via low-pass filter FL 308 and electronic switch transistor TR 326). You may wish to check for this signal at test point TP 309, with the scope.

Once the signal is on the chroma board, it can be scoped at test point TP 801 as the ACC-amplifier input signal to IC 801 pin 13. The ACC amplifier system of IC 801 acts to minimize level changes in the chroma
Fig. 10-3. Simplified chroma playback block diagram.
signal that might be caused by different video tape characteristics and/or physical defects in the tape. Output from the ACC amplifier (TP 803) is applied to a balanced modulator which is part of the same chip via pin 3. Also entering the balanced modulator via pin 5 is a 4.2 MHz CW signal. In playback, the balanced modulator output is the difference between the 629 kHz down-converted chroma and the 4.2 MHz CW signal which is the 3.58 MHz up-converted chroma. Balanced-modulator output is via IC 801 pin 7 and this signal can be seen with the oscilloscope at TP 805. In playback, the 3.58 MHz regenerated chroma signal drives the buffer transistor TR 802 whose output signal can be observed at TP 815.

Up-converted chroma is then fed to TR 807, a two hour/4 hour switchable 6-dB burst-attenuation stage. In the 2-hour mode, burst is attenuated by 6 dB because it was originally boosted by 6 dB during "record". In the 4-hour mode, this stage merely serves as a chroma amplifier. After passing through a 3.58 MHz bandpass filter (T801 through T803), filtered chroma (TR 807 signal) drives a playback comb-filter circuit via an electronic switch transistor TR 811 which is turned "on" during playback. This switch output can be scoped at test point TP 816 when troubleshooting this circuit stage.

The comb filter is a rather sophisticated circuit that utilizes a "1-H delay line" in conjunction with the chroma rotary-phase recording technique to minimize chroma crosstalk in the color video signal. The chroma rotary-phase system is designed to assure that the chroma crosstalk component is always out of phase with the desired signal. Because of the line-to-line redundancy of the color information in the picture, it is possible, by use of a 1-H delay line, to add the chroma signal from the chroma processing circuit along with the chroma from the previous line (1-H delayed) to obtain twice the amplitude of the chroma and cancel the crosstalk. Obviously, this is a highly simplified explanation of the chroma rotary-phase and the comb-filter circuits. However, for most troubleshooting procedures, this explanation of the circuit operation should suffice.

Chroma from the comb filter drives the amplifier transistor TR 812 whose output signal (TP 804) is fed to pin 9, of IC 801, where it passes through a killer-amplifier stage that enables or defeats the chroma circuits with the presence or absence of a color signal. Output from the killer amplifier emerges from the chip at pin 10 and is then fed to the luminance board via jumper J4. This signal can be viewed with the scope at test point TP 802. Once the chroma signal is back on the luminance board, it passes through the playback level control (R3170) which allows adjustment of the playback chroma amplitude.

The chroma signal is then fed to the "Y-C" phasing circuit. Basically, the "Y-C" phasing circuit consists of phase-shift components in conjunction with the "Y-C" timing control R3171. The purpose of this circuitry is to allow adjustment of luminance/chrominance timing, thus color fit. This network output passes through a playback electronic switch (transistor TR
323) whose output is matrixed with the luminance signal in the mixing amplifier of IC 304. The chroma input signal can be seen with the scope at TP 311. Once the chroma signal is mixed with luminance, it follows the previously described path to the RF modulator or to the external video-output jack.

**ZENITH (SONY) BETAMAX VCR SYSTEM**

In this section we will be looking at some selected circuits from the Zenith JR 9000 VCR machine. Let's first look at the block diagrams of the overall system operation.

**Video Recording Mode**

The signal is fed to the tuner and IF board and detected for video and audio signals. The luminance signal routes the video via the Y-FM modulator block. A developed AGC signal automatically regulates the level of the input signal to the modulator.

The video signal is then fed through a 3.58 MHz trap circuit and now becomes the luminance signal. Luminance is then converted to an FM signal by the FM modulator and then fed to the two recording heads.

Referring to Fig. 10-4, we see the video signal is then fed on for chroma processing. The chroma signal system is a "color under" system in which the chroma position of the NTSC video signal is down-converted to 688kHz from 3.58MHz. This is achieved by heterodyning a 4.27MHz signal with the 3.58MHz and using the difference signal 688kHz. This signal is then processed to develop the automatic color control (ACC) and the automatic color killer (ACK) voltages and then coupled to the video head. These record signals are shown in Fig. 10-5.

Both the FM luminance and the down converted 688kHz color signals are combined in the two video heads, which produce the recorded video signal on the tape.

![Fig. 10-4. Block diagram of record mode.](..)
The Video signal input to the control circuit on the RS-L board activates the drum servo and pulse generator integrated circuits.

The servo system controls the speed of the head drum only and the pulse system produces switching signals used in switching between the two heads and in switching the 4.2 MHz carrier. The vertical signal which has been separated from the composite video is passed through an integrator network to extract only the vertical sync pulse. The output toggles a flip-flop which divides and shapes the signal into a 30 Hz square wave. This “control” signal is recorded onto the tape. This same signal is processed to control the drum brake; and thus the speed of the Heads.

**Video Playback Mode**

On playback, the video chroma and control signals are taken from the video heads, then processed and routed out through a RF modulator with an RF output on either channel 3 or 4. Refer to Fig. 10-6 for a simplified block diagram of the playback mode.

The video signal (Y-FM) is picked up by the video heads, sent to the YC-L board where it is amplified, deemphasized, limited, demodulated, and sent to the RF modulator which gives an RF output on either channel 3 or 4.

The chroma signal pickup from the video head is converted back to 3.58 MHz. Any crosstalk or jitter is attenuated and ACC and ACK voltages are developed. The chroma is then added to the luminance signal, coupled to the RF modulator, and then out of the VCR to the TV monitor.

The control track on the tape is picked up by the control head, amplified and sent to a delay circuit and onto the brake circuit. The speed of the head drum is therefore servo controlled by comparison against the playback control signal.

In early model VTRs, the rotational speed of the head drum and the forward speed of the tape past the drum was selected so that between each of the slant video tracks, recorded on the tape, is an unrecorded area. This blank area, called the “guard band” has been necessary in order to reduce cross talk between adjacent tracks during playback. The concept is the same as with the guard band between the tracks on a longitudinal audio recorder.

In the Betatape system, the guard band between adjacent tracks has been reduced to zero. Two comparatively new techniques are utilized to reduce cross talk. One principle of this technique is based upon the inherent loss of high frequency playback response which occurs when azimuth misalignment exists between the record and playback head gaps. This phenomenon is well known to most technicians who have made head azimuth adjustments in audio recorders. The angle of both the record and playback head gaps to the recorded track must be the same or high frequency response is lost.

Since in any two-head, helical scan VCR, the adjacent track on each side of the track being played back, at any given instance, is always a track
Fig. 10-5. Record signal distribution.
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Fig. 10-6. Block diagram of playback mode.

recorded by the head not in contact with the tape. Thus, cross talk can be attenuated at the relative high luminance FM frequencies by deliberately introducing an azimuth displacement between the two head gaps.

APC Circuit Operation

The APC (automatic phase control) functions only in the playback mode, but not in the record mode.

A block diagram of the APC circuit is shown in Fig. 10-7. It consists of a phase detector, reactance circuit, 3.57 MHz (3.58 MHz — ¼ fH) crystal controlled oscillator, burst gate circuit which performs phase detection only for the burst signal, and a 3.58 MHz crystal controlled oscillator whose output is used as a phase reference. The reactance circuit is a variable capacitance type and is connected to the 3.57 MHz crystal controlled oscillator to be part of its oscillating time constant. The reactance circuit and the crystal controlled oscillator are interconnected so that the 3.57 MHz oscillator is a voltage controlled crystal oscillator (VCXO). In the record mode the 3.57 MHz oscillator is a stable reference oscillator. In playback the frequency of the VCXO is controlled by the output of the phase detector. The VCXO output is supplied to the frequency converter where it beats against the output of the 692 kHz (44 fH) VCO to produce 4.27 MHz. This 4.27 MHz output is fed to a bandpass filter and supplied to the chroma frequency converters of the record and playback system. The playback 3.58 MHz chroma signal is then fed to the APCV PHASE DETECTOR. The reference signal is supplied by a 3.58 MHz crystal controlled oscillator. The output signal of this oscillator and the burst portion of the two (record and playback) chroma signals are phase compared.
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Fig. 10-7. Block diagram of APC circuit.
The detector output is filtered in RC filters and fed to the VCXO to control the 3.57 MHz oscillator frequency. Since phase comparison is made only with the burst signal, the burst gate controls the phase detector so that the output of the APC phase detector is supplied only during the burst period. In the record mode, the output of the APC phase detector is blocked by applying the REC/E-to-E+ 12 volts DC to the burst gate as a control voltage in order to stop the operation of the burst gate. This allows the 3.57 MHz VCXO to function as a fixed frequency oscillator in the record mode. In playback, the 688 kHz Chroma signal reproduced by the video heads is at a frequency which is 43.75 times the horizontal sync signal and contains phase instability caused by mechanical jitter. The AFC loop slightly over-corrects this phase instability since the horizontal sync frequency cannot be multiplied by 43.75. The APC loop detects the small phase variations which result from this over correction and develops a DC control voltage which controls the instantaneous frequency (phase) of the 3.75 MHz (3.58 MHz - ¼ fH) VCXO to compensate.

**CX137A IC APC Circuit Checks**

For proper voltage at the chip check for +12 volts DC at pin 2 of the chip. Also, check for +8 to +8.5 volts DC at pins 20 and 22 of the IC. If voltage is not correct check components at pins 20 and 22. If components are good then suspect a faulty chip.

For APC loop operation make sure the scope waveforms at pins 4, 5, and 6 are like those shown in the Fig. 10-8 block diagram.

**The Chroma Record System**

The chroma record system functions as a record ACC (automatic chroma level control), as a color killer, and performs the frequency count-down conversion to 688kHz. The block diagram in Fig. 10-9 illustrates chroma record operation. The video signal is applied to a 3.58 MHz bandpass filter where the chroma signal is separated.

The filter output is supplied to the ACC gain-controlled amplifier. This circuit is similar to the ACC control range found in a TV receiver. This amplifier controls the gain to maintain the burst signal at a constant level.

The ACC output is fed to a frequency converter and burst gate circuit. Also, applied to this circuit is a delayed horizontal sync input. It opens the burst gate at the proper time to allow only the burst through. This burst signal is then coupled to the burst transformer and then to a crystal ringing filter circuit which converts the burst signal to a CW signal. The mean amplitude of this CW signal is proportional to the amplitude of the burst signal. The filtered CW signal is then sent to an amplifier which amplifies it to a level high enough to drive the following ACC detector circuit.

The ACC peak detector detects the CW signal and compares it with the reference voltage to obtain an error voltage. The ACC output level is adjusted by changing the reference voltage. The output voltage is supplied to the ACC gain-controlled amplifier and to the color killer stage via the DC amplifier.
Fig. 10-8. Block diagram of CX137A chip.
The color killer level is automatically set by the setting of the ACC output level, so that the killer actuates when the ACC level drops 1dB below the reference. The color killer output is applied to the frequency converter. When no color signal is present, the killer cuts off the frequency converter. The color killer output voltage is +4 volts in the chroma mode, and zero in the monochrome mode.

The chroma signal is routed from the ACC control amplifier to the frequency converter. In the frequency converter, which is a balanced modulator, the chroma signal is heterodyned against a 4.27 MHz CW signal supplied to the frequency converter. This provides the sum and difference components of the two input frequencies. These frequencies are about 7.9 MHz and 688 kHz. The output of the frequency converter then goes to a low pass filter which rejects the higher frequency allowing only the 688 kHz signal to pass through.

**Chroma Signal System Circuit**

After separation from the Luminance, the 3.58 MHz Chroma signal is applied to a frequency converter as was previously stated. Here it is heterodyned with 4.267919 MHz signal. The resultant 688.3774 kHz signal is recorded on the tape. The 4.267919 CW signal is derived in a manner such that it is always phase-locked to the horizontal sync in the incoming video signal. The output signal from a 3.575611 MHz crystal oscillator is beat against the output signal from a 692.307 kHz voltage controlled oscillator, and the VCO is kept phase locked to horizontal sync. When the two signals heterodyne in the frequency converter, the resultant sum frequency is the 4.267919 CW signal. The 692.307 kHz VCO is kept phase-locked to the incoming “H” sync by dividing down its output frequency to 15.734 kHz in a divided by 44 count-down circuit.

The 15.734 kHz output signal from the countdown circuit is phase-compared against incoming separated H sync in a phase comparator which yields a DC output voltage. The DC output from the phase comparator is applied to the 692.307 kHz VCO as the control voltage. As shown in Fig. 10-10, the 692.307 kHz output frequency is exactly 44 fH. When they heterodyne, the resultant 4.267919 MHz signal is equal to 3.579545 MHz + (44-½) fH. This means that the down converted chroma signal has the relationship (44-½) fH locked to incoming horizontal sync. As the result of this relationship, the 688 kHz down-converted chroma signal recorded on the tape retains the same relationship to H sync as did the original 3.58 MHz chroma signal. The carrier phase inverter circuit is driven by a flip-flop output and RF switching pulse. The flip-flop is triggered by the horizontal pulse. The 30 Hz switching pulse is supplied by the RG board. During “A” head field period, the flip-flop is toggled back and forth line-by-line. Then the 30 Hz pulse switches to “B” head and no phase reversals occur because the horizontal pulse cannot change the flip-flops mode.
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Fig. 10-9. Record chroma signal processing circuit.
Fig. 10-10. Simplified block diagram of chroma system.
- Fig. 10-11. Block diagram of CX133A chip.
CX133A Chroma Processing IC

The type CX133A IC has been specially developed for use in the chroma signal processing circuit of VCR's. This IC encompasses the following seven functional circuits.

- Input for 3.58 MHz chroma ACC gain control amplifier.
- Burst signal gate.
- 3.58 MHz CW (continuous wave) amplifier.
- Detector for ACC drive.
- DC amplifier
- Color-Killer signal generator circuit.
- 3.58 MHz frequency converter into 688 kHz chroma signal.

Troubleshooting Tips

Since these seven circuits are working together, the individual circuits cannot be checked independently. Use the block diagram in Fig. 10-11, which gives all of the correct oscilloscope input and output waveforms along with the correct DC voltages that should be found on pins of this CX133A chip.

Chroma Playback "Chip"

In the chroma playback mode the RF signal is fed from the RF playback amplifier on the RS-L board. This signal contains both the chroma and Y-FM signals. This signal is routed through a low pass filter which rejects the Y-FM signal, extracting only the 688 kHz chroma signal. Refer to Fig. 10-12 for the CX136A chroma playback chip block diagram.

The 688 kHz signal is applied to an ACC gain controlled amplifier. The DC voltage, obtained by detecting the playback burst signal, is applied to the gain controlled amplifier. A feedback loop thus formed adjusts the gain of the ACC amplifier so that the burst signal level remains constant. Since separate capacity stage circuits for the ACC detection output are provided for each channel, the ACC loops are independent for each of the two heads and no difference in chroma output level is distinguishable even if a large level difference exists between the two head outputs.

The ACC output signal, 688 kHz, is applied to a frequency converter where it is heterodyned and the difference signal of 3.58 MHz is produced. The phase of the playback chroma signal is inverted at a 1H rate when the "A" head is playing back. This is restored to continuous phase in the frequency conversion process.

The signal now passes through the 3.58 MHz filter and then to an emitter follower circuit and is coupled to the comb filter, where the cross talk component is removed. The comb filter output is applied to an output amplifier. From the amplifier the signal is fed to the Y/C Mixer.

AGC Control Circuit

A burst gate, using a delayed horizontal signal as the gate control, extracts the burst signal. The extracted burst is supplied to the 3.58 MHz
Fig. 10-12: Chroma playback circuit.
crystal filter. This is the same crystal filter circuit used in the record system. As in recording, the burst signal is converted into a 3.58 MHz CW signal of low level. It is amplified to a high enough level to drive the detector circuit.

The 3.58 MHz signal, whose amplitude is proportional to burst, is detected in the detector circuit whose output is fed to a hold circuit via switcher 1. Separate hold circuits are provided for each of the video heads and switching is done by switchers 1 and 2. Using this method the ACC loops become independent for each channel. This results in no signal level difference, in chroma output for the two combined channels, even if there is a big difference in the chroma output levels of the two heads. The RF switching pulse (30Hz) drives switchers 1 and 2. The output of switcher 2 is amplified in a DC amplifier to drive the ACC gain controlled amplifier. The filtered outputs of the time constant are also sent to the color killer circuit via an OR gate. The color killer is set to actuate when the ACC detector output voltage drops below the control range of the loops.

The DC voltages at the output of the time constant circuit decrease so that the ACC amplifier gain increases when the chroma signal is low. When this level decreases below the control range of the ACC, the ACC locks out and the voltages of the time constant circuits drop to about 1 volt. The color killer functions when either of the two channels locks out. The output of the color killer is 4 volts DC in the color mode and zero in the monochrome mode.

**CX136A IC Circuit Checks and Tips**

The CX136A IC is used for playback chroma processing, encompassing the circuits of playback ACC gain control amplifier, playback color killer circuit and frequency converter to convert 688 kHz playback chroma to the 3.58 MHz chroma output signal. Refer to the block diagram (Fig. 10-13) for the correct scope input and output signals along with the proper DC voltages at the pins of the IC.

Some troubleshooting symptoms that may be caused by this chip circuit are as follows.

- No color
- Color flicker (ACC does not work)
- Carrier leak and/or Cross talk in color signal

For no color check for 3.58 MHz chroma signal (1.9 volts) at pin 8 of the IC. Is color killer output of about 4 volts DC present at pin 9 of IC? Check the 30 Hz switching pulses present at pin 7 of the chip. Check for a chroma signal of 0.3 volt at pins 9 and 10 of the CX135A chip. If all input signals are near normal but output signals are not and the DC voltages seem to be incorrect then the CX136A chip would be a prime suspect.

**ZENITH MODEL KR9000 VCR**

For normal VCR operation a TV station signal (VHF or UHF) is recorded by the machine and later played back through a television
Fig. 10-13. Block diagram of CX136A chroma processor IC.

YC-L board reference No's 1000 series
receiver. Thus the input to the KR9000 is at a VHF or UHF frequency, with video chroma and audio modulation.

**The Record Mode**

Looking at Fig. 10-14, we see the TV input signal appears at the top left of the block diagram. Each input signal is coupled through a splitter, producing two outputs each for VHF and UHF. These tuners operate very similar to tuners in conventional TV receivers.

The output of the tuner(s) is at I.F. or intermediate frequencies in the 41 to 47 MHz bandwidth. The IF signal is processed by circuitry on the IF-4 board, very similar to a TV set operation. The signal is amplified and the three resultant signals developed by detection circuits are the outputs of this IF functional block. One signal is the recovered video signal, which includes both the luminance and chroma information. Another output is the audio signal portion of the program being processed. A third output is an AFC, signal, which is developed by a circuit that senses a change in IF video carrier frequency caused by tuner oscillator drift. This DC voltage is coupled back to the tuner oscillator circuit, resulting in a continuous correction of oscillator drift, locking the oscillator to the correct frequency for the channel signal received.

As the video head revolves during the *record* process, two magnets on the bottom side pass over fixed coils to create the PG pulses, that are directly related to the speed of the head rotation. These pulses are coupled into the ARS board, where they are compared with a signal developed from the video information, to control and maintain the correct speed of the video head.

**The Playback Mode**

When the recorded video tape is played back, the heads pick up the information as the tape moves past them. The audio head couples the audio information to the ARS board, for amplification and connection through the CP-3 board to the audio output socket and the RF modulator. Note block diagram of the playback mode in Fig. 10-15.

The control head sends the control track signal to the ARS board where it is compared with the 30 PG pulses from the revolving video head for maintaining the correct speed of the video head.

The video heads track the recorded video signal on the tape and the rotating transformer couples this information to the ARS board. The video signal is composed of the FM luminance and 688 kHz chroma signals, which are amplified and separately coupled to the YC-2 board for further processing. This processing recovers the original luminance frequencies as well as the 3.58 MHz Chroma, which are mixed together to form the normal NTSC composite video output that connects to the CP-3 board and the video output socket as well as to the RF modulator.

The audio and video signals are used to modulate either a channel 3 or channel 4 RF carrier, which is coupled to the television receiver for viewing.
Luminance (Video) Playback System

Refer to the block diagram in Fig. 10-16 as we review this video playback system. As the video heads rotate during the playback mode they pickup the recorded information from the video tracks on the video tape.
The combined frequency modulated (Y) signal and 688 kHz chroma signals are coupled through the rotating transformer to the ARS board. There is a "chain" of three functional blocks for the output signal of each of the two video heads. The blocks, mostly inside IC2001, are: the pre-amplifier, the equalizer amplifier, and the switcher circuits. Input to this chain of blocks enter the IC at pins 23 and 24. A 30 Hz signal, the RF switching pulse, at pin 18 switches the processed signals to pins 16 and 17, in time with the active tracking of each head. There are three possible signal outputs from the three center-tapped resistances across pins 16 and 17: monochrome, the luminance portion of the color program, and the chroma (at 688 kHz).

Test Point 5 is the take-off point for a black and white signal to pin 14 of IC2001 and internally to the B/W position of a switch.

The other switch position is marked "color" and is connected to pin 15. A signal containing both color and B&W can be taken off the top pair of resistors and through the HPF block to pin 15. Only the Y-FM luminance information is connected through the high pass filter (HPF), because the Y-FM signals are in a high range of frequency by comparison to the chroma frequency. Therefore, no color information goes through to pin 15. Thus the signal that is to be processed further in IC2001 is strictly luminance. The condition of the internal switch connected to pins 14 and 15 is determined by the DC voltage on pin 12. This voltage is the playback automatic color killer (PB ACK) signal. If there is no color information in the playback video tape the pin 12 voltage is 0 and the internal switch is in the B/W position. Thus the monochrome signal is coupled from pin 14 through to the Limiter block. If there is color in the video signal the pin 12 voltage is about +4 volts and the internal switch is in the color position and the pin 15 signal is coupled through to the limiter block.

In either case the Luminance signal continues through the drop out compensator block and out pin 4 to Q2001, a buffer stage. The buffer output goes in two directions. One is up and to the left through DL2001, a delay line that delays the signal for a period of one horizontal line, about 63 microseconds. The delayed, feed-back signal is coupled to the drop out compensator by way of pin 6.

The purpose of the drop out compensator is to insert the 1H (1 horizontal line) of delayed picture information into the main signal in place of dropout, or no information, on a horizontal line during playback.

The Y-FM signal moves out of the ARS board and into the YC-2 board and pin 1 of IC1003. Inside the IC the signal is limited to eliminate amplitude variations before it is coupled into the FM demodulator. The demodulator output, which is the original Y-FM signal as well as the recovered lower frequency luminance signal, appears at pin 21.

A low pass filter (LPF) selects only the demodulated low frequency luminance and couples it through to a buffer and equalizer block and then upward and on to the right through a chain of functional blocks.

These blocks include expanders and de-emphasis circuits. The emphasis added to the high luminance frequencies for the record mode now
Fig. 10-16. Luminance playback system.
Fig. 10-17. Clock timer block diagram for KR9000 VCR.
must be counteracted, otherwise the high frequencies of the playback signal will be distorted, of higher amplitude than the original transmitted TV signal.

The de-emphasized signal returns to IC1003 at pin 19 and inside to the noise canceller block. Out pin 14 and back in pin 12 goes the signal and then into two similar blocks, labelled Y/C mixers. Within these blocks the mixing of the playback luminance and chroma signals takes place and the outputs are connected to the PB (playback) positions of the internal switches coupled to pins 4 and 5. In the playback mode of operation the pin 11 voltage is 0 volts, and the switches are in the PB positions. The playback luminance signal couples out of pin 4, past the blanking block and through the Q1008 buffer, to the video out jack and through to the RF modulator.

The blanking transistor, Q1007, is in shunt with the signal path between pin 4 of IC1003 and the buffer stage. During normal operation Q1007 is not conducting and is a high impedance to ground and does not affect the video signal flow. Usually when the VCR is first turned on in the play mode, the tape movement is not up to normal speed. Then the SRP board couples a positive voltage to the base of Q1007, turning it on to saturation. The result is a very low impedance to ground for the output luminance signal, which is thus routed to the ground. Without a video signal into the TV receiver the picture tube is blanked out. When the correct tape speed is reached, the blanking stage is cut off and a normal picture appears on the TV receiver screen.

**Clock Timer**

A block diagram of the complete clock timer for the Zenith VCR recorder is shown in Fig. 10-17.
The following video disc system and circuit operations are used in the new Magnavox disc players.

**MAGNAVOX MODEL VH8000 VIDEO DISC PLAYER**

A video disc is composed of thousands of circular "tracks" made of a continuous spiral from the inside of the video disc to the outside. These tracks are analogous to grooves in an ordinary audio record. The tracks of a video disc, however, are not grooves. They consist of microscopic "pits" which are minute indentations in the video disc material. Figure 11-1 shows the width of a single track, as well as the track pitch or space between tracks. Note that the dimensions are given in microns. A micron is one millionth of a meter. The length of the pits and the spacing between the pits determines the intelligence on the video disc.

A cross section of one side of a video disc is shown in Fig. 11-2. First the pits are pressed into a transparent plastic base material. Next, a thin reflective layer of aluminum is added and a protective coating is placed over the aluminum layer. Finally, two sides are sandwiched together to form a double sided disc. The light beam penetrates the plastic base material on the bottom and focuses onto the surface of the aluminum coating. Light reflected from inside a pit is less bright than light reflected from the spaces between the pits. Thus, intensity modulation of the light beam is achieved as the video disc rotates. The intelligence encoded on the video disc is the resultant of the following three FM signals.

- 8.1 MHz FM modulated with composite video (including chroma).
- 2.3 MHz FM modulated with channel 1 sound.
- 2.8 MHz FM modulated with channel 2 sound.

Referring to Fig. 11-3 we can see these three signals in the frequency spectrum. Each of the sound carriers has a maximum deviation of ± 100
kHz. The 8.1 MHz video FM carrier has a deviation of 1.7 MHz (sync tip to peak white); however, its bandpass extends below 4 MHz to up above 12 MHz in order to include all necessary sidebands. Each of the sound FM
signals pulse width modulates the 8 MHz video to create the actual resultant signal that becomes encoded on the video disc.

Figure 11-4 is a simplified drawing of one of the sound carriers (B) being used to pulse width modulate the 8 MHz video FM (A). The resultant

Fig. 11-3. Frequency spectrum of video disc information.

Fig. 11-4. Encoding of disc information.
signal (C) is clipped and used to create the pits (D) in the video disc. Note that waveform (C) can cause the length of the pits and the spacing between the pits to vary.

Each revolution of a standard play video disc causes one TV frame to appear on the TV screen. One TV frame consists of two interlacing fields, thus, the screen is scanned from top to bottom twice during one revolution of the video disc. One half of the video disc is the first field and the other half is the second field. The fields are separated by vertical sync and blanking sections on the video disc. Note that the vertical field track length varies from one location on the disc to another. This arrangement of the vertical fields, sync, and blanking holds true during the entire time the disc plays from the inside to the outside. Standard play video discs rotate at a constant 1800 RPM which is 30 Hz, the TV frame rate. It is these features of the standard play disc that allows the special modes of operation (still, slow motion, etc.) to be performed.

The illustrations in Fig. 11-5 show how the standard play and extended play video disc layouts compare.

**FUNDAMENTAL VIDEO DISC OPERATION**

Tracking of the light beam is very important as you will see when we delve into the operation of the blocks of the overall system. Two types of tracking are involved in this video disc player:

- Radial tracking.
- Tangential tracking.

Radial tracking simply means keeping the light beam centered on the track. Otherwise, the beam may drift between tracks and the picture would be lost or distorted. Radial movement of the beam is always perpendicular to the tracks.

Tangential tracking always moves the beam in line with the track. This direction of movement is necessary to compensate for any momentary speed errors of the track passing over the beam.

The fundamental block diagram will be found in Fig. 11-6. Located at the center of the system is the slide assembly. The slide assembly contains the laser and all the optics for the system. The slide drive motor moves the entire slide assembly beneath the video disc as the program is played.

The laser generates a red light beam which passes through an optical divider. The beam is then deflected by the automatic tracking mirrors up into the objective lens. This lens focuses the beam into a tiny point on the bottom of the video disc.

The reflected beam follows the identical path through the objective lens and the automatic tracking mirrors to the optical divider. The reflected beam is then separated from the original beam and sent to the light sensitive diodes (also called the photo diodes). The diodes conduct a varying current dependent upon how much light falls on them. Since the reflected beam is intensity modulated by the pits on the video disc, the diodes create the FM signal which was recorded on the video disc.
The light sensitive diodes also create a focus error voltage if the video disc should get too close or too far from the objective lens. The objective lens can move up and down to follow up and down movements of the video disc and thus always maintain correct focus. The focus error voltage is applied to the focus servo which controls the objective lens movement. A servo is simply a high gain amplifier in a closed loop configuration used to control mechanical movement.

Thus the heart of the video disc player is the laser and optical components. Just a few of the many circuits will now be covered on the video disc player.

**LASER DRIVE CIRCUIT OPERATION**

The laser is essentially a gas filled vacuum tube with an anode and a cathode. It is in the shape of a long glass tube with a mirror on the inside of each end. Operation of the tube is analogous to that of a thyratron. That is, a certain "firing" voltage must be applied between anode and cathode to make the gas ionize and cause current flow. Once the tube has fired (ignited), less voltage is required to maintain the current flow.

Helium and neon gas is used in this laser. When it ionizes it emits red light. The light reflects back and forth between the mirrored ends, continually gaining power. One of the mirrored ends is only partially reflective. The light penetrates that mirror and exits the tube as a laser beam.

The optical power of the laser output is only 1.2 mw. It is not dangerous for the beam to strike the skin. The beam will not even harm a piece of tissue paper. However, the beam should not be allowed to travel directly into the eye. For this reason the player is designed to turn off the laser instantly whenever the lid is raised. In addition, the light path is mechanically blocked as the disc lid is raised.

**LASER POWER SUPPLY CIRCUIT**

Figure 11-7 shows the DC power supply for the laser. It is driven by a secondary winding of the power transformer, T1. Diodes D7 and D8 are voltage doublers. During positive excursions of the driving sine wave, D8 conducts and charges C11, C10 and C9 to about 900 volts DC. During the negative half, D7 conducts and charges C6, C7 and C8 to about 900 volts DC. The polarities are additive so the resultant voltage across all the capacitors will be 1800 volts DC. The resistors in parallel are 1 meg ohm. These equalize the voltage across each capacitor and discharge the capacitors when the power is turned off. C21 acts as a surge suppressor across the secondary winding, while C3 and R17 serve as a high pass filter to eliminate high frequency noise which might get into the power supply.

The Laser and its HV power transformer are shown in the Fig. 11-8 circuit. The laser HV transformer looks like a HV triple found in some color TV sets. This HV unit is mounted on the slide assembly with the laser. The circuit is a series circuit with the 1800 volt source supplying current through the regulator circuit (Fig. 11-9) and then through the laser
Fig. 11-5. Comparison of video discs.
and laser transformer to ground. Note that neither side of the 1800 volt supply is connected to ground. The cathode lead from the laser passes through the laser transformer, yet no connections are made to it and this is done for safety reasons.

The 1800 volts will not turn on the laser. A multivibrator circuit is used to drive the primary of the HV transformer T1. The transformer output is around 10 KV. Diode D1 rectifies this voltage and C1 charges up to about 10 KV. When this HV is felt across the anode and cathode of the laser, the laser turns on and C1 dumps its energy through the laser and R1 to provide the initial turn on current.

As soon as 5 ma flows through the laser, the regulator circuitry turns off the multivibrator and the 10 KV disappears. The laser only requires about 1200 volts to maintain the 5 ma of conduction. Thus, the 1800 volts source can keep the laser on once it is conducting. The remaining 600 volt level varies widely from below 100 volts to over 800 volts depending on the line voltage, laser current, etc. During normal conduction of the laser, the secondary winding of the HV transformer, T1 has too much resistance to allow sufficient DC current flow. D2 shunts this winding and the 5 ma current flows through D2 instead of D1 and T1.

**LASER MULTIVIBRATOR CIRCUIT**

The multivibrator circuit that drives the laser transformer is shown in Fig. 11-10. The multivibrator is the free running type and consists of Q3.
and Q4. When the lid is closed, the 12 volt switched source appears and switches Q4 on through R13. The collector of Q4 goes near ground potential and C5 begins to charge toward 12 volts. When the C5 voltage reaches about 1.2 volts, D2 and Q3 switch on. The collector of Q3 goes near ground potential and turns off Q4 through C4. C4 begins to charge toward 12 volts. When the C4 voltage reaches about 1.2 volts, Q4 switches back on and the process repeats itself.

Fig. 11-8. Laser and High Voltage transformer.
The result is a 250 Hz square wave that drives the base of amplifier, Q5. Q5 is a high current amplifier used to drive the step-up transformer. The resultant driving waveform can be monitored at TP6, but is only present for a brief instant during turn-on of the player. As soon as the laser fires, 5 volts is present at TP5 and turns on Q2. Q2 shorts the base of Q4 to ground through D1. Thus, Q4 is disabled and the multivibrator cannot run.

Q4 is a Darlington because of the high gain required to drive Q5. D2 creates a two junction turn-on requirement for Q3 to balance it with the two junction turn-on requirement of Q4. D3 and D20 are protection diodes.
to prevent positive voltage spikes at TP6 from damaging components or upsetting circuit operations.

**SIGNAL PROCESSING**

The photo diodes and the pre-amp module are located on the slide assembly. Note block diagram in Fig. 11-11. The preamp provides reverse bias to all diodes. Diodes A, B, C, and D are applied to a summing circuit where \((A+B)\) and \((C+D)\) are created. These pairs are applied to another summer and amplifier to create the total FM signal \((A+B) + (C+D)\). The pairs are also subtracted in a difference circuit to create the focus error voltage, \((A+B) - (C+D)\).

The outputs of photo diodes E and F are applied to a difference amp which creates the true radial error voltage. This voltage is high frequency emphasized to make another radial error voltage called radial error with high frequency compensation. The use of these focus and radial error voltages will not be covered at this time.

A simple block diagram of the signal processing circuitry is shown in Fig. 11-12. The total FM signal from the pre-amp on the slide assembly is applied to the high frequency amp/splitter. Frequency sensitive networks separate the sound FM from the video FM.

The sound FM is applied to two frequency sensitive stages the 2.8 MHz sound two demodulator and the 2.3 MHz sound one demodulator. These stages serve as FM detectors and retrieve the audio signals from their respective carriers. The two resulting audio nZ16h6s are fed to an electronic switch network which applies either one or both of the signals to the VHF modulator.

The 8 MHz video FM is applied to video demodulator one which extracts the composite video signal from the carrier. The composite video

![Fig. 11-11. Photo diodes and pre-amp module.](image-url)
signal is amplified by the video amp and applied to the VHF modulator. The picture number digital logic is clipped from the composite video signal by the clipper/decoder circuit. Here the logic is decoded and converted to the picture number video signal. The signal is also amplified by the video amp and fed to VHF modulator. The VHF modulator places the audio and video onto the required RF frequencies for channel 3 or 4. The resultant RF signal is fed to the TV set via the antenna switch box.

The video circuitry creates a DC voltage proportional to burst amplitude. This voltage is called emphasis control because it is applied to
the high frequency amp to emphasize the high frequencies when operating near the inner diameter of the video disc. The high frequency emphasis effect decreases as the program progresses toward the outer diameter. This control is required due to the pits being more closely spaced at the inner diameter and thus resulting in less high frequency response.

The player is designed to compensate for minor "dropouts" of intelligence from the video disc. A drop out is an area on the video disc which has incorrect encoding or no encoding. This loss could be caused by physical damage to the video disc. The dropout correction circuitry can compensate for the loss of up to one complete horizontal line on the TV screen.

The 8 MHz video FM signal is fed to the dropout detector circuit. If a bad spot on the video disc is found the 8 MHz signal will be absent and the dropout detector will sense this absence. The 8 MHz signal is also applied through the 64 microsecond delay line (one horizontal line period) to the video demodulator two. When a dropout is found, the dropout detector activates the electronic dropout switch which applies the previous horizontal line in place of the one that was dropped out. The result on the screen is two horizontal scan lines with the same video information. Thus, the dropout has been "filled in" by repeating the previous line.

Now let's take a closer look and see how this signal processing job is accomplished with the various modules in the system. With the exception of the pre-amp module on the slide assembly, all signal processing is located on the video/servo board. The total FM signal from the pre-amp module is applied to the high frequency processor module, as shown in Fig. 11-13. The RF amp amplifies the entire signal. The gain control, R3002, is used to set the correct amplitude output.

The output of the RF Amp is applied to the input of the sound FM Amp. The input is tuned and passes only the 2.3 MHz and 2.8 MHz sound carriers. Both amplified sound carriers are present at pin 15.

The high frequency portion of the RF signal obtained from the video disc has less amplitude at the inside of the video disc than at the outer diameters. The variable high frequency emphasis network is used to level out the high frequency response over the entire video disc. The circuit is controlled by a DC voltage at pin 1. This control voltage is proportional to the 3.58 MHz burst amplitude of the composite video signal. The color separator module removes the burst from the video signal by keying the burst separator with the horizontal rate burst gate pulse at pin 15. The amplitude detector creates a DC voltage proportional to the burst amplitude.

As the DC voltage at pin 1 decreases, the high frequency response increases. The net effect is to boost the high frequency at the inside on the video disc. The video FM amp, amplifies the 8 MHz video FM signal and feeds it to pin 3 of the module. The 2.8 MHz trap removes any remaining channel 11 sound carrier at this point. Remaining 2.3 MHz will be trapped out later.
Chapter 12

Introduction to Microcomputer Systems and Microprocessors

The microprocessor is a large, complex integrated circuit (IC) containing all of the computation and control circuitry for a small computer. It provides economical computing power for many devices including home computers, TV remote control units, electronic tuners, cash registers and video games. Let’s now look at the general operation of the microprocessor systems and associated building blocks.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE MICROPROCESSOR

The earliest electronic computers were built using thousands of vacuum tubes. These devices were very large and unreliable, and were mostly a laboratory curiosity. The next generation was built with transistors, which made computers much more reliable and reduced their size and cost. These “solid-state” machines marked the beginning of the computer as a practical device.

In the 1960s smaller, more powerful computers were built using hundreds of gates, flip-flops, and other similar integrated circuits. These ICs are called small scale integration (SSI) devices. As semiconductor technology developed, it became possible to put dozens of gates on a single IC. Examples of these medium scale integration (MSI) ICs are counters, decoders, registers, and adders.

This down sizing continues, and in 1971 the first microprocessor (the 4004) was introduced. Microprocessors contain the major computation and control sections of a computer, called the—Central Processing Unit (CPU), on a single integrated “chip.” Microprocessors are often called microprocessing units (MPUs). A microprocessor chip contains thousands of gates and is called a large scale integration (LSI) device. LSI memory devices were also developed that store thousands of bits of digital information on a single IC. These two LSI devices made it possible to drastically reduce the total size and cost of small computers. Microproces-
sors have made it practical to build dedicated computers into many small, inexpensive products.

MICROPROCESSOR USE

Microprocessors are now being used in many products which were previously built with random logic devices. Microprocessor-based designs are usually less expensive and contain fewer components than the designs that they replace. Small microprocessor systems may be built with one or two ICs, at a cost of under ten dollars. These can often replace boards with dozens of simpler ICs. Because the number of discrete components and interconnections is greatly reduced, reliability is also improved.

This reduction in size is also possible using custom integrated circuits instead of microprocessors. However, the design of a custom IC can be an extremely complex and expensive process, often costing well over $100,000. This expense can be justified only for high volume products where the development costs can be spread over many thousands of units. The microprocessor allows standard ICs to be used to achieve the same miniaturization. The customizing takes the form of the program stored in the memory. Producing a standard memory with a custom program stored in it is a relatively inexpensive process.

The flexibility and power of microprocessor based systems makes many sophisticated features possible, which in the past were impractical. For example, microprocessor based systems can often test themselves to a considerable degree and give out error warnings. The microprocessor also makes practical the use of a keyboard instead of front panel switches. Another feature is the capability for complete remote control.

A BASIC MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEM

Think of a system with a keyboard and a numeric display, as in a pocket calculator. When a key is pressed, the corresponding number should appear on the display. This system is a natural application for a microprocessor, and in many ways similar to a mini-computer.

You will note in Fig. 12-1 a block diagram of a system for doing this. The microprocessor (also called the processor) is the "brains" of the system. It contains all of the logic to recognize and execute the list of instructions (program). The memory stores the program, and may also store data.

The microprocessor needs to exchange information with the keyboard and display. The input port, from which the processor can read data, connects the processor to the keyboard. The output port, to which the processor can send data, connects the processor to the display.

The blocks within the microcomputer are interconnected by three buses. A bus is a group of wires which connect the devices in the system in parallel. The microprocessor uses the address bus to select memory locations or input and output ports. You can think of the addresses as post
office box numbers; they identify which locations to put information into or take information from.

Once the microprocessor selects a particular location via the address bus, it transfers the data via the data bus. Information can travel from the processor to the memory or an output port, or from an input port or memory to the processor. Note that the microprocessor is involved in all data transfers. Data usually does not go directly from one port to another, or from the memory to a port.

The third bus is called the control bus. It is a group of signals which are used by the microprocessor to notify memory and I/O devices that it is ready to perform a data transfer. Some signals in the control bus allow I/O or memory devices to make special requests from the processor.

A single digit or binary information (1 or 0) is called a bit (a contraction of binary digit). One digital signal (high or low) carries one bit of information. Microprocessors handle data not as individual bits, but as groups of bits called words. The most common microprocessors today use eight-bit words, which are called bytes. These microprocessors are called eight-bit processors. For an eight-bit processor, byte and word are often used interchangeably. Be aware, however, that word is also used to mean a group of sixteen or more bits.

Programs

A program is required by the system to perform the desired task. In the following example are some of the instructions required:

- Read data from the keyboard.
- Write data to the display.
- Repeat (go to step 1).
For the microprocessor to perform a task from a list of instructions, the instructions must be translated into a code that the microprocessor can understand. These codes are then stored in the system's memory. The microprocessor begins by reading the first coded instructions from the memory. The microprocessor decodes the meaning of the instructions and performs the indicated operation. The processor then reads the instruction from the next location in memory and performs the corresponding operation. This process is repeated, one memory location after another.

Certain instructions cause the microprocessor to jump out of sequence to another memory location for the next instruction. The program can therefore direct the microprocessor to return to a previous instruction in the program, creating a loop which is repeatedly executed. This enables operations which must be repeated many times to be performed by a relatively short program.

**Peripherals**

A complete microprocessor system, including the microprocessor, memory, and input and output ports is called a microcomputer. The devices connected to the input and output ports (the keyboard and display for example) are called peripherals, or input/output (I/O) devices. The peripherals are the system's interface with the user. They may also connect the microcomputer to other equipment. Storage devices such as tape or disc drives are also referred to as peripherals.

**THREE-STATE DRIVERS**

All devices in the microprocessor system exchange information with the microprocessor over the same set of wires (the data bus). The microprocessor selects one device to place data on the data bus and disconnect the others. It is the three-state output capability of the devices on the bus that enables the processor to selectively turn devices on and off.

In Fig. 12-2 you will see the symbol and truth table for a three-state buffer (often called a three-state driver). The buffer has an output enable in addition to the usual input and output. When the enable is low the buffer acts just as an ordinary buffer. The signal at the input is transferred to the output. When the enable is high, on the other hand, the output of the device is essentially disconnected.

Looking at Fig. 12-3, you will see a conceptual equivalent circuit which generates the open state using a relay. The disabled (open) output state is often called the high impedance state. Refer to Fig. 12-4 for the schematic of a typical three-state output.

Three-state drivers are important because they allow many devices to share a single data line. This circuit allows any one of three different signals to drive one output. Only one driver's enable line may be low, and that device drives the output. If more than one driver were enabled, they would both try to drive the output. This condition is not allowed because the logic state of the output would be unpredictable.
Many devices, including microprocessors and memories, contain internal three-state drivers. These ICs have an output enable, often called chip select (CS) or chip enable (CE), which controls their output drivers. All devices which put data on the data bus have three-state drivers on their outputs. The microprocessor generates control signals (part of the control bus) to enable the three-state drivers of the device from which it wants to read data. The three-state drivers of the other devices are disabled.

THE MICROPROCESSOR

Illustrated in Fig. 12-5 are the basic signals that connect to a typical microprocessor. There are sixteen address outputs which drive the output bus, and eight data pins which connect to the data bus. The data pins are bidirectional, which means that data may go into or out of them. Read and write are the control signals that coordinate the movement of data on the data bus.

The two signals shown on the left of Fig. 12-5 provide additional control functions. The reset input is used to initialize the microprocessor's internal circuitry. The interrupt input allows the microprocessor to be diverted from its current task to another task which must be performed immediately. The use of these signals, plus several others are also used.

The two connections at the top are for an external crystal, which is used to set the frequency of the oscillator in the microprocessor. The output of the oscillator is called the system clock. The clock synchronizes
all devices in the system and sets the rate at which instructions are executed.

**MEMORIES ARE MADE LIKE THIS**

Microprocessor systems usually use integrated circuit memories to store programs and data. They can store many bits of data in a single IC. Currently, devices are available with capacities well over 65,000 bits on one chip. A 65 K bit memory can store over eight thousand alphanumeric characters, or about three test pages on a piece of silicon about a third of an inch square.

The simplest memory device is the flip-flop, which stores one bit of information. Registers contain up to eight flip-flops on a single IC, each with its own data in and data out pins but with a common clock line.

LSI technology made it possible to put thousands of flip-flops on an IC, but a new problem was created. With thousands of flip-flops on an IC, there cannot be a separate data pin for each. The solution to this problem is to use address inputs to select the particular memory location (flip-flop) of interest. A decoder on the memory chip decodes the address and connects the selected memory location to the data pins.

Figure 12-6 shows a conceptual diagram of an eight-bit memory (most memories are much larger). Only the data output circuits are shown for simplicity. The decoder converts the binary address inputs to eight separate outputs, one for each possible combination of the three address lines. These signals control the three-state drivers at the output of each memory cell (flip-flop). The data from the addressed cell is placed on the data output line. This technique allows a single data pin to be used for all locations on the memory chip.

Each memory location can contain a group of bits rather than just one bit as in the example above. Each can hold one, or eight bits, depending upon the particular IC. If the IC has eight data pins, then each memory location stores eight bits of data. Note that while the memory may contain thousands of locations, only one may be accessed at a time.

![Diagram of three-state driver.](image)

Fig. 12-4. Diagram of three-state driver.
Fig. 12-5. Basic microprocessor signals.

The number of addressable locations depends upon the number of address lines. With one address line, two locations can be selected: address 0 and address 1. With two address lines, one of four locations can be selected: 00, 01, 10 and 11.

The memory ICs used with microprocessors fall into two broad categories: ROMs and RAMs. A ROM (read only memory) is a memory which can only be read. The data is programmed into it at the time of manufacture, or by a special programming procedure prior to installation in the circuit. A program recorded into a ROM is often referred to as firmware.
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A RAM (random access memory) is a memory into which data can be stored and then retrieved. RAM is actually a misnomer; random access means that the time to access any memory location is the same, a characteristic also present in ROMS. Read/write (R/W) memory is a more accurate term for what are usually called RAMs, but RAM is widely used to mean integrated circuit read/write memory. A digital tape recorder is an example of a memory which is not random access, since the time to access a particular location depends upon the position of the tape.

An important characteristic of semiconductor RAMs is that they are volatile: they lose their data when power is turned off, and when turned back on, they contain unknown data. ROMs do not have this problem, so they are used for permanent program data storage. Since the contents of a ROM cannot be modified, RAMs must be used for temporary program and data storage.

Figure 12-7 shows a ROM containing 2,048 words of eight bits each, or 16,384 bits. When using large numbers that are powers of two, “K” is often used to mean 1,024. Thus, this memory has 2K bytes of 16K bits. Since each location contains eight bits, it is called a 2K x 8 ROM.

Fig. 12-6. Drawing of eight-bit memory.
When the chip select input is low, the ROMs output drivers are enabled. When chip select is high, the data outputs are in the high impedance state. The three-state outputs allow the data lines of many memory devices to be connected together, with one device selected by bringing its chip select input low.

Illustrated in Fig. 12-8 is a 1K × 8 RAM. This RAM contains 1,024 locations of eight bits each. The data lines are bidirectional, since data can go into or out of the memory. RAMs have an additional control line called write. To store data in the RAM, an address is selected, the data is placed on the data lines, and the write line is brought low. When the data and address are all set, the chip select is pulsed, and the data is stored in the memory.

ROMs and RAMs come in many different sizes (with different numbers of words and different numbers of bits per word) and many types.

**MICROCOMPUTERS AND MINICOMPUTERS**

A microcomputer is functionally similar to a minicomputer, and, in fact, the distinction between the two is becoming less clear each day. A microcomputer's CPU (central processing unit) is the microprocessor. A minicomputer's CPU is usually a PC board with dozens of less complex, but faster, integrated circuits on it. The main functional difference is that
minicomputers are usually faster. They also are larger and more expensive. As microprocessors have increased in speed and power to compete with the older minicomputers, new minicomputers have been developed which are even faster and more powerful. These new minicomputers often use microprocessors internally. Thus, while the basic distinctions of speed, power, and size remain, the exact boundary is becoming vague. Microcomputers are now finding applications in systems where a minicomputer would be too bulky and expensive.

RADIO SHACKS TRS-80 MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM

In this section we will take a look at Radio Shack’s very popular TRS-80 microcomputer system. Some brief system operation information will be given to help familiarize you with the system.

Troubleshooting information and tips will be given for the RAM, ROM, CPU, video divider chain, system clock, power supply, address decoder, address lines, keyboard and video processing system.

Also included in this chapter are the complete diagrams for the TRS-80 and some section isolation troubleshooting flowcharts.

Let’s now take a brief look at the basic operation of Radio Shack’s model TRS-80 microcomputer. Some basic theory of operation along with block diagrams will be covered. Some troubleshooting tips and system flowcharts will also be investigated, and some power supply chart

Fig. 12-8. Drawing of a 1K x 8 RAM chip.
information. Plus hints, ideas, suggestions and other tips. A photo of the Radio Shack TRS-80 microcomputer system in operation is shown in Fig. 12-9.

**TRS-80 System Block Diagram**

You will find the integrated circuits contained in the TRS-80 can be broken down into ten major sections. The system block diagram in Fig. 12-10 shows these units as they are related to the other sections. The heart of the system is the CPU (central processing unit). Most of the leads on the CPU are data lines and address lines. The CPU tells the address bus where the data it wants is located, and the data bus is a good place for the information to come back to the CPU. The address lines are outputs from the CPU. They never receive data or addresses from other sections. The data lines on the other hand can give or receive data.

**ROM Operation**

If the CPU has to be the heart of the system, the ROM (read only memory) could very well be considered the brains. The ROM tells the CPU what to do, how to do it and where to put the data after each operation. Without the ROM, the CPU would just function or run as a pulse generator. When power is first applied to the system, the CPU outputs an address to the ROM that locates the CPU's first instruction. The ROM fires back the first instruction and then the two start communicating. In less than a second, the CPU, under ROM control, performs all the house-keeping required to start up the system and then flashes a "ready" on the screen.

If the CPU misses that first piece of ROM data, then it may become all fouled up. It may tell the ROM that it is ready to load a tape so that the ROM tells it how to do that. The tape recorder turns on. But since the CPU is now playing games in the video memory, the tape is not needed. Because the CPU operates at about 2 MHz these digital foul-ups seem to occur instantaneously.

You can just think of the CPU as the work horse and the ROM as the boss. The ROM tells the CPU how to do it, when to do it, and where it was placed.

**RAM Operation**

The next major section, see Fig. 12-11, is the RAM (random access memory). This memory is where the CPU can file data it may not need until later. The RAM is also the place where the programs are kept. If you tell the computer to count to 7,500, then the CPU stores your instructions in the RAM. The following occurs if you want the computer to act now.

The CPU tells the ROM someone wants in. The ROM tells the CPU to go to the keyboard and find out who. The CPU finds out, tells the ROM it's the number one chief. The ROM tells the CPU to find out what the chief wants. The CPU tells the ROM that the chief wants us to run. The ROM tells the CPU to go to the RAM and find out what the chief wants done. The CPU says the chief wants to count to 7,500. The ROM tells the CPU how
to do it. After it's done, the ROM tells the CPU to find out what to do with it. The CPU informs the ROM that the 7,500 count must go on the video
Fig. 12-11. Schematic of TRS-80 (section 1).
Fig. 12-11. Schematic of TRS-80 (section 1) (continued from page 338).
display screen and be saved. The ROM tells the CPU how to put it on the display and then tells it to store the 7,500 somewhere in RAM, then remember where it is. The CPU tells the ROM that the job is completed. The ROM tells the CPU to monitor the keyboard in case the chief wants another program run.

The CPU looks to the ROM for instructions. The CPU then follows the ROM's instructions and looks to the keyboard, then the RAM. In all cases, the CPU applies address locations to the ROM, RAM and keyboard. The data lines are then checked for input data that corresponds to these address locations. In case of an output from the CPU to RAM, the CPU selects the address, puts data on the data lines, and then instructs the RAM to store the data that is on the data lines.

Make a note, that only the CPU communicates with all other sections of the computer. If the CPU is told by ROM to store an item from ROM into RAM, the CPU can't make the RAM receive ROM data directly. Instead, the CPU takes the data from ROM and then sends it to the RAM. The CPU must act as intermediary between the two. The reason for this is that the CPU is the only section that can address locations and pass data to all other sections.

**Keyboard and Video Processing**

The keyboard section is not necessary as far as the CPU is concerned, but it is very necessary for data to be fed in by the operator. The keyboard is used for making known your instructions to the CPU. The opposite is true for the video RAM. In this case, the CPU wants to tell us it needs data or it may want to show us the result of a complex calculation. So, the request for more information or the result is stuffed into the video RAM. Anything in video RAM is automatically displayed on the terminal screen. The video processing section takes care of this. Data in the video RAM is in ASCII. Converting ASCII into the alphanumeric symbols we recognize is the task of the video processor. A ROM contains all of the dot patterns. The ASCII locates the character pattern, and the video processor sends it out to the terminal screen.

**Video Divider Chain**

Composite video going to a video terminal is extremely complex. Aside from the video signal, there is the horizontal and vertical sync. These signals must be very stable and be outputed in the correct sequence. The CPU is very busy, so the video divider chain handles the TV signal to the monitor. It generates the sync signals and addresses the video RAM in a logical order so that the video processor can handle video data efficiently. Note the block under the video RAM labeled MUX. This is short for multiplexer. It acts somewhat like a multipole, multiposition switch. When the video divider chain is in control, the MUX is switched so that only addresses from the divider chain are directed to the video RAM. The CPU may need to read or write data into the video RAM. If so, the MUX is switched so that the CPU has control over the video RAM's
address. After the CPU is finished, the addressing task is reassigned to the divider chain.

**System Clock**

The system clock circuit will be found in Fig. 12-12. Y1 is a fundamental-cut 10.6445 MHz crystal. It is in a series resonant circuit consisting of two inverters. Z42, pins 1 and 2, and 3 and 4, form two inverting amplifiers. Feedback between the inverters is supplied by C43, a 47 pf capacitor. R46 and R52 force the inverters used in the oscillator to operate in their linear region.

The waveform at pin 5 of Z42 will resemble a sine wave at 10.6445 MHz. The oscillator should not be measured at this point, however, due to the loading effects test equipment would have at this node. Z42, pin 6, is the output of the oscillator buffer. Clock measurements may be made at this point. The output of the buffer is applied to three main sections: The CPU timing circuit, the video chain, and the video processing circuit.

**Address Decoder**

The memory mapped chart for the TRS-80 is shown in Fig. 12-13. Note that the address 01AC (in HEX) is in the ROM part of the map. Address 380A is in the keyboard area and 3CAA accesses the video display RAMs. Since the data and address buses are connected in parallel to all the sections, there must be some method to determine which section is being accessed. A decoding network monitors the higher order address bits and selects which “memory” the CPU wants to use.

The address decoder (Fig. 12-14) is very important to the operation of the system. Refer to this schematic since there are signals that need to be sourced or traced.

The address decoder uses six bits, A10 through A15 are needed, plus RD and RAS (row address select). A15 is the most significant bit of the address bus. Let’s combine the six high order bits and add a couple more, so that we have two hex digits: A15, A14, A13, A12, A11, A10, A9 and A8.

A12 through A15 form the most significant hex character. A8 through A9 are the two bits we had to add to complete that last hex character. Now let’s break down part of the memory map into hex and binary. See Fig. 12-13.

Notice in the break down that we could use the two most significant digits of the hex code in the decoding scheme and handle the selection of all the memories. In the binary columns, you can see that instead of using two hex digits, which is eight binary lines, we can ignore two bits and use only six binary lines. A dotted line separates the two unused bits from the six that will be used.

Now look at Fig. 12-14 and you will see that bits A12, A13 and A14 are connected to Z21, a dual, 2-input to 4-line decoder/demultiplexer. The C1 and C2 inputs are connected in such a way as to make Z21 into a 3-input to 8-line decoder. The G1 and G2 inputs connected to Z21 are chip enables. As shown, when these inputs are at logical 0, Z21 is active. When high, Z21
Fig. 12-12. Diagram of TRS-80 (section 2).
Fig. 12-12. Diagram of TRS-80 (section 2) (continued from page 344).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A15</th>
<th>A14</th>
<th>A13</th>
<th>A12</th>
<th>A11</th>
<th>A10</th>
<th>A9</th>
<th>A8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>From: Hex 0000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To:   Hex 0FFF</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From: Hex 3800</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To:   Hex 38FF</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From: Hex 3C00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To:   Hex 3FFF</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From: Hex 4000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To:   Hex 4FFF</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From: Hex 4000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To:   Hex 7FFF</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 12-13. Mapped memory for TRS-80.**

is disabled and none of its eight outputs are low. The G-enables are controlled by OR gate Z73, pins 4, 5, and 6. Pin 4 is tied to A15, the most significant bit of the address bus.

Referring back to Fig. 12-14, then A15 and RAS are low at the same time, a low will be outputed by Z73, pin 6. This low will enable Z21. When Z21 turns on, one of its outputs will go low, depending on the status of A12 A13, and A14. For example, if these three inputs are high, pin 4 will go low. If all three inputs are high, pin 4 will go low. You might consider A12 through A14 as supplying an octal address to Z21. Since there are eight states in an octal code, then there could be one of eight lines selected (output 0 through output 7).

We can sum up Z21's function quite simply. It decodes the most significant digit of the hex address. Using Z21 and the last two bits, A11 and A10, we can define any one of the four "memories" available to the CPU in level I.

**Address Decoder Programming**

Attached to the outputs of Z21 is X3. X3 is called a "dip shunt" and it is installed in the PCB position Z3. A dip shunt is like a shorting bar array, except the bars may be broken. By breaking some bars and leaving others intact, the address decoder is programmed to reflect the amount of RAM and ROM the CPU has available for use. You will note in Fig. 12-14, X3 is shown with six broken shorting bars.

**Power Supply System**

The TRS-80 requires three voltage supply levels as follows.
A +12 volts at 350 milliamps.
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Fig. 12-14. Drawing of address decoder.
Also, +5 volts at about 1.2 amps.
And a — 5 volts at 1 milliamps.
The +12 and — 5 volts are needed by the system’s RAM and all other
devices that require +5 volts. The +12 volt and +5 volt supplies are
regulated and current-protected against shorts. The — 5 volts supply is not
as critical as the other two supplies, and it uses a single Zener diode for
regulation. The stepped-down AC voltage is supplied by an “AC adaptor.”
The adaptor has a transformer with one primary and two secondary
windings.
The secondary windings are both center-tapped. One is rated at 14
volts AC at one amp. This winding is used for the +5 and — 5 volt supplies.
The other winding had diodes connected and it outputs 19.8 VDC at about
350 milliamps. This circuit is used for the 12 volt supply. All voltage
outputs and center taps are brought into the power input jack.
Unregulated DC voltage for the +12 volt supply is input at pin 2 of
the power jack. When the power switch is closed the output voltage is
about 20 volts due to action of the filter capacitor. This voltage is then fed
to a transistor and regulator, Z2. Figure 12-15 shows a simplified diagram
of the internal circuitry for the 723 regulator chip.
Referring to the circuit in Fig. 12-16, we see the filtered DC voltage
from the adaptor and C8 is applied to pin 12 of Z2 and the emitter of series
pass transistor, Q6. The voltage applied to pin 12 allows a constant current
source to supply Zener current for Za. Pin 6 of Z2 will output a Zener
voltage of about 7.15 volts. Pin 6 is tied to pin 5, the positive input to
operate amplifier Zb. The negative input to the op-amp is tied to the wiper
of R10. Initially, pin 4 of Z2 is at ground, forcing the output of op-amp Zb to
output about 7.15 volts. Transistor Qa turns on, which turns on pass
transistor Q6. The pass transistor supplies voltage for current monitoring
resistor R18 and to the resistor network R13, R10 and R12. If R10 is
adjusted for 7.15 volts at its wiper, the op-amp will be balanced and Q6 will
output only enough voltage to keep the loop stable. If the output voltage
dropped below 12 volts, Zb’s output would decrease which would force the
current through Qa to decrease. Qa would cause Q6 to increase the current
through it, and the output would rise back up to the 12 volt level. If the 12
volt line increased in voltage, the op-amp would cause Qa’s current to
increase, forcing Q6 to drop down.

**Power Supply Checks for the TRS-80**

Most problems that result in loss of power supply voltage will be
associated with solder shorts, component shorts or defective power
supply adaptors. Usually, the power supply will not be damaged due to a
short because the regulators use current-limiting with fold-back. A solder
short or shorted component does not have to be in the power section to
cause a supply problem. The shorts may be anywhere.

Should you be missing +12 volts and +5 volts, measure the voltage
across R18. This resistor monitors the current flow from the +12 volt
supply. If the voltage reads about 0.6 volts, the +12 volt bus is in fold-back and has shut itself off. Since the +12 volt bus is shut-off, you will not have +5 volts because the +5 volt regulator is referenced to the +12 volt output. You must now locate and remove the short on the +12 volt bus before anything will operate.

If the −5 volt supply is not present, first confirm that there is ample negative voltage on the adaptor side of R19. See if R19 is dropping all of the voltage. If so, you have a −5 volt bus short.

The +12 volt and the −5 volt supplies are used by the RAM system. If you have problems with either of these two, suspect a RAM short. See if you can find a RAM that generates more heat than the others. Use a temperature probe for this check.

Pull all RAM’s and retest. If all of the power supplies are now good, turn off the power and re-install one RAM. Turn on the power and retest. Install each RAM until you find one that loads down the power supply. Remove the faulty RAM and continue to check out the other IC’s. There may be more than one shorted device.

A short on the +5 volt bus can be a real tough one to find. Unless you can see the short, you will have to cut PC runs to isolate a section. Once a section is isolated you will probably have to make other cuts to find the short. And, remember to bridge the cuts when repairs are completed. These runs carry considerable current, so use solid 22 gauge wire to bridge the cuts.

If you find a dead +12 volt bus, check transistor Q1’s heat sink. The hardware holding the transistors heat sink may have become loose and shorted Q1’s leads.

---

Fig. 2-15. Block diagram of 723 regulator Z2.
Figure 12-17 lists the voltages found around Z1 and Z2 for a normal operating unit. These measurements were taken when the +12 volt supply was adjusted for 12 volts and the −5 volt supply was adjusted to 5 volts.

**Isolation of a Defective Computer Section**

One of the toughest problems to section-isolate is a screen full of junk at power on. This is a display with all character positions filled with either alphanumerics or graphics. Also, a garbage condition does not always indicate that the power-up logic is defective. A problem could exist in RAM, ROM, the video divider chain and of course the CPU itself. Thus, a fault could exist in 75% of the computer system.

You could start by replacing all of the RAM's, ROM's and the CPU but, this would be a waste of time. If the problem was a cold solder joint or a short, replacing all plug-in devices would not solve the problem. The section isolation technique will probably yield much more positive results. This is based on a removal technique that eliminates sections from the suspect list.

**Section Isolation Flowchart**

Referring to Fig. 12-18, you will find a flowchart of section isolation “by part removal”. Start this process in the parallelogram, block 1, which gives the basic problem. Block 2 instructs you to disassemble the unit and reconnect the video and power inputs. Block 3 is a decision block. Do you have garbage on the screen now? If so, you
continue to block 5. If not, block 4 tells you to suspect a shorting interconnect cable between the keyboard and the CPU board. You could also have loosened a "solder ball" during disassembly, and the short is now gone. Examine the interconnect cable carefully for shorting conductors. Also, note any loose solder or wire bits on the board. You may have solved the computer problem just by taking it apart. So, run another test.

At block 5, you will turn off power to the unit, wait about ten seconds, then switch power back on. The delay gives the initialization logic time to reset. If there is now a "ready" on the screen at block 6, you may have a problem around S2 or C42, as block 7 instructs.

In block 8, you are instructed to remove the dip shunt (X71) at Z71. Refer to fold out diagrams. With X71 removed, the RAM's are not electronically in the system. When power is applied, the ROM and the CPU are in communication, but there is no data flow to or from the RAM.

The screen should show a pattern of 16 character lines of 32 colon. If the CPU shows large colon, you could have RAM or keyboard-type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Z1</th>
<th>Voltage</th>
<th>Z2</th>
<th>Voltage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7.46</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.89</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>11.99</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>21.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>11.99</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>21.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>7.05</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All voltages are measured with a digital volt-meter. Voltages are referenced to ground at the right side of capacitor C9.

Fig. 12-17. Power supply voltage chart.
problems. Blocks 11 through 15 will help in isolating that type of problem. As blocks 12 and 14 imply, there are two colon displays. One display is stable. The other is blinking and flickering as the CPU constantly
interrupts video addressing. Depending on the status of the keyboard, you could have data line or keyboard troubles.

The next step at block 16 is to remove the ROM's. The CPU is now locked up without instructions from ROM. The pattern to look for is a screen full of @9's. The display should be in 64 character format at this time. The display will continually be flickering.

If you get @9's on the screen, you probably have a ROM error. If no @9's or partial @9's are visible, you could have video chain or video RAM problems. If you still get garbage, maybe the CPU is dead or something is making the CPU not function.

As we see, the part removal isolation technique uses a lot of maybe's, question marks and could be's. Teh "what if " are trying to tell us what section could be at fault. You could have ROM problems and yet obtain large colons. You could get @9's and still have CPU error. But it is better than nothing, and the process does give you a starting point.

**Signal Condition (Active, Steady State, or Floating)**

Normal troubleshooting techniques call for an output-to-input sweep of the bad signal line. Hence, once a bad signal is found, the circuit is traced backwards until the signal is correct. The failed device will be located between the good input and the bad output.

**Activity.** is defined as any logical transition from high to low or vice versa. For example, the output of oscillator buffer Z42, pin 6, always has activity. There is a constant output pulse train at this pin. The signal swings from almost ground to over 3 volts continuant.

**Steady-State.** is defined as a logical 1 or logical 0. For example, Z40, pin 16, has a steady state logical 1. It is held high by resistor R50. Another example is the logical 0 at pins 6 and 7 of Z56, the CPU clock divider. Z42, pin 8, is always low unless resistor R67 is grounded.

**Floating.** is defined as a signal level between the steady state of a logical 0 and a logical 1. The CPU, the ROM's, the RAM's and the data and address buffers are all tri-stable devices. When tri-state devices are disabled or unselected, the output may show a floating condition. In a floating condition, the output will show system noise flickering through it. The average level of the noise will attain a voltage of 1.5 volts or so. TTL devices define a logical 0 to be equal to, or less than, 0.8 volts. A logical 1 has a voltage equal to, or more than, 2.4 volts. Any voltage between these two levels will be considered floating.

**CPU Problems**

A problem with the CPU does not mean that Z40 is inoperative. It could indicate you have trouble with the address and data buffers, the control group, CAS/RAS timing, or with one of the CPU's support devices. If you suspect a problem with these devices, try substitution of a known good CPU for Z40.

The flowchart, shown in Fig. 12-19 will help you for CPU troubleshooting.
The primary objective of this chart is to help you find a signal fast that should be active but is not. The main flow of the chart is on the left side of the blocks. Here, you are checking for activity on address and data lines. With no activity on the address lines, you are immediately branched off to the CPU's support group to find out why. Pay particular attention to the appearance of address line outputs. Any tri-state looking signal could mean a potential short between address lines. The opposite is true of data lines. These signals may be active and have floating components between active
states. Hence, data line shorts are extremely difficult to find, using an oscilloscope.

**Addressing Problems (ROM)**

Usually addressing problems are associated with open or shorted address lines going to the ROM sockets. Early versions of the boards may have jumper modifications on the solder side that may have broken loose. There is also the chance that vibration has jarred a ROM partially out of its socket. The address lines should be checked at the chip. Normally, there will be activity on all lines.

There are two types of data problems. The first one is the non-repairable bit error internal to the ROM. The checksum contained in the SCQATS program can readily verify this. SCQATS is a special machine language test and debugging tape available from Radio Shack for the TRS-80. If the ROM problem is too severe for SCQATS loading, a replacement test may be required. The second type of data problem is the short or open on the data output. If you remove dip shunt Z3, the ROM’s will tri-state and you can check for a floating state on the data pins.

**RAM Checks**

RAM problems are slightly more difficult to troubleshoot because of multiplexing of the address inputs. Aside from addressing differences, the RAM’s are checked like the ROM’s. If you have a RAM problem and the system will not load SCQATS, you can replace the eight RAM’s with a known good set. If this clears the faults, start replacing your standard RAM’s with the parts you took out, one by one. Power up after each exchange to see if you still have a “ready”. Continue this process until you have isolated the defective RAM(s).

**Address Decoder Tips**

A problem in the address decoder section will probably point you in the memory direction. For example, if the ROM is never addressed with ROM, you would think you have ROM problems. If you suspect one of the “memory” locations, keep in mind that the address decoder sources what the memory selects. The select inputs to the different memories should be the very first thing to check out.

Since the address decoder is made up of gates, it should be easy to repair once you locate the fault. The hard part is knowing when to suspect a fault with the decoder section. Section isolation demands that the address decoder be functional, at least partially. Unfortunately there is no “cut and try” way to determine if this section is operating correctly. Of course, you can monitor each output to see if it’s responding, but you really can not be sure the signal is supposed to be there when it is.

**Keyboard Information**

Difficulty with the keyboard is usually mechanical, sticking keycaps, bouncy keys and broken interconnect cables are common. Shorts in the keyboard matrix are usually easy to detect. If you find an alphanumeric
character display right after the 7, that particular key, or PCB run, may be shorted. A completely "dead" keyboard could be caused by lack of power, a broken interconnect cable or the address decoder is not feeding a signal to the keyboard.

**Video Divider Chain Comments**

Problems in the video divider chain will usually be associated with the stability of the display. Loss of vertical or horizontal reference frequencies sometimes can be traced back to defective counters or bad reset gates. Since the systems master clock/oscillator is included in this section, inactive (dead) system troubleshooting can very well end up at this point.

Since most of the reference and timing signals for the video processor are generated in the divider chain, most (but not all) display difficulties can be isolated to this section. This is especially true of vertical roll or horizontal tear of the display. If the horizontal or vertical reference frequency is not getting to the sync processors, then the problem will definitely be a divider chain foul-up.

**Notes on the Video RAM's**

If you suspect video RAM problems, you should try a SCQATS tape test loading. SCQATS will be most helpful in rooting out bit-error in the RAM's. If the test generates large amounts of bit-errors, you should suspect either the divider chain or the video RAM addressing multiplexer.

Normally, addressing errors occur when there is a short or open between the multiplexer and the RAM's. Signal activity on the address inputs of the RAM's can be easily checked with an oscilloscope. All address lines (V0 through V9) should be active in 64 character format. There will not normally be any floating conditions on these inputs. The logic input to video RAM will only be active during a NPU data transfer. Normally, it should be high.

**Video Processing**

Problems in the video processing section can range anywhere from a blank screen to missing dots. Usually, the fault is easily found because this section is a serial-type. For example, if you have graphics problems, you know there are only two chips that are used as graphics handling devices. You should then look around shift register Z11 and graphics generator Z8. The parts that are strictly alphanumeric are character generator Z29 and its shift register Z10. Defective devices that can affect both alphanumeric and graphics are: Z26, Z27, Z30 and the video mixing circuits, consisting of Q1 and Q2.

**Sync Generator Points of Service**

The sync generator section is one of the easiest circuits to troubleshoot. If the timing reference is getting to Z6 and Z57, it is a simple process to find the point where you have lost the signal. A problem can occur with the adjust pots, R20 or R21. Severe heat build-up may cause these parts to fail. Capacitors C20 and C26 are usually dependable unless
they are physically damaged. You may find C21 or C27 shorted. These capacitors are mylar and are very susceptible to shorting out under impact stress.

An important point about this circuit is that Z6 and Z57 are CMOS devices. Unlike TTL, they are high impedance devices that consume little current. A floating condition on a CMOS input will not necessarily give a floating "display" on an oscilloscope. A floating condition may look high or low depending on the charge of the broken line tied to the input point. Even the resistance of your finger across a broken run can complete the circuit and cause a CMOS device to operate. When you remove your finger from the run or pin, circuit operation may fade away very slowly as the PC board run discharges.

**PROCESSOR TECHNOLOGY CORP. SOL-20 MICROCOMPUTER**

Some of the special circuits found in the Processor Technology SOL-20 Microcomputer shown in Fig. 12-20 will now be covered.

**Power Supply Circuit**

The fused primary power is applied through S5 to T2. Now refer to Fig. 12-21 for a block diagram of the SOL-20 power supply. A full-wave bridge rectifier, is connected across the 8-volt secondary of the transformer. The rectified output is filtered by C8 and applied to the collector of Q1. Q1, a pass transistor, is driven by Q2, with the two connected as a Darlington pair. The output of Q1 is connected to R1 which serves as an overload current.

For the operation of the SOL-20 power supply refer to circuit in Fig. 12-22. An overload current (approximately 4 amps) increases the voltage drop across R1. The difference is amplified in one-half of U2 (an operational amplifier) and the output on pin 7 turns Q3 on. Q3 in turn "steals" current from Q1-Q2 and diverts current from the output on pin 1 of U2. This in effect turns the supply off to reduce the current and voltage. Note that the circuit is not a constant current regulator since the current is "folded back" by R6 and R8. The current is reduced to about 1 amp as the output voltage falls to zero.

Divider network R11 and R12, which is returned to – 12 volts, senses changes in the output voltage. If the output voltage is 5 volts, the input to pin 2 of U2 is at zero volts. U2 provides a positive output on pin 1 if pin 3 is more positive than pin 2 and a negative output for the opposite condition.

When the output voltage falls below 5 volts, pin 2 of U2 goes more negative then pin 3. This means pin 1 of U2 goes positive to supply more current to the base of Q1. The resulting increase in current to the load causes the output voltage to rise until it stabilizes at 5 volts. Should the output voltage rise above 5 volts, the circuit operates in a reverse manner to lower the voltage.

Protection against a serious over-voltage condition (more than 6 volts) is also provided. Zener diode, (D1), with a 5.1 Zener voltage, is connected in series with R13 and R2. When the output voltage exceeds
about 6 volts, the resulting voltage drop across R2 triggers SCR1 to short the fold-back current to ground. Since the overload current circuit is also working, the current through SCR1 is about 1 amp. Once the current is removed, this circuit restores itself to its normal condition; that is, SCR1 turns off.

Bridge rectifier FWB2, connected across the other T1 secondary, supplies +12 and −12 volts DC. The positive output of FWB2 is filtered by C5 and regulated by IC regulator U1. The negative output is filtered by C4 and regulated by U3. Shunt diodes D3 and D4 protect U1 and U3 against discharge of C6 and C7 when power is turned off. (Note that should the −12 volt supply short to ground, the +5 volt supply turns off by action of U2).

Unregulated −16 and +16 volt DC, from the filtered outputs of FWB2 are available on terminals X6 and X5. Note the power transformer (T2) has an 8 volt secondary winding and a bridge rectifier (FWB3) to supply +8 volts DC at 8 amps. This output is filtered by C9 and controlled by bleeder resistor R13. The SOL-20 also has a cooling fan powered by AC line voltage.

Audio Tape I/O — SOL-20 System

Refer to audio tape I/O schematic Fig. 12-23. Timing for the audio tape I/O is derived from the 1200, 2400, 4800, 19,200, and 38,000 Hz signals received from the Baud rate generator in the input/output section of the SOL. The first two are used by the write data synchronizer (U100) and the digital-to-audio converter (U101). The remaining three signals are fed to two sections of U111, a quad multiplexer or select gate. All four
Fig. 12-21. SOL-10 power supply block diagram.
sections of U111 are used to select clocks for low speed or high speed operation according to the select inputs, pins 9 (A) and 14 (B). The states of these two select inputs must be complementary to each other in order to select the high or low speed clocks. Specifically, A must be high and B low to select high speed clocks; the reverse condition selects the low speed clocks mode.

The output of the second section on pin 11 of U111 is BYTE write clock, 4800 Hz on low speed and 19.2 kHz on high speed. The third section outputs a 19.2 kHz (high speed) or 38.4 kHz (low speed) timing signal to input pin 10 of binary up counter (U112).

Recover clock is produced by a phase locked loop (U111), another U112 binary up counter and the first and fourth sections of U111. The signal input (pin 14) to U110 is supplied from output pin 1 of D flip-flop U113. It is a constant frequency, regardless of whether one or two transitions are detected in the read data during the count out time (12 counts) of the U112 counter with the outputs on pins 13 and 14. A phase comparator in U110 compares the signal input to the output of a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) in U110 (pin 4). By feeding the VCO output through a counter (the other half of U112) before feeding the counter output back to the compare input (pin 3) of U110, the circuit acts as a frequency multiplier. The output of this circuit remains locked, therefore, to a multiple of the signal input on pin 14 of the U110 chip.

The output of U110 is nominally 19.2 kHz. The actual output is determined by the signal input which in turn is a function of tape speed. In other words, the phase lock loop circuit tracks input frequency variations. And it will track such variations within its locking range which is determined by the setting of variable resistor VR3 (connected to pin 12 of the U110 chip).

For high speed, the divide-by-four output of U112 (pin 4) is selected as recover clock. For low speed, the VCO output of U110 is selected for recover clock. This clock serves as read clock for the CDI UART, U69.

Tape control 1 and 2 are used to turn one or two recorder motors on and off. An active low tape control 1 energizes K1 to close its contacts and turn recorder 1 on; a high de-energizes K1 to turn the recorder off. Tape control 2 does the same thing with K2 to control another recorder. Diodes D13 and D14, which shunt K1 and K2 respectively, prevent damage to the logic circuitry in the input/output section due to inductive kickback. R155 and R156 are current limiters that keep the relay contacts from being “welded” together.

When the CDI is in the write mode, data is input to the UART (U69) under control of port out FB. Upon completion of this strobe, the transmit sequence is initiated within the UART, with the transmission rate being governed by the BYTE write clock.

The transmission sequence begins with a start bit, a low (data zero) on the UART's TO output. It is followed by eight data bits and two stop bits
Fig. 12-22. Circuit diagram for SOL-20 power supply.
(high on the UART's TO output), with the number of bits being fixed by the connections to pins 34 through 39 of U69.

The data from U69 is applied to the D input of D flip-flop U100 which is clocked at 1200 Hz. This output is connected to the reset (pin 4) of the U101, so when the data out of the UART is high, the first section in U101 is forced to a reset condition. In this condition the J and K inputs to the second stage of U101 are held high which allows the flip-flop to change state on the rising edge of the clock.

The clock for U101 (OUTPUT CLOCK) is 2400 Hz in the high speed mode or 4800 Hz in the low speed mode. This clock is derived from 2400 Hz in conjunction with the low speed select signal in NAND gate U98 and exclusive OR gate U99.

In the high speed mode, pins 12 and 13 of U98 are held low, thus holding pin 10 of U98 high. As a result, the 2400 Hz signal is inverted in U99 to become the clock for U101.

Pins 12 and 13 of U98 are held high, however, in the low speed mode to enable U98. In this case R117 and C47 provide a delay in the U98 gate. When the 2400 Hz signal on pin 2 of U99 changes state, so does pin 3 of U99. Also, C47 charges through R117 for several \( \mu \text{sec} \), at which point pin 10 of U98 is brought to the opposite polarity. The output from U99 then goes high. A series of positive pulses, with a pulse width approximately equal to the R117, C47 time constant (10 \( \mu \text{sec} \)) and occurring at every transition of the 2400 Hz signal, appears on pin 3 of U99. This circuit thus operates as a frequency doubler in the low speed mode to provide a 4800 Hz clock for U101.

The 2400 Hz signal from which the U101 clocks are derived also produces the 1200 Hz clock signal for U100. As a result the 1200 Hz signal changes state following a propagation delay after the 2400 Hz signal falls.

**Output Clock**

As previously stated the second stage of U101 is allowed to change state on the positive going transitions of the output clock as long as the data out of the synchronizer is a "1". The end result is an output on pin 14 of U101 that is one-half the clock frequency (1200 Hz and 2400 Hz in the high and low speed modes respectively).

Assume the data stream out of the UART goes low (0). On the next rising edge of the 1200 Hz signal, U100 will reset with Q low and Q high. A low reset on pin 4 of U101 enables the first U101 stage to toggle on the next rising edge of the output clock which occurs 1/2400 second after the synchronizer output falls. Remember that output clock moves from a low to a high shortly before the 1200 Hz signal. The reset on pin four of U101 is thus removed slightly after the output clock occurred. With the J and K inputs to the first U101 stage high, its output will change state on each succeeding low to high transition of the output clock. The second U101 stage in turn can only toggle on the positive going transition of the output clock when its J and K inputs are high. Since the inputs are high at one-half
charges

The two sections of U101, therefore, operate as a frequency divider, dividing the output clock by two when the write data is a “1” and by four when the data is a “0”. Thus, in the low speed mode, four cycles of the 1200 Hz represent a “0” and eight cycles of 2400 Hz represent a “1”. In the high speed mode, one cycle of 1200 Hz represents a “1” and one-half cycle of 600 represents a “0”.

The output on pin 14 of U101 is applied to one section in U109 which provides sufficient current drive for the divider network. This divider and a jumper arrangement allow selecting one of three outputs to be fed to the audio output jack J6. The I to J jumper selects a 500 mv signal for the auxiliary input to an audio recorder. The I to H jumper selects a 50 mv signal for the microphone input to an audio recorder.

When the CDI is in the read mode, data from the recorders enters on J7. This input is fed to the negative input (pin 6) of the operational amplifier U108.

The first section of U108 is a high gain amplifier, with its gain (approximately 100) being determined by R142 and R143. The output from this amplifier is coupled to input pin 2 of the following U108 stage and the base of a Darlington pair (Q4 and Q5) which provides high current gain.

Current into the base of transistor Q5 causes C67 discharge (C67 charges through R39 to 5 volt DC). The voltage on C67 in turn controls the gate of field effect transistor (FET) Q3. Q3 functions as a variable resistor which can be changed by its gate voltage. Since Q3 is connected between ground and the input network to the first U108 stage, it serves as a variable shunt. A low gate voltage on Q3 decreases the shunt resistance and the input to U108. In a like manner, a high voltage on C67 results in an increased input to U108. Q3, Q4, and Q5 with their associated circuitry, therefore, serve as an automatic gain control (AGC) circuit which limits the input to the second U108 stage to approximately a positive 2 volts peak signal.

The second stage of U108 is a comparator with hysteresis that performs the needed audio to digital conversion. Feedback resistor R147, in conjunction with R145, establishes the level on the positive input (pin 3) of U108. This level, be it positive or negative, is the threshold voltage, ±50 mv, which the negative input (pin 2) must exceed in order for the output of U108 to switch levels, positive to negative and the converse. Since the feedback loop is regenerative, U108 switches at its maximum rate, and U108 switches on each transition of the audio signal input. It is in this manner that U108 performs the audio to digital conversion.

The digital output of the U108 is inverted in one section of inverter U109 and applied to pin 9 of exclusive OR gate U99 which is connected as a buffer without inversion. If the output of U109 is low, the output on pin 10 of U99 is also low and the output on pin 4 of another U99 exclusive OR gate is high. The voltage across C49 under this condition is minimal. When the
Fig. 12-23. Cassette data tape interface diagram for SOL-20 microprocessor computer.
output of U109 goes high, C49 starts to charge through R118 until pin 9 of U99 crosses the threshold of that gate. At this point pin 10 of U99 goes high, and since the two inputs to the second exclusive OR gate are both high, pin 4 of U99 goes low. C49 now discharges because pins 9 and 10 of U99 are at the same level so that the circuit can repeat the operation on the next high to low transition at pin 4 of U109. R118, C49 and U99 consequently serve as a transition of the output on pin 4 of U109, regardless of the polarity of the transition.

Transition pulses from the U99 clock go to both D flip-flops in U113. A transition pulse clocks the top U113 at pin 3 which sets Q (pin 1) high and Q (pin 2) low to enable up binary counter U112 on pin 15. Pin 1 is applied to the D input (pin 9) of the lower U113 and the circuit remains in this state until one of two things occurs: a second transition pulse arrives before U112 reaches count 12 or U112 reaches count 12.

If a second transition pulse arrives before count 12, the bottom U113 stage is set and presents a “1” to the D input (pin 9) of flip-flop U100. This is clocked by the Q output on pin 2 of U113 as a low to pin 12 of U100.

If a transition pulse does not arrive before count 12, the bottom U113 stage outputs a “0” to input pin 9 of U100. On count 12, the C and D outputs of U112 go high to reset U113 by way of U98 at pin 4. As a result the U100 clock goes high, as does pin 12 of U100. The output on pin 12 of U100 is inverted by U109 and applied to the receive input (pin 20) of the UART. The Q output on pin 1 of U113, which occurs at the actual bit rate of the incoming data, is also used by the receive clock circuitry to reconstruct the receive clock from the data signal.

Received data undergoes serial-to-parallel conversion in the UART and is placed on the RO1-8 data outputs of the UART when ROD (pin 4 of the UART) is low (port in FB active) and onto INTO-7.

Four status outputs from the UART can also be enabled when SFD (pin 16) is low. These four bits are FE (framing error), OE (overrun error), DR (data ready) and TBRE (transmitter buffer register empty).
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